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ABSTRACT

When a child dies the main focus of both clinical practitioners and researchers is

on the parents and, to a lesser extent, the siblings. In contrast grandparents

have been called the "forgotten grievers". Are grandparents "forgotten"? lf so - by

whom? My interest in this study, as a nurse working with bereaved families, was

to explore how grandparents, parents and health/bereavement professionals

constructed grandparent bereavement when an infant grandchild died

unexpectedly. The 26 participants, living in New Zealand and the United

Kingdom, included 16 grandparents and 6 parents from 11 families, in addition to

3 health/bereavement professionals.

As a theoretical framework I used constructivist inquiry informed by writings on

nursing, storying and postmodernism. Through an exploration of the

methodological and ethical issues that arose and were addressed during the

study, this work adds to knowledge of how constructivist inquiry can be used in

nursing and bereavement research. ln addition, the context of this research as a

partnership with multiple family members contributes to the ongoing debate

about whether participation in bereavement research may be harmful or

therapeutic. Our conversations in this research formed a series of interviews and

letters, which led to the development of a joint construction and each individual's

story.

A grandchild's death was constructed as a challenge which grandparents faced,

responded to and then managed the changes that arose from the challenge.

when facing this challenge, grandparents felt"pain" and had a strong sense of
"being unprepared", despite extensive life experience. The context of their

bereavement was seen as underpinned by their relationship as "parents of the

adult parents" of the grandchild who died. This meant that grandparents placed

their own pain second to their wish to support and "be with" the parents. Parents

and health/bereavement professionals appreciated the support that grandparents

offered at a time when they, too, were bereaved. lt was outside the farnily where
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many grandparents found friends, colleagues or their community forgot, or chose

not to acknowledge, their bereavement.

From this work the stories of individuals offer previously unspoken voices, to

appreciate the multiple meanings and ways in which grandparents are bereaved.

In particular, recognising that some grandparents help to create a space within

the family which maintains a continuing relationship with the grandchild who

died. Combining the stories with the joint construction offers us as clinicians,

researchers and members of communities, a perspective to consider in

acknowledging grandparent bereavement as an ongoing part of people's lives.
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CHAPTER 1

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE WHOLE

WELCOME

I would like you to imagine coming into a sunny, warm room with apricot walls

and a large window looking out onto a woodland garden with a pond where five

ducks are swimming. There is a backdrop of the Pacific Ocean on one side and on

the other side a series of undulating hills with a mixture of green pasture grazed by

deer or goats and then steep slopes of native New Zealand bush. I want to
welcome you to this room in our house, which is my study. lt is in this room that

this thesis has developed and come to full growth.

In welcoming you I want to outline what this chapter is about. lt is, in many

respects, a foreword. lt does not follow the traditional form of introduction to a
research thesis with full discussion of the research aim and justification for

undertaking the research. This information is in Chapter 2 "A story of the

beginning". Instead, this chapter is another form of introduction. lt locates the

context of the thesis by providing an overview of the content and the beliefs that
position this research and have subsequent consequences for writing style. I

believe that signposting the location of specific content within the thesis offers a

sense of the whole text and of the critical issues, before starting to explore the

areas in detail. Most importantly, the latter part of this chapter introduces the
people who have created this research with me.

Before turning to the content of this thesis I want to explain why this thesis is in

three parts, thereby making it a large document. The three parts reflect the

interrelated aspects of the research. The first paft, starts with Chapter 2, and

discusses the journey of this nursing research as an exploration of grandparent

bereavement using constructivist inquiry. The following chapters in Part 1

unravel what this journey meant in terms of research relationships,

conversations with participants, ethical issues and the ongoing debate of rigor in

research. The second part contains the stories of the 26 participants, from New
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Zealand (NZ) and the United Kingdom (UK), who shared their individual

experiences and constructions of grandparent bereavement in a series of

interviews and/or letters. The third part is the story of the joint construction,

which developed from conversations with pafticipants as one construction of

grandparent bereavement in the context of the family. This joint construction is

explored in relation to existing literature, the context of infant death in the 1990s

and the implications that this research could have for families, society and

nursing practice.

WHAT IS THIS THESIS ABOUT?

It is about two things. First, it explores the issue of grandparent bereavement,

when an infant grandchild dies unexpectedly. This issue is not widely

acknowledged by either society, clinicians or researchers, as evidenced by the

handful of published research and clinical articles in this field (DeFrain, Jakub &

Mendoza, 1991-921; Donnelly & Haimes, 1993; Fry, 1997; Gyulay, 1975; Kalish,

1987; Ponzetti, 1992; Ponzetti & Johnson, 1991). Second, this thesis makes a

contribution to academic knowledge through the use of the constructivist

paradigm proposed by Egon Guba and Yvonna Lincoln (1989), which has not

been widely used in the area of health research (Appleton & King, 1997). ln

particular, the positioning of this study at the point where three areas of research

meet, bereavement, family and nursing, meant that a number of methodological

and ethical issues arose and were addressed.

About grandparent bereavement

ln the last 25 years there has been an increasing awareness amongst nurses in

practice, other health professionals and researchers about the impact of the

sudden death of a baby on parents (Benfield, Lieb & Vollman, 1978; Conway &

Valentine, 1988; DeFrain, 1991; Farnsworth & Allen, 1996; Riches & Dawson,

1996a, 1996b; Vance, Boyle, Najman & Thearle, 1995). More recently, attention

t The,iournal OMEGA uses this date format for issues that span the end of one year to the
beginning of the next year.



has focused on siblings (Doka, 1995; lrizarry,1997). However, grandparents

who are one generation removed from the baby have received little attention

except for the few published articles cited above. James Ponzetti and Mary

Johnson (1991) re-used the phrase "For1otten Gneverg" when titling their

article 15 years after Jo-Eileen Gyulay (1975) first used it to describe bereaved

grandparents. Whilst Ponzetti and Johnson did not state by whom the

grandparents are "forgotten" the implication is that it is researchers and

potentially society, not the grandparents' family, who have forgotten the triple

grief which grandparents may experience (see further discussion in Chapter 2).

Existing articles about grandparent bereavement, cited earlier, have tended to

focus on grandparents' reactions to the death, such as feelings of pain or

disbelief. There has been less emphasis on the ways in which grandparents

"see" (construct) their bereavement. Similarly, there has been little exploration to

date of grandparent bereavement located within the context of the family.

Holding a family focused perspective of grandparent bereavement can lead to a

number of questions. How do grandparents "see" a grandchild's death, both as

individuals and as members of the family in which the bereavement occurs?

Conversely, how do bereaved parents "see" grandparent bereavement within the

context of the family? In addition, given the idea of grandparents as "forgotten

grievers", how do the health/bereavement2 professionals who work with families

when a child dies "see" grandparent bereavement? This research has worked

with these questions, which are discussed further in Chapter 2. During this

research I explored with 22 members of 1 1 families (16 grandparents and 6

parents) in addition to 3 health/bereavement professionals, their constructions of

grandparent bereavement. Parents and health/bereavement professionals were

involved because I wanted to explore the ways in which grandparent

bereavement is constructed both within the family context by others in the

family, and by those working with the family. I was particularly interested in the

research having a family focus given the emphasis on "family" in relation to

constructing reality (Reiss, 1981), as the context for family nursing practice (e.g.,

Wright & Leahey, 1990; Whyte, 1997) and as a focus for research (e.g., Boss,

1987; Gilgun, Daly and Handel, 1992).

' I have commented on the use of this term in the section on definitions on p.18.
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The 11 infant grandchildren, whose family members took part in the research, all

died unexpectedly for a range of reasons such as stillbirth and sudden infant

death syndrome (SIDS). Whilst the reason for their death brought a particular

range of experiences to the family, such as SIDS meant the Coroner was

involved, these differences were not a large issue in the discussions that I had

with participants. What was outstanding was the shared definition of grandparent

bereavement when an infant dies unexpectedly.

This exploration of grandparent bereavement has two aspects; the individual

stories of the experiences of 26 participants and the joint construction of

grandparent bereavement which was developed by 26 participants and myself.

The strength of this research lies in the combination of the stories and joint

construction providing a perspective on grandparent bereavement which has

both depth and breadth. The participants and I share a goal to raise awareness

and acknowledgement of grandparent bereavement. We hope that the stories,

read in conjunction with the joint construction, will achieve our goal.

F The stories

The stories are a gift which 26 people have shared; first with me, then with each

other, and now with readers of this thesis. They give a voice to individuals'

experiences and the ways in which they have constructed their reality of

grandparent bereavement (see pp. 8-9 and p. 58 for further detail on

constructions). The stories are powerful, upsetting and vivid; they represent what

this research is about. To give a sense of this I have included, at this point,

Marie's construction of her grand-daughter, Ruby's, death.

f om sure thot it is usuol to look forword to o new birth with hoppy

confidence,if there had been no indicotions of problems during the
pregnoncy. 5o, when my twelfth grondchild, Ruby, wos bonn, T expected thot,
os usual, it was the beginning of o hoppy new life. Therefore. f wos not
prepored thot, this time, it wos going to be diff erent. f wos looking after the
other two little girls ond fhis occupied o lot of my ottention. But when the
news come, ofew hours dfter the birth, thot my doughter, Rosemary, ond her
baby hod to f ly to o hospital in Aucklond, f found it hord to occept the
implicotions. f wos glod that f took the girls to the hospitol in Dunedin to see

the baby, even though it was not easy for us to see her wired in on incubotor,
ond we hod only o short time to seeher. Of course we couldn't touch her, and

f longed to hold her even if only for just o second. ft wos so hord during the
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next f ew doys to f eel my doughter's sorrow, ond not to be qble to be near her
ond comfort her except over the telephone. Not hoving known Ruby os o

person, meont thot f hodn't the same feeling of loss, so my grief which is still
so much o part of me, hos not been as intense qs thot of Rosemqry. I still
hove sudden teors, though f qm a person who rorely shows emotions, ond I
mostly cry only when olone. f con tolk eosily with my doughter obout Ruby, but
I f ind it difficult to give her oll the comfort she needs. Reolly, the only

things f hove to nemember Ruby by are photos of her in her coff in, and

strongely on umbrello. During the grave-side ceremony the roin wos pouring

down ond I held this umbrello over the girls and me. This umbrello f will never

use ogoin but f hove put it in o ploce f poss by most dqys, qnd f touch it qnd

remember. (Morie 3:1-2)3

The decision to place all26 stories in this thesis is based on two separate but

connected beliefs. First, that multiple constructions of reality exist; and second

the importance of pafinership and respect in relation to Other (see Chapter 3).

Holding these beliefs means that all the stories belong here; no one story is a

better example than another. The power of the stories is the etfect of the

juxtaposition between the diversity and the shared aspects of grandparent

bereavement. This offers a window into different contexts and constructions of

grandparent bereavement, which sets the scene for Chapter 6, the joint

construction developed from dialogue with allthe participants. The stories are

cradled in the centre of the thesis as Part 2.They are not placed in the

appendices, or as a separate volume, because the positioning of the stories in

the text reflects the position of Other, which I have held during the research.

Namely, that people's voices and participants have been central to this work.

Placing all the stories together in Part 2 reflects the process of this research,

which involved working with participants to construct their stories as voices to be

heard making a claim for grandparent bereavement to be acknowledged. In

contrast to a lone voice, there is strength in the companionship of the stories

when grouped together which contributes to the claim for grandparents to be

heard. Reading the stories can leave images, memories and understandins that

can be taken fonvard into life, work and relationships. Part 2 is, perhaps, a place

to visit after this chapter, to read several stories and hear what this research was

about, before reading the details of the research journey in Part 1.

t Refers to research text notation, see Figure 1.1 (p. 16).
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F The joint construction

The second aspect of the exploration is the joint construction developed using

the constructivist paradigm proposed by Guba and Lincoln (1989) and presented

in Chapter 6. lt is one construction of grandparent bereavement, from this group

of people. lt does not claim to be the definitive, or only, construction of

grandparent bereavement. ln contrast to the stories, which offer voices of

individuals' experiences, the joint construction offers a conceptualisation of ways

of being a bereaved grandparent. lt was built from the dialogue across the three

participant groups (grandparents, parents and health/bereavement

professionals) commenting on each other's perspectives. The construction

provides the opportunity for debate about the positioning of grandparent

bereavement in relation to both clinical and research literature and the context of

societal views of bereavement and grief (discussed in Chapter 7).

Using constructivist inquiry

Working in the field of evaluation research in education, Guba and Lincoln

(1989) proposed the constructivist paradigm in their book "f ourth Generatpn

Evaluaton " which developed ideas from their previous work (Guba & Lincoln,

1981 ; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Although Guba and Lincoln's focus was on the

area of evaluation, they presented the constructivist paradigm and methodology

of constructivist inquiry as a development of "Naturahsilc lnqurry" (Lincoln &

Guba, 1985) which is about inquiry for any reason in the natural setting.

Exploring the process of using and adapting this research approach, informed by

a range of readings from areas including feminism, postmodernism, nursing

research and bereavement research, was not my originalfocus of attention.

However, it has become an important part of my doctoral study, which is why it is

part of the stories of this research.

Particular areas of interest that emerged during this study included family

research, ethical considerations and establishing, or not, the quality of the

research. The initial focus of the study of grandparent bereavement was

research about the family, since grandparents are members of families. The

participation of multiple members of the same family, such as maternal and

paternal grandparents and the parents of the grandchild, opened the door to



another aspect of research with families which included conjoint interviews,

issues of confidentiality and the effect of research within the family (see

Chapters 4 and 5).

Ethics became a focus within this constructivist inquiry because bereavement

research is often perceived as either likely to cause harm to participants or

difficult to manage in terms of ethical requirements to make the research "safe"

for participants (Cook, 1995; Parkes, 1995). In Chapter 5, I explore some of tfre

emerging dilemmas and the decisions, which contribute to the debate about

whether bereaved people should be protected from taking part in research, and

whether such research has therapeutic outcomes for participants. The decisions

about ethical issues have been guided by the two roles I held in this research as

both nurse and researcher. These roles guided the positioning of research

relationships as a balance between the "human rnstrument" (Guba & Lincoln,

1989, p. 175) and the imperative for the research which came out of my nursing

practice.

Finally, the ongoing debate, which opens in Chapter 3 and threads through tl''e

whole thesis, is about how do you, or l, know if this is both a "good" piece of

research and a "good" piece of writing? This debate centres on the potential

(in)congruency of a relativist ontology with the concept of criteria as stable

entities with a fixed constructed reality, This outline of the thesis content,

provides clues as to the positioning of the research and the beliefs which

underpin it. The section that follows provides some further detail.

THE PREMISES WHICH UNDERPIN THE STUDY

To explain how this thesis is put together and how the research developed I

have outlined the key beliefs which I have held during the research and writing.

This is part of the introduction because it frames the way in which the rest of the

thesis is written and structured. I am not claiming that this the "right" or "only"

way to do research but I am asking you to use these beliefs as the "lens"

through which the study is viewed. lf I use the metaphor of gardening, which has

been the other parallel activity in my life, then these beliefs are like the climate

and soil type which determine how and what we grow. Hence the be liefs
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underpinning the research determine the decisions that I made during the

research and during the writing of this thesis. The key beliefs I have held are that

constructions are created realities, relationships are centralto this research,

stories offer a means to explore and re-present constructions, and bereavement

is a "normal" paft of life. The first three beliefs are discussed in detail in Chapter

3 and the effect of these beliefs on processes and practices is discussed in

Chapter 4. The belief that bereavement is part of life is explored further in

Chapter 5 in relation to distress occurring during the research.

Constructions as created realities

This research rests on a central belief that we, as individuals, interpret and make

sense of situations, events, ideas and objects that occur in our social worlds. In

doing this we create for ourselves a reality which is a construction of the

situation, event, idea or object. By way of example, the stories in Part 2 show

that the same event of having a grandchild die unexpectedly led to different

experiences and meanings for different grandparents who hold different

constructions of the reality of grandparent bereavement. As Guba and Lincoln

(1989) wrote,

construcbons are, qvfte lrterally created realtheg ... whrch are created
by the nleracilon oI a construclor wrth rnformatron, contexls, setttnqg,
sftvahons ... uinq a ?rocess that s rooted rn the ?revtous ex?eflence,
beltel systems, values, lear5, prelvdrces, hopel, dtsapTontmentg, and
achrevements ol the constrvctor. (p, | 43)

Believing that multiple constructions of reality exist has a number of

consequences. First, if multiple constructions exist, then there is not one

objective truth of grandparent bereavement to be "discovered". lf realities are

created then every individual's construction(s) is meaningful and no one

person's construction is more "valid" than another. That is not to say we all,

necessarily, hold totally different constructions of something such as

grandparent bereavement. We hold shared definitions in our constructions of

many realities. Hence, in the joint construction all participants supported the

shared definition that death of a grandchild is followed by "pain". However,

where, how, and with whom grandparents share that pain varies considerably

according to how individuals construct their bereavement,
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Second, because constructions are embedded within things such as the

constructor's particular beliefs and values then constructions need to be

considered in relation to the context from which they come. This becomes

clearer by looking at how grandparent bereavement is constructed. Jenny's first

grandchild, Jordan, was stillborn. Jenny struggled with whether his death meant

she was no longer a grandmother. In contrast, Ruby was Marie's twelfth

grandchild and her construction of grandparent bereavement did not include

questioning the legitimacy of her role as a grandmother. This is the reason the

stories in Part 2 are central to the research, in order to share some of the

"context" from which the joint construction has developed. Just as constructions

are embedded in their context so they are time-bound, in that our constructions

of reality can change. Generally, constructions are stable but they do change

with new information or re-interpretations of the reality on which the construction

is based. A point that Colston, a grandmother in the UK, made when she

explained that taking part in this research meant re-viewing, and re-constructing

events from the position of "now", "oll the words ond thoughts, some dredged up

from the post ond reflecled on in the light of life os it is now" Colston 9(4). Given

the time-bound nature of constructions I would note that this means he stories in

Parl2 reflect the constructions of participants between 1996 and 1998, and this

thesis represents a construction of the research written in 1999.

Relationships and storying

The other key beliefs which blend with the ideas about constructions are the

importance of relationships and storying which contribute to positioning this

research. I believe relationships are the centre of this research, and this text.

The relationships I held in the research were with the participants. I also believe

that through this text I have a distanced relationship with you, the reader, of the

thesis. Relationships are about how | (Selfl view, treat and "am" with (Other)

people. The impoftance of the relationship between participants and myself is

that it is the context in which this research is constructed. As I explain in Chapter

3, I believe this research is grounded on relationships of respect and

partnership. This means respect for individuals by recognising and valuing that

we can all construct reality to some extent differently. In the case of participants,

this meant that I respected the gift they chose to share in this research, which
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had a number of ethical consequences (see Chapter 5). I used ideas of

partnership within the research relationship to make this research a joint

endeavour between the 27 of us. This thesis is an outcome of that work and it is

through this text that we have a relationship with you, the reader, as you read

and re-construct the ideas that we have presented.

Within the context of relationships I believe stories are an important way of

sharing, discussing and knowing about the world. By telling stories to ourselves

and to others, we create constructions of the world and we re-interpret and re-

construct events in stories (e.9., Churchill & Churchill, 1982; Frank, 1995;

Polkinghorne, 1988). Stories can re-present constructions in, what Tina Koch

(1998) called, a " research producy" (?. | | E2). Hence stories are not just a

way to re-present participants' constructions but also to explore my constructions

of this research, which is why I have structured this thesis in three parts, as three

groupings of stories.

Bereavement as normal

As constructions about the nature of research exploring grandparent

bereavement can vary, I need to make explicit my construction of bereavement

research. I believe that bereavement is a normal, not abnormal, part of life. This

differs from the perspective taken by some clinicians and researchers who have

explored bereavement by working from clients' abnormal grief in order to

describe normal grief (discussed further in Chapter 2). Accepting bereavement

as normal means I accept that it brings pain and distress. I have worked with

participants in this research to acknowledge the pain expressed in people's

stories, and have not tried to avoid or suppress it. However, viewing

bereavement as normal does not mean that I have dismissed my responsibilities

to participants who were extremely distressed, at times, during the research. As I

discuss in Chapter 5, one of the issues I had to distinguish between was distress

caused by, versus pre-existing distress expressed during, the research. ln

viewing bereavement as normal, I have sought to avoid the "homoqenzat;on ol

qnef" (Leon, 1992, p. 366) where there is a firm sense of how

grief/bereavement "should be" within normal parameters. lnstead, I worked with

participants to explore how they constructed grandparent bereavement which,
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as I discuss in Chapter 7, does not entirely fit with models of bereavement or

grief where there is an endpoint of detachment from the relationship with the

deceased.

In the context of justifying the value of undertaking bereavement research, which

enters the painful and private areas of people's lives, I believe in research for

use and practice. Marja-Liisa Swantz, cited by Peter Reason (1996), said,

I do not separate my screntfirc nqury lrom my lfie and Lhat. for me ft s
really a qvest for hfe and to undersland \fe and lo create what I call
lrvrn4 knowledqe and ft s knowledqe whch E valtd lor the Teogle wfth
whom I work andlor my=elt. (p. lG)

This statement sums up how I feel about this research and thesis. This research

has been grounded in my nursing practice and as a nurse-researcher it has

been important to me that this research can make a difference by being of use

to participants, to future bereaved grandparents, to health professionals and

researchers, and to my own life and practice. This is the reason that the

participants and I wish to publish the stories in Part 2. lt would create a resource

that currently does not exist for grandparents (discussed further in Chapters 5).

THE BELIEFS UNDERPININING MY WRITING OF THIS THESIS

My beliefs in constructions of reality, respectful relationships and the importance

of stories in this research, influence the writing style, sequence and structure of

this thesis. I have discussed these in three overlapping areas of voices,

audiences, and constructions of this research. These areas form part of the

"cnsei ol leqttmatton and representahon" (Lincoln & Denzin, 1994, p. 576),

which are discussed further in Chapter 3. The crises relate to two questions:

"What claim can this research make to "know" about grandparent bereavement?"

and "What is the position of Other (participants) in both the research and this

text?" So, what do the beliefs I hold mean for the presentation of this thesis as

text?

I believe the choices I have made about writing a text which seeks to be

congruent with the beliefs outlined earlier, are best described by Lincoln and
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Denzin's paraphrase of,

Thomas Berry who has noted that we are between stones.The Old Story
wrll no lonqer do, and we know ft e nadequate. tsuL the New Story rs
not yel n place. And so we look for preces ol the Story, the ways oI
Lellnq ft, and the elements that wrll make ft whole, bvt rt hasn't come Lo
us yet. (f . 5E3-4)

This text is my struggle to step outside the "Old 1tory" which, in my previous

writings, has been an objective, distanced discourse designed to enhance the

claims of the research to be unbiased and valid. This thesis is another way of

storying, perhaps even a part of the "New Story" struggling to represent both

participants and myself in its creation.

The voices

The role of voice in a textual re-presentation of multiple realities is one of the

many postmodern debates (e.9., Lincoln, 1997; Richardson, 1994; Tierney,

1997). Part of sustaining relationships which are respectful and regardful is

about acknowledging and differentiating the different voices, in order to avoid the

researcher taking a dominant voice which speaks "for" participants (Fine, 1994).

This is, in part, reflected in language (Reinharz, 1992). So, I have used words

which have a meaning which I feel represents the relationship and the research.

Therefore, I have used "participants", "people", "grandparents" and not used the

terms such as "subject". lt is also about making the thesis multivocal (Lincoln,

1997) so that the reader can hear the different voices in this research.

Participants have three voices. They have individual voices in their stories inPart2,

which are represented using this font. I recognise that 26 fonts would be congruent

with 26 different voices, but for ease of editing I have used one. Participants also

have a voice as a group, in the joint construction (see Chapter 6), which is

different to their individual constructions and represented by using this font.

lndividual participants also have voices in the form of short quotations that are

excerpts from their letters and interviews. These guotes do not hqve the context

thqt their stories hove, so they ore distinguished in this font.

There is also my voice, changing over time. I have claimed my place in the

thesis by writing in the first person rather than the distanced third person style

which can imply an objectivity or objectification (Berkenkotter, 1993; Webb,
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1992) that does not exist in this research. I have been an active part of

participants' development of constructions, the interpretation of categories and

the movement towards a consensual construction (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). I am

also aware that "1" have different voices which I can convey when I speak. These

are much more difficult to make clear on paper, hence I have used different

fonts. As part of a conversational approach (see further discussion p.14) | have

used three fonts for my voice. This font being the main text story of the research

written in 1999 and another font for writi.ngs from the earlier years such as the

research Proposal and excerpts from transcri,pts. There is also the voice, from the

Welcome section of this chapter. which reflects a shift in position to one that is

more personal. This represents what Yvonna Lincoln (1997) called, " chooanq

denttty" Q. 4l ). By using different fonts, I am seeking to make shifts in voice

explicit, in the way I could in a face-to-face conversation by intonation or facial

gestures.

There are also the voices of other researchers. Whilst the relationship is a

distariced one, of reading, critiquing and interpreting other writers'work, it is a

very important relationship. This research is framed by the writings of others,

hence I have chosen lo dfilerenhaLe thetr quotailons and texLs trom the marn

text by usnq thrs font. I also believe names are a very important part of even

such a distanced relationship. I can still recall feeling, at the age of 8 years, that I

lost part of my identity when a form teacher called me by my surname only. So,

the first time I have referred to people in the main text, as opposed to in

parentheses, I have used their full names and subsequently their second names

only in the interests of document length. Finally, I am aware that over the

months I have become familiar with the use of fonts as a means to visually

recognise different voices. In order to assist readers of this thesis to differentiate

the fonts to the context of the different voices I have included a bookmarka with

examples of the fonts. lt is placed on the inside front cover of this thesis.

a Acknowledgement to Alison Dixon for this idea.
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Who is the audience?

I have pfaced an emphasis on the research being for "hvrng knowledqe" (see p.

11), so, when writing this thesis, I have borne in mind the different audiences of

readers. I am aware that the reader may be a participant in this research; or a

member of the self-help groups for bereaved families; or a health professional

who wants to read the whole study to inform practice; or a member of the

academic community who wants to explore the content, process and outcomes

of the study. The need to be clear about the audience for whom the work is

being written is commented on by various researchers (e.9., Lincoln, 1997;

Richardson, 1990, 1994). My decision to use stories and conversation as

structure and style seeks to make different aspects of this thesis accessible and

interesting to different audiences. I accept that one piece of writing is not going

to completely suit four diverse audiences. However, I hope that it can be read in

different ways; as a story of a research journey and as a discussion of the wider

issues involved in constructivist inquiry researching grandparent bereavement.

By emphasising the role of stories I hope it will enable the reader of this text 'to
be drawn nLo a sLory to hnd a place or way of seetnq throuqh parbcrpatnq n

the story" (Clandinin & Connelly 1991, p. 277). The structure of the thesis

follows a conversational style to avoid the sense of distanced academic

discourse (Ellis, 1997, p. 1 15). lt means that I have consciously used words like

"so," as a tool for the unfolding of stories, and I have used questions as part of

the text to reflect the way in which questions form part of conversations.

Similarly, in the participants' stories we have used sufficient punctuation to aid

meaning, whilst trying to retain the flow of a story shared in conversation.

Constructions of this research

This thesis is written as a current construction of the research, which was

completed in December 1999. As I wrote this thesis I was aware that I could

have written it solely constructed from the position of where I sit today with the

hindsight and knowledge that I did not have at the beginning of the research. In

so doing, I could make it a smoothed narrative where the research appears

sequential and straightforward. However, to be "honest" to the research as it has

happened, and to explore some of the uncertainties (Lincoln, 1997;Tierney

1997), I want to share with some of the decisions and dilemmas (Punch, 1994)
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and the changes in my thinking which are the context of this research. I have

constructed the text, in Part 1, as a reflexive account of the research. In doing

this I am not seeking to present a self confessional tale of the field (van Maanen,

1988) norto engage in "methodolatry" as Valerie Janesick (1994, p.215) called

the idolatry of methods where they become ends in themselves. I also fully

appreciate that most of Part 1 is written from the position of 1999. However, I

have included critical reflections, constructed from my ongoing research journals

and excerpts of the research proposal, to show how the construction of this

research has shifted in several areas. The decision to uncover the changing

research journey means that I have not included a "full" literature review chapter,

because that is not what I did. I first reviewed the literature at the beginning of

the study, for the purposes of supporting the research proposal in order to

ground the research ideas within a review of what was, at that time, known of

grandparent bereavement (see Chapter 2). I reviewed the literature again

towards the end of the research in order to position the outcomes and insights

from this research with respect to published literature and other material (see

Chapter 7). My focus was different at each time, so that is how I have presented

the material. I also started with the intent to use collective case study (Stake,

1995) but made a shift to constructivist inquiry at the time I met the first

participant. Constructivist inquiry uses case study to facilitate the development of

a joint construction, instead of developing three separate constructions from the

three participant groups as I had originally planned (see Chapter 3).

Believing that constructions can change over time means that this text is a

construction that participants and I have put out for public view at the end of

1999. Our constructions may have changed by the time this thesis is read, and

there is no way of knowing if we have changed some of our ideas. Equally, a

reader's construction of grandparent bereavement from this text may change on

re-reading parts or with the addition of new ideas. Therefore, I believe it is

important to note that whilst the text is fixed, the constructions created from the

text are not. To reflect this I have chosen to refer to the work of other authors in

the past tense because I am conscious that authors' thinking shifts over time.

Hence, I have written "Yvonna Lincoln (1997) suggested......u because I do not
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wani to claim that this is what "Yvonna Lincoln (1997) suggests ..." when it may

no longer be the view which Yvonna Lincoln holds.

Finally, given the belief in the existence of multiple constructions of reality, I have

presented the underpinning definitions used in this thesis in the next section. l

have also presented the context in which I have used notations to re-present

and reference texts relating to the research (see Figure 1 .1).

Figure 1 .15: Thesis text notations6

Definitions

In everyday conversation we often use the words "bereavement", "grief'and

"mourning" interchangeably and intermingled. Even within the professional

literature concepts, such as grief, are ambiguous (Cowles & Rodgers, 1991;

5 Acknowledgement to Alison Dixon for the format of Figure 1.1.

5 In preparing the notation and style of this thesis, such as the use of numbers in text, I have used
the conventions of the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (1994).
7 I have used extensive cross referencing in this document to facilitate discussion and to evidence
multiple constructions of reality.

tl

[pause] - pause in conversation or letter

- text omitted to facilitate meaning

- additional language added to facilitate meaning

Colston 2:1 - reference to interview or letter, in this case

Colston's second letter, page one

Alex & Benita - the use of "&" indicates conjoint interviews

(see p.322) see page 322 of this thesis for relevant

information'
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Jacob, 1993). The definitions from the New Oxford Dictionary of English (1998)

provide a distinction that is widely accepted in society.

o Bereavement is the situation where someone has had someone or

something taken away. To be bereaved means "to be deprved o1" (?.

I c4).

o Grief is the emotional response to bereavement which may take different

forms , defined as"deep or ntenge iorrow" (f . EO7).

i Mourning is the way in which the grief is demonstrated, hence it is socially

and culturally determined (Kastenbaum, 1991). As a verb "to mourn" it

means "Lo feel or show deep sorrow or reqreb ... tyVcally by lollownq

convenilons such as the weannq of black cloLhes" (p. | zOE).

However, J. William Worden (1991) distinguished between affective, cognitive,

behavioural and physical expressions of grief. The cognitive aspects of grief and

bereavement have increasingly been emphasised by clinicians and researchers

to explore how bereaved people make sense of their experience (e.9., Braun &

Berg, 1994; Riches & Dawson, 1996a,1996b, 1998; Walter, 1996). Instead of

entering the complexity of distinctions between the conceptualisations of

professionals and researchers, I have worked with how participants constructed

their experiences. This means I have mainly used the term "grandparent

bereavement" which participants accepted as being the situation of "When a

grandchild dies". In this respect Alice Sterner Demi & Margaret Shandor Miles

(1986) proposed a definition of bereavement which is pertinent to this research.

They suggested that bereavement is "the state of havmq ex?enenced the

deaLh ol a sqnfiwanL other"(p, lO5), where I believe "itaLe" can reflect

physical, emotional, cognitive and behavioural aspects of experiencing the

death, and in this sense it subsumes mourning and grief. I have also written

about "grief' because some parlicipants included this in their construction, and

others did not. I have rarely used "mourning", except in relation to other writings,

because this was not part of the constructions. The title of the thesis reflects the

focus of the people in this research on the event of "When a grandchild dies", as

opposed to describing it as "grandparent's grief'.

Similar to thanatological definitions, there are extensive debates around the term

"family". These reflect changing family structures (Cheal, 1991), different
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theoretical perspectives (e.g., Boss, Doherty, LaRossa, schumm & steinmetz'

1gg3) and the questioning of discourses surrounding the construction of family

(Hartrick, 1998). l have used "family" in this thesis as a self-defined group of

people. This is the way in which participants constructed it in chapter 6 and is

congruent with Lorraine wright and Maureen Leahey's (1994) view of family'

As a final comment on definitions I note that, when writing this thesis' I decided

to use the term ,,health/bereavement professionals" as opposed to "health and

bereavement professionals". I made this decision because I read the "and" as

distinguishing "health" and "bereavement" into two separate groups of

professionals. whilst this was how participants joined the study with Barry and

Jane coming from child health services and Diane coming as a bereavement

supportco-ordinator'However,fromthediscussionsoftheirpracticeitbecame

apparentthatal|threefocusontheoverlappingaspectsofhealthand

bereavement, by working with bereaved families to promote their potential for

health in a situation of bereavement' Therefore' I decided to use the fonrvard

srash in ,,hearth/bereavement,,to iilustrate the two interrerated aspects of practice

with bereaved families'

GENERAL INTRODUCTIONS

Havingsetthesceneoftheresearch,whichculminatedinthisthesislwantto

now introduce the people who made this study possible' These introductions are

written from the position of mid-1998, whilst finalising everyone's stories' Any

furtherinformationwhichpeop|ehavewantedtosharesincethistimeisincluded

inthepostscriptsectionofChapterS.Thefo||owingintroductionsareputfonruard

by participants, aS an introduction to you, the reader, as though in the social

context of first meeting someone. The introductory paragraphs answer a few of

the|ocatingquestionsthatweoftenaskinconversation,suchas..Wheredoyou

live? Do you have family? Do you work? Any particular interests?" And' as age is

somethingthatcanbeassessedonaface-to-facemeeting'thisisalsoincluded

inthetextintroduction'Thisinformationprovidesafirstimpression,butnotafu||

picture of the people. when reading the introductions please remember the

participants are not all grandparents. There are grandparents' parents and

health/bereavement professionals and, as with all introductions' some
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participants provide more explicit details than others. The sequence of

introductions follows that of the stories in Part 2, which are organised into family

groups according to the age at which the grandchild died.

Jenny. f was born in L946 and live in o smoll town in Englond. f hqve two children,

Andrew ond Sue, both of whom ore morried.My first husbond, Bob, died in

December L987 and I hove remorried, Tony hos three sons ond seven

grondchildren. My f irst born grandchild, Sue ond Chos' son, ,Iordan, was

unexpectedly stillbonn in 1995. Tnt996 Sue qnd Chos were opproved to odopt o

child ond, in Jonuory 1998,Lee come to live with them with o view to being odopted

[he wos odopted on Februqry 4'n 1999]. r enjoy time with oll the fomily ond orn

busy with my seven step-grondchildren. I qm olso involved in the locql church ond

voluntory work ot the locql hospitol.

i Colston. I wos born in 1930 in Englond. I troined qs q nurse, qnd morried John, an

engineer.Welive in o smoll town in Englond where I om actively involved os o loy

minister ot the local church.Wehavethree children: Neville, Christine ond Dovid.

Dqvid wos bonn slightly premoture ond died o f ew doys loter .Tn 199? Christine qnd

Kenneth's third son. Chrisfopher, wos unexpectedly stillborn. Despite rheumotoid

orthritis T keep very busy spending time with our two grondchildren who live

neorby. f hqve extensive postorol responsibilities ond enjoy trovelling abrood, when

wehave the fime.

Terese, I wos born in 1935 in New Zealand. f now live in one of the main cities in

New Zeolqnd. I morried Ross qnd we hod three children; Tinq, Donno ond Roy.

Donno's f irst child , Bernadetfe, wes our third grondchild ond third granddoughter.

Bernodette wos stillborn on my birthdoy intg9?. Subsequently Donno hod three

more children who are growing up fost. f hove olwoys spent a lot of tirne with my

family ond our five grandchildren ond increosingly so after the deoth of my

husbond several yeors o9o. r om o keen tromper ond go on vorious wolks in
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differentpartsofthecountry.Ialsohoveinterestsinfloro|ort,potchworkond

like working in the gorden'

Elisabeth. I wos born in Scotland in 1934 qnd now live in o town in Scotland' r

troined os o nurse qnd morried Robin, o GP. We hove three children: Robbie' Lorno

and Cothy. Tn!994,Lorno ond Geoff's f irst boby, iharfin' was born premafurely

ond died on hour loter. Lorno and Geoff hqve since hod two more children' Eilidh

qnd Mqdeline, who are full of energy.I enjoy visiting our gronddoughters ond

wotching them grow up. r om interested in ort and I trovel to see vorious

exhibitions, os well os halping qs o volunt eer Io cotologue the librory contents of

countrY houses.

pip and Donald. We were born in the 1960s in New Zealsnd, both growing up on

forms ond we now monoge our own farm in the high country of the South Islond'

PiptroinedosnurseondworksosoPlunketnurseinthe|ocqlqreo.Wehovefour

children; Lqchie, Jessie, Gracieond Megon ' nraciewos born on Jessie's birthdoy' in

LggS.ond died shortly ofterwords. Megon wos born 18 months loter qnd is now

,,into everythin9,,. We both have very busy |ives on the form ond in the locol

community, porticularly keeping up with oll the children's octivities'

Betty.Tom7raciespoterno|grondmother.IgrewupduringtheDepressionin

NewZeq|ondondworkedosaschoolDento|nurseinthelg50,s.Ithenmorried,

moving to a high country form, wherewe hqd four children; Donold' cotherine' Rob

ondColin.Myhusbonddiedwhi|stthechildrenwerestillyoungondrmonogedthe

fsrm until Donold took over. Then I moved to one of the mqin cities in New

zealand.Whilst r wos living ther e Grocie,who wos my seventh grondchild ond third

gronddoughter, died. T seemy fomily ond eight grandchildren regulorly ond keep

the fomily in knitting. I om busy with the locol church, spinning' R'ed cross work'

Gardenclubondtapestry'Iolsoenjoygardeningondtrave|overseos.
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Diana & Rupert. We are Oracids moternal grondporents. We were born in the

1930s. Diono troined os nurse in the city, Rupert worked on the fomily form. After

our marriqge Rupert formed in portnership with his fother ond now fqrrns with his

son, Pcul, ond his wife, Bridget.Wehavethree children; poul, Joanne and pip

(Phif ippo) qnd ten grondchildren. Gracie wos our ninth grandchild ond fifth
gronddoughter. As the fomilies oll live wifhin a 60km rqdius of us, we are busy with

opportunities which the fomily qnd form present. Overseqs trovel is somethingwe

olso enjoy.

Sarah & Frazer. We were both born in 1960 in Dunedin, ond qt present we live

there with our family. Frozer is o lowyer ond Soroh worked os o nurse bef ore the

births of our four children: Rochelle, Rose, tWatthewand Jessico. tl,lafthetf was

born in 1992 and died, ot the oge of 3 doys, f rom o hypoplasti c left heort. We, ond

our children, ore involved in mony octivities of school, church ond in our locol

community. We enjoy the opportunity to spend time out of Dunedin, ot our holidoy

home ot Noseby. The Dunedin Boby Bereavement 6roup wos storted in November

t994 and Sqroh is octively involved in it.

Margaret & Keith. We are i4atthenls mqternol grondporents. We grew up in the

1930s in New zeoland qnd after morrying eventuolly moved to our own fqrm

outside Bolclutho. Wehave four children; John, Alqstqir, Sqrqh and David ,and 7?

grandchifdren. ltlatfhew,was our tenth grondchild ond fourth grondson. He died on

the doy thot Gronny Rose, Keith's mother, wos buried. We refired frorn the fqrm

severol yeqrs after Motthew's deoth ond continue to help out our sons who both

hove forms.We ore involved in the locol community, Morgoret enjoys golf andwe

both spend time with our fomilies.

t In this research there are participants from two families where a son/grandson Matthew diec! ln
the interests of confidentiality I have not distinguished each Matthew witn tne initial of a surname.
Instead, I believe the stories of the two families are distinct and separate.
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Afex & Benita. We are itlaltheils poternol grondporents. We were born in the

1930s in New Tealand qnd now live in Dunedin. Alex hqs been a hospitol choploin for

mony yeors qnd is now o part-time minister. Benito works os q nurse in the locol

hospitol. We are both very involved in the locol community ond porish. We hove 3

children: Frazer,Peter ond Andrew.We spend q lot of time with our grondchildren,

Frazer ond Soroh's children, dnd we helped to core f or ilatfhew at home bef ore he

died.

Rose. I om 43 yeqrs young. f was born ond now live, ogoin, in Dunedin. I mqrried

John ond worked ot Smith & Smiths until the birth of our f irst child. We hove

four childrent Amber, Emmo, Pubyand Nothon. Ruby wos born in 1993 ond died,

aged 9 doys, becouse of o rore congenitol obnormolity with her heort and lungs

which could not be treated. f om involved in the locol community and church qnd om

studying part time to be o sociol worker of the future.

Marie. T am Rubls moternol grondmother. f wos born in l92O in the North fslond

ond worked until retirement os o kindergorten teocher. During my morried life

with Colin, we lived in Dunedin. We hove five children,fifteen grondchildren ond

one great grondson. Ruby wos the third child of our doughter Rosemory [olso colled

Rosel, and our twelfth grondchild. When Ruby wos born we sow her only briefly

before she wos tronsferred to Aucklqnd for treotment ond she died there 8 doys

loter. f spend time with our fomily, om o keen reader ond om involved in doing o

range of crqfts.

Ailsa. I wos born in 1936 ond hove lived oll my life in Dunedin. f worked with my

husbond, Horold, in our own business for 6yeors, ond then with New Zeoland Post

for 18 yeors. I have three children: Stuort, Vikki ond Lourie; ond nine

grandchildren. My eighth grondchild , Cono?, Lourie ond Suzonne's third child, died

in 1995 os o cot deoth. My husband hod dted after o long illness not long bef ore

Conor's birth. I spend most of my time with my children ond grandchildren,
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incfuding Jonothon who wqs born ofter Conor, or doing knitting ond sewing for the

fomily.

Elwyn. f om Doniel's poternol grandmother. I wos born in the 1930's, in Bolclutho,

and currenfly live there. f morried Lindsoy, ond we hod five children; Ellen, Lilliqn,

Bfoir. Grant and Leslie. We hod o smoll farm outside Bolclutha which Elwyn

continued to run ofter Lindsoy's deqth snd whilst the children were growing up. f
moved from fhe form to run my own coff ee-shop business, in portnership with my

doughter qnd son-in-low, until f retired in 1998. f hove nine grondchildren. My

second grondson, Daniel, who is Leslie ond Rosonno's son, wos born premoturely ot

24 weeks. He wos cared for in Neonotol fntensive core until he wos 7 months. Plqns

werebeing mode for him to go home when,theweekbefore, he became ill ond

unexpectedly died. I spend time with my fomily, do q wide range of hondicraft work

qnd om o keen gardener.

Beth. T om Daniels moternol grondmother. f wos born in the 1940s in New Zealand.

wehave f ive children; Desmond, Jomes, John, Lynne ond Rosqnnq; ond nine

grondchildren living throughout New Zealand. My doughter, Rosonno's, second child,

Daniel, wos my second grondson. He survived mcny setbocks ond breothing

probfems bef ore his death in 1993. f work port-time, spend time with my fomily

ond enjoy creative work ond nofure.

Maxine. r wos born in the 1960s in New zealond. r hove o doughter, shormone,

from my first morrioge. I remorried ,lteve, ond we hove two children i4afthewand

Andrew. tlrlatthew, died unexpecfedly, ot 9 months, of cot deoth. fn oddition to

coring for our fomily r work as o corer ond run o business with steve.

Rachel. f was born in the 1960s in New Zealand. Keith qnd f hove been morried

for 10 years ond hove four children Alyce, sanuel, Hayley ond Doyno. samuelwas

born in 1990 ond died, qt the age of 9 months, of cot deoth. I juggle family life ond

studying for o midwif ery degree which I plon to finish in t999.
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Gatherine. I om samuelb moternol grondmother. f wos born in the 1940s ond grew

up in the North rshnd. r hsve four children; Derek, Dovid, Yvonne and Rachel, ond

11 grondchildren. Samuel,who wqs the second child of Rqchel ond Keith, died

suddenly in 1991. I work qs q counsellor, Spend time with my fomily ond qm akeen

gardener. Poul, my portner, ond I hove just built o house'

Diane. I om o bereavement support co-ordinotor employed os port of funerol

director services. I follow up fomilies who hove mode contqct for funerol services,

ond help bereavedfqmilies find support from heolth professionqls ond within the

community. f om olso involved in running support groups'

Barry. I work os o poediatricion, in New Zealand. r hove a porticulor interest in

srDs reseorch and offer follow-up to fomilies who hove hqd bobies die of cot

deoth. f olso work in Neonotol Intensive Core ond qm involved with fomilies who

hove bobies die in the unit or ot home'

Jane. I work os a clinicol Nurse Speciolist in poediotrics ond om involved with

fqmilies who hove children with acute and life threotening illnesses both in the

word ond ot home. My porficular oreo of work includes families of children who

have concer.

Alison. I was born 38 years ago in London. I worked in the UK' in the l9B0s' as a nurse'

midwife and heatth visitor. For severalyears I was involved in cot death research, and with

bereaved families who had had a baby die. I came to New Zealand for a 6 month

research sabbatical and stayed when lmetJohn. My parents moved to New Zealand' and

nowsharethe6acregardenonwhichwebui|tahouse'Ihavebeena

nursing/midwifery lecturer for the last 7 years' I have kept my clinical practice with

bereaved families which has included establishing, with the neonatal unit social worker'

the Dunedin Baby Bereavement Group'
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CONCLUSION

This chapter has set the scene for the next three parts of the thesis by providing

an overview of the direction and content of the thesis. I have identified the

contribution this work makes as an exploration of the content area of
grandparent bereavement and the use of constructivist inquiry as a theoretical

framework for this piece of research. By outlining the key beliefs that underpin

this research I have explained the reasons behind the decisions to present the

thesis in this form and style. In particular, positioning the participants'stories at

the heart of the thesis where they re-present the voices, which were developed

through the research relationship. The subsequent three parts of the thesis

focus on the different aspects of the research in detail. Part 1 is the story of this

research as the context from which the participants' stories (Part 2) and the joint

construction (Part 3) devefoped. The next chapter opens the story of the

research by exploring the beginnings of the research.
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PART 1

THE RESEARCHSTORY
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CHAPTER 2

A STORY OF THE BEGINNING

ARE YOU SITTING COMFORTABLY?

As a pre-school child "Listen with Mother" at 1:30pm on Radio Four was an event

in my life every week day for several years. lt always started with the reader

saying" Are you sitting comfortably?" Then a pause for the listener to say "yes"

and the reader went on "Then l'll begin ...". So, I will begin the story of where this

research started in 1995. The story explores from where the imperative for this

research came, why I believed it was research which was justified in being

undertaken and where it fitted with existing clinical and research literature. lt

ends with the aim, and objectives of the research which are framed from the

previous discussion.

WIIY A STTIDY OF GRANDPARENT BEREAVEMENT?

When people ask me what my area of research is, the reply, "grandparent

bereavement" is generally followed by a pause in the conversation, as people

work out what the phrase means. This involves identifying who is dead and who

is bereaved. Then, they often comment along the lines of, "That's interesting, but

isn't it unusual? I've never thought of that before". So, why don't we think about

grandparent bereavement? The first part of the story traces the impact, extent,

and context of grandparent bereavement in NZ, and then turns to look at how the

research was generated by my nursing practice.

The impact of grandparent bereavement

When I wrote the research proposal, which went to regional health authority

ethics committees in December 1995, I opened it with a quotation from a

participant in one of the three published American studies of grandparent

bereavement (Ponzetti & Johnson, 1991). lwanted to help the members of the

regional health authority ethics committeesl to realise just how devastating the

death of a grandchild can be. lt serves as a reminder of where this study began.

' Details of this process of ethical approval in Chapters 4 & 5.
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I truly beheve there can be nothnq more sorrov,fiul In our hves. My aqony E
for my gon and hrs wrfe; the terrble emphness tor them. I wovld do
anythnq to make ft eaier for them. I am never qufte sure whrch makes me
more desolate, the chld's death or her parents' sorcow. (V. | 64)

It is poignant to hear this grandmother's view of her grand-daughter's death; yet

it is not a situation of extreme grief. The quotation has been mirrored in the

stories of all the grandparents in this study. Given the tremendous pain caused

by having a grandchild die I am continually reminded how little thought we, as

health professionals and as communities, have given that pain. lt was 1975

when Gyulay, a nurse, wrote the article entitled "f orqotten Gnevers", which has

been widely cited in a wide range of subsequent articles and books. lt was 10

years later when Richard Kalish (1987) noted that, despite extensive literature at

that time on dying children, there was little mention of bereaved grandparents or

great-grandparents. lt was 4 years later when Ponzetti and Johnson (1991) re-

used the term "Forqolben Gnevers" in the title of their research article. lt is now 7

years after their work and are we any more aware of grandparent bereavement?

Aside from the three American studies (DeFrain et al., 1991-92; Ponzetti &

Johnson, 1991; Ponzetti, 1992), from the early 1990s, there has been only one

further published study of grandparent bereavement (Fry, 1997). ls this, perhaps,

because being a bereaved grandparent is "tare"?

The extent of grandparent bereavement

Our awareness of the number of people who are grandparents and who have

been touched by the death of a grandchild is like the tip of an iceberg because,

as health professionals and as a society, our contact is primarily with parents of

the child. Part of the justification for undertaking this research study was the high

infant mortality rate2 in New Zealand.

Research into grandparent bereauement is of particular i,mportance in the New

Zealand setting giuen the hi,gh rate of i,nfant mortality, predominantly due to cot

deaths in the 1980s and 1990s. Thi^s rneans that there are few families without
some experience of child death amongst close or extended family members.

Figures from the New Zealand Cot Death Study illustrate the ertent to which

fami,ly and grandparent bereaaement has occurred recently. Within the three

year durations of the study which, was nationwide coaering 78o/o of all liuebirtlts,

there were 485 babies who died as S/DS (Mitchell et al., 199D. Allowingfor

2 Deaths of infants aged 1-365 days per 1000 live births'
t The 3 years of the study spanned 1 November 1987 to 31 October 1990.
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three liuing grandparents in NV, it lneans a fotential r4ss bereaaed
grandparents in a three year period, withoat considering other causes of infant
death such as accident, infection or congenital abnorma@.This indicates a
wealth of family bereauement in a coantry with a population of only 3.5 million
people. (Research proposal, 1995, p. 5)

When I wrote the proposal the 1995 statistics for fetal and infant deaths had not

been released; they were published in 1998. With the uptake of the cot death risk

reduction message in the early 1990s there was a fall in the NZ infant mortality

rate in 1995 to 6.7 per 1000 live births, which was the lowest ever recorded.

There were 388 infant deaths in 1995 (New Zealand Health Information Service,

1998) which means in that year alone there were over 1000 bereaved

grandparents, if we assume three grandparents per infant were alive. lf stillbirths

are added to this, then the estimated number of bereaved grandparents almost

doubles. Using the 1995 statistics based on the definition of stillbirth as greater

than 28 weeks gestations (defined as late fetal deaths) combined with infant

deaths, then 607 NZ babies died. This illustrates that the number of bereaved

grandparents who may be bereaved is much larger than is, perhaps,

appreciated. The other point that I did not identify in the proposal is that many

families experience multiple reproductive losses,6 such as, grandparents whose

daughter has a miscarriage and whose son has a baby die are twice bereaved.

In addition, the changing population structure, based on the lggo NZ census,

anticipates a rapid growth in number of people older than 45 years in the next 20

years (Statistics NZ, 1999). This means that more people will live to become

grandparents. Increased life expectancy combined with smaller families is

shifting the population shape from a pyramid to a beanpole where fewer

numbers are born in each successive generation, which potentially places more

emphasis on between-generation kin (Giarrusso, Silverstein & Bengtson, 1996).

This could mean, that whilst fewer grandchildren are being born, over the next 20

years more people will become grandparents, and the loss of one of those "few"

grandchildren may have a different meaning to previous decades when more

grandchildren were born. This suggests that grandparent bereavement is going

to be an issue of continuing importance within our society.

a 
I estimated this to give a picture of "NZ grandparent bereavement" since many farnilies will

have one grandparent who has died.
5 Legislation changed in September 1995, stillbirth became after the 20rh week of gestation or
greater than 4009m in weight. This change in deflnition is not reflected in the 1995 statistics.
6 Reproductive loss extends from miscarriage to death of a baby/child.
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The context of grandparent bereavement in this study

ln relation to the event of grandparent bereavement there are three points to

consider. First, "bereavement" occurs when something or someone is

taken away. Hence, bereavement occurs with the death of a grandchild but also

with the loss of a dream about the grandchild such as, having an ill or disabled

grandchild in place of the anticipated healthy grandchild or having a grandson in

place of longed-for granddaughter. Within this study, the focus was on

grandparent bereavement which occurred with the death of a grandchild.

Second, the mode of death resulting in grandparent bereavement can vary. ln

particular, the bereavement surrounding a grandchild who has died of leukaemia

can be different to the bereavement associated with a stillbirth. The focus of this

study has been on unexpected death, as opposed to anticipated deaths, such as

child cancer, where families may go through a different experience of knowing

that the child is going to die. I wrote in the research proposal (1995),

The signifi,cance af the focus on the kudden" or unetc|ected nature of a
grandchild's death is that it brings immediate, unanticipated changes in family
dynamics and i,naoluement with medical and/or judicial? processes and
personnel such as police, coroner and pathologist (Wright, 1991). All of which
can make the experience for the family particularly complex, bewildering and
anger/gui,lt producing. Hence the irnportance for professionals working in health
and the judiciary to be aware of the fomily rnembers' experience - in this
instance grandparents who are ofien perceiaed as the support people for parents.
(p. 6)

Third, grandparent bereavement can occur when a grandchild of any age dies.

Clearly the situation where a newborn baby dies and an 18-year-old dies can be

very different; one is at the beginning of life and the other is at the beginning of

adulthood. I originally focused the study on the event where a young child had

died.

'Young child" refers to babies, infants and children less than 12 years of age.

This age limit is taken as a,n i,ndicator that this is a dependent child in afamily,
rather than a teenager gaining independence and therefore hauing dffirent roles

and relationshifs with family rnembers. "Sudden death" refers to death that is
not antici,pated ouer a peri.od of weeks of months and, therefore ua.s unexpected.

tfised in conjunction with " ylung child" it refers to a range of circumstances

where a child has been anticipated to be liueborn and therefore been celebrated

as part of the fami,Iy, with the resultant change in roles and then dies suddenly as
with cot death, infection or accident. (Ruearch Proposal, 1995, P. 6)

t Occurs because of the NZ Coroner's Act 1988, amended 1996, which requires that sudden

deaths, where a doctor has not seen the person in the last 2 weeks for reasons of illness, have to
be investigated bY the Coroner.
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In practice, the grandparents and parents interested in taking part in the research

all had a grandchild/child die aged less than one year. This reflects the

commitment to the research of the members of the infant death support groups.

So, it became a study of "When an infant grandchild dies".

Having outlined my justification for this study based, on the evidence discussed

that grandparent bereavement is relatively uncommon and largely unresearched,

then the next question becomes, why was I interested in this area of study?

Where did the research topic come from?

As I wrote in the Welcome chapter, the study arose from my nursing practice.

The impetas to undertake this study has conte from the clinical exrterience which
I haue had in both the UK and i,n NZ. In the UK, I practiced as a nurse/
rnidwife, working with a paediatrician in the Auon Infant Mortality Study
ffiring sapport to approximately 60farniliw per year who had an infant di,e
suddenly or who were hauing a subsequent child after a preaious child had died.
In the coLtrse of safforting one family, whose 9 month daughter had died
suddenly, I met the maternal grandmother who responded hysterically to the idea
that her daughter wanted to see and dress her dead baby. When we talked about
why the grandmother felt like thi,s, it became clear that the only dead bodies that
she had seen, had been mutilated in the second Woild War. So, she assumed that
her granddaughter would look like this in death. With otherfamilies and
grandparents dilferent'issues arose; Preuious bereaaements (upecially where
grandparents had had a child die, no place to talk about their feelings, and the
expectation of being strong for their children. In the UK we established a support
grou| for grandparents and training for health workers about grandparents'
issues. In NZ, concerns for grandparents are uoiced by parents in the self-help
groaps that I support and the familia with whom I work. The intention of this
study is to explore and establish a research base to an issue that arises in many
health professionals'practice. (Research Proposal, 1995, p. 7)

The proposal was brief, but the content highlights why this is a nursing thesis;

from the outset the research was grounded in, and driven from, my nursing

practice. The research in this thesis was originally planned for the UK, as a

chance to establish a research base to the resources we developed in clinical

practice. The study was undertaken in NZ because I unexpectedly moved here

to work and then marry. As part of the consultation process I talked with many

individuals and self-help groups about ideas relating to the research.
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) The comments and concerns of self-help groups in focusing the study

ln both the uK and NZ I sought suggestions, over a period of several years, from

members of self-help groups about their thoughts on grandparent bereavement'

Group members were parents who had had young infants or children die, so they

Were commenting one step removed from grandparent bereavement as a

personal experience. Enthusiasm for the tentative research ideas was universal'

Many parents spontaneously contrasted the range of support and resources

available to parents with the dearth of material for grandparents' Parents'

comments about grandparents' grief varied but had two recurring themes' The

first was acknowledgement of the pain, strain and loss which grandparents

experienced. The second was a sadness, bordering on frustration, that their

parents [the grandparents] did not talk about their feelings and seemed to have

either ignored the whole episode, or clammed up as a way of coping (Research

toumal 1, P. 5).

It was the parents' comments and enthusiasm which made me re-view the idea

of including parents in this study of grandparent bereavement which' by

definition, occurs within the context of the family. The inclusion of parents in the

research offered the opportunity to explore ways in which other family members

constructed g rand parents' bereavement and whether g randparents were

,,forgotten" in their grief by family members. Parents' repeated comments about

lack of support and resources available for grandparents was mirrored in my own

nursing practice. This led me to include health/bereavement professionals as

participants, with the aim of exploring their constructions of grandparent

bereavement located from their practice'

TIIE CONTEXT OF TIfE LITERATURE

so, where did my clinical experience and the issues from self-help groups "fit"

with the clinical and research literature? The literature I reviewed at the

beginning of the research places my thinking and knowledge at the time I began

talking with, or writing to, participants. I returned to explore the sociological'

psychological and nursing literature during the study but have not integrated this

materialintothisreview,becausethisreviewisthecontextfromwhichthestudy
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started' The additional material is included as part of chapter 7, which explores
where the joint construction fits with existing riterature.

I debated whether to undertake a literature review at the beginning of the study.
There is a school of thought in qualitative research which believes it should be
conducted after the data are anatysed, in order to,,Trotect nvesb4ators trom
leadnq the parttctpants n the drectron of what, has been preuously dtscovered,,
(streubert & carpenter, 1995, p.21). However, I undertook a literature review for
several reasons' First' I had already reviewed the literature, surrounding infant
death, in 1993 when co-authoring a book on working with bereaved families
(stewart & Dent, 1gg4) so r arready had knowredge of some of the current
thinking in the field. Second, I wanted to convince the regional health authority
ethics committees reviewing the research proposal that there was both a value
and a need to complete this research. In particular, I wanted to demonstrate in
the research proposalthat I was aware of, and could respond to, the range of
issues and concerns that can arise in thanatological, qualitative and family
research' After completing the literature review, I felt it was too lengthy to go with
the standard ethics committee forms. so, I submitted it as an appendix in a
summarised form of the full review which follows.

This reuiews will include literature that is theoretical, research and, clinicalty based.
Perspectiaes explored moue from the grandparents, rore in the famity to the fi,erd of
bereaaement in general, and child. d,eath in particular, before consid,ering the limited
published material relating to grandparent bereauement.

FAMILIES AND GRANDPARENTS

This section explores the concept offamity, the roles grand,parents haue in farnities
and how these are perceiued, in add,ition to some of the issues rerated to famly
research.

8.For 
ease of reading I have not presented this large excerpt in quotation format of indenting andsingle spacing.
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Families

We aII betong to farnilies; they are the smallwt fanctioning unit fuf two or Tnore

people) acr1ss culture and, time. As a term'family" i,s widely used in eueryday

language but, ouer time, it has gained a wide range of imflici't or exflicit meanings as

to who is a fami,Iy member ftlood, kinshi,p or contractual relationg; what roles family

mernbers haae; and, what functions the family seraes as a,n economic, emoti'onal or

socialising unit (Parsons, 7954; Segal, 1983; shannon, 1986, ' Fatt'ilies are the

context in which fna,ny of the eaents in ltfe which afect us, both as family members and

as ind,iuiduals, happen. In Westem society, since the second world war, emphasi's has

been placed, on the "n?,tclear" fami,ty unit (farents and children only)by legislation,

fiscal and, health policy. The increasing fluid,ity in familt structure arising from

d,iaorce, remarri,age, co-habi,tation meant that since the 1980s the nuclear unit has

become more of a typologt or id,eology than a reatity. In particular, this appli'es to New

Zealand where there are d,ifferent cultural groups who defi,ne the kinshi! networks of

,family" as much wid,er than just parents and children (shannon, 1980 ' At the sarne

time there has been increasing interest from sociological researchers on the role of the

extend,ed,familymembers;notablygrand'parents.Thisseernstohauearisenasrn|re

people liue longer, and, are aperiencing the role of being a grandparent which rneans

it has become a topicat and researchable i,ssue (Bananti, 1985; Hagestad' 1985;

Smith,lggD.Forthepurposesofthi,sresearch,,,grandparent''referstoanyperson

who has a grandparent role or status withi,n the family - whether this is due to

biological, rnarital or adoptiue ties'

F What are the roles involved in grandparenting?

ouer the d,ecades stereotypical aiews of grand'parenting haae included': the worldwide

image of the small, siluer-hai,red, grandmother of child'ren's boohs and the medi'a

(Hagestad, 1981; Srnith, lggD; acting as parent substitutes (T\lomas, 1990;

Townsend,1957);and'inuoluementinfamilyrelationshipsandactiai'tiw(Ruoifila'

1gg1).Themajorityofaaailableliterature0ngrand,parentsisfromotlerseas,in

particularfromAmericad'uringtheTgSTs,withasociologicalfocusandthereforeits

releaancetoNZcultureneedstobeflacedinthiscontert.
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Factors, which can affect the role and, relationship of grand,parents in the family,
include; relationship with grand,child, inuolaement in childcare, age, ernployment,
and ethnic group (Barranti, lggs; Hurme, 19g1; smith, rggl; Trou, rggs). seuerar
of these points are consid,ered, in more d,etailfurther on. Joan Robertson (lgrD looked
at the significance of grand,motherhood in a probability sampte of l2s American
grandmothers aged 70 years or ?nore. Her results ind,icated. that the role of
grandmothers uaried accord,ing to the ind,iaid,ual, and, the extent of childcare actiaities
(often soaght by parents and, child'). Eighty per cent of grandntothers enjoyed their role
and many felt that it was better than parenting, giuing the pleasures without the
parental responsibilities. Whitst th'is research was undertaken nearly 20 years ago,
with a sample which is not representatiue of NZ, it hightights two issues for this stud.y
to consider: d the pleasure which grand,mothering brings and therefore the potential
loss if the grandchild dies; and' b) that the role of the grand,parent aaries with the
indiaidual and thefamity. Etizabeth Timbertake (iggL) conducted a study, similar to
that of Robertson, exptoring the perceiued ualue of grandchild,ren to g0 American
grandmothers (who uaried in geographical proximity and antount of social contact
with the chilil. she found that the grand,chitd represented positiue, abstract
conceptions such as " ex?aneton or serf beyond ther own rrfetrm s3,, (?. 67) and, that
there was considerable uariation in both the reasons and ertent to which the
grandchild was ualued. This suggests the ind,iaid,ual nature of grand,parenting and,
therefore, the dffirent meanings the death of a grandchitd, rnay haue for ind,iaiduals.

Research has sought to take into account the indiuiduality of grand,parenting by
identifying dimensions, rores andfeatures of grand,parenthood. Heren Kiunick (r9g2a;
1982b) in an American study with quaritatiue datafrom s0 grandparents and
quantitatiae data from 286 grand,parents (2r2 women and T4 men) , deueroped ftae
dirnensions of grandparenthood meaning; centrality, aalued elder, indulgence,
immortality, and re-inaoluernent with the past. Although the stud,y was cond,acted with
a motiaated group of participants, who were pred,ominantly women from a d,ffirent
social and cultural context to NZ people, the study illustrates the enormous meaning
that the role and relationship can haae for grandfarents and, implicigy, the loss
which ca'n occur when a grandchitd dies. In an earlier stud!, B. Neugarten and K.
Weinstein (1964) interaiewed' a sarnple of 70 American grand,parent couples and,
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id,enti,fied, fi,ae typ6{. of grand,Parenting; forrnal, fun'seeker, su'rrhgate parent, rweraoi'r

of family wisdom, and, d,istant fi,gure. There are similarities between these types and

the dimensions id,enffied, by Kiunick (1982a) such as "ualued elder" and " reseruoir of

family wisd,om,'. There are also d,ffirences that serue to indicate the dffirent deriued

meani,ngs to grand,parenting - a possible substantiation for multiple realities rather

than ffiologies. The corollary of d'eaelofing typotogies from an a'ggrega'ted sample is

that the ind,iuid,ual contact of each is not considered and thi's research study wants to

includ,e the context of participants wi,th more detait than a demographic uariable

oueraiew.

F What are the views of parents about grandparents?

In terrns of the family contert af research on grandparents the aiews of parents about

grand,parents are important since parents are the linking relationship between

grand,child, and, grandparent. leanne Thomas (1990) conducted a postal suraey in

.Ameri,ca, with a uolunteer satnfle of mothers with children at day care centres in one

city. she found, some interesting d'ata to ind,icate that single mothers focused on

grand,parent support in child,rearing, whereas manied mothers G'e' with partner

safforD uiewed grand,parents more as family historians' Both groups agreed that

grand,parents could, create conflict by interferi,ng in chitdrearing. Interestingly, she

proposed, that these aiews could, create a " dovble-bnd" (r- 69) in that grandparents

try to meet parents' expectati,ons to prouide support to parents i'n dffirent forms but by

doing so they rnxght then be perceiued as interfering. Double-bind is a conceft to

consid,er in this study, gi,uen that bereaaed, grand,parents consistently try to proaide

support to the parents. Entangled, within the aiews and expectations of parents about

grand,parents i,s the process by which the family becomes multigenerational as new

relationships and roles are estabtished, with the birth of a grandchild' Mary -Anne

Bright (1gg2) used, grounded, theory to wplore the intergenerational process which

occurred, with the birth of the fi.rst child, in three Ameri'can families where aII the

parents and, grandparents participated, in the 15 month study' The process of making

place for the new meruber of the famity inuolaed' physical place (such as preparing the

baby,s room) and. social place (such as naming the baby, and the parents and

grand'parentsintheirnewrolwe.g.beingcaltedGrannyorGrandmd,Thishas

implicationsforthisstud,ywheregrand,parentsmayh'aaebeeninterruptedduringthis
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process' For example, where a chitd, d,ies soon afier birth, what are the conseqaences

for bereauement where ,,place', 
has not been mad,e?

Research with families and grandparents
The literature discussed earlier supports the imrtoftance offamity research that notes
the context in which the role of the family rnember, in this case the grandparent, aists.
The proposedfocus of this research stud,y is to look at grand,parent bereaaementfrom
the perspectiues of grandparents (maternal and, paternal) and, of parents, in ord,er to
place grandfiarent bereaaement within the family context of retationships, actiuities
and roles. Howeuer, as Keny Daty (tgg2a) noted,families bri,ng with them
complexities in tenns of research stud,y.

Famtles are a d.sttnctle focus of study. Several charactenshcs reflect. the
untqve nature of famfies as soctar qtou?st ?r,acy; a collect.e
consaousneEs that s not readtly available to non_family members;
relahonshtgs rooted n blood Lres, adoTtron contracL or mar^aqe and
ntended to be Termanent; shared tradftrons; ntenEe nvolvemint ranqrnq
from the most worent, Lo the most rntrm ate; and a coraqe of ndvrdual
rnteresLs, ex?enences and qualftres. (f . 3)

Giuen Daly's comment based on his own erperiences offamily research, seueral
questions remain for this stady, such as how farfantilies wilt share their erperi.ences
with a non-family person and whether mnre than one mernber of afamily will choose

to take part. In particular, it is important to consid,er grand.fathers,roles and, their
participation in research' Many of the studies referred, to earlier haae pred,ominanly
included grandmothers, whikt in reality there are four relationships inuotaed, in
grandparenting; paternal grandmother, paternal grandfather, materual grand.mother,
and matemal grandfather. Notably, grandfathers d,o not appear to haae participated,
in some research studies. Is this becaase of lack of interest? Or is it related, to the extent
of their self-perceiued role as a grand,father? sarah canningham-Burley (1gg4)
offered some interesting insights aboat grandfathers' roles. She interaiewed,, in-d,epth,
18 coupla in the UK as they became first-time grandparents. She commented that
there were apparent gender dffirences in participation (both in interuiews and, in
grandparenting actiuiti.es). In particular, grand.fathers spoke less and, teft the

interaiews part way through. She wrote,

They Lalked lesg abouL qrandparenthood n the ntervrcw se1trnq,
lacked an obuous rore n the earry months or qrandvaren1hood. -.

Lhey
thts drd
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nol necessarily constttule an accwate ?ortrayal of qrandtatherhood. for
Lhey drd seem to eqoy betnq a qrandtaLher. (p. | 9E)

This comment highlights the complex area that this study seeks to acplore. Namely, the

meani,ng of bereauement for grandparents, including both grandmothers and

grandfathers. The question, then, is whether the Latter will choose to participate or not.

BEREAVEMENT

This section explores di,fferent f erspectiues of bereaaement in general, i,ncluding

theories and the associated cri,tique. It moaes to explore literature on bereaaement

outcome and some of the issua in relation to families and grandparents.

Loss

/.oss is a feature of human W. n occurs rna,ny times and in many forms throughout

our liaes and many of the losses, whi,ch we rteet during our liaes, lccur in the family

setti,ng. Loss and the associated grief can be seen as part of the.context for self growth

which occurs during life (Viorst, 1989; Ward, 1993). From a deaeloprnental

persPectiae /oss ts ofien part of the normatiae transitions which are exf ected,

ineaitable or eaen pleasurable, such as growing out of childhood, Ieaaing school,

ft,nding a partner or mouing house. This rneans that all of us haue acperienced

bereauements. They a,re a normal part of ltfe and we all haue strategies for coping with

them to a lesser or greater extent, which can be used when loss becomes a,n unwelcome

challenge - such as death. Death is generally perceiaed as the ulti,mate form of loss

because it is inaoluntarf and irreaersible. Death of a family member or friend creates

a loss for those family and fri.ends who are still lioing and starts a frocess of grieaing

which inaolues readjustment of identity, roles, status and social organisation

(Rafhael, 1984).

There haae been dffirent perspectiuw in the deuelopment of explanations of how

indiuiduals respond to bereauement, which I haae briefly outlined in the following

secti,on. The argument I am praenting is that the theories and modek proaide

aaluable insights but none are able to account for all the dffirent factors and

s Involuntary in that generally people do not create or choose their own death, whereas other
losses such as moving house entail a degree of voluntary choice to initiate the loss.
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responses which are inuolued in bereauement, such as indiuidual dffirences in

grieaing, uariations in auailable support, and dffiring acisting coping strategies. So,

there is a place for small-scale exploratory studies, such as this one, specffic to a

particular bereauement eaent as opposed to deaeloping a grand theory.

Some of the widely known theories are stage or phase based theories from dffirent
perspectiues which imply that grief is linear. The process of gri.euing is conceptualised

as mouing through dffirent stages, or phasw, to a point of resolation where the

bereaued person returns to a state of normality or has "got luer it". Erich Lindemw,ln's

(1944 work has been a major influence on uiews held about bereauement in the

latter part of this century. He used obseraations based on his work with psychoneurotic

patients who had lost a relatiae, relatiaes of patients who died in hospital, and

relatiaa of aictims of the fi,re at the Cocoanut Groae nrght club in America, to deuelop

an illness-disease framework to account for grief responses. Lindemann uiewed acute

grief as a " syndrome" (?. | 4 | ), which could be "dtsEorted " to become "morbtd

qnel " (p. /44) but with appropriate management it could reach "resolutron" (p.

| 44). The essence of normal grief resulting in a retunt to normal health was grief

work, namely, *emanapatron from the bondaqe to the deceased, readlustment Lo

Lhe enuronment rn whrch the deceaEed s mtsetnq, and the formahon ol new ' "

relattonshr?s" (?. | 43). One of the consequences of this work was to create the uiew

of bereaaernent as something abnormal and requiring exfert and/or medical help -
which, giuen the particular experi,ences of his study participants, is not sarprising but

does not necessarily ap|ly to all bereauements per se.

John Bowlby (196D in his article "Processes of mournnq" dreu) on work i,n the

fi'elds of etholog and psychoanalysis fufter the work of Freud) to propose three phases

of mourning with urge to recoaer lost object, followed by disorganisation and then

reorgan'isati,on. Boutlby extended his thinking about bereaaement in relation to

attachment theory (1969, 1980) where he proposed four phases of protest, despair,

yeaming and detachment. Bowlby's earlier thinking in relation to bereauement was

deueloped and extended by other writers, such as Colin Murray Parkes (1972).

Worden (1983, and updated edition 1991) moaed to conceptualise rnourning as grief
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work, which has specifi,c tasks, instead, of phases, to be completed' There are four tasks

which i.nclud,e "accept the realty of loss; work throuqh to the Vatn of gnef: and

adlust to an enwronment where the deceased o m^sng (/ 99 /' P' / O- / S)' In the

1991 aersion, Worden cnrwnented that in 1983 he had aiewed Task 4 as "wrthdraw

emotpnalenerilyandrernvestrt",howeuer,henowbeli'euedthat"ttsoundedtoo

mechancal, hke one could merely pull a Ttug and reattach t someplace else" (p'

/ 6), consequently, he altered, Task 4 to become "to emohonally relocate the

deceased and tove on wth lfe" (?. I B). In both Word,en's uersions of the tasks of

grief, the emphasis is on mouing on with tife. A si'mi'Iar end'point to gri'ef is proposed in

other rnod,els. Elisabeth Kubler-Ross (1969.D d'eueloped a model of grieuing based on

her clinical practice with tenninally iil peopte. The stages she Proposed were

d'enial/isolation, confusion/anger, bargaining, and, depression/acceftance, whi'ch are

similar to the phases proposed, by Therese Rand'o (198f, ' Rando presented a model

based, on cli,nical obseruations by grouping responses to bereauement into three phases'

The phases were: auoi,dance, wi,th responses andfeelings of shock, alarm and denial;

confrontation,withfeelingsoflosswhichcanincludesearchingforandseeingthe

deceased,person;and're-estabtishmentwhichinaolaed,maki,ngmeaningorsenseofthe

eaent and, a return to euerydaY life'

Both ctinicians and, researchers, includ'ing those who proposed these models/theories'

haae cri,tiqued the id,ea of a linear stage or phase based' grief process' noti'ng that it

d,oesnotfit"wi,ththeexperiencesofbereaued'ind'iaid'ualswhomoaedbackandforth

between ernotions and stages. In lggr, warwick Mi,d.d,Ieton and Beaerley Raphael,

both wperienced, clini.cians, commented that "the conceTl of 'sfaqes' ol qrrel s

more salely uewed as a model than a fact" Q. 33c). Similarly, writers such as

stefhen shuchter and, sidney zisook ( |ggil cauti'oned that grief is not linear and

inuolaes a " comr2osfte ol overlaTTnq' llvrd vhases' (r' 23)' The uiew of grief that

isnowwid,elyaccepted,isthatofacircularprocess(Mander'1994)'Thequestion

then, is, how d,o these perspectiaes of grief relate to the experiences of bereaued

grandParents?
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Considering the theori,es from a research point of uiew, the sampling destgn or clinical

case-load on which theories haue been based haue clear biases which we need to

consider before findings are extrapolated to dffirent groups of bereaued people. For

exarnple, unique bereauement euents experienced by the samples studied, such as the

fire at the Cocoanut Groae (Lindemann, 1940 do not constitute a basisfor

generalising to deaths in rnotor cars 0r chronic illness preceding death. Second, high

attrition rates and the process of self-selection (ofien on the basis of motiaation or

depression) tn,eans that certain people are lnlre likely to participate in bereauement

studies, as Margaret Stroebe and Wolfgang Stroebe (1989-90) dem,onstrated. Giuen

these points I haue reseruations about the application of bereaaement theory to a range

of situations from which it was not generated - in this instance grandparent

bereauement. On the basis of this literature reuiew I belieae that small-scale research

is ualuable whi,ch focuses on the situation, context and factors which are specific to the

experience - in this instance being a bereaued grandparent. As Robert Stake (1995)

noted using collectiae case studies without intent to generalise can still fi.nd

information which adds to existing uiews and theories..

BEREAVEMENT RELATED TO CHILDBEARING

Some of the literature reuiewed here is not just about sudden death or eaen death. It
inclades situations of bereaaement arising from the loss of the dream of the happy and

healthy baby. The focus of most of the literature is on parents and not on the wider

family.

Infant Death

Expectations of haaing a healthy baby and child are high in the Western utorld;

technological aduances in obstetrics and paediatri,cs haae rneant that infant mortality

has dramatically reduced (Mander, 1994; Thearle & Gregory, 1992). Haaing a child

die is no longer a commonplace occurrence i,n countries such as NZ. So, as

indiuiduals, families and communities, we do not haue Precedents or experience in

responding to death, disability or illness of children (Aries, 1974; Mander, 1994). In

addition, death of a child aiolates the societal expectations u)e hold that parents pre-

decease their children. It can also create a sense of guilt or failure that a child in one's
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c(ye has d,ied. Therese Rand,o (1g8O wrote at the beginning of her book "Parental

Loss ol a chid" that, "The loEs ol a chid throvqh dealh n qvfte unlrke any ot'her

loss known ... ll mTacts on four drfferenL dtmensrons: the ndtudval Tarents' the

marftal dyad,the famrly system and soctely" (p. 6). In terms of existing research

studies the emphasis has been placed on the first two dimensions'

Parental Bereavement

clinicat and, research reports haue focused on parental resplnses bfien including

gend.er diferences) to bereaaement in tenns of both coping strategies and outcome'

Many of the studies haue small, selfselected' or otherwise biased sarnples with a wide

aariety of ages at which the chitd, died, or particular reasons for the child's death' This

hampers attempts at d,etaited. comfarison si,nce few studies haae used similar samfles

or tools.

Charles Brice (lggD, d'rawing on case'studi'esfrom practice' proposed an apfroach

to mourning which reiects fhases/ stages and aiewed' it as a struggle "wrfh a seneg ot

more or legs vnreEolvable Taradoxe= raEher lhan as a ?foqresgron throuqh staqes

Lhat Tossess relalvely drs|nct and Tredtctable beqtnntnq and endtnq Tornts" (p'

/). In terrus of maternal mourni.ng, thwe paradores inctudedfeeli'ngs of responsibili'ty

(euen when one hnows one is not); unfairnws fuhy my baby?); and relating to the

child as fiart of her and, as apart from her. This is an interwting perspectiae' whi'ch

d,raws attention to the tensi,ons surround,ing the maternal roles as caregiaer and chief

rn,urner. Are there similar paradoxes for grand'parents giaen the uariety of roles they

may hold, in a family? The rneani.ng of loss ari,sing from death was explored by

patricia conway and Deborah valentine (1988) who undertook a qualitatiue

research study of 10 couiles who had, experienced, infertitity, miscarriage or stillbi'rth.

They found, fi.ue associated,Iosses - parenting, control, relationships' 7ne's aiew of

oneself and, experience of pregnancy, chitdbirth and' breastfeedi'ng' The i'dea of

associatedlosses is irnportant because we ofien tend to focus on loss being the death;

but it is the meaning of that ?oss to the person that ofien needs to be clarified'

Hence, this stud,y ffirs an opportunity to find out how grand'parents "see" the loss of a

grandchild-
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In terms of gender differences related to child,bearing loss, the euidence aaries. Gary

Benfield, Susan Leib and tohn Vollman (1978) in a study of 50 \arents of babies who

had d,ied in a neonatal intensiue care unit (NICU) in Ohio, found that maternal

grief significantly exceeded faternal grief. The sample was predomi.nantly white,

mi,ddle-class and rnan! of the deaths were not sudden. A similar conclusion was made

by Kandi Stinson, Judith Lasker, Janet Lohman and Lori Toedter (1992) from a study

interuiewing 56 American couples afier miscarriage, ectopic pregnancy, stillbirth and

neonatal death. They found that women had significantly higher gri,ef scores than men

between 1 and 2 years post-loss. They suggested that within the American culture men

may deny their grief, Is the sa,rne true i,n the NZ culture? Similaily, of 57 bereaued

Canadian couples whose infant died, women rated their gri,ef reactions higher than

their spouses (I-a,ng & Gottlieb, 199il.

Howeuer, grief is a comPlex concept to stady and using dffirent indicators of grief may

not always support the idea of gender dffirences. Ruth Canoll and Sarah Shaefer

(1993-94) found, in a study of 34 American parent pai.rs bereaued by SIDS, that there

were statistically significant dffirences in relation to coping patterns such as seeking

support, but not in tenns of actiuiti,es such as accepting support. Similarly, in a study

of 54 American SIDS parents there were similarities and dffirences between parents'

ui,ews of the situation (Williams & Nikolaisen, 1982). The difering study findings

support the direction of this study to exflore both grandmothers' and grandfathers'

exf eriences of bereaaement.

The term " dealh npple" has been used to desuibe the flow-on of bereauement into the

wider social networks, such as family and community arising from the death of a child

(ordan, Kraus & Ware, 1993). M. Bowen (1978) suggested that bereauement of any

nature can result in an "emoilonal shockwave" (p. 324) in the ertendedfanily.

Howeuer,little i,s known of the experience, meaning and needs offamily members

other than those in the nuclearfamily. The majority of writing and research in the

fi.elds of psychology and psychotherapy has focused on parents with books such as

" P ar enLal LoEs ol Chid" by Rando ( 1 98 6), and " Childb eann7 ger eave menl" by
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Joan Raphael-Lef (1991). Research studiw haae focused on mothers experiencing

miscarriage (Swanson-Kaufman, 1988) or sti,Ilbirth (Inuell, 1984), or i,nfant d,eath

(PepPers & Knapp, 1980); on mothers'andfathers'grief (Dyregoa & Mathieson,

1987); and on siblings' gri.ef (Innsdown, 7987). Howeuer, there has been li.ttle

writing about other family members such as grandparents.

GRANDPARENTS AND A GRANDCHILD'S DEATH

Clinical obseraations of grandparent bereauement haae highlighted the potential

complexity which can lccur because of the role which grandparents haoe in the family.

Gyulay (197il wrotefromherperspectiueof workingwithfamiliesof aterminallyi,Il

child. She included both siblings and grandparents under the heading 'The

Forqotten Gnevers" . Her emphasis was on grandfarents' triple grief - for their

grandchild, child and themselaes. Rando (1986/ included a cornment about

grandparents in relati.on to child death and referred to their double grieffor themselaes

and their child. Mouing from perspectiues based in clinical fractice, there has been

limited ruearch in this area.

Research with grandparents bereaved by the death of a grandchild

Ponzetti (1992) conducted a study in America, aduertising in the newsletter of two

national sufport groups of families who had (ost children. The respondi,ng sample

included 28 grandparents (56% of whom were maternal grandparents) and 36

parents from the sarne families. The mode of death of the grandchildren uaried

including cancer, heart disease and other causes. The research focused on a

comparison of parents' and grandparents' reactions to the sarne child's death. Whikt

there were no significant diferences between reports of physical symptoms, it appeared

that parents reported signi,fi,cantly morefeelings of shock, disbelief and nurnbness. Of

considerable interest in terms of family grief is the fi,nding that 560/o of farents said

their feelings towards their parenh had changed and 530/o of grandparents said their

feelings towards their children (i.e. the farentil had changed. Whikt this was a small,

uolunteer sample which used a structured questionnaire (and therefore could not

probe for clarirt,cation) it shows the potenti,al for diferent fficts and meaning of the

bereauement to exist for dffirent family members. Ponzetti (1992) contmented,

"lhese hndtnqs emphaase Lhe mportance of expandtnq research eftorts to
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another article' Ponzetti and Johnson (1991) presented perspectiues on grand,parent
bereauementfrom a sample of 45 grand,parents (54 wornen and, II men). Of interest,the data did not entirely sapfort the idea of tri|k grief (c,yulay, 1975) or doubte grief(Rando' 1986) ' Many grandparents centred on their own child,, some focased on the
loss it reprwented for the grandchitd and most fett grieffor thernselues. This may eitherreflect the rnethod of data collection uthich did not allowfor participants to reflect and,expand on their a'Lsuers, or it could' subfort the linking theme of this reuiew - that

responses to, and meanings of, bereauement are aaried, and ofien ind,iuidual.

In America, John DeFrain, Deanne Jakob and Betty llt[endoza (lggi_g)) und,ertook anationar study of 
'IDS 

grand,parents. They used, a questionnaire (inctuding
qualitatiue and quantitatiae items) with B0 grandparents accessed, by newspapers,
s/Ds organisations and' sIDs parents' The ntainfrndings were that grandfarents had.personal theories of death and personat gaitt associated with the death, that some had
difficulty coping with the pain (4% had' contemplated, suicide) and that the d,eath had
fficts' generally positiae, on their marriages. In contrast to ponzetti and Johnson(1991) 

' these authors saggested' that their data confinned, the double/trifle grief
rnodek proposed by Rando (tgS6) and Gyulay (lgfl). Howeaer, giuen the sparse ase
of' ofien' one line quotations, the reader is reliant on the researchers, interpretation of
the data. The authors ended, as did ponzetti (Igg2), ctaiming the need for futureresearch' "Results of thrs st'udy potnt out the need for tuture research n the areaof qrandvarents n crtsts' Thr' s accentuated by the fact, that we are ncreaangly
becomrnq an older voTulatton " (p. / 6 l). witst Ponzetti and Johnson focused on
the family contetct of bereauement in terms of changing interactions, DeFrain et al.
centred on the indiuidual, not on the roles and, relationships in the farnity. Neither
study has exprored, in&epth, the meaning, erperience and fficts on grand,parents, as
this study intends to d,o.

what about a grandchird's death in reration to other bereavements?
It is widely agreed that indiuid,aal's rwponse to bereaaement d,epends on nu?neroas
factors, sach as retationship wifii dead person, node of d,eath, personarity and, preuiow
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experience of change,loss or d,eath (Parkes, 1972; Raphael, 1984; Rand'o, 1986;

Stroebe & Stroebe, lggil. The latter point is i'mportant in grandparent bereaaement'

since gi.uen their age, most grandfarents wi'II haae exferi'enced preaious lassas' Karren

Mundell Kowakki, (1987) and, zoe smialek (1978) undertook research with

bereaued, famili,es and, whi,lst the facus of their writing was about bereaaement in

general, and parental response in particular, both authors briefly mentioned

grand,parents. They noted the efect of preaious loss, such as miscarriage' as fart of the

context of grand,parent bereauernent. It is worth remernbering that reproductiue losses

in earlier d,ecades were ofien not acknowled,ged, because the, then, existing climate of

heatth c&re relnoued, d,ead babi,es to help sf eed'y resolution (Thearle & Gregory' 1992) '

Thus the d,eath of a grand,chitd may trigger" sutne rnernories and pain for preaious

/osses. From the perspectiae of thi.s stady, one of the strengths of in-depth interaiewing

i,s the offortunity it proaid,es for grand,parents to telt their stori'es' This potenti'ally

fneans there is the opportunity to set the contert of the grandchild's death within the

tife of the grand,parent and' the surraunding family'

Grandparents' roles in families bereaved (in relation to the grandchild)

other than bY death

lud,y Douglas George (1g8s) noted, obseruations from clini,cal practice during the

settingupofasupportgrouffortherelatiuwoffamitiesnithchildrenwith

d,euelopmental d,isabilities. The aims of the group were to proaide i'nformation'

networking and interfamilial support' It became clear to health workers that

grand,parents who attend,ed placed their issues second to those of the parents '

Famrly comrnvntcatron Tatlerng and .55ve5 emerqed as qrandT.arents beqan

to share therr dfiIculty or nablfty lo drzcvss ovenly the chid's condftron

wrLh the Tarents; however, |hege r55ve5 remaned 
,.7arent-|ocvsed,, 

;

relatwes were relvctanl to deal wtth fherr own emoLronal adlvstments'

(r. 37s)

with encouragement from group lead,ers, relatiaes started' to talk about their feelings

lead,ing to the following obseruation from the leaders'

Grandvarentlnqtradrtronallysthovqhto|aEatlmeol|mrnen^e1oy,7nde
and sahsfa,'rJn; nefead, thege relat'eE were ?reeenled wfth a-sftuaion

Lhat reqvrred LremendouE and onqotnq emotronal adlvstments' one

qrandtather stated; "l felt that the world had come lo an end" ' P' 373)

The issues of suffort and, grandparent feelings appear i'n a study by susan Blackburn

and lnuri, Lowen (1986) und'ertaken to id'enffi the feetings of grandparents and
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parents whose pretenn child was admitted to the Neonatal Intensiue Care Unit
(NICU) ' A quutionnaire was sent to a conaenience sample recraited, through a
parent self-help group from the greater seattle area. with g3 grandparents (20/o
response rate) comPared to 50 parents (JZTo response rate) it indicata, as the authors
noted, a motiuation on the part of grandParents to share theirfeetings. Amongst the
main findings was the stress that grand,parents felt and which could limit the supp,n
they ffired, to parents. In add,ition, it appeared, the grand,child,s parents were the
grandparents'main sTurce of information about premature babies. The aathors
suggested that if this could be ffiet with other snurces of i,nformation it would, flree,n
that grandparents could more ffictiaely support parenk. As might be exfected in
Blackburn and Lowen's stud,y, 700/o of grandparents uere concerned about the parents.
Houteuer,490l of grandmothers and,23o/o of grandfathers id,enffied concerns about
their own emotional strain and abitity to cope which contrasts with the preuailing
uiew of grandparents as supporters of parents as opposed to need,ing support
themselaes.

what are other people's views of grandparents bereaved other than bydeath?

Hazel McHaffie (1991,1992) undertook a stud.y of social support auailable to famities
with a uery low birth weight baby cared.for in any of seaen NICUs in Scotland.
Qaestionnaires were sent to doctors, nu.rses, mothers and otherfamily members
nominated by the rnother. Repties were receiaedfrom jgg nurses, ss doctors, lgl
parents and 242 grandparents. All four participant groups strongly identifi,ed the role
of the grandparent as ernotionally supporting the parents. Many doctors and, nurses
perceiaed working with grandparents as the reast enjoyabte part of their rore.
McHaffie's (1992) interpretation of this was, "The needs and rote of qrandparents
were clearly Tetce.ed as Tnncrpally Lo support the parents, vnders1andrnq the
stresEes of Lhe sftuat'ron suff|.;rently well to be senst|e and uEeful Lo them" (p.
I 95) ' The focus of McHaffie's stud,y rneans that there is little inforrnation regard,ing

grandparents' perceptions of their own need, for support, howeuer, it does identify how
important it is to consider how others such as health professionak and, parents see
grandparent bereaaement in terrns of expectations of their roles. This is the reason for
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includ,ing cases (parents and, health professionatst') within this study who represent

some of these other perspectiues of grandparent bereaaement' [source of reaiew aboae -

C:my d,ocuments\writing up\Full reuiew 951

AND SO TO THE BEGINNING

There was no finar concrusion to this overview of the riterature; the format of it

was an appendix to the ethics committee standard proposalform' However' from

the review, in conjunction with my nursing practice and comments from self-help

groups, I framed the aim of this study as "t0 d'escribe the dffirent perspectiaes of the

bereauement which NZ grand,parents experience when a' young grandchi'ld dies

sudd,enly" (Research Proposal,Tggi, p. 4 ). ln the context of this aim l defined "NZ"

as the setting , as opposed to a study representing NZ grandparents' I used the

word 
,,describe,,to mean synthesising and exploring different perspdctives using

case study. By "different perspectives" I was referring to how grandparents'

parents and health professionals constructed grandparent bereavement' with the

main objective to "To gi,ae aoices to the stories of grand\arents' experiences of

bereauement which haue remained,largely untold," (Research Proposal, 1995, P' 4'

The research aim extended to include an aspect that was important to

participants as the reason they took part (see p. 130); to acknowledge' and raise

awareness about, grandparent bereavement' This led to the decision' made with

the 26 participants, that I should seek a pubtisher for the stories in the second

part of this thesis (see P' 166)'

one of the struggles I experienced in writing the research proposal to suit the

ethics committee format, was being specific enough in forming the research

questions, but not too specific to set up a priori hypotheses and expectations' I

triedtothinkofquestionsasbeingframedaroundissuesthatwou|ddeve|opin

talking with participants. I developed the following research questions'

. Wat is the meaning/ construction of the bereauement to NZ grandparents?

. Hou ao gran-iporuii ,^pond to the unwpected d'eath of a young grandchild?

. How ao Sron-;pir:e*,t, "aiapt',/ Iearn to liue with bereauernent?

.Howd,oesbereauementafecttheroleandrelationshipsofgrandparentswithinthe
familY?

,o The proposal focused on health professionals, after talking with grandparents I identified the

n""ild inbuu" a bereavement professional'
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o What is the construction of grandfarent bereaaernent by parents and health
workers?

. What are the resources aaailable to bereaued grandparents?

. Wat social or psychological lrocesses assasf or hinder grandparents liuing with
bereauement?

. Wat recognition or safifort might grandParents want from the community or
health workers? (Research Proposal, 1995, p. 5).

As the study progressed the conversations and debates directed what was

important to explore further in the research, but it did not take any dramatic shifts

away from the original broad area of study. As the ethical issues involved in the

use of constructivist inquiry emerged I did mentally add another research

question, "How do participanfs'construct their experience of taking paft in this

research?" This was about making the emerging research process transparent

and not wishing to take for granted that it was either harmful or beneficial to take

part (see pp. 164-171for further discussion).

AND THE BEGINNING ENDS

This chapter has explored the beginnings of the research in terms of the

i justification, significance and context of some of the existing literature at the time

I planned the study. In particular, the high cot death rate of the 1980s in NZ

meant that grandparent bereavement was, and is, a part of people's lives. lf the

definition of grandparent bereavement is extended beyond the view of

bereavement resulting from death then it occurs even more frequently than is

recognised and, with the rising proportion of older people in the population it is

going to continue and become a part of many more people's lives. Yet, there is

still little recognition by others that grandparents are bereaved and little known

about what it means to be a bereaved grandparent. There has been little writing

that has focused on grandparent bereavement and the three published research

studies prior to '1995 were surveys (DeFrain et al., 1991-92; Ponzetti, 1992;

Ponzetti & Johnson, 1991). These provided a breadth of view regard ing

grandparents' reactions and experiences, but not a perspective which explored

the ways in which grandparents construct their bereavement within a family

context. Similarly, whilst there has been extensive reporting of both research and

clinical perspectives of bereavement it is unclear how these ideas might

illuminate, or even be relevant to, the shape and form of grandparent

bereavement. The excerpts from the research proposal in this chapter positioned
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rny thinking whioh'then ehaped the convereattons that I had with par-ticipants as

the resEar"ch r.lnfdtlded (see Ghapter 4). Howeven, before turning b the detalls of

these @nversations I want to explore the philosophical underpinnings of the

researeh lnttre next chaP1er.
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CHAPTER THREE

A STORY OF PARADTGMS, MARSHMALLOWS AND
PHILOSOPHICAL DEBATES

THE STORY

The previous chapter set the scene from which the ideas and directions for this
research came' This chapter is a story of the beliefs which underpinned this
study from beginning to end. The intent is to trace the shifts in my thinking, at
critical points along the way, which have informed how I have used and adapted
the constructivist paradigm proposed by Guba and Lincoln (1ggg). This chapter
has three parts which make up one story of the shift in my thinking and beliefs;
from wanting a structured research approach to learning to live in a marshmallow
space. The three parts are; why I used constructivist inquiry, ideas which
influenced the shape of constructivist inquiry, and responding to critique of
constructivist inquiry.

But first, the marshmallow
The story begins in early 1995, before I wrote the research proposal described in
chapter 2' I was at a PhD school, presenting and discussing my ideas with other
students and supervisors. I was debating the possibre ,,fit,,between grounded
theory and this study of grandparent bereavement. The ,,fit,,was offset by my
uncertainties about grounded theory. These included the question of whether I

wanted to develop a substantive theory of bereavement given some of my earlier
comments about theories in Chapter 2. During the discussion a visiting scholar
made the comment that I could either keep to the framework of a research
approach, which has shape and form, or I could step out and go into a new, or
adapted, methodology to suit what I wanted to do. stepping out would mean
moving into the uncertainty of, what the visiting scholar described as, the sticky,
shapeless centre of a marshmallow. At the time I did not really understand what
the marshmallow meant, I was in hot pursuit of a research approach which would
provide "the recipe". This research and thesis refrect my journey into the
marshmallow, where no one research approach or paradigm has been the
recipe. This has become a study using constructivist inquiry informed by
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postmodern, feminist, nursing and thanatological writings, as well as by my own

nursing practice. Looking back from 1999, I now appreciate that being in the

marshmailow is a reflection of uncertainty within what wiiliam Tierney (1997) has

called the postmodern "rdeoloqy ol doubt" (?. 3O),where texts, such as this

thesis, are Only "one verston ol realfty rather than Lhe only verston" (7' 25)'

WHY I USED CONSTRUCTIVIST INQTITRY

The journey to constructivist inquiry, and then using it in practice, first started

with the decision to use a qualitative research approach' This was refined to

collective case study (Stake, 1995) then, at the point of beginning conversations

with participants, I shifted to constructivist inquiry as an extension of the use of

case study. The final part of this section explores the nature of constructivist

inquiry.

Choice of research approach at the start

From the outset I planned to use a qualitative research approach to explore the

different realities of grandparent bereavement within families' I made this

decision because the survey data in the three previous studies of bereaved

grandparents raised a number of questions that I believed could best be

addressed as part of ongoing conversations to explore how people saw

(constructed) grandparent bereavement. ln addition, a qualitative research

approach fitted with my practice as a nurse which constantly makes me aware

that people hold different views (constructions) of the same event' I also had a

personal goal to undertake a journey using a different way of looking at the

research world. My previous experiences have been extensive but confined

predominantlytosurveys,randomisedcontroltrials,case-controlstudiesand

physiological laboratory studies. Alt of these can be claimed as conventional

inquirymethods,whicharegroundedonthebeliefthatthereisonerealitytobe

"captured" or "mirrored" by ihe research process'

Nurse researchers have extensively used research approaches other than

conventional inquiry methods, because of the .,fit', between research areas such

as experience of illness and the beliefs underpinning qualitative research

approaches. Many texts exist promoting such research for nursing (e'9" Benner'
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1994; Holloway & wheerer, 1gg6; Morse, 1gg1)and for hearth (e.g. Grbich,
1999). I use the term "qualitative research approaches,,as an umbrella
encompassing various practices and techniques which Streubert and Carpenter
(1995, pp' 10-12) proposed have six shared beliefs. These beliefs are; existence
of multiple realities, seeking to understand, valuing participants, views, seeking
the natural context, acknowledging the research role; and providing vica1ous
experience generally by using participants' quotations. At this point I should note
that, from personal experience, I am fully aware of the dominance of the
quantitative research paradigm in many arenas of hearth research. The
consequence of this can be that, "ResearcherE who use qualttattve me1hods
become obhqed to Tresent extraordrnaryyustrf rcatron for therr choqe,, (Reinharz
& Rowles cited in Guba & Lincoln, 1ggg, p. 140). rn both the research proposar,
which went to the ethics committees, and this thesis, I have chosen not to justify
the choice of qualitative approaches against quantitative approaches. I believe
the issue is about demonstrating the "fit" between the research approach I have
used and the research area of grandparent bereavement. The issue is not that
one approach is "better" than another, it is that different approaches suit different
research aims' I also believe that we are 10 years on from that quotation from
Reinharz and Rowres and into the " nfth Moment - The Future of euahtahve
Research" (Lincorn & Denzin, 1994, p. 575), where we shourd accept that
qualitative research does not need to be defined in relation to another research
approach' In terms of proposing the "fit" between qualitative research and the
area of grandparent bereavement in the family context I cited, in the research
proposal, a quote from Dary (1g92a). I berieve this sums up the focus of the
research aim in Chapter 2.

QualftaL.e methods are sufted to understandrnq meantnqs, nterpretahons
and svblectve exTenence of lamtry members...l w,ti, qiarrtahve. methodsthe focvs t" n?! on dentfiynq structural or demoqraphc trends rn famr1es,but raf,her on the ?roce55 by whtch lamthes create, Euslarn and dscugs therrown lamrly realfttes. (p. 3_a)

Having decided to use qualitative research, the next question was, which
particular qualitative research approach?
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I chose case study because, as I explained in the research proposal approved by

the ethics committees,

The ... rationale for the choice of collectiae case study as the chosen qualitatiae
method fstrategJ for the research is outlined below. Case study places emphasis
on the opportunity to gain depth and insight from focused, detailed attention on
a case (or m,ore than one). From this, detailed, holistic description can be

deuelof ed to enable the researcher and the reader of the ftnal report to raise their
Ieuel of understanding about the issue studied (Lincoln & Guba, 1985/. This is
particulafly facilitated by the simultaneous process of data collection and
analysis, proposed by Stake (1995), which rneans that data collected are guid,ed
by lines of thought and inquiry which deuelop during analysis, rather than
completing these as separate phases of the research. ... Within the data collection
and analysis, the researcher is a tool and part of the process, as Stake (1995)
noted,, " a case stvdy rs boLh the process ol learnnq the case and Lhe

product of our Lthe researcherl learnnq" P, 33). (Research ProPosal, 7995,
p. 18)

Recognising the debates about "What is a case?" (e.9., Orum, Feagin & Sjoberg,

'1991; Merriam, 1988; Ragin & Becker, 1992; Yin, 1994) ldefined case study

using the view of Stake (1995) who noted that instrumental case study is an

appropriate choice for a situation "where we will have a research quesbon, a

pvzzlement, a need for qeneral understandrnq, and a teel that we may qet naqhL

nlo the qvesbon by stvdymq a Varbcular case lor more than one as a collecLtve

case study1" Q. 3). lt was congruent with the idea of case study used in family

research to explore realities within families (Handel, 1991) and in psychology to

focus on a critical event which is part of a person's life (Bromley, 1986). Case

study fitted with the premises of naturalistic inquiry (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) in

terms of research which is in the natural setting, using the human instrumentl

and valuing tacit knowledge to explore individuals' constructions.

The focus of the study is on deueloping understanding of grandparent
bereaaement from dffiri,ng Perspectiues (not iust one indiaidual's experience)

which lneans this is a collectiae case study where, "Each case study ts

rnstrumental to learnnq ... labovt the Esue stvdredl but. there wrll be

rmportant coordrnatron between the studres." (Stake, 1995, !. 3). My
decision to use a collecti,ue case study to explore the dffirent'faces" of
grandparent bereauement, as it appears to dffirent stakeholders in the

experience (grandparents, parents and health workers, is based on clinical
experience and consultation wi,th bereaaement groups. (Research Proposal,

7995, pp. 18-19)

' I am not keen on this mechanistic term but have used this since it is one of the four entry
conditions in constructivist inquiry (see Figure 3.1, p' 62).
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At the end of lggb I read Guba and Lincorn's (19gg) book ,,fourth 
Generatpn

Eualuahon ". This extended their earlier work (Lincoln & Guba, 1gg5), which I had
used to underpin the research proposal, and now presented the constructivist
paradigm underpinning the methodology of constructivist inquiry. lt was a critical
turning point in the research journey. The reason constructivist inquiry.clicked,,
for my thinking was because the process of hermeneutic dialectic circles offered
a means of working beyond the constructions within the three participant groups,
which I had called the "faces" of grandparent bereavement in the proposal. The
circles enabled dialogue across the three groups commenting on the
constructions of other groups. lt moved the idea of multiple constructions one
step further than the proposed collective case-study which had three separate
groups, and it offered the potentialto reach a consensus construction made from
the three groups together. From my perspective this was an advantage since I

wanted to explore constructions of grandparent bereavement within the family
context and this process provided a way to have dialogue within that context. In
effect, this was a shift in the naming of the research approach to calr it
"constructivist inquiry", since the focus of constructivist inquiry is the case study
(Guba & Lincoln, 1989 p. 133) where case is the topic researched and the end
"product" is a case-report (p.223). The beliefs underpinning the constructivist
paradigm are the same as those I had used in the research proposat; namely,
the existence of multiple constructions of reality, and the nature/outcome of the
research being determined by the interaction between parlicipants and
researcher. In terms of methodology r had sought approvarfrom the ethics
committee for three interviews and member checking of materiar such as
interpretations and final drafts, which is what happened during this research.
what changed was my thinking about the process of anarysis. I had planned
"that data collected [in interuiews with all the participanh (cases)J is gaided by tines
of thoughts and inquiry which d,euelop fsimultaneous with data collection\ d,uring
analysis" (Research Proposal, rggs, p. r&. However, what my thinking did not
have was a named process for taking ,,lina 

of thought and inquiry,,across the
three groups of grandparents, parents, and health/bereavement professionals.
This process was that of the hermeneutic dialectic circles proposed by Guba and
Lincoln (1989).
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D What is constructivist inquirY?

Before exploring the detail of this inquiry approach l believe it is useful to outline

the context, as I interpret it, of Guba and Lincoln's ideas' This appears

appropriate given the belief that constructions, such as the constructivist

paradigm, are located in particular beliefs and contexts. This theoretical outline

sets the scene for the debates in the second part of this chapter. The early work

of Guba and Lincoln .,Effectr ve fvaluatron " (1ggl ) and "Naturarrgtrc rnqvrry"

(1985) was situated in what Lincoln and Guba (1985) called lhe"VoztTostt\rsE

era" (v,28) alongside the work of Rom Harr6 (1981) and John Heron (1981)'

amongst many others, where positivist assumptions were challenged' The

arguments for the shift to alternative, or emergent, paradigms included issues

such as: researching with' not on, people (Heron, 1981; Rowan, 1981a); the

reactive nature of participants which affects the data (Heron, 1981);the value-

ladenness of facts (Lincoln & Guba, 1985); and the underdetermination of theory

with different ways of accounting for a set of findings depending on the

perspective taken (Lincoln & Guba, 1985)'

The tiile of the book which details the constructivist paradigm and constructivist

inquiry, ^ Fourth Generahon Evaluatpn"' represents Guba and Lincoln's (1989'

pp.21-31) view that constructivist inquiry succeeds three preceding eras

[generations] of evaluation; measurement oriented, description oriented' and

judgement oriented, and that this new era is negotiation oriented' whilst the

example which Guba and Lincoln presented is that of education evaluation' they

stated that the process of constructivist inquiry "s basc to all ol natvralsttc

nqt]ry, whether research, evalvailon, or 7o|cy analyses" (r' | 55)' lt has not

been widely used in published health research. Koch (1994) described her

doctoral work using Guba and Lincoln's ideas' informed by existential

phenomenology, to explore the experiences of older patients admitted to acute

care settings. streubert and carpenter (1995) included it as one of the new

generation methodologies in their book on "Qualrtattve Research AvvroacheE n

Nurstng,'.JaneAppletonandLindyKing(1997)suggestedthatithasan

increasing role to play in nursing inquiry. I would agree because the beliefs of

constructivist inquiry, such as multiple constructions of reality and a process
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which is cooperative and empowering, offer potential for a wide range of nursing
and health research in the future.

so' turning to constructivist inquiry in detail- what are the underpinning befiefs?
It is positioned as a methodology, or inquiry approach, within the constructivist
paradigm' "Paradigm" is used here in the sense of one research approach, not at
a meta-paradigmatic rever (Hammersrey, lggz)where it is an umbrefra for a
range of research approaches' I have taken it to mean a,.basrc set ol bertefz
whrch qwde actton"(Guba, 1gg0, p. 1l),where the beriefs form a worrdview
which offers a way of rooking at the worrd (patton, 1g7s).To exprore the
constructivist paradigm I have used the three tever structure, atbeit an artificial
division, of ontology' epistemology and methodology. ln discussing this I have
used the definitions from Guba's (1gg0) writing in ,,paradtqm 

Draroq,, ,which are a
briefer presentation of those presented in "Fourth Generahon Evalvahon,, (Guba &
Lincoln, 1gB9).

Guba (1990) proposed that the ontorogy of the constructivist paradigrn is
"Re/ahvrst - realft'tes extst n the form of mvlttpre, mental constrvcttons, soaally
and exTenenhally based, local and zpecffc, dependent for therr lorm and content
on the ?eson5 who hold them" (f . 27). The key point is that a single
constructed rearity of the worrd does not exist. For me, the appear of this
perspective is that it offers a way to see how and why individuals hold differing
views of the same event or object, where for example, a conversation between
two people is constructed differenfly by each person in terms of how they
describe it aftennrards. The metaphor implicit in the term "constructivism,,is the
idea of people piecing together and building constructions of what they
experience - a process which Guba and Lincofn (1gg9) described as,

Events, ?erson3, oblects are ndeed tanqbre enhfies. The meannqs andwholeness der.ed from or ascrrbed to tiese tanqbre vhenomena n orderto make 5en3e of rhem, otqanBe Lhem, or reorqanrse a berer system,however, are constrvcted ieahtres, (f . E4)
Hence' the same event of having a grandchild die is constructed differenfly by
grandparents in their stories in Part 2 because of all the different things which go
to make up how individuals look at the world. Yet, given the diversity, it does not
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mean that all constructions are totally different, because there are many aspects

of life where shared definitions are held. Hence, whilst there is diversity amongst

the stories in Part 2, there are shared definitions in the joint construction about

ways of being a bereaved grandparent.

Having a relativist ontology means that no one person's construction is "better"

or "truer" than another person's because we cannot assess it in terms of being

nearer to the "correct" construction of reality. This is a consequence of the

ontological position that one "correct" construction of reality does not exist.

Therefore, all constructions are meaningfulto the people who hold them and,

therefore, meaningful to researchers. However, Guba and Lincoln (1989, p. 143)

argued that whilst all constructions are equally meaningful, this does not

preclude the existence of malconstructions, which are incomplete or inconsistent

constructions. However, determining that a construction is a "malconstruction"

requires an assessment of the construction in relation to the belief system that

supports it. For example, a construction of the world as created in 7 days may be

congruent with particular religious beliefs but is not congruent with Darwinian

beliefs. Hence the context in which constructions are located and created is

crucial to appreciating constructions. I believe this view may potentially preclude

being able to assess someone's construction as a malconstruction, precisely

because constructions are located in contexts which include much more than

beliefs. lf constructions are grounded in the constructor's previous experience,

values, events and social expectations then how could | "know" about these in

order to determine whether their construction is a "malconstruction"? So I

decided that, in this research, I would work from the premise that all

constructions were meaningful and I did not use any process to consider whether

they were malconstructions.

As social worlds are not static with new experiences and information potentially

always occurring, the relativist view of reality allows for constructions to change

as new experiences are considered in relation to existing constructions.

However, constructions are generally stable and, at times, may even avoid

incorporating new information which might require a construction to change

(Guba & Lincoln, 1989, p. 1a5), From a non-realist perspective this means that

the neareSt thing tO "truth" iS the "be3t nformed" and " most soThtsbcated"
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construction (Guba & Lincoln, 1989, p. 84).Such a construction incfudes known
information with the best explanation, whether developed by individuals or by
consensus from a group in a research study. Accepting that constructions are
able to change illustrates the importance of considering time as a context to
constructions. lt means recognising that people may not hold the same
construction for long periods of time and, indeed, during this research my initial
construction of grandparent bereavement changed quite considerabry by the
time I completed writing this thesis.

Guba (1990) described the constructivist epistemology as *gublechwst 
- nqwrer

and nqured nto are tvsed nto a srnqle (montstrc) enhty. Fndrnqs are hterally the
creahon of the ?rocees ol nteractron between the two,, (p. 27). Hence the
research findings are constructed in the relationship between researcher and
participants to which each brings their constructions of the world. lt is a ptace
where new constructions can occur, and others can after, as comments from one
person spark ideas for the other person. consequenfly, the research is
subjective, because there is no possibility of the researcher standing outside the
research. In contrast to an objectivist stance in positivism, which seeks to
minimize researcher bias, the researcher in constructivist inquiry takes an active
part in constructing the research findings. The issue is, then, to ensure that the
researcher's etic construction is not favoured over the emic constructions of
participants to influence the direction of the research (see p. 103). I particularly
favoured the emphasis on rerationship as the prace of creating new
understandings because of my experiences in nursing practice where the
relationship is therapeutic, not research based, but the process of new insights
within the interaction is the same.

Guba (1990) proposed that methodorogy in constructivist inquiry is,
"llermeneutrc, dralecttc - ndltdual conEtrvctrons are elrcfted and refrned
hermeneuttcally, and compared and contrasted dtarectrcaily, wrth the am ol
qenerahon one (or a few) conslructtons on whch there e substanilal consensus,,

Q. 27). As a process of inquiry Guba and Lincoln (19g9, p. lTeemphasised

the
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emergent design and developed the diagrammatic representation which is

reproduced in Figure 3.1. I have ouflined the process of constructivist inquiry

briefly, because this relates to further discussion in this chapter about adapting

constructivist inquiry. However, the detail of the methodology in practice is

discussed in ChaPter 4.

Entry
Condition

Inquiry
Process

Joint Construction

Vicarious ExPerlence

Inquiry
Product

Figure 3.1

Themethodologyofconstructivistinquiry
From: E, Guba & Y. Lincoln, Fourth Generation Evaluation, P']-7{'.9o9.yright 1989 by

Sage Pubti""iionr, I nc.' Reprint"in''pJ*Giof of Sage Publicai'ronl' Inc'2

2 Copyright permission letters for Figures 3' 1 & 3'2 in Appendix 1 '

Discovery

InterwovenNegotlation
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Using emergent design means not determining in advance exacfly what the
study wiff study. Instead the field of inquiry is made cfear _ grandparent
bereavement in this instance. Particular questions are identified which are then
refined according to what emerges during data gathering. The process of inquiry
rests on four entry conditions (represented in the triangle in Figure 3.1, p. 62) of:
natural setting; tacit knowledge; qualitative methods and human instrurnent
These entry conditions enable the researcher to explore in the natural setting
and identify issues that were not known previously to be important. The interplay
between discovery and verification, shaping and negotiation during data
gathering, analysis and discussion of analysis with participants is represented in
the two circles on the left and right of Figure 3.1. The process of discussion uses
the hermeneutic dialectic circles represented in the centre of Figure 3.1 (see also
Figure 3'2, p.64) to explore individuals'constructions, develop group (multiple)
constructions and to potentially reach a joint construction across participant
groups. This is presented in a way to enable the reader to access and
understand, for example, aiding vicari us experience with the use of description
and quotations.

Hermeneutic dialectic circles

Guba and Lincoln (1989) proposed a number of hermeneutic dialectic circles
with different groups of "stakeholders,, (?. t 4g),as they termed participants who
have a "stake" in the evaluation outcome. In this research there were three
pa rticipa nt g roups (grandparents, parents and health/bereavement
professionals) with three circres simurtaneousry in existence, as chapter 4
explains' lt is worth noting that the three groups of participants are not a form of
triangulation, with the intent to pinpoint grandparent bereavement from three
sightings. Instead, each group brings different perspectives and, therefore,
constructions which contribute to the picture of grandparent bereavernent. The
process of the circles is the continuous interaction between data collection and
analysis with serial sampling. Guba and Lincoln (1g8g) proposed a diagrammatic
representation of this process which is reproduced in Figure 3.2.
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INPUTS TO

CIRCLE

Scope

\
\

SELECNON

R = RESPONDENT
C = CONSTRUCTION

F igure 3.2

The hermeneutic dialectic circle - within circle process

From: E. Guba & Y. Lincoln, Fourth Generation Evaluation, p.152, copyright 1989 by

Sage Publications, Inc. Reprinted by permission of Sage Publications, Inc.3

Within the circle of participants from one group, such as grandparents, the first

construction ("C | ") from the first respondent ("R I ") can inform discussion with

the second respondent ("R2") and so on. This means that the researcher's

discussion with participants can explore both individual's constructions and also

debate and refine ideas across indiyiduals in the group to eventually develop a

\\\ \ /

\ \T 
Littre Atticurateness

\\i,t.,2

3 Copyright permission letters for Figures 3.1 & 3'2 in Appendix 1 '
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group construction' Material from other circles of participants can then be
discussed within circle, which builds up the dialogue of a construction across the
participant groups. I perceived this was the strength of the circling process, as an
extension of the coilective case study that I had pranned, and which Guba &
Lincoln (1989) described as:

The oblect of a naturalwttc nqutry E to dentiy and descrbe vartous em,congtructtonE and Vlace those constructtons n tovch - wrth the ntent ofevolunq a more nformed and sophrstrcated constrvctton than any stnqteone ol Lhe emtc constructtons or, the researcher,s o, .uitu^,tJr,"" .r,,construcLton, re?resents. The ovtcome s a )ont. or conaboratve,
constrvctron (.ot, more a??roTnatery, a reconstructton oI formerry herdconstruchons). (p. I 3S)

This describes a process which fitted well with the research aim ,to 
describe the

dffirent persPectiues [of grandparents, farents, heatth professionalsJ of the
bereauernent which NZ grand.parents experience when a young grand,chld d,ies
suddenly" (Research Proposal, jgg|, p. 4).

In this section I have expfained why I believed that constructivist inquiry suited
the aims and questions of the research. However, by adopting a constructivist
approach, I believe that there are murtipre constructions of ways in which
research can be undertaken, so I am not presenting this framework as the right,
or only' way (Guba' 1990, p. 17) to explore grandparent bereavement. Instead, I

am suggesting that you view these beliefs, and the ones in the section below, as
the context in which I have made decisions in chapters 4 and 5.

In my initial use of constructivist inquiry | have to acknowledge holding on to a
framework, outside the marshmailow. I riked ..Naturarrst rc rnqurry,,and .. Fourth
Generahon Eualuahon ", not just because the ideas made sense to my vision of
this research. r arso riked the content where the authors teased out the
philosophicaf flaws in positivism as evidence for the credibility of these emergent
research approaches; this material provided the security blanket that I wanted at
the beginning of the research. This only became clear to me when I read Joyce
walker's (1996) view of her experience undertaking qualitative research. she
wrote, "Fundamentary, the svcce5ses and strvqqres I exverrenced around my
desertatton research became an adventure, once I confronted my own demon,
the closet posrt.tst" (p. 227). That summed me up at the beginning of this
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research. Some of the movement out of the closet into the marshmallow began

when lquestioned the extensive detail in "Naturaltsbc lnqury' and how

congruent this was with an emergent approach. Then there were other

influences from nursing practice and readings which shifted me further into the

marshmallow.

IDEAS WHICH SHAPED THE FORM OF CONSTRUCTTVIST
INQTJIRY

I began this research with some beliefs which both informed and influenced how

I used constructivist inquiry methodology. The beliefs come from my practice as

a nurse, from my experience as a researcher over the years and from my beliefs

as a person; they have influenced the study at both an epistemological and

methodological level. The beliefs are explored in more detail in Chapters 4 and 5

in relation to practices, processes and decisions. At an epistemological levelthe

beliefs are centred on the nature of the relationship as a conversation between

myself, the researcher (Self), and the participants (Other); and the use of stories

as a way of knowing about, and re-presenting constructions.

Relationship as conversation

The epistemological position of the constructivist paradigm emphasises the

research relationship as the arena for debate and development of constructions.

It is central to what the research uncovers. This position had several implications

for this research. I was aware that the nature of the relationship would affect both

what participants were prepared to share with a fami[ outsider (see pp. 127-

128) and their willingness to critique and debate ideas. This would then

determine what could be known of grandparent bereavement in this study.

Equally, because the research is created within the relationship, I have written

Part 1 of this thesis as a reflexive account to uncover my construction of the

context that shaped the research. In envisaging the nature of the research

relationship was, I drew on Steinar Kvale's (1996) work, in relation to dialogue as

"lnterViews", and then extended this to conceptualise conversation as a form of

relationship in this research which offered a means to explore constructions.

Kvale proposed the idea of interview as formal conversation at an
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epistemorogicar revera of a rerationship of ,,rntervier,/,, 

this being the view
between two or more people, which is the place where knowledge is explored
and created' To illustrate this Kvale (1996) used the visuaf Gestalt figure and
ground picture, with which ail psychorogy students are famiriar, and wrote,

we can focus on the two races of the ambrquous rrqure, see them as thenterwewer and the ntervrewee, and conceie of the ntervrew as thenteracilon between the two ?ersons. or we can focvs on the vase betweenthe two faces and see t as.contatntnq the knowledqe conEtructed nter r.hevtews ol the ntervtewer and ntervtewLe, There o an alternahon betweenthe knowers and the known, between the constrvchons of knowledqe andthe knowledqe construcLed. (V. I 5)
The idea of alternation, where we can see either the two faces of the people in
the conversation or the vase between the two faces, is somewhat different to the
words which Guba and Lincorn (1ggg) used where the *rn4urr ed and nqwred
tnto" were "nt'erlocke4" (?' s4). ltafso differs from the view of Guba (1gg0) who
described the relationship as,,fused nto a srnqle (monrsttc) enhty,, p. ZZ).
These words emphasise the importance of the relationship and its subjectivity,
although from my perspective, r remain unconvinced about ,,fusion,,and
"interlocked". t berieve participants and I have remained separate, but joinly
focused, during the research, more in the manner which Kvare described.

Kvafe (1996) used "conversation" to cover a range of relationships with verbal
dialogue' from everyday conversation to the formal conversation of a research
interview' I have used "conversation" to inctude both spoken conversation and
the written conversation of letters. I believe, that in this research, the intent of
both has been the same, in that the conversation in both forms has been about
dialogue and reflection' support for this definition of conversation comes from
the context of its origin, as a word derived from Latin to Middre Engrish ,n the
sense 'rwnq amonq, famrrrarfty, ntrmacy,', (New oxford Dictionary of Engrish,
1998' p' 401), which describes the relationship participants and I shared through
interviews and letters. clandinin and conneffy (1gg4) also viewed conversation
as relationship and placed letter writing as a "krnd of wrftten conversatton,,
@' 422)' As a concept, conversation "fits" well with constructivist inquiry for, as
Thomas schwandt (1996) noted, sociar inquiry can be seen as diafog icar with

tiffiury 
/conversation are also discussed in terms of practicatities as part of method in
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"lnqulry a5 conversatton" (f . 6a). In addition John Shotter's (1993) view of

knowledge was of conversational realities, an idea which resonates with this

research. The strength of viewing relationship as conversation is that it reflects

aspects of how I believed the research relationship should be. lt involves turn-

taking of listening and talking and, most importantly, it is something we do with

people, so it is cooperative. Whereas if I use the word "talk" it means I could talk

to people, and it does not always imply talking with them. However, to hold a

conversation with someone requires careful positioning of the relationship

between Self and Other.

Positioning the relationship

Writing about research relationships between Self and Other, Michelle Fine

(1994) proposed thal, "researchers Vrobe how we are n relabon wfth the

contexts we study and wfth our rnformanbs, understandnq that we are all mulhple

n those relahons" (f . 72). The beliefs that guide how I have been in the

research relationship come from my own worldview which includes my nursing

practice. I have seen the research relationship as a partnership with participants,

to which they bring their expertise, and ownership, of their individual

experiences; and to which I bring expertise to undertake this research in a way to

make it living inquiry that is of use (Reason, 1996; Sandelowski, 1997). Within

that partnership I have seen the stories and ideas, which participants have

willingly shared with me, as a "gift", a point also made by Brigid Limerick, Tracey

Burgess-Limerick and Margaret Grace (1996). lviewed the gift in this research,

as one which was on loan. At different points I decided I needed to discuss the

gift with the permanent owners, the participants, as to how it was located and

shared in the public view. This belief has created a number of debates in relation

to ethics, ownership and editing (see pp.171-175).

Seeking to position the research relationship as a cooperative partnership fits

with negotiation oriented inquiry (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Partnership has weighty

precedents such as the intent of the Treaty of Waitangi, as a living document for

NZ society. The question for me has been, where does power sit in a partnership

relationship? After all partnership is about sharing and, yet, as the instigator of

this research who was motivated to finish it, I hold considerable power in this
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example of the abuse of power by one partner to marginalise and disadvantage
the other partner. 'The Nursrnq ?artnershtv-,proposed by Judith christensen
(1990), makes no mention of power, yet it appears to impricifly remain w1h the
nurse since it is the patient who makes the changes in role at stages such as"revearrnq serf" and "recove,nq contror,,v. 3s).In the moder of midwifery
partnership deveroped by Karen Guiilirand and salry pairman (1ggs), and
adopted by the New Zealand college of Midwives as the statement of their
underpinning phirosophy, the rofe of power in the partnership is crearry
recognised. The authors used the definition of ,,a 

rerailonshtp of ,sharnq,
between the woman and the mtdwfie, nvorvrng trust, shared contror and
resT0nstbt,ty and shared mean'q throvqh mvtuar understandnq,, Q. 7).

similarly' Guba and Lincoln (1989, p.150) identified that the willingness to sharepower is a necessary part of the hermeneutic dialectic circle for participants tc., beable to share and critique constructions. clearry, if the power is unequal in the
research rerationship, such as taking the "uew from above,, (Mies, 1gg3, p. 6s)
of the research "subject", then the relationship moves to a situation of ,,othennq,,
(Fine, 1994, p.70) where researchers are writing about, as opposed to with
participants' lrihapeti Ramsden (1996), when writing about research with Maori,
concluded, "Researchers shourd deveroT nsrqht, nto the *,3ues of Tower
relahons n research and ensure that. the research parhapants are left better of.
n termg of nformatron, skrt and manaqement of therr own o,5t)e5,, (r. 3Z). I

believe her comment appries to afr research, incruding this study, not just to
research around Maori health issues. This is a perspective which resonates v,ith
Guba and Lincorn's (1gg9) view of constructivist inquiry being both ,,em7owennq.,

and "educattve" (f . ZZ4 ).

The previous discussion indicates that other writers place ideas of ,,sharing,,and
"power" into the arena of partnership. yet, what does it mean to share power?
Does it have to be a conscious structuring of the power relations? Lous [sic]
Heshusius (1994) seems to suggest not, He proposed that, in the act of
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participatory consciousness, *there B an aflrmatle qvaltty of krnsh ry that no

lonqer allows for pnvileqed statvs" (v. | 9). Thus it is about removing the

distance between Self and Other, reflected in the positioning of the relationship

for the "lnterVrews" of Kvale's (1996) book, and is represented textually by the

linking of the hyphen between "1ett-other" (Fine 1994, p. 70) or merging the

words "3elIother" (Heshusius, 1994, p. 19). The next question, in a partnership,

is whether participants want to share power? Do they construct the relationship

in this form? Not everyone in this research wanted to take up the full role of

active partner and the leadership of the research remained with me. t have

worked with the perspective of partnership as a dynamic one, where the roles of
partners change. During this research participants were the active partners in the

sharing of their stories and I was the active partner in the analyses, then the

ideas from these analyses were returned to participants to discuss. This reflected

the cyclical nature of partnership which exists in the world outside of research

studies, where partnership is never squarely 50:50 on every aspect of the

relationship. During the course of the research I came to realise that what

maftered was that there was the opportunity for participants to choose to be

active partners if they wanted to. Similarly, I found envisaging a cooperative

partnership researching with, not on, people, set the stage for power to be

shared. I have also learned that such a partnership creates ethical situations with

decisions which are grounded in the relationship, not in codes and rules of

ethical research practice (see Chapter 5).

Self and Other(s) as individuals

The other important aspect of the research relationship is individuality. Whilst

partnership is a concept at a generic level, the partnership I had with each

participant developed according to how we were as individuals. This meant that I

believed that the relationship had to be positioned to be respectful and regardful

of difference. Nursing practice and writings contribute to an understanding of

what this means. ln NZ, the positioning of the Treaty of Waitangi as a living

document for both government agencies, and the wider society (Treaty of

Waitangi Act 1975, amendment 1985) contributed to the cultural safety debate

within nursing education in New Zealand (Papps & Ramsden, 1gg6). Where

culture is defined by the Nursing Council of New Zealand (1996) as being far
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more extensive than ethnicity to include ,,those 

tOtherl who dffier from them
[5e1fl, for example, by: aqe or qeneratton; gender; sexval orentahon; occu?atton
and gocroeconomtc Etatus; ethntc ongtn or mtqrant. ex?enence; rehqrous or
svrftval belrcf: dsabilfty" @. r r). so, how do nurses ,,safery,'care 

for crients of
different cultures? whereas cultural awareness and sensitivity focus on learning
and practising in ways which see the other [patienu participant] as different
from self [nurse/researcher] and tend to involve learning about groups,
stereotypes and ritual practices, cultural safety turns the self-other relationship
around' lt is "focused on the self-kn owledqe of the nurse or mrdwffe rather than
on att'em7ts t'o rearn accessbre asTects of other qrov?s. A nurse or mdwfie who
understands hts or her own cvrtvre and the theory oI 70wer rerahons can be
cvlturally safe n any human context"(Nursing Council of New Zeatand, 1996,
p. 10).

Knowing who I was in this research included a number of voices, and cultures;
as nurse, researcher, English born and now a New Zealand citizen. All of which
contributed to make me aware not only of my culturat locations, but also that
these defining categories do not describe the multidimensionality of rne, my
nursing practice, and my worldviews. consequenfly I was aware that the same is
true for participants, and with that reflection I have viewed the importance, in the
research relationship, of being respectful and aware that we are all different;
which is why we can construct realities differenily. standing in this position then
the issue in this research is about being ', reqardfvr,, of art that makes peopre
unique (Nursing Council of New Zealand,1996, p. 10)

The aft of nursing assists in being " reqardtut" and valuing the individ ual in the
research. Part of that "art", which I craim after 20 years of practice, is what
Patricia Munhall (1993) described as the ,,art of unknowrnq,, (v. I zs).lt is an
idea which has been valuable in this research. lt involves taking a position of
"unknowtng", a position which, paradoxically, facilitates knowing about patients
(or participants). lt means, "To enqaqe n an authenhc encounter, one must stand
n one'5 )wn s)ctary constructed worrd and vnearth the other's worrd by
admthnq, I don't know you, I do not know yovr svblect.e worrd,, (M unhail,
1993, p. 12s). Recognising that we do not know other,s worrds which are
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different to our own, means that to be able to gain an insight requires a

relationship where people will allow us entry to their views of those worlds. In

both nursing and research this means having a "quality" relationship. "Quality" is

about being in the relationship with mind, spirit and body. We can all think of

conversations where the person is there physically and even asks questions or

talks, but there is something missing. I believe this is what Munhall described as

part of "good" nursing practice where one is " aulhenilcally Treseny" (?. | 25) in

order to be able to be unknowing which then facilitates an "lnter Vrew" between

researcher and participant. lt is, in part, the state of participatory consciousness,

described by Heshusius (1994), in the research relationship which "results |rom

the abifty to temporarly let qo of all preoccupahon wrth self and move nto a

slate of comVlete athenhon" (?. | 7) in the encounter.

Whether I managed to position the research relationships using these beliefs in

practice is commented on by the participants in Chapter 4 (see p. 122 and p.

165). Moving from the nature of the relationship, the other areas that informed

and altered my construction of the research were ideas of stories and storying.

Stories as a way of exploring and re-presenfing constructions

Whilst not stated as parl of constructivist inquiry, the idea of stories as a means

to share ideas, debate constructions, and to re-present research material in a

case repoft, is congruent with the beliefs of the constructivist paradigm. lt also

resonates with the ideas of partnership and conversations where people share,

and listen to, stories. I appreciate the words "stories" and "narratives" are often

used interchangeably. Norman Denzin (1989) defined "narrat:e as a story" and

"story as a hcbon, narratrve" (?.48) where story can be about personal

experience. ln this research I have chosen to use the word "stories" because it is

part of our everyday language in a way that narrative is not. The other decision I

made was to use the verb "storying" for this research as opposed to "storytelling"

which indicates the oral tradition of telling and creating stories for faceto-face

audiences (Livo & Rietz 1986), whereas I felt "storying" could encompass the

way the parlicipants shared their stories in both interviews and letters.
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Stories are part of our lives. We tell stories to ourselves in our heads, and to
other people, about many aspects of our lives. In 1gg1, Margaret sandelowski
echoed, and cited, the work of Denzin and Mishrer when she made a prea for
nursing research to consider that, "The ntervrew and the research report need
to be rescued from efiorts to standardrse and screntse them, and be rectatmed
a5 occasons for storytellnq" (?. t G2). The concept of stories as reflections of
individuals'experiences resonates with nursing practice which focuses on the
individual' In the time-period since sandelowski's plea, stories have been wirJely
used in nursing research' Areas of research using stories include: healing (Baker
& Diekelmann, 1g9a); the links between practice, ontotogy and epistemology
(Boykin & schoenhofer, 1gg1); the nature of nursing practice (Bowles, 1gg5;
Geanellos, lggs); and critical case-study in the NZ context (Dixon, 1gg6). The
use of stories to share individual constructions of reality where meaning-making
can take place has been discussed in a range of writings (e.g., Brod y 1gg7;
Frank, 1995; Pofkinghorne, l ggg). rt is the power of this meaning-making which
has potentialfor not just research, but arso as a hearing toor (white & Epston,
1990)' Whilst this was not the initial focus of this research, it was one of the
outcomes for a number of participants (see p. 161 and pp. 165-167). From mv.
perspective, stories reffect a partnership in this research with opportunities for
meaning-making for the person sharing the story and for the tistener to gain new
insights and access tacit knowredge which, for me, was of great varue. I was
struck by the work of Michael McCall (198g) who used stories of life events to
share in a group. He found that "they 1parttctpantsl rearned other peopre,s
tnter?retahons of common ex?enences and tested therr own, thus deveto?nq
shared vnderstandnqs of Trobrems and possrbrrftres peopre rn therr vosthon n
hstory have n common" (r. 43). fn this respect I viewed stories as a means with
which participants were familiar from everyday life, to talk in conversations about
their experiences. Participants' stories held their constructions of grandparent
bereavement alongside other constructions of other related realities, such as
Ailsa and Elwyn's discussion of their experiences of being widowed. The stories
were a way for me, to explore new insights about grandparent bereavement, and
then for other participants to read each others' stories for a final dialogue about
grandparent bereavement across the groups' hermeneutic dialectic circles.
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Having used stories as part of conversation during the research means that they

are a logical choice for the re-presentation of constructions, lt is the potential for

stories to aid understanding (Reason & Hawkins, 1988) which led to my decision

to make them a central parl of this thesis, as both stories of individuals and of the

research. I believe stories offer the readers of this thesis the opportunity to hear,

and to have their tacit knowledge touched, by some of the situations, struggles,

choices and beliefs within the stories. ln particular, stories offer a place for each

participant to have their own voice within the research, which keeps their voices

clear (Cortazzi, 1993) within the text and provides the opportunity to be heard in

public (Lincoln, 1997). The process of creating the stories is described in

Chapter 4 (see pp. 112-115).lt was a process which, I believe, was about

working the hyphen between "Selt-Other" as opposed to "OLhennq" participants

(Fine, 1994, p. 70) and contributed to the decision to include all 26 stories in this

thesis. The other belief contributing to this decision was the relationship as

partnership where we all have an equal place in the research. So, allthe stories

belong in the thesis. No one story is "better" than another; the relativist view of

constructions. And, the stories are all different which is their beauty and strength.

As the discussion in the previous pages explains, both my nursing practice and

other writings have shaped constructivist inquiry to adapt it as a framework for

this piece of nursing research. This has brought some interesting consequences

such as nurse-researcher roles (see pp. 115-121) and emerging ethics (see

Chapter 5). This was the beginning of the shift inside the marshmallow, leaving

behind a firm shape and structure for the research. The other element of the shift

was stepping into the philosophical debates surrounding constructivism.

OUT OF THE CLOSET AND INTO THE MARSHMALLOW

For a few months the structure and form of the research was clear in my mind.

Then I began to have questions and debates about the constructivist paradigm

and rigor with the role of criteria. I began edging into the marshmallow. First, I

need to acknowledge that other people's thinking, too, changes over time and

what an author writes at one point in time does not represent their position

months or years later. For example, Lincoln was writing in 1997, 8 years after
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"Fourth Generabon Evaluatron "was published, presenting a postmodern

perspective in terms of representational issues, which extends, and differs from,

her earlier writings. So, I acknowledge that my comments on constructivist

inquiry have the vantagepoint of further writings which did not exist when "Fourbh

Generabon Evalvahon" was published, and also the experience of using

constructivist inquiry in practice. Second, I recognise that being constructivists

Guba and Lincoln (1989, p. 17) would never claim to provide the answer to

research. However, I felt there were a few areas where answers would help. The

areas I particularly struggled with were the philosophical underpinnings of some

of the terms used in "Fourth Generatron Evaluatton". From here it was a short

step into the debates about relativism and the congruence of criteria for rigor with

constructivist inquiry.

What about the philosophical underpinnings of the constructivist
paradigm?

One of the issues that bewildered me over several years was what "exactly" (yet

can one ever be exac[ in constructivism if there are multiple constructionsT) was

the context in which Guba and Lincoln were using the terms "constructivist

paradigm" and "hermeneutic dialectic circle" (Guba, 1990; Guba & Lincoln, 1g8g;

Guba & Lincoln, 1994)? There is a clear account of the terms in " Fourth

Generatpn Eualuatnn" which draws on an extensive range of literature justifying

the constructivist paradigm in relation to conventional inquiry and preceding

measurement eras, but there is no reference to other writings on constructivisrn.

) Where does the paradigm fit in the wider context of constructivism?
The short answer to this question comes from Schwandt (1g94, pp. 1zs-130). He

bef ieved that the " construcbtst paradrgm" is one of six " persuastons", as he

called them, of constructivism in the social sciences. The other five he identified

were; Nelson Goodman's work, radical constructivism, social constructionism,

feminist standpoint epistemologies and Elliot Eisner's work on educational

conoisseurship. From Schwandt's perspective, all "persuasrone" share the belief

that knowledge is constructed not discovered, hence it is an anti-essentialist
perspective, However, each "?ersuaston" focuses on different aspects of the

world of meaning for the individual. Much of the work of other "?er5ua5ron5"
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preceded that of Guba and Lincoln's (1989) constructivist paradigm and has

potential relevance for constructivist inquiry, although not referred to in their text'

ln particular, Nelson Goodman (1978, 1984) offered ways to understand the

formation and development of constructions' Whilst Guba and Lincoln (1989'

pp. 145-147) offered a model for the process of construction change it was not

linked to other work such as the thinking of Goodman. Another " ?er^va3ton" ,

sociar constructionism, shares a simirar view of the construction of knowledge,

but shifts the primary emphasis to the role of social interaction and language in

shaping how experiences are constructed (Gergen, 1985)' Whilst social

interaction underpins the constructivist paradigm epistemology, language does

not hold the same precedence at an ontological level' which Some social

constructionists argue does not exist. similarly, feminist standpoint

epistemologies such as the ideas of Ann oakley (1981) focus on the social

construction of knowledge, particularly in relation to gender and issues of power

in the research relationship. Power was identified by Guba and Lincoln (1989' p'

148) as a pre-requisite for the hermeneutic dialectic process' but the debates

from feminist writing were not explored'

Why,whenGubaandLincotn(1989)usedextensiveevidenceandreferencesto

track their thinking, is there no mention of where the constructivist paradigm "fits"

in the wider field of constructivism? The answer, which took me over a year to

find, lies in a footnote to the foreword of " Fourth Generahon Eualuahon" (?' | 9)

and in an ailicle by Jo Michelle Beld (1994) entitled "congtrucltnq a

collaborailont a convergatron wrth E-qon G' Guba and Yvonna 5' Lrncoln"' ASked

by Jo, "How do you see the relationship between naturalistic inquiry and

constructivism?", Guba rePlied,

They'relhesamefhnq,lvstrenamed'ltwasamTlyamatterofqelbnq
away from some of lhi mThcattons of lhe word'naturalsmu' ' Some 7eo7le

would qet conlvsed and say thnqs hke 'ls thrs hke eqhteenth-cenfvry

BrrtrEhnatura|r=m?''...Thrnknqweneededanohhe|narne,theword
constructrwgm, came to mrnd because we keTt talhnq abovl conslrucilong'

(?. lOo)

My interpretation of this has been that Guba and Lincoln's focus for the

constructivist paradigm, and constructivist inquiry, is about researching

constructions as they exist in the everyday worrds of individuars. rt is not about a
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theory addressing the social or psychological processes by which constructions
develop and re-construct' So, within this research, I have used constructivist
inquiry and paradigm to refer to the perspective of Guba and Lincoln, and where
I have drawn on other ideas related to constructivism I have indicated this.

) what about the hermeneutic diarectic circre?
The next thing I worried away at, rike a dog with a bone, was the ,,hermeneutic

dialectic" process. Guba and Lincoln (1ggg) offered this definition,
The Trocegs P hermeneutrc n that ft s armed toward developtnq mproved
fiornt) constructtons, a meantnq closely asgocrated wfth the more tradftronaluse of the term to denote the Trocess of evorvrnl snccessMery moresovhtshcated ntervretattons ol hritorrcal or sacred wrftrnqs. lt rs dralechcn that' ft nvorves t-he yxtaposrtron or confltctrnq tdeas, forirnq
reconsrderat@n of preuous posrtrons. (p. gO)

Hence, the emphasis is on methodology. In the sense that hermeneutics is the
theory, practice or science of interpretation (Thompson, 1g90) then this is
consistent with Guba and Lincorn's process of deveroping constructions.
However, there is no mention in "Fovrth Generatton Evaruahon,, of any writings
about philosophicar hermeneutics such as Hans Georg Gadamer (1g2s,1976)
and how these writings fit with the "herme neuttc dtarechc ctrcre,, proposed by
Guba and Lincoln. Intriguingly John smith (1gg0) argued, without reference to
Guba and Lincoln specifically, that constructivists use a philosophical version of
hermeneutics, *wrth a collavse of the dsttnctton between underEtandnq and
nterTretabon" (p- | 7G). Citing Gadamer's work, Smith presented the view of
constructivism as a situated understanding of meaning resulting frorn dialogue
"1u5t a3 the ntervreter questtons the work, the work questrons the ntervreter-
(?' l7G) - a comment which reflects the cycling of the circle proposed by Guba
and Lincoln' In the sense that interpretivists and constructivists are united in
focusing on the world of meaning for individuals, which is then interpreted or
constructed by the research (schwandt, 1gg4) it is, perhaps, to be expected that
there is overlap in the use of terminology. such a perspective fits with
Schwandt's (1994) comment where he described the constructivist paradigm, of
Guba and Lincoln 1g8g), as a "wrde -ranqtnq ecrectrc tramework, (7, t zE). Tom
o'Neill (1995), when reflecting on his experience of using the constructivist

s Used in the book "Naturahstrc Inqutry,, (Lincoln & Guba, 1gg5).
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paradigrn suppofted this view, in an article entitled "lmplementahon Frailhes ot

the fovrth Generahon Evaluatton ApVroach". O'Neill proposed that hermeneutic

dialectic circles are a "Woceee, bvldnq u? a coneensval portrayal oI a certan

enhty by arclnq wrthrn a qrou? of Veople ,... Thus thetr arcle means somethtnq

Ermrlar enovqh lto phlosopfical wrhnqsl to be conlvsnq bvt yet qufte dfiterent"

(?. I g). So, in this research I have seen the circles as the process of a series of

conversations; between myself and the participants, between participants and

myself, and between the texts and myself with emphasis on making explicit the

situated context of knowledge (Allen, 1995; Rowan,1981 b). I had similar debates

about dialectics to those about hermeneutics, but I merely note here that I have

retained the same approach of dialectics as part of the process for debate,

critique and synthesis of differing or opposing views into developing

constructions.

As I write this thesis I wonder if my desire for "clear terms" and confext is

unimportant in a postmodern world of uncertainty and paradox. Guba 11992)

alluded to this when writing a paper on relativism, "l do not ntend bo delne what

I mean by relat:em. I belrcve that V-ey termE ovqht lo be ke7t Troblemattc,

rnvrtrng reconsLruchon and redelnftron as knowledqe and sophrsbcabon qrow" (p.

I7). So, is my struggle to place the "constructivist paradigm" within the context of

constructivism about locating the context-situated nature of knowledge? Or is it

about trying to impose rationality and structureT Features, which Jean Watson

(1995) proposed, belonged with modernism - not postmodernism,

And now to the quicksands of relativism

Relativism as a concept has provoked considerable debate about

constructiv/ionism (Gergen 1994; Guba, 1990; Hammersley, 1992; Smith 1990).

For most of the time the debates have felt like being on shifting sands in terms of

"How do I respond to fhese arguments?" I have come to appreciate Sam Banks'

(19S2) statement about researchers. "They mvsL be eecwe enouqh, conldent

enovqh, to hve wth, raLher bhan esca?e, the an*etY Consequent to lhe creatve

task" (V. 26).l, too, have learnt to live with these complex questions and not

expect that I will have an answer for them all. Rather, the importance is to

acknowledge them.
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lf I believe that realities are constructed, then, one of the critiques of this position

is the question, "Does the world exist?". Guba (1990) wrote " Constructrvrsm thus

ntends nefther Lo predct and control lhe'real' world nor to transtorm ft but to

reconstruct Lhe'worlds' at the only pont at whrch ft ensts; rn the mtnds of the

constrvctor5" (?.4). Taking this quotation at face value - does the world exist at

all? or are we all parts of other people's constructions? In "The Lews carroll

Book" (Herrick, 1931), Tweedledee makes this point to Alice when he tells her

that the Red King is dreaming about her and then asks Alice,

"And rf he lell olf dreamrnq about yov, where do yov su??o5e you'd be?"
"Where I am now, ol cour5e," satd Alce.
"Not youl" Tweedledee relorted contemptuously. "You'd be nowhere.
Why, you're only a sort, ol thtnq n hs dreamt" (?. 215).

Tweedledee's view of the Red King is that he holds the power to construct reality

and, literally, to create Alice. ls this true of the constructivist paradigm? LaRossa

and Reitzes (1993) criticised symbolic interactionism suggesting that "rt

overeghmates the ?ower ol nd:rdvals to create therr own realftreE, rqnonnq the

extent, to whrch humang nhabft a world noL of lher own madnq" (p. | 54). The

same criticism could be levelled at the constructivist paradigm. So, how do I

respond? I believe that the world we live in is tangible, it is not a figrnent of

someone else's construction, but my nursing practice convinces me that from the

same event people do perceive, interpret and construct different meanings.

Similarly, in their work in 1989, Guba and Lincoln referred to "tanqtble entrlrtres"

(see full excerpt on p. 59) around which constructions are formed. So, leaving

Alice to her travels " Through the Lookng Glass", what are the other

consequences of relativism?

Another consequence of believing that all realities are equally meaningful

because they cannot be assessed against one "true" reality is, as Martyn

Hammersley (1992) pointed out, the denial of a social research perspective

where any one account is more valid than another, Such a perspective negates

exploration of power relations where topdogs and underdogs would all have

equal weight placed on their constructions. The logical consequence is that

researchers using the constructivist paradigm become "folklorrgts, devoted to

the collectron of sLone5" (LeCompte, 1990 p. 252). My response to this is that I

do believe this is a potential weakness of constructivist inquiry. However, I do not
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believe that one research approach can suit all research questions and in this

study, power issues have not been an immediate concern of the study topic. I do

acknowledge the potential limitations of constructivist inquiry in exploring the

power structure of family relations in grandparent bereavement.

The third issue within relativism is the idea that "anything goes", a view which

can lead into cultural and moral debates such as moral relativism (Gergen, 1994;

Guba, 1992). This follows the idea that if no one view of reality is privileged then

antisocial constructions have to be accepted as equally meaningful as socially

orientated constructions. At the extreme this could mean that someone's view

that women should be abused and shot is acceptable as their construction.

However, from my perspective this is a circular debate because anti-social views

and behaviour will occur regardless of the philosophical view of reality we adopt

as individuals, or even as a society, and taking a constructivist view does not

legitimate the behaviour. A point which Nancy Moules (1998) made when she

wrote, "realttteg may have eqval leqtlmacy but not dearabt\ty" (V. | 49). I

believe that relativism can, at best, provide one explanation of how individuals

hold different constructions. Of more importance is whether "anything goes"

methodologically. This has been the criticism levelled against qualitative

research methods on the basis of small samples and processes for interpretation

of data, with resultant questions about "How useful is such knowledge?"

The term "anything goes" comes from Paul Feyerabend (1975) who wrote,

... the tdea ol a fxed method, or of a frxed Lheory ol rahonalfty, rests on

loo na:e a wew ol man and hs goctal surrovndnqs.... rt, wll become clear
Lhat Lhere s only one ?nnctple that can be delended vnder all

crrcvmstances and n all sLaqe= ol human development. lt ts the prncrple:
anythnq qoes. (f . 20)

Given the context surrounding the phrase " antfihtnq qoee" I would not interpret

this as meaning that qualitative research can do anything. Instead lwould

support Guba's (1992) view when he interpreted it as evidence "that Lhere s no

snqle nqht methodoloqy whrch sufts lor dornq nqary" (V. I 9). lt is, in part, the

over-reaction in response to the criticism that "anything goes" which has resulted

in the excessive development of criteria to demonstrate that not anything has

been allowed to go on in constructivist or qualitative research. Schwandt (1996)

wrote about such adherence to criteria arising from the quest to legitimate
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qualitative research as "cnterroroqy" e. ss). so, what about rigor and criteria in
this research?

The debate about rigor and criteria
The debate is about how to assess or "know" if both this research and thesis,
which are different things, are good or not. lt is about the quality of the work. My
thinking on this issue traces a debate which starts with the criteria proposed by
Guba and Lincoln (1ggg), moves to the question of whether criteria are
congruent or needed in this research, and ends at a place of compromise.

Guba and Lincoln (1989) devoted an entire chapter to quality issues in ., Fourth
Generahon Evaruatton". rt deveroped, and extended, their earrier work in
"Naturalrstrc lnqvtry" (Lincoln & Guba, lggs), which at that time period was a
seminal piece of thinking when it was published. carolyn Emden and Margaret
Sandelowski (1998) commented, when looking back at the work of Guba and
Lincoln from the position of the 1990s, that Guba and Lincoln,s ideas were the
work of "qtants" ( e. zos). Lincoln and Guba (1ggs) proposed trustworthiness
as being the issue of concern in naturalistic inquiry, which is .,How 

can the
tnqurer versuade hE, or her, audtences (ncludrnq self) that the fndtnqs of an
tnqutry are worth ?aynq attentron to, worth takrnq account o17,' (r, 2go).To
establish trustworthiness they proposed criteria parailelto those used in positivist
studies, which reflected the ontological and epistemological differences between
the inquiry approaches. The trustworthiness criteria are credibility, transferability,
confirmability and dependabilityo. Some of the techniques that Lincoln and Guba
(1985) proposed had been developed and used for decades, for exarnple, ..thrck

dezcnpt'ton" described by crifford Geertz (1g73, p. 3) and the ideas retating to
credibility and confirmabirity deveroped by Graser and strauss (1967) in the
context of grounded theory. However, the contribution which Lincoln and Guba
(1985) made was to present the criteria in detail and packaged as
"tn)stworthness" (r. zsg). This courd then be used to strengthen the claims of
naturalistic inquiry as being different from, but of the same potential use and

6 Explanation and comments about use of criteria in Tabre A2.2 inAppendix 2.
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quality as studies using conventional inquiry. The criteria have been used widely

ever since in a wide range of studies under the naturalistic inquiry umbrella. ln

proposing the criteria Lincoln & Guba (1985, pp. 382-384) cited the work of

Edward Halpern, who emphasised the role of the audit trail in tracking decisions,

organising research texts, evidencing that criteria have been met and being open

to audit by an external auditor. As a closet positivist in 1996 I was a convert to

this way of thinking. I established a system for managing and tracking the trail

(see Table A2.1 inAppendix 2, p.449) and even debated having an external

auditor. However, actually undertaking this process contributed to stafting a shift

in my thinking about rigor.

In addition to the parallel criteria, Guba and Lincoln (1989) proposed two further

ways to establish the quality of constructivist inquiry studies. They noted that the

hermeneutic dialectic process provides a means of quality controlwhere,

,,The 
Trrmacy of verficatron Trocedvres s ehmtnated snce there s nothnq to

verfiy,, (p. I ZB). I would agree that, by making several circles around the same

participants, there are opportunities for people to check, debate and alter

developing constructions - all of which contributes to the credibility. Whilst the

hermeneutic dialectic circles may enhance the credibility aspect of the

trustworthiness criteria, Guba and Lincoln also proposed a further set of criteria

cafled authenticity criteria. These "sgrnq drrectly from constructtusm'5 own

basrc assumptrons" (?. Z4S) as opposed to the trustworthiness criteria which are

at a methodological level and which parallelthe criteria of reliability and validity in

conventional inquiry. These criteria have been less widely debated by qualitative

researchers; which is perhaps surprising since some aspects of the criteria are

relevant to consider in relation to other forms of naturalistic inquiry. Guba and

Lincoln (1ggg, pp.245-50) identified five areas within the authenticity criteria,

which I have summarised as follows. "f arness" which is about reflecting the

inclusion, and valuing, different constructions in the research. "Ontoloqtcal

avLhenlrctty" which is the degree of change, maturation, sophistication in

individuals' emic constructions. " fducatle avthentrctf.y" which reflects the

degree to which participants have increased their understanding of the

constructions of others outside of their participanU stakeholder group . " Catalytrc

authentrcrtv,' which reflects the impact of the research in promoting subsequent
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action, and "Lactrcal authentrcrty" which is the extent to which participants are
empowered to act by the research. when reflecting on these criteria in 1gg6 | felt
that they were framed from the context of education evaluation. I believe this is
reflected in the educative and catalytic criteria, which present the view that
evaluation research, will result in change. These criteria spoke to me of a shift, in
Guba and Lincoln's thinking, towards a more ideological research focus of
empowerment, change and action. As time went on I began to wonder whether I

wanted to evidence these criteria in this study. on the one hand, I could provide
some rerevant evidence (see Tabre Az.2,Appendix 2, p.452). on the other hand,
I questioned whether the expectations of the criteria, such as participants
becoming active and empowered, were congruent with the view I held of the
relationship in this research where participants had offered a gift. I was certain
they had not constructed their participation with these expectations so, should l?
I concluded that this was potentially where constructivist inquiry for nursing
research and constructivist inquiry for evaluation might have differing emphases.

However, to continue there are further criteria to consider before beginning the
wider debate. Guba and Lincorn (1gg9, p. 224) arso proposed four groups of
criteria for the "good" case report, as distinct from ,,good,, research. They are:
- axiomatic criteria where the study and report must fit with underlying beliefs

such as multiple not single realities;
- rhetorical criteria which are about the styre and form of the report;
- action criteria which reflect the effect of the report on the reader to facilitate

action;

- application and transferability criteria which reflect whether the case report
enables the reader to identify aspects which are relevant to their own context.

Added to the earlier criteria there were, in total, nine criteria proposed by Guba
and Lincoln rerating to the study, and four groups of criteria relating to the
research report. The comment I wrote in June 1996, having listed all the criteria
was, "Will I euer acl'tieue this? This is far more rigorous than any fiece of research
than I haue done preuiously usi'ng the conaentional inquiry approach,, (Journal 2:s0).

one of the questions I asked myself in late 1996 was whether it was achievable.
I was, at that point, still convinced of the need for criteria. I wondered whether I

would become more concerned with the criteria than with why I was doing this
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research. I noted my thoughts about criteria in Table A2.2 (see p. 452) and

debated this material at a PhD school in 1997. One example I pondered about

was the group of rhetorical criteria for the research report, which Lincoln

described (1990) as demonstrating "7ower, eleqance, creat1rty' o?ennees'

vr oblematr c qv altr es, ndev en dence, lh e w rft er' s emob onal and nlelleclval

commtbment Lo the case ftselt. soctal Covraqe and eqalftanantsm" (e' 74)' I

wondered whether I could demonstrate, or achieve, these characteristics in this

thesis. A turning point in my thinking came when I read Carol Berkenkotter's

(1gg3) article. She reported a conversation with Egon Guba at a conference

where she asked him how he, as a journal reviewer, assessed articles for the

rhetorical criteria such as power and elegance. She wrote, "l wtll never lorqet hrs

answer. Guba tvrned to me and satd, qvte wrthout ?aule or hesftahon,'When I'm

revtewnq I wear my Catholtc hat: when I'm wrftnq labovt methodoloqyT I wear by

lErcl Marbrn Luther hat"' (p. 299).lt could be an ironic comment but it flags the

gap, or chasm, between scholarly debate and the practice of research' So, I

continued to wonder about these constructions of criteria. How did such detailed

techniques and, in effect, requirements fit with the ontological position of

relativism in the constructivist paradigm? This leads to the question of whether I

need, or should have, criteria in this research'

) Do I need criteria at all?

I have wondered, during this research, whether it is appropriate to use the term

,,criteria"? lt is a term extensively used by Guba and Lincoln and it fits well with

their context in the field of education inquiry. The definition of "criterion" is "a

prncrple or sLandard by whtch somethnq may be ydqed or dectded" (New

oxford English Dictionary 1998, p. a35). So, are criteria consistent with a

relativist ontology? Can a judgement or decision be made that measures work

against a principle or standard, when an absolute, "true" construction of the

principle or standard does not exist? And, how will the context, beliefs, previous

experiences of the assessors influence how criteria are constructed? Kvale

(1996) tackled this from another approach and cited RorW to support the position

of rejecting the view that knowledge is re-presenting an objective world where,

" lf we reqar d knowrn6 not as havnq an essence bvL as a nqht to beheve" (?' 37 )'

So, if I, the participants, and perhaps the readers of the thesis, believe in the
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research then does it constitute successful or good research? lf this was not a
thesis for examination this is the position which I woutd want to debate and
claim' However, it is a thesis, so we will return to the debates about criteria.

Debates about criteria in relation to qualitative research have been widespread
and ongoing. One interesting debate at the Alternative paradigms Conference,
san Francisco in lggg was summarised by Heshusius (1ggo, pp. 19g_200). He
noted that there were three positions which people took in relation to criteria.
a) "crrLerta are not needed" - based on "you know if something is good,,, which

links back to Kvale's (1996) view about the right to believe in the work.
b) "Crftena are oK bvt can never be fxed or descnptrve' based on the idea that

criteria need to emerge in context and are always linked to the construction
that we hold of them.

c) "we must have crfterra" - based on three reasons of: (i) researchers retaining
power by defining the criteria; (ii) the use of criteria in reviewing proposals;
and (iii) in making a distinction between research and literature.

Allthree perspectives relating to criteria have some interesting consequences.
The first perspective ostensibry rejects criteria and yet uses ,,good,,which 

is a
construction that can vary, according to who defines it, and is still a criterion of
assessment' The second and third perspectives accept that criteria are needed
to suit various agendas, but the difference between these two positions is the
extent to which criteria are pre-defined for a study. lf pre-defined, then there can
be some universal or widely used criteria, as opposed to criteria emerging in the
context of each particular study. This position, then, raises the question of who
defines these criteria? rs it the researcher, other,,experts,, in the field, or the
reader of the research report? schwandt (1996) argued that the whole concept
of criteria is grounded in the foundational epistemology of objectivity which
belongs in positivism. He proposed instead that we say "farew ell to crtenoloqy
[whrch] means that we have not resolved thrs quest tor crftena bvt. Lhat we have
qotten over ft or qone beyond ,7" (?. 7O). He suggested that we focus on the
practical philosophy of social inquiry with participants, not on participants. For
me, this creates the question of whether the only ,,thing,,, 

I hesitate to use the
word "criterion", that matters in research which claims to be grounded on
partnership is the ethical aspects of the research. Lincoln (1gg7) made this point
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in her discussion regarding how researchers are with participants. The intriguing

challenge is whether, in moving away from concepts of truth and certainty which

from Schwandt's perspective enable us to say farewell, we can actually let go of

the notion of criteria. Three years after Schwandt's article was published, Emden

and Sandelowski (1999) wrote a detailed critique of the issues surrounding data

quality where they suggested that in the postmodern world of research there

should be a criterion of "vncertarnty". So, even in the uncertain, postmodern

world there remains something to be evidenced and assessed.

As I explored fudher debates about criteria my conception of quality in this

research moved from the checklist of criteria to a more holistic view of the

interrelated " cnses of representahon and leqftrmahon. These two crses sVeak

resVect:ely, to the Olher and fts representatton tn our texts and to the

avthorfty we clarm for our Lexts" (Lincoln & Denzin, 1994, p. 576). This, I believe,

offered a place of compromise for this research in relation to an assessment of

the "quality" of the research and of this thesis,

F To a place of compromise regarding the issue of quality

In writing this text in 1999 | have focused on the two crises of legitimation and

representation (Lincoln & Denzin, 1994), rather than my earlier flurry of activity

relating to the criteria discussed previously. I believe my response to these

crises, which I began discussing in Chapter 1 when I positioned the research and

the text, forms part of the assessment of this work. Such an assessment could

consider the claims that I have made for the place which participants have within

the research and this text; an assessment could also take into account whether I

have "signposted" the decisions and dilemmas through the research. The latter

being a strategy, which Tina Koch and Ann Harrington (1998) proposed in order

that, "the reader wll be able to lravel easly throvqh the worlds of the

parttcrVanlE and makers of Lhe Lext, (the regearchers) and deade lor themselves

whether the texL e behevable or plausble (ovr terms lor nqour)" (p. E62). lt is

interesting that this quotation returns to Kvale's (1996) use of Rorty's ideas about

the right to believe in a piece of work. I appreciated Koch and Harrington's

perspective because the concept of signposting the research journey is

congruent with the belief that constructions are context bound and therefore any
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assessment of this research requires knowledge of the context in which the
research was constructed. Part of the context of this research has been the
following quotation from Lincoln and Denzin (1gg4) relating to the crisis of
legitimation, which has been my personal reference point, not a criterion, for my
work. "Does the text have the nqht to assert that ft s a report to the larqer
world that addresses not only Lhe researcher'i nterests, bvt also the u'terest
of those studted?" e, 57s). one response to this reference point was to
develop this thesis as a reflexive text, with a separate chapter on the ethical
issues in the research to explore whose interests have been met by the
research.

SETTLED IN TIIE MARSHMALLOW

This chapter has explored the shifts in my thinking about the theoretical
framework for this research. I started wanting clarity and structure in my doctoral
work with a secure framework which would hold a space around me whilst I

undertook the research. The blending of beliefs and ideas from other parts of my
life, from readings and from some of the dilemmas that arose in the life of the
research (see chapters 4 and 5,) meant that the framework soon .caved 

in,,. As
constructivist inquiry was informed, and adapted, by other ideas, approaches
and challenges, so ltook up living,in a pink marshmallow. Everything was sticky
and clung together; the issue of rerativism was tangred up in the crises of
representation and regitimacy (Lincorn & Denzin, 1gg4, p.576), which red into the
ideology of doubt (Tierney, 1997), the debates about writing styles (Richardson,
1990, 1994) and the congruency of criteria in a constructivist approach. The
ending of the story is that I quite like being in the marshmalfow - it is satisfying in
that it reflects the interrelated aspects of bereavement research, which has a
family and a nursing focus. The marshmallow has become, for me, rnore akin to
the view of watson (1995), a nurse-scholar, who wrote about the theoretical
possibilities of postmodern ontology and epistemology as "rnutes and wor.s wfth
context' connechonS, reratrons, multtTrrcrty, ambrqufty, o?ennes:., ndetermnacy,
patternnq, paradox, ?roce1,, transcendence and mysterres of the human
ex?enence of bernq-n-the_world,, (?. G l). The experiences described in
Chapters 4 and 5 are about the opportunities, the contrast and the complexity
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which Watson described. In this research the opportunities and complexities

included the ways in which people joined the research from two separate

countries, the differing voices of nurse and researcher, and managing the

participation of multiple family members when participants wanted different

outcomes at different times. These are aspects of the research which I discuss in

the next chapter by exploring, in detail, how this research was constructed in

practice.
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CHAPTER 4

A STORY OF PRACTICES, PROCESSES AND CHOICES

BEING A BRICOLEUR

This is a story of becoming a bricoleur in response to the emergent nature of
constructivist inquiry where things happened which could not be anticipated in
advance' Denzin and Lincoln (199a) quoted Levi-strauss when describing the
role of researcher as bricoleur as ,, a , Jack of all trades or a hnd of
Trotesstonal do-ft-yourself ?erlon',' (?. Z). The work of the bricoleur produces
a bricolage, that is, a "close-knrt set of practtces that provrde solu.oons to a

Vroblem n a concrete Eftvatron', (p. Z). This described my role as the
researcher working through a series of decisions and choices to reach a point
that could be called the end of this research study. A large part of the bricolage
was the use of constructivist inquiry in nursing research and I believe the
material in this chapter contributes to the debate of the potential that this
research approach has for both nursing and health (Appleton & King, 19g7). I

found that being a bricoreur required an appreciation of contexts, power
relationships and underpinning belief systems to sort through which practices
were congruent with each of these. Hence, the assessment of these bricoleur
activities in relation to the beliefs I stated in the previous chapter is an important
paft of considering the quality of this research.

In the following sections of this chapter I exprore the prans, decisions and
changes involved in working through this research with participants. one area,
ethics' is written as a separate story (see chapter s). The bricolage described in
this current chapter is about the interrelated aspects of the research in practice.
The interrelationships mean that there is not an obvious starting point, therefore
the chapter starts with the most important aspect of the research; the
participants' This is followed by an exploration of the hermeneutic dialectic
circles and the processes of the inquiry that underpin the circres.
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THE STARTING POINT OF THE STUDY _ WHO TOOK PART

Ethics approval for the research proposal was received from the' then, southern

Regional Health Authority (SRHA) Ethics committees of otago and canterburyl

(see Appendix 3, p. asfl. Two further ethics committees noted that the study

had received approval from accredited ethics committees; that of my employer

(Otago polytechnic) and that of Victoria University, Wellington, as the institution

through which this doctorate is conducted'

I initially planned to seek participants in the Otago and Canterbury areas

because the areas were accessible for me to meet with, and revisit, participants.

ln addition, the two areas combined provided a large target group of bereaved

grandparents from whom, given the nature of the topic, it was likely that only a

few would respond. I hoped that 10 grandparents, 2 parents and 2 health

professionals would take part in the study. We finished as a study with 16

grandparents, 6 parents and 3 health/bereavement professionals. How people

joined the study involved a series of interlinked decisions that first began with

how participants found out about the study'

Contacting grandparents and parents

My original plan included two strategies to contact people who might be

interested in the study. The first strategy was to approach the local parent

bereavement self help groups in otago. I was known to members of the self-help

groups - they had provided support and advice when I had discussed the study

with them during the development of the proposal' I spoke at the monthly

meeting of two self-help groups, this included explaining the study' answering

questions and handing out information sheets and consent forms2 to parents' I

asked parents who took these materials to either pass the grandparents'version

on to their parents, if the grandparents lived in the geographical areas of otago

and Canterbury, or to read the parents' version themselves (see Appendix 4'

p.460). One self-help group passed on the information at a monthly meeting to

anyone who was interested. clearly, the strategy of passing written information

MNewZea|andbytheDirector-Genera|ofMinistryofHealthor
the Health Research Council Ethics Committee'

, The process of consent for each interview /contact is discussed in chapter 5'
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to people at self-help groups had two limitations. First, it excluded people unable

or unwilling to read what was a lengthy explanation of the research. The written

information was deliberately lengthy to try and answer questions people might

have in a friendly way. Second, it approached members of families who favoured

the use of support (self-help) groups and my own personal experience tells me

that groups do not appeal to everyone who would be eligible to join them.

However, in terms of this research, it was parents who went to self-help groups

who then passed information to grandparents who generally did not go to
groups. Of the 16 grandparents only 2 had been to group meetings and b were

contacted by word of mouth not via parents attending groups. Of the G parents, 3

regularly went to a group.

The second strategy I had intended to use to contact potential participants was to

advertise in two of the main papers in the NZ South lsland. The purpose was two-

fold. First, to contact people whose experiences did not necessarily include self-

help groups within the family who might have other constructions of grandparent

bereavement. Second, to offset the possibility of few people contacting me via the

self-help groups because, in 1996, the number of regular members attending

meetings was low (5-15 average). I planned to advertise when there had been no

further phone calls from interested people. However, by the end of August 1996, I

decided not to advertise because, with 23 participants taking part, I found that

whilst there was an extensive range of issues and experiences, salient issues

were recurring.

One of the reasons there were 16 grandparents participating by August 1gg6 was

that in July 1996 | received approval (see Appendix 5, p. 465) from SRHA Ethics

Committee (Otago) to include three grandmothers from the UK, who had written to

me sharing their stories of their grandchildren who had died. Jenny, Colston and

Elisabeth came to join the study because of what appears, with hindsight, to be a

fortuitous twist of fate. lt resulted from a misunderstanding by the Stillbirth and

Neonatal Death Society (SANDS) in the UK. In June 1995 | had written to various

baby bereavement support organisations worldwide. I was seeking information

about resources available to grandparents such as booklets or support groups.

SANDS (UK) interpreted this as a request for personal contact from grandparents
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in their organisation and put the request in the "lnformation Wanted Column" of

the Autumn 1995 newsletter. Colston, Elisabeth and Jenny wrote, sharing some of

their stories and expressing a hope that the information would be useful to me.

The dilemma this created for me was huge. Here were grahdparents who had

willingly shared a personal and painful part of their lives in the hope that it would

be of use. However, I could not value their gift by including it in the study because

I had no original intention, or plan, to invite grandparents into the study from

outside Otago and Canterbury - areas where I could visit. So did | "reject" their

letters of sharing? Or did I place their letters as personal communications or

background information? Of equal concern was the fact that if I tried to find a way

to include them in the study, their participation might create a "riskn for them in

terms of sharing personal and painful information in lefters. The time delay

between posting their letters, arrival of the letters with me and my return reply

meant there was no immediate or direct support that I could put in place for them if

they were upset.

After discussion with my superuisors I wrote back to Elisabeth, Jenny and Colston

outlining these issues, explaining the study (with sample information sheet and

consent form) and stating that I would approach the SRHA ethics committee

(Otago) for advice about the possibility of their participation. In particular I asked

them to consider how they would feelwriting and answering questions in letters at

a distance. ln some respects this was shutting the stable door after the horse had

bolted because they had already chosen to write down and reflect on what had

happened when their grandchildren died. In July 1996, with ethics committee

approval, I formally invited Colston, Elisabeth and Jenny to join the study and I

sent them an adapted consent form (see Appendix 5, p. 465). All three decided to

participate and continued to write regularly and indepth about their experiences.

Having Jenny, Colston and Elisabeth join the study was a bonus for this study for

several reasons. This was an exploratory study of constructions of grandparent

bereavement. The intent is not about generalisation, it is about an understanding

of grandparent bereavement, which is time and context bound and is presented as

one joint construction. There could be other joint constructions generated by

different research groups, but this one is grounded in the experiences and

constructions of 26 participants and myself from NZ and the UK. lt does not claim
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to represent perspectives of NZ or the UK. Hence, when the ethics cornmittee

asked about my plans to actively include Maori participants as part of a NZ view of

grandparent bereavement. I explained that I was actively seeking people willing to

take part whether Maori or non-Maori, as opposed to targeting the inclusion of

worldviews identified with any particular culture. Further, the emphasis in

constructivist inquiry is on gaining a range of individual constructions which inform

a developing joint construction. To achieve this Guba and Lincoln (1989, p. 178)

proposed maximum variety sampling. I have some reservations about the word
"sampling" since it has connoiations of sampling a meal or an experience with the

intention to assess, or represent, the whole on the basis of the sample. Clearly. such a

process of generalisation was not the intent of this research. However, I accept that
"sample" is the research term used in research writings to represenr the group of

participants in the siudy.

A range of individual constructions is reflected as scope in the hermeneutic

dialectic circle (see Figure 3.2, p. 64 ). At the point I received Colston, Elisabeth

and Jenny's first letters, their constructions extended the scope of the existing

discussion and constructions in the grandparents'circle. For example, their ideas

explored views such as legitimacy of grandparent role continuing when a

grandchild dies and putting oneself on hold to support the parents at the time that

the grandchild died. These were perspectives I wanted to acknowledge and

include in the construction. By the time allthree had consented to join the study

they complemented other padicipants, in that everyone articulated3 different

aspects of the joint construction. So, the constructions of Colston, Elisabeth and

Jenny enabled us to refine the construction further and, as their individual stories

illustrate, the socio-cultural context in the UK has similarities to NZ in terms of

maternity practices and community views of infant death. From a "sarnpling"

perspective I believed it was appropriate to include Colston, Elisabeth and Jenny

in the research because I was making no claim to undertake a study that was

representative of any particular group of people. This was not a study about NZ

bereaved grandparents, or UK bereaved grandparents or, as mentioned earlier,

about bereaved grandparents in general. Instead it was a study based in NZ

where I was looking for some people who were willing and able to debate and

3 This is the other feature which complements "scope" in the hermeneutic dialectic circle (Figure
3.2, p. 64).
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discuss their experiences and ideas. The three UK grandmothers have fulfilled this

role.

Multiple family members and some detail about participants

The other serendipitous feature of the research was where more than one family

member joined the research. This moved the study towards the idea of a "whole-

famrly" methodology (Handel, 1996, p. 335). The combination of circumstances

with the need for scope to include a range of individuals and the wish to include

multiple family members when the opportunity arose, meant that the study

extended from the proposed 10 grandparents to 16 and 3 parents to 6. The

grandparents and parents are from 11 families which form 5 family clusters and 6

individual perspectives (see Figure 4.1, p.95). During the study the complexity of

differing constructions of the same event held by parents and grandparents, in the

same families, highlighted the value and the unexpected insights of having these

two perspectives of grandparent bereavement.

It is impossible to do justice to a summary of the diversity of participants in terms

of their bereavement, life experiences and worldviews. Nor would I want to put the

participants into "boxes" which create expectations of their experiences of

bereavement. However, the following, with the participants'agreement, provides a

quick sketch of some of this diversity, The introduction to participants in Chapter 1

offered a more individual perspective for each participant. Grandparents and

parents experienced having a grandchild/child die aged from stillbirth to 9 months

of age. The reasons for their deaths included: stillbirth unknown cause, problems

with which the baby was born (such as congenital capillary alveolar dysplasia, or

left hypoplastic heart); problems which developed after birth (such as

bronchopulmonary dysplasia); and SIDS. At the time of writing this in 1999, which

is 2-3 years after participants joined the research, the parents are aged 33 to 44

years and grandparents are aged 57 to79 years. In terms of other family

bereavements, five grandmothers have been widowed prior to the death of their

grandchild and three grandmothers have had children of their own die. Of the 23

NZ parlicipants, 3 self-identify as part Maori, 3 are grandfathers and 2 are fathers.

Grandparents and parents live and work in a range of settings. These include

offering urban pastoral care as a minister, practising as a registered nurse, farming

in isolated geographical locations and holding roles in the community activities.
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Hea lth/be reavement professionals

I directly contacted the three participants in the field of health/bereavement

practice and sent them the relevant professional version of the information sheet

(see Appendix 4, p. a60). I chose two of these participants because of their

different areas of practice with families where children die; as a paediatrician and

a paediatric nurse. As a result of hearing several grandparents talk about funerals,

I decided to contact a local funeral director to see if their bereavement support

coordinator, who followed up families after the funeral would be willing to take part.

This was not part of the original proposal and required additional ethics committee

approval (see Appendix 3, p.  5l. Health/bereavement professionals'

perspectives offered valuable insights about the context of health care and support

for families where a child and grandchild has died.

A note on who takes part and when

Guba and Lincoln (1989, p.173) proposed that maximum variety sampling

underpinning constructivist inquiry has two characteristics: serial and contingent. I

have adapted these concepts in relation to this study because of the ways in

which the study unfolded. Participants from NZ joined the study sequentially, one

after another, and I took ideas from one person's construction to discuss with the

next participant. This moved the developing group constructions around members

within each of the three participant groups (grandparents, parents,

health/bereavement professionals). Jenny, Colston and Elisabeth, the

grandmothers from the UK, were on a separate time frame since they alljoined

the study at the same time.

Contingent sampling refers to each person being "selected" to be: a) different to

the preceding person; and/or b) to suit the needs or focus of the inquiry at that

point in time. Within the idea of "selecting' participants (Guba & Lincoln, p. 177) is

an implicit assumption that some people might be "rejected" or not "included" in

the study; which is about the power sitting with the researcher. I fully accept the

idea of selecting participants in principle, since a joint construction rests on the

scope of the individual's constructions. However, I felt in practice that when

grandparents or parents offered to take part in the study they were generously

offering a "gift" to explore personal and private areas of their lives. I wondered "Do

I have a "right" to refuse tnat gif?" and then, "Do I want to refuse that gift if they did
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not "fit" with the sampling plan?" The answer was ,,No, 

I do not want to reject the
gift that was offered when a keen and willing person contacted me to flnd out about
ioining the research", I believe this position can be justified in the context of small-
scale research such as this, where extensive selective sampring may be
unnecessary if the goal of the inquiry is "reasonable scope" with the inclusion of a
range of individuafs' constructions. This belief rests on my observation that, even
with this small, setf-selected group of 26 people, all the stories and constructions
differed to varying extents and provided extensive scope in relation to grandparent
bereavement. consider for example, Colston and Terese,s grandchildren were
stillborn, but their constructions of the experience are different in their stories (see
p' 189 and p' 199). Similarfy, the co-constructions in the stories of Margaret &
Keith and Alex & Benita, about their grandson, Matthew's, death, are very different
(see p. 240 and p.2a6). The events and the people are the same but the
constructions are individual. Therefore, I believe that without selective sampling,
this small-scale research study met the goal of constructivist inquiry, which is to
explore differing constructions and provide extensive material for critique, contrast
and development of joint construction(s).

Having decided that I was happy with the scope of the range of constructions that
emerged in the discussions, I accepted people's offers to join the research without
a "selection process". The only inclusion criterion I originally had in the proposal
was that at least 12 months should have elapsed since the death of a
child/grandchild. However, as I explore in the next chapter, when Marie and Rose
offered to take part only 5 months after Ruby's death, I left aside the criterion with
the agreement of the ethics committee administrator. Instead, I worked from the
premise that if people made the effort to contact me and wanted to take part then I

would accept their offer. I do fully accept that this research claims to offer some
constructions of grandparent bereavement but, in not pursuing a ,,selection,,

process' there are many perspectives which are not included in the development
of the joint construction. In the end, the onty ,,serection,, 

that took prace was to
regretfully refuse the offers of eight further potential participants who contacted me
at the time when I was feeling there was sufficient information for debate with the
existing 26 participants.
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OF HERMENEUTIC DIALECTIC CIRCLES

There were three group circles; grandparents, parents and health workers, which
followed the process of making the circle round successive participants (see

Figure 3.2, p. 64). The actual sequence of the contact with participants is
illustrated in Figure 4.2 (p.101). I briefly explained this process in Chapter 3 (see
pp. 63-65) and will recap before exploring this study in detail. The process was
initially a within participant group circle and focused on developing a group

construction formed from the emic constructions of the participants in the group,

where the three groups were grandparents, parents and health/bereavement

professionals. Discussions were then held across groups with participants

commenting on other groups' constructions, for example, with grandparents

commenting on parents views of grandparent bereavement. My hope was that
"aLthe end allthe qroups would concur n a common descnvtron,'(Guba &

Lincoln, 1989 p. 212) of grandparent bereavement. This "des cnptton" would be

a joint construction from all the participants which had developed through

discussions of etic constructions into group constructions and then finally into

the joint construction. The beginning point of this process was the first

hermeneutic dialectic circle.

Making the first hermeneutic dialectic circle

There were three simultaneous circles, one for each participant group. lt took

between February and october 1996 to meet with, or write to, all the 26

participants in the first circle (see Figure 4.2, p. 101). My goals for the first circles

were to establish a relationship with pafiicipants which could be developed in

further conversations, and to listen to their experiences of grandparent

bereavement. In my meetings with grandparents and parents this generally

meant listening to a story of what happened.

By focusing on the activity within the grandparents' circle (see Figure 4.2, p. 101)

this process will become clear. I met with Terese, the first grandparent to take

paft, in early February 1996. As I listened she shared her story of what had

happened when her grandchild, Bernadetie, died. This included a description of

what it had been like for herself and her family since the time of Bernadette's

death. Sometimes I asked questions for clarification or to explore an area
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further' I summarised as we talked to check with her how I was interpreting what
she said' After our first meeting I wrote my fieldwork notes which described my
immediate thoughts of things which stood out clearly from the discussion. In the
notes I identified issues to exptore further in our next interview, if Terese was
willing, and issues to exprore with the next participant.

Fieldwork notes' transcribed interviews and letters became the texts that I used
in constant comparative analysis. I undertook analysis alongside the
conversations with participants to identify issues and questions to discuss with
the next participant. whirst Graser and strauss (1g67) proposed constant
comparison as a means to generate theory, I have used it in this research, as
Lincoln and Guba (19g5, p. 33g) suggested, as a technique to exprore and
synthesise information to develop the joint construction - not to develop theory.
After meeting with Terese, I took the transcription and identified the smallest
meaningful pieces of information which provided a perspective on the research
topic' The pieces or units of text ranged in size from a sentence to a page. Guba
and Lincoln (1989) described what were, in effect, the units in this research, as
"central themes, concepts, tdeas, values , concerns and sgues proposed by
resvondent, R I are analysed by the nqurer rnto an rnrtral formulaton of R I ,s

constructton, desrqnated as Cl,, (p. l5 l), where,,R1,,is respondent one and
so on, and "C1" is construction one and so on, as illustrated in Figu re 3.2(p. 64).
Analysing the units into a very "initiar" view of rerese's construction was a
process of sorting units into provisional categories where units appeared to have
the same content - a judgement parily made using tacit knowledge on a look_
alike, feel-alike basis. From reading Terese's story in part 2, it is possibre to
identify some of the key issues that I heard in our first conversation. I recorded
these in my analysesa journar, an excerpt of which foilows.

a) The shock that it had hafpened when an had been fine.b) The pain Terese holds from hauing onty 1 memory" of Bernad,ette, that of briefly
holding her.

d The sufport which Terese gaue to Donna both by being there for her and inpractical terms.

o I have used plural"analyses"to represent the series of analyses that I undertook during thisresearch, with analysis of existing and additional material arter eacn conversation with eachparticipant.
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il The importance for Terese of links with Bernadette- she was bom on Terese's
birthday, she is buried at the bottom of Terese's grandparents'graue, she had,
the sarne dimple as Terese's husband. (p. 6)

From this sorting process I took questions and ideas from my interpretation of
Terese's initial construction to discuss with the next participants, Alex & Benita.

These included the following.

d Was it always a shock? Did, anyone eaer anticipate death rntght happen to their
grandchild giaen that people know about the cot death rate and that child,ren
do die?

il What was the similarity /diference, in terms of feelings and pain, if
grandparents had more time with their grandchild?

c) Is there an association between few memories and the importance of links
il Are these 'links'symbols?
e) what are the elements of 'support'which grandparents offer, and why, to

farents of their grandchild? (AnatysesJoumat p. B)

In many respects Alex & Benita's experience was very different to that of Terese,

for example, they had the opportunity to spend time with Matthew whilst he was

alive and were very involved with Sarah & Frazer in caring for him in the short

time that he was home. When I met with Alex & Benita, they told their story of
Matthew's death and then we shifted into a conversation which clarified aspects

of their experience and discussed ideas from my interpretation of Terese's

conversation. Their perspectives opened up new areas to consider in a

developing construction, such as, part of their shared construction of Matthew's

death included the "fact" that he was their third grandchild and only grandson.

This perspective raised questions to explore with subsequent participants about

the importance of birth order and gender and the meaning that these can hold

for different grandparents, From the meeting with Alex & Benita, who were "R2"

- the second respondents in the circle (see Figure 3.2, p. 64) I developed further

questions and with constant comparative analysis identified areas in what

became "C2, a now more ntormed and soThrsilcated conEtructron based on

the two 5ovrces R I and R2. Thrs s the beqrnnnq ol Lhe vltmate pnt
construchon sovqht" (Guba & Lincoln, 1989, p. 152). ln this research "C2" was

still a very long distance from the final group construction from the grandparents'

circle and an even longer distance from the joint construction presented in

Chapter 6. In developing "C2" I sorted units from the texts of the meetings with

Alex & Benita and with Terese into provisional categories. From this sorling

process I took questions and ideas to discuss with Marie who was the next

participant ("R3').
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As Jenny, Colston and Elisabeth alljoined the research at the same time, they

are positioned as a cluster on the grandparents' circle (see Figure 4.2, p. 101).

This position represents my conversations with Jenny, Colston and Elisabeth

occurring at the same point in time when I wrote letters to all of them which

contained specific questions about their individual experiences and also some

general questions framed from the earlier discussions with other grandparents in

the circle.

The parents' circle followed the same process as I have outlined for the

grandparents' circle. During the first meetings with parents my focus was framed

by the following "broad" questions. First, parents' perceptions of the experience

and meaning of the bereavement for grandparent(s) in their family, with

questions such as "What do you remember about how it was for grandparent(s)

at the time your child died? And srnce that time?" "Did they talk about their

feelings? Seek any suppolt?" u How do you think it was for them as people and

as grandparents?" Second, the family context of bereavement, such as "What

effect has the bereavement had on grandparents and their role and relationships

in the family?" However, before we explored these areas, I asked parents to tell

me their story of when their child died. In sharing this, parents gave me an

insight into their experiences, their perspectives and construction of their child's

death, which forms the family context of grandparent bereavement.

F Discussions with parents and grandparents in the separate first
circles

ln some interviews with parents and grandparents I listened to their story and

asked only a few questions based on analysis of discussions with previous

participants. In these instances a full discussion of developing ideas as

proposed by Guba and Lincoln (1989, p. 152 ) did not happen, because it felt

"inappropriate". I felt that the pain and emotion, which some participants re-lived

in telling their story, meant that we needed to return to less painful areas in

slowing and closing the conversation. In these cases I noted the issues that I still

wanted to ask their thoughts on and held them until our next meeting. ln talking

with three groups of participants in the first circles I was concerned to clarify
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provisional categories and to try and identify properties - the features of the
categories; and establish why units did, or did not, belong together in a category.
This meant I asked many questions, if it was appropriate, over a wide range of
issues since I believed it was like getting the detail on a piece of jigsaw. lf I could
see the piece more clearly then, in the future, I would be able to see where it
fitted with the next piece.

I had planned not to discuss parts of my own etic construction in the first circle.
but many of these issues emerged because they were part of participants, emic
constructions' I had a view, from my clinical experience, that some grandparents
wanted support for themselves, whether from family, friends or health
professionals. I had not planned to ask about the issue of support early in the
study' However, Terese confirmed that she had wanted to talk to a colleague
who had not given her the chance to talk. ln the next research conversation, and
then Alex & Benita described the mutual support they give, and receive from,
Sarah & Frazer. So, I went on to ask everyone in the first circle about,,support,,.
The two examples that follow illustrate the reason I had to abandon rny original
ideas and explore support much further using questions such as 'What does it
mean to you?" and "when might grandparents want it?" if indeed they do. when
I talked with Marie we had already talked about the parent support group to
which Rose, her daughter goes, and which Marie perceived as being very
"helpful" for Rose to have a chance to talk about Ruby's death. So, I asked her,
Alison: would you haae liked, to haue had the chance to talk to other fbereaaed.J

grandparents?
Morie: Not reolly, r don't think. we haveall got to hondle things in our own

woy. Everyone's diff erent, it might hove upset me more.(Morie 1:10)

she returned to this later when she exprained, "som e peopre are goodobout

tolking qbout her [Ruby], buf r don't alwoys wont to. And r think r should be oble
to pick my firnes of tolking obout it" (Morie 1:13). I interpreted this position as
Marie valuing the idea of support, by managing opportunities that she wants with
friends, whereas the idea of support from ,,strangers" who are bereaved
grandparents was not perceived as helpful. Ailsa, too, appeared to value talking
about her feelings with friends and family.

I've tolked to friends and relations - one sister-in-low, she doesn,t mind me
tof king, r've found thot people are guite hoppy f or neto tolk obout it. r don,t
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sit ond dwell on it ot qll. f try not to. I don't think I do. But if it comes up in
conversqtion f certoinly don't push it qwqy. I think oll thot helps. (Ailso 1:20)

It took further discussions with other participants round the second and third

circles to begin to disentangle different perspectives about where "support" fits into

a construction of grandparent bereavement.

) Health/bereavement professionals' first circle

Within the health/bereavement professionals' first circle the focus of discussion

was on the experience, and constructions, of grandparent bereavement which

Barry, Jane and Diane held from their different areas of practice as paediatrician,

paediatric nurse specialist and bereavement support co-ordinator. lwas interested

in their views of grandparent bereavement within the family. As their stories, in

Paft.2, show, they all valued the idea of available, accessible information and

support for bereaved grandparents. However, the health and funeral services

where they practice, are focused on supporting the parents of the child who dies.

This meant that all three had few opportunities to directly contact, meet or offer

information or support to grandparents. We explored these areas in the first

interviews and, because there were no further issues within the group to explore at

the time of starting the second circles, we did not undertake a second circle of

discussions. Instead, I asked Barry, Jane and Diane to join the third and fourth

circles. ln these circles they commented across the circles on the group

constructions emerging within the parents' and grandparents' groups.

One of the struggles I did experience, whilst talking in interviews and writing

letters, was the complexity of holding a sense of the whole research in my head

because, at the outset, there were very differing perspectives of grandparent

bereavement both within and across the three participant groups. At one point,

within the first parent circle, there were two differing constructions of grandparent

bereavement relating to grandparents as supporters for the parents. There was

Maxine who was concerned to support and protect her mother, Matthew's

grandmother. Then there were Sarah & Frazer, Rachel, and Rose who all

received extensive, and varying types of support from their parents. As time

went on, the diversity between participants in the same group and across the
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three groups became clearer and reduced as more detail from the conversations

clarified categories.

Making the second circles

ln late April 1996, 2 months after the first circle started, I decided to start the

second circles of the parents' and grandparents' groups because so many things

had happened in the conversations as I talked with the participants in the circles.

I wanted to go back and discuss with people like Terese, the ideas and

developing constructions which had not existed when I first met them. The

second circles took until October 1996 to complete which meant that for every

participant there was approximately 2 months between our first and second

meetings. Stading to make the second circle before the first had ended was an

adaptation, since Guba and Lincoln (1989) proposed completing the first circle

before " makrnq Lhe arcle aqatn" (p. | 53). However, at that point I did not

know where the end of the grandparents' first circle would be since I was waiting

for the ethics committee decision on whether Colston, Jenny and Elisabeth could

join the study. Meanwhile I wanted to meet again with participants to maintain

and develop the relationship which we had started to form in the first meeting.

Based on clinical nursing practice, I felt that if I left it too long, the rapport

needed to feel safe to explore and critique ideas about painful and private

aspects of life would be lost. The second circles followed the same sequence of

participants in the first circles. So, in the grandparents' circle I first went to see

Terese, and then to see Alex & Benita. ln Figure 4.2 (p.101) I have drawn the

first grandparents' circle as continuing beyond Ailsa to the other seven

grandparents, whilst also returning to Terese to begin the second circle. This

represents that the first interviews with the grandparents participating after Ailsa,

followed the form of first interviews as a telling of their story, rather than second

interviews which were about clarification and debate. Having seven rnore

grandparents join the circle after Ailsa was a result of the ethics com mittee

approval for Colston, Elisabeth and Jenny to join the study. ln addition,

opportunities arose for multiple family members of existing and new families to

join. This extended both the grandparents'and parents' numbers beyond my

original plans but strengthened the research in terms of having multiple family

members.
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ln the parents' group circle, represented in Figure 4.2, the first circle continued

beyond Rachel when Pip joined. However, Figure 4.2 does not represent Donald

as part of the first circle, because the conversation that I had with him involved a

discussion and debate as pad of the second circle. Donald did not tell a story of

Gracie (as part of being in the first circle) because he felt that Pip had told it from

their joint perspective, as Gracie's parents.

The second circles were, from my perspective, very valuable in terms of the new

insights that I gained through discussions about where units and categories

existed and related. The conversations with participants making the second

circle involved developing a dialogue which critiqued, negotiated and

reconstructed aspects of individual's constructions in the light of the debate.

During the second circles I increasingly talked with participants to explore

material from "outside" the group circle (see Figure 3.2, p. 64). This included

what Guba and Lincoln (1989) called "hterature analects" (f . 2 | l), which is

the term they used to refer to "snippets" from the professional literature. In doing

this I was mindful of Guba and Lincoln's comment that participants might be

unwilling to critique professional literature presented as such. Therefore, when

asking for ideas about analects I kept the discussion with participants at the level

of a general conversation. In this excerpt I wanted to hear what Elwyn thought

about stage/phase theories of bereavement.

Alison: Some People talk about grief that lne can get ouer, or that it resolaes - wkat
do you think?

Elwyn; Well,therehove been times in the lost few yeors... They [people in

generalf used to tolk obout working through your grief. And therehave
been times when f wondered if I octually worked through my grief when

Lindsoy died [her husbond] (Elwyn ?:34)

Elwyn went on to explore her ideas of two concepts of bereavement; "working

through" and "accepting". She concluded by wondering if one ever gets over it

because "if wishing they werehereis still port of grieving" (p. 35) then she still

feels that for Lindsay, who died 20 years ago.

As part of exploring how grandparents viewed other people's constructions of

grandparent bereavement I asked if they would be willing to comment on two

booklets specifically written for bereaved grandparents by Margaret Gerner

(1990) and Lori Leininger and Sherokee llse (1985). These booklets are not
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stories - rather they are a guide about grandparent bereavement with sections
that include: grief; grandparents and holidays; and tips on coping. I posted the
booklets to grandparents either after the first interview if they were later in the
circle or after our second meeting for participants like Terese, Alex & Benita who
were are the beginning of the circle. t chose the timing of the posting to be afi.er
our first meeting because I wanted us to have a chance to talk through
individual's stories before reading the booklet. A strategy that Rupert decided,
from his perspective, was the right thing to do. ',rt,s o good thing we didn,t reod
those books bef ore you come lfor the f irst inter view]becouse ofherwise we would
hove hod preconceived ideas" (Rupert & Diono ?:Z),The booklets helped to explore
constructions of grandparent bereavement as people made comments in the
next interview or letters about them. Some participants made comments, after
reading the booklets, which re-emphasised the individuality of bereavement, for
example, Diana perceived that the value of such a resource was limited because
"r thought to myself thot eoch experience [of grondporent bereavement] wos such

o totolly diff erent experience" (Rupert & Diono z:z).lnthis sense, the
construction of grandparent bereavement presented in the two booklets did not
fit with the personal experiences of bereavement that Diana had in her own life,
whereas Marie felt the construction of grandparent bereavement presented in
the booklet by Gerner would be valuable for other bereaved grandparents. She
made this comment because she could identify with materialfrom the booklet.

Yes, r found it [Morgoret 6erner's booklet] very eosy to read,and r think the
woy she expressed her f eelings mode the book ond the informofion jn it obleto be obsorbed with no difficulty. r think others in my situotion would f ind it
most helpful qnd r would suggest thot it should be essentiol reoding for
onyone sirnilorly bereaved. Reoding the book helped me to sort out irony oi my
muddled emotions ond my reocfions to the recent deoth of my youngest
gronddoughter' r om sure thot it is usuol to look forword to o new birth with
hqppy confidence,if therehod been no indicotions of problems during the
pregnancy. 5o when my thirteenth grondchild wos born, T expected thot, os
usuol, it wos thebeginning of o hoppy new lif e.Theref ore, I wos not prepored
thot this time it wos going to be diff erent.(Morie comment: r)

similarly, Beth wrote that, after reading the booklet, she had decided to
remember Daniel at Christmas with a tree decoration, which indicates that the
booklets had informational value for some participants. An extension of this was
when some participants asked if they courd pass the bookrets on to other
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families. Elisabeth wrote,'Lorno [my daughter] sow them [the booklets] and osked

if I would poss them on for the SANDS book-box os they ore short of moteriol for

grondporents. She reod them ond thought they werewell written ond could be

very useful" (Elisobeth 5:lt.

During the second circles of the grandparents and parents' groups I continued

the category sorting of new units and re-sorting of existing units in the light of

subsequent discussion. Some categories had identifiable properties and rules

that I could use to check units for inclusion within the category, (Lincoln & Guba,

1985, p.3a8) whereas other categories remained provisional as I tried to identifu

why units seemed to belong together in that group and where subcategories

would "fit'. At completion of the second circles with parents and grandparents I

could clearly identify issues and categories which were frequently mentioned or

stood out as being "rare". We debated these issues and categories in much

more detail during the third circles.

Making the third circles

The third circles took place between March and May 1997 in a series of

interviews and letters going round the same sequence of participants within the

three groups (see Figure 4.2, p.101). Before I went to see participants I wrote

two "Overviews to-date", one for each of the grandparents' and parents' groups

(see Appendix 6, p. a7Q. The overviews were a description of the analyses, with

category headings and examples of units. I chose to write the material in a rather

'Jelly-like" state because I did not want to present it as structured "findings" which

people might not be willing to critique and challenge with me. The purpose of the

overviews was to give participants a sense of things that we had discussed,

which formed a developing construction. I then asked their help to check, critique

and clarify the categories. Copies of both parents' and grandparents' overviews

went to the health/bereavement professionals inviting their comment across the

participant group circles. This was the first step towards integrating the

constructions of the three groups into one joint construction. Comments from all

the grandparents and parents confirmed that these overviews contained a range

of issues which "fitted'with both their experience and understanding of

grandparent bereavement. Several people commented that, whilst they could
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appreciate some areas applied to other people, some comments were not

relevant to their own experience. As Sandelowski (1993, p. 5) pointed out the

investment which participants have in their own experiences can make analytical

abstractions appear some distance from their own, individual, experience. The

strength of the hermeneutic dialectic circle process was that we could have

further discussion about why particular categories did not seem to be part of an

individual participant's experience.

The third circle was the turning point from my perspective because I clarified

issues and categories within circles and across the three groups' circles. Within

the grandparents' circle, Catherine was one of several grandparents who helped

me disentangle why grandparents said they felt helpless around the time that

their grandchild died.

I think some of it is not knowing- not knowing whot is right qnd whot needs to
be done qnd it is like feeling your woy ond everybody communicoting, tolking
ond f inding. f remember Rochel soying "We hqve to get an undertoker - I
wonder who to get?" ond I didn't reolly know. (Catherine 3:4-5)

Taking issues from one group's circle and asking participants about it in another

group's circle uncovered new perspectives on the within circle constructions and

the framework for a developing joint construction across the three groups.

Several parents felt strongly about grandparents counting their grandchild as an

acknowledgement of the child's existence, so I asked grandparents what they

did when asked "How many grandchildren do you have?" This opened up a

whole new category of how, when and why grandparents "choose" to count their

grandchild (see p. 367). Similarly, I asked parents about their thoughts and

feelings on being "protected", "suppofted" and "parented" by their parents in an

effort to unravel how parents perceived, as the recipients, the role that
grandparents constructed for themselves as a"parent of the adult parents". I also

asked both generations of parents about actual and desired services offered by

health/bereavement professionals and into this dialogue came comrnents from

Barry, Jane and Diane which confirmed the complexity and diversity of

experiences in families.

By the end of the third circle of the parent group a group construction was clearly

developed which centred around categories of grandparents as supporters and
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helpers. This "fitted" with the perspective that grandparents held of themselves,

as "parents of adult parents", a category which included features of "helping out,

but not taking over" from the parents of their grandchild. My focus, at this point,

was on confirming a group construction of the grandparents' circle before

moving to a joint construction from the three groups. To do this I reviewed all the

units from allthe grandparents' texts to date, checking whether they "fitted" the

properties of the categories or whether they needed to move or to create a new

category or subcategory.

Making the fourth circles

The fourth circles with grandparents, parents and health/bereavement

professionals debated the grandparent group construction that I proposed as a

re-construction of all the conversations which had taken place in the

grandparents' group. In November 1997 | wrote the second overview of the

grandparents' developing construction (see Appendix 7, p. a75). In this re-

construction I proposed a framework which used the concepts of change and

chaffenge to underpin three time-periods in the bereavement. These were: "V[hen

the world turns upside down"; " Riding it out"; and '7s time moves orz". Within each

time period there were categories and subcategories: "When the u,orld turns upside

down" included facing, feeling and responding to the challenge; "Riding it out"

encompassed challenge and change as a family; and "As time moves on" focused

on accommodating and managing challenge with a variety of strategies such as

symbols, mementos and reflection. The presentation of the overview was a shift

from the very detailed outline of March 1997, to minimal use of headings and I

did not include allthe detail of properties and inclusion rules that I had in my

analyses journal. Understanding the overview relied on all the previous

discussions I had had with particip.ants so, without that context, it may seem

"thin" but the category labels were all areas which we had discussed and had

developed over time. My interest was whether participants thought this overview,

had the "flavour" of, and the "fit" with, the previous conversations we had had.

I posted this overview to participants in all three participant groups for comment.

I have called this process "making a circle", as opposed to member checking,

because there was extensive dialogue between participants and myself which
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went round the circles again as I checked comments from one participant with
the next participant. The comments that came back were .,positive,,. 

From 26
participants there were 19 replies. Some were excited and enthusiastic; Jenny
wrote, "I like the title "Challengeond Chong e"' (Jenny 4:2). Other cornments were
a confirmation that this "looked fine". For those participants who did not reply, it
did not seem to be because of rack of interest or disagreement; several
mentioned later, when we were developing their stories, that the non-reply was a
confirmation by default of "nothing further to add". All the comments that came
back from the fourth circles became the final texts from which units entered the
category set.

Moving to the final circle - joint negotiation
Whilst I was pleased participants confirmed that the content of the overview
"fitted" with our discussions, I was still not convinced about the structure of the
overview in terms of where categories were placed. I had doubts about using the
three distinct time-periods and about placing the circle of the family in ,,Riding it
out" when I felt that the family circle framed the whole experience. During the
next few months I re-read all the units and re-viewed how they fitted into
categories and subcategories. For the first time I worked through units within
families; previously I had been working with units within the three circle groups.
This time, I worked through the units in two families, where there were several
family members, starting first with grandparents and then I extended out to
include all the other participants to develop a joint construction across the three
groups, which was predominanfly underpinned by the grandparents, group
construction. This process allowed me to make explicit, and potentially account
for, some of the differing perspectives between grandparents and parents. The
other process which helped this re-construction was working with each
participant to develop their story, which gave me a perspective back to the
"whole" of the experience as opposed to units of anarysis. By the end of l ggg 

r

had re-positioned some categories; for exampre now the',circre of the familg,,
category surrounded the whole experience (see Figure 6.1 , p. 377). I felt the
categories were saturated and that the construction felt "solid,, by wh ich I mean
categories were confirmed, and relationships between categories were
integrated and no longer felt ambivalent.
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I posted this joint participant construction, written as a case-report, to

participants in 1999. This final circle was not a circling round participants.

Instead, this was a conversation back and forth between individual participants

and myself. ln this circle I was asking participants to member check the re-

construction of individual and group constructions and also to read for

understanding across the three groups' constructions now integrated into one

account. Participants' comments were very supportive and positive with an

appreciation of the whole, of the scale of the research and of new

understandings for self. Elisabeth expressed the feelings of a number of

participants when she wrote,

I enjoyed other grondporents' quotes ... it opened my eyes ond mind to other
loss ond f eelings when circumstonces were diff erent from ours. As time
moves on for us " Managing changes front challenge " ond "Placing the grandchild in

the family" were helpful reoding. T f eel very comfortoble with this droft - so

mony of my own f eelings ond thoughts, not oll express ed by me, but often
bel'ter expressed by others, ore contoined within [the chopter]. (Elisobeth,
Postcript :1-2)

After this checking process we accepted the joint construction as that of the

whole group of participants and myself. lt is presented in Chapter 6. This was

the point to stop. Both l, and the participants, believed it was the best

construction we could offer at the time. I also believe that it represents the

interests of both myself and the participants, in that it conceptualises ways in

which grandparent bereavement can be but it also retains the uniqueness of

individ ual experiences.

FAMILY CIRCLES FOR STORIES

Before the joint construction was agreed in 1999, we worked round family circles

in 1998 forming stories from each participant's interviews and/or letters. The

reason for doing this was two-fold; for participants to share with other people the

strength and poignancy of their stories and my own wish to keep the voices of

participants in the research clear. I did not want the decontextualised voices of

Others (Fine, 1994). The stories, presented in Part 2, olfer a chance to hear the

context of what has happened in people's lives when a child/grandchild died. By

offering a context the stories respond to the criticism that Sandelowski (1991, p.

162) made regarding the emphasis which constant comparative analysis places
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on the informational content of data. In addition, the stories enable a reader of
this thesis to assess the "quality" of the research by tracing the shift from the
individual, emic constructions (in Part 2) to the joint construction (see chapter 6).

I worked with each parent and grandparent to construct their stories using the
information that they had shared with me across several interuiews or letters.
My contribution to those stories was the narrative sequence and the
subheadings which frame different sections of the stories. I developed the
sequence from the structure of stories told in first interviews and letters. This
tended to foilow through: ail was weil; when things went wrong and the
grandchild or chird was born and died; the associated events (such as the
funeral); what happened afiennrards; issues in the family; and reflections looking
back from now' Where peopte had taken part in conjoint interviews I decided
that we would create conjoint stories of their co-construction of the experience.
However, we did keep the voices within the stories distinct (such as Alex &
Benita, see p' 251).The debate that I had all the way through this process was
how to have these stories told in the voices of participants; not my voice re-
telling their stories. This was the reason I chose to construct the stories using the
words participants wrote, or spoke, in our conversations with only the occasionat
word added to crarifu meaning. This meant that the expression, the nuances,
and the style was each person's, and was as near as possibre to the
conversation in which the story was shared. The comment which confirmed for
me that this strategy did offer participants a voice came from Catherine, who
wrote "You hove condensed this very weil - this is my story,, (cotherine story
Draft: 1).

The stories involved us going round family circles. First, participants commented
on their draft story, with minimal changes of clarifying words or names. only two
participants chose to re-write their story; not changing the intent but altering the
structure of material and the wording. Then we had to decide on narnes in the
stories' The research started with the premise that we would use pseudonyms
but, as I explain in chapter 5, we shifted, with ethics committee approvar (see
Appendix 8, p. 478), to using either rearfamiry names or pseudonyms. Both
options involved participants confirming with famify members, whether

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY OF WELLINGTON
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participants in the study or not, that they were happy with the final naming

decisions. The next stage was a draft volume of all 23 grandparents' and

parents' stories posted to all participants as a final member check of their story

now seen in the final context amongst other stories. Many participants shared

with me their excitement and pleasure at seeing their story with those of other

participants. For some people, as I explore in Chapter 5, this was one of the

benefits of taking part in the research. Diane expressed not only her own

feelings, but those of several other participants when she wrote, "The stories ore

beoutiful ond inspirotionol ond very sod too. ft is good that they arebeing

recorded. The humon spirit is strong ond the love ond the care thot comes through

gives great hope f or the future of our world" (Dione Letter Jonuory t999).

Once the family stories were developed I started working with

health/bereavement professionals to develop their stories, since Barry and

Jane's experience in the context of the health system offers an important

perspective on grandparent bereavement. As for Diane, she agreed to share not

only her professional perspective, but also her personal perspective of having

her son die 30 years ago, which influences her practice now.

Whilst developing the stories with the participants, I was acutely aware that

participants did not focus solely on the death of a grandchild as an isolated

event in their lives. lnstead, they wove the event of "When a grandchild dies" into

the fabric of their existing, and then changing, lives. This meant that their stories

provided a picture, or context, where grandparent bereavement was in the

foreground, accompanied by considerable detail in the background. Working

with stories which include both background and foreground material is, I believe,

congruent with constructivist inquiry, which rests on the belief that constructions

are context bound. lt is also congruent with my nursing practice where I seek to

work with the issues that individuals believe are important or relevant. Holding

this belief, I did not edit or constrain stories to contain only material about

grandparent bereavement. Instead, we included material if it contributed to an

understanding of the context of grandparent bereavement. This is most apparent

in the stories of parents where they have shared their experiences of being

bereaved parents, into which they have woven constructions about grandparent
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bereavement. I believe that the importance of the parents' stories is most
apparent after reading the stories of parents and grandparents in a family
cluster' My sense is, that the juxtaposition of parents' with grandparents, stories
ilfuminates the extent to which grandparents construct their bereavement, and
their grief, in relation to the bereaved parents.

THE PROCESSES OF TITE INQTIIRY

Having explored two important areas of the study on which the research rests -
who took part and the circling process; the next section reviews the particular
processes that enabled the functioning of the hermeneutic dialectic circles.
These were; naturar setting of the study, me as the researcher (the human
instrument), and the qualitative methods used to generate and analyse texts.
These three aspects constitute three of the four ,,entry 

conditions,, of
constructivist inquiry (Guba & Lincoln, 1989) represented in the triangle in Figure
3'1 (p' 62)' The fourth entry condition was tacit knowledge. This was an aspect
of the research which was woven through the decisions and analyses and which
I have referred to in this text at relevant points.

Natural Setting

The focus of the research has been grandparent bereavement in the time and
context where it is lived - the natural setting. This meant discussions, meetings
and the whole range of contributions which people have made during the
research have all been centred in their homes and families. what has this meant
for the research? ft has affected how peopre have been, what has been near to
them and what I have seen and experienced through the research. During one
conversation Alex & Benita commented on the physical location of Matthew,s
photograph. At the end of that interview I was offered the opportunity to go and
see Matthew's photograph, which is placed on the stainrrray wall between the
photographs of his three sisters. lt was an important point for me to recognise
the importance of physical links with grandchildren and their continuing place in
the family. By the completion of the research, nearly all the participants had
shared with me, photographs and mementos of the chifd/ grandchild who had
died and of other dead family members. Having interviews in homes meant that
conversations with most parents were interspersed with interruptions by young
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children. lt brought clearly to the forefront of my mind the life and activity of

these children contrasting with the death and absence of the child about whom

we were talking. Going to people's homes to talk with them has provided the

chance to share moments and interests outside of the research, which then

offered a common ground and bond which extended into the research

conversations. This included discussing ideas of house building and garden

development with Catherine, helping Rose to get the washing when it started

raining, and most importantly the social sharing of cups of tea and meals which

people offered me. The three grandmothers, who wrote letters from the UK, and

l, worked hard to share our natural setting. We sent photographs of whatever

was important at the time and shared considerable amounts of news about

family, home, gardens, the weather and health. Parts of the letters reflected the

content of the general chatting that occurred at the beginning and end of

interviews. This sharing of self enriched my understanding of the context from

which the data came.

Research in the natural setting also meant conjoint interviewing. There are five

couples who took part in this study and I followed their choice of separate or joint

interviews. Eight participants chose joint interviews. For Pip and Donald, the fifth

couple, joint interviews were not an option given Donald's commitments the first

time that I went to meet Pip, so we had separate interviews. The advantage that

I perceived in joint interviews was that it was a conversation in the natural setting

where participants jointly hold their roles as parents or grandparents which, Daly

(1992b) argued, are a construction created and shared by the couple of that self

identity. Joint interviews enabled me to explore ideas simultaneously with two

participants, which brought double the energy and insights to bear on developing

constructions. An example, is where Frazer developed upon Sarah's comment

reflecting on my role in this research (see p. 122). Daly (1992b) noted that the

disadvantage of conjoint interviews could be a situation where couples will not

share private or conflicting views, I did not have the sense that this happened.

Instead, I was appreciatively aware that, at different points, participants shared

individual views, which were not always in accord with each other. This was a

reminder that, whilst couples may hold shared constructions, they also hold

individual constructions, for example, when I asked Diana & Rupert if there was

a difference between their roles when Gracie died this was the reply.
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Rupert: There is probobly adifference
Diono: Whot I would be the dif f erencel?
Rupert: Doesn't the moternol thing come through probobly stronger on the

grondmother's side?

Diono: We tolked obout everything together didn't we? T meon, I didn't rush
off ond do onything. .... I don't know thot there is onything speciol. f
don't think there wos for me onyhow, we did it together os for os I wqs

concerned. (Diono & Rupert 2t23)

However, I was mindful in joint interviews of being alerl to the well-being of both

participants since, whilst listening to one person talk, it is possible not to be

attentive to the feelings, or potential distress, of the other person who is not

talking,

Me as researcher - the human instrument

One of the advantages of research in the natural setting is the opportunities it

has brought to see things which, at the outset, I did not know that I needed to

know - like the positioning of Matthew's photograph on the wall between his

sisters, This is the reason Guba and Lincoln (1989) proposed that only the

human instrument is able to adapt, respond and shape the study according to

what happens. Examples in this research included responding in a conversation

to follow up an idea which someone suggested, or sorting units of analysis using

tacit knowledge into look-alike and feel-alike groups. The particular features I

have brought to this research, as a human instrument, are the voices of two

roles, which I hold - as nurse and as researcher. Both have guided decisions, in

particular the ethical choices discussed in Chapter 5, and the nature of how l,

the instrument, have positioned myself in the research relationship. These two

roles have, I believe, strengthened the research and illuminate the contribution

that nursing can make to the use of constructivist inquiry in health research.

As I discussed in chapter 3, I entered the study with two roles, as nu rse and

researcher, because I undertook research in an area of my nursing practice. As

a nurse I work in practice with bereaved families and as a nurse educator, the

role as nurse is generally focused on health, well-being and care of the client -
in effect a therapeutic role with the emphasis on healing. As a researcher my

role was focused on completing this study to advance understanding of
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grandparent bereavement. Exploring the consequences of having two roles, and

two voices, as a human instrument is an impoilant part of this research. Each

role has a particular perspective with consequent responsibilities and actions

which could create tensions regarding how to be as a researcher and what to do

in the research relationship. Munhall (1988) distinguished between the two

different imperatives of nursing research and proposed that where conflict arose

the "theraVeuilc rmperalve ol nursnq (advocacy) takes precedence over lhe

research tmperatrve (advananq knowledqd rf conflrct occurs" (V. | 5 | ).

Munhall's perspective differs from Streubert and Carpenter's (1995) view of the

role of nurse-researcher as ".. . the ntertwnnq role ol carnq Trolesstonal and

the scholarly researcher. Nerther role can, nor Ehould be, svspended rn the

conduct of nuranq nquffy" (?. 3 | O). My own experience of the two roles in this

research has not been one of conflict, and has been more akin to Streubert and

Carpenter's perspective that the roles are intertwined.

I believe that the two roles can co-exist and that, within this study, I moved to

have one role, as a human instrument, which had two voices; each one

providing a valuable and differing perspective on the decisions that I have made.

The potential for the two roles co-existing occurred because this research was

born from my nursing practice. My choice of constructivist inquiry, which

emphasises aspects of research such as multiple constructions of realities and

partnership with participants, was a considered decision to frame the research in

a way which was congruent with my nursing practice. I still have roles within my

work life which are "nurse" and "researcher" - it has only been in this one piece

of research that the two have been integrated into one role "nurse-researcher"

which has the guidance of two voices commenting from my nurse and

researcher roles. The voices have enjoyed both duets and monologues as the

study progressed regarding decisions about what I should do. The particular

examples explored here are about the tension between the human instrument as

an instrument solely for research purposes and the nurse researcher who takes

on, at times, a predominantly therapeutic role, which is not about being a

research instrument. I recognise, however, that the therapeutic role can benefit

the research instrument with an increased understanding of emic constructions

in the context of the research. In addition, Paul Rosenblatt (1995) proposed, and
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I would agree from this research, that the boundaries of roles are artificial

distinctions and at times almost any activity will, for a bereaved person, be

therapeutic. Similarly, Sally Hutchinson and Holly Wilson (1994) argued that a

perspective which holds interviews as having a core identity which is either

research or therapeutic, is not substantiated. Whilst recognising that my roles

were intertwined as nurse-researcher, there were specific situations which arose

where the voices of nurse and researcher could be clearly distinguished. These

included giving suggestions or information, and affirming choices or experiences.

Should I give a suggestion?

Colston wrote in her sixth letter that she had no photographs of her grandson,

Christopher, although her daughter, Christine, does.

As much os I would love o phofo T f elt it on intrusion to osk for one, they
ore so precious to her. This I find q sodness, we hqve photos of AAqrtin ond

Justin [Christine's other children] almosf ot birth. ft wos something os o

mother f hod to lef Christine hove for herself ....T f eel the fomily record is

incomplete without o photo, but even now I keep thot feeling to myself.
(Colston 6:6-7)

I could hear both voices when I read that letter from Colston. ln my researcher

voice this was information about the importance of memories and tangible links

to Christopher. lt illustrated that she put her wishes second to her perception of

the rights of her daughter, Christine. ln my nursing voice I heard this as an

opportunity to explore whether Christine had ever indicated that she did not want

Colston to have photographs. I was aware, from my nursing practice, of the

emphasis which parents place on whether grandparents ask for, and display,

photographs of their grandchild who died. Both actions are important

acknowledgments of the existence of the child. I decided to write with comments

from both nursing and researcher voices.

Reading your cornrnent about photos and not asking Christine for one. I
wondered is it because you don't want to take a photo away from her? In which
case could yoa colour laser copy, as we do for families in the photocopy shops

here? Or is it because you feel that the photos should be samething that only she

has? I was interested because aII the parents I haae talked to are intensely auare
of whether the grandparents haue photos or asked for them and then whether they
displayed the photos or just put them in a drawer. Anyway I did not mean to
pursue something so priaate, but I did wonder. (Alison C5:2)

Colston wrote back and described how she had the opportunity to ta lk with
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Christine. She wrote,

Carefdly, f mentioned the subject of photos of Christopher ond my feelings,
knowing thot she hod some photos but I couldn't osk for one os f felt they
were so personol to her. I felt thot wos o border f could not cross. Her
reoction wos interesting, she hod only been thinking recently thot f hodn't
got one ond wanfed me to hove one. [excerpt from Colston's story see p. 192)

Colston explained, in her letter, that she now had photographs of Christopher.

After reading her letter, I wrote in my journal "I arn glad that it has tumed out to the

end which Colston wanted and that chance stepPed in with Chrktine hauing the time

to talk with Colston" $ournal 3:202). Re-reading those letters it is easy to hear my

nursing voice wanting to intervene with a suggestion. Equally, given that the

research was underpinned by partnership with participants, it can be argued that

the researcher role can legitimately go beyond the data gathering remit and

extend to making suggestions.

A similar situation to Colston's occurred when Betty asked what I thought she

should do as it was coming up to the first anniversary of Gracie's death, "Well, f
know thot the onniversory is coming up ond it is nother diff icult to know how to

opprooch it. I hoven't discussed it lotely with Donold ond Pip. How do you think

they are coping with it?" (Betty 2:4). At this point both voices had the same

perspective; confidentiality was paramount. I could not discuss details with Betty,

even though I had seen Pip and Donald the day before whilst Betty had not seen

them for several months, so I kept to the truth without details.

Alison: I think they are good, BetA
Betty: You see they are going to be up here just before thot time. f don't

know if I ring up on the doy - it could be a bit horrowing perhops to be

dragged through it oll ogoin, isn't if? (Betty 226-7)

At this point my nursing voice was dominant because I have often listened to

parents talk about their pain, and sometimes anger, when family members have

either forgotten or chosen not to acknowledge the anniversary. So, I actively

encouraged Betty to contact Pip and Donald. Such encouragement was still

consistent with my researcher voice which emphasised that I was not trying to

take "data" from participants without making some return as part of the

reciprocity of the relationships. The distinction for me in both my working roles

(nurse and researcher) is that I would never "tell" someone to do something like

this, to do so would not be a partnership and would not be "right".
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Alison: Yes, on the other hand it 

.can 
be nice that grand,rtarents remember euen if it

is just to say ,,1 am thinking of you".
Betty: Thot's right. And of course it is Jessie's birthdoy so r could moke o

phone cqll to her in o wqy ond she is a greot chatterer on the phone.Alison: So, yes, that might be a good way. (g"ity 2:6_7)

Should I give i4formation?

I also offered information outside the taped interview or the loan of resources
when it seemed useful. on the first visit to Pip, one of the things we talked about
was that Jessie and Lachie [her other childrenJ did not know that Gracie had
been cremated and that pip and Donald had her ashes. I suggested that
sometimes the opportunity arises which makes it easy to explain. I posted some
books for children about death, which I use in my practice with families, for pip
to read with the children (Althea,lggz: Varley, 19g2;wilhelm,1ggs). At the
second interview, Pip told me that she had told the children about Gracie.

But r did tell the kids obout her beingcremoted ... we werehoving o fire ond
Donold wos hoving his pyromonio phose. The dog dug up o nest of robbits ond
they were guite little so wehavethe ideq thot we don't keep them if they
are too little becouse they ore not going to survive ond the kids ore guite
good obout. so Donald topped them onihe heod ond burnt thern. And r
thought, " Ah yes, this is the opportunity thot Alison wos tolking qbout,, ondr went through thqt with the kids ond told them obout it ond t don,t know if
they listen ed or not but r did fell them. And r soid thqt we have got
Gracje's oshes qnd then they hoven,t sqid onything more qbout it, (pip 2:7)

The beliefs that have guided my actions to provide information or material have
sought to maintain the intent of partnership within the relationship. lt was about
reciprocity (oakley, 1981), which is discussed further in the next section on
qualitative methods. In return participants have not only shared their stories with
me but lent me material which they feft might be relevant, such as Ailsa, who lent
me the book "wrd owed" by Beryr re wiata (1gg7) because,

r found thot very, very good to reod thqt ond it con fit into any sort of
bereavement reolly. Hers wqs definitely for o partner but o lot of the
situotions could come in too ond you qre sitting reading,you think ,,Thot 

is
exoctly how if wos, fhqt's how r fert at thot particulor time,,. (Airsa ,r:22t

Giving qffirmation

Most of the interviews, and some of the letters, had points where peopte asked
me for confirmation about their thoughts. Sometimes this was in the context of
normalising grief to check out that what had happened to them was similar for
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other people. Betty was reflecting on how she and the family had coped with

Gracie dying.

Betty: Do you think some people tqke it horder thqn we [our fomily] hove2

Alison: I think some peo\Ie are not so accepting, Betty. They seem to struggle rnlre
with the meaning of it and the anger of it and then you can't put i,t in your
Iife and keeP going euery day.

Betty: Yes,I guess it is temperoment isn't it? I hove never suffered with blood

pressure in my life- f take things ve?y cclmly on the whole. But it is to do

with how your moke-up is?

Alison: Whi,ch is why it is so indiuidual. (Be'fty ?:16)

My nursing voice felt it was important that I provided the affirmation and support

that Betty was seeking; my researcher voice felt discussions such as this were

an important part of constructing grandparent bereavement.

D What do participants think about the human instrument?

lnterestingly, when I asked some of the participants what it had been like talking

with me, and whether it made any difference to the research that I was a nurse,

their response was focused not on my clinical role or credentials but on the

"nature" of the relationship. lt confirmed the centrality of the relationship for the

creation and development of ideas presented in this research. Catherine was

very clear about this.

Thot [being o nurse /midwife] doesn't moke ony difference - it is you. You ore
very nice ond eosy to tolk to - it is you. When you come inhere tonight ond

started fo tqlk to me I could just sort of f eel myself go "Ahh" [relox]
(Cotherine 2:t6).

Where my professional role was perceived as important or relevant to the

research it was because of the knowledge, skills or insights that participants felt I

brought to the research as a nurse/midwife.

Alison: Does it make any dffirence, knowing that I arn a nurse and a midwife
when you talk to me? ....

Soroh: f suppose T see you as Alison, the person. But then you do have thot
knowledge thqt comes through in your guestions thot you do know

about it [bereovement].
Frazer: As you say it is probobly more the person thqn the job in this

situotion. However, with all your communication skills it would not be

the some discussion without necessorily hoving thot sort of
bockground. (Soroh &Frazer 2tt7)

Beth summed up how l, too, felt, that the role of my nursing voice was to
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passionately believe in this research as having value.

Lastly, does it make any dffirence knowing that I am a nvtrse or a,

midwife?
It probobly does q little and I think thqt is probobly becouse your
interest is there. Something you ore doing becouse you ore coring

[obo ut b er eav ed grond porents ]. ( Beth ?:13 -14)

Whilst I have situated this discussion of roles and voices in relation to the human

instrument it is clearly linked with the next section, on qualitative methods, which

includes the nature of the conversation relationship in which constructions are

debated.

) The trade-off of the human instrument
The adaptability and responsiveness of the human instrument has a trade-off in

that l, as researcher, came with my own constructions of reality. My concern has

been to ensure that it has not dominated the direction of the research and the

development of group constructions. From the start I used reflexive journalling to

explore my constructions of the research, the decisions I made, my experiences

and my constructions of grandparent bereavement. This helped to track changes

in my views which have then become integrated in this thesis, such as the

excerpts in Chapter 2, which reflect my thinking in 1995 and the text in Chapter

7, which reflects my thoughts in 1999. One area that I re-visited severaltimes to

reflect about was the role of gender in this research. I was conscious that the

majority of participants were women, a feature of qualitative family research

where fewer men seem to take part (Daly, 1992b). I was also aware that within

the texts, features of the category "parent of adult parents" included the support

which grandmothers provided to newly bereaved parents. Whilst exploring this

category | was challenged by Daly's (1992a) comment that researchers' gender

"may affecLtherr VerceTilons of how famrly members carry out, roles" (f .9).1

spent some time critically reflecting on whether the roles I hold, and those I have

experienced women having in my family, led me to construct grandrnothers as

nufiuring or whether it was a constructed reality for individual participants. As

discussed in Chapter 6, we reached a position where participants supported a

view that both individual responses and gender differences shaped

grandparents' constructions and activities.
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The other strategy I have used to balance the power that I have as the

researcher, was debriefing with supervisors. This offered a space to explore

things which arose and to test out my proposed responses. Early in the

research, I debated at length with one supervisor how I was going to manage the

process of finding out whether a family member who was taking part, was willing

for another family member to know that they, too, were taking part. I then

debated my responses if they said "No", they did not want other members to

know about their involvement. These debates became increasingly important as

a whole range of ethical decisions emerged (see Chapter 5).

Qualitative Methods

Qualitative methods offer the means for the "human instrument" to find out about

the research issue. The following discussion of qualitative methods in this

research is divided into conversations with interviews or letters, constructions of

conversations as texts, constant comparison aS a process for analyses, and

issues of rigor.

The main source of information in this research has been gathered from both

interviews with, and letters from, participants. As I proposed in Chapter 3,

conversation as relationship has been a way of exploring constructions. In taking

part in conversations I have seen them as dialogue with another person not to

another person. We can all think of instances where someone talks at or to us,

but to create new insights, share experiences and understandings the dialogue

needs to be with each other; turn taking, clarifying and checking. As I explored

in the previous section, the voices of nurse and researcher have guided how I

have responded in conversations. However, by using the word "conversation" I

am not implying that there was a lack of focus or direction to the research. I

worked with the perspective that D. Jean Clandinin and F. Michael Connelly

(1994) proposed where conversations include "n-de7th Trobnq, bvt rL e done

n a gftuatron of mutual trust, letennq and cannq lor the ex?enence

descrbed by the other" (V. 422). Whilst the focus of the study was on in-depth

exploration, the earlier examples from interviews and letters illustrate that there
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was a blend of unstructured dialogue, listening and very structured question and

answer discussions.

A considerable amount has been written about interviews for the purposes of in-

depth, unstructured orstructured discussion (e.9., Chirban, 1996; Finch, 1984;

Fontana & Frey, 1994; Gordon, 1997/8; Kvale, 1996; Miller & Glassner, 1gg7;

Mishler, 1986) but there is less writing on the use of letters. Clandinin and

Connelly (1994) position letters amongst a range of personal experience

methods, which include interviews. As they explained, there are similarities

between interviews and letters as,

ln letters we try to q:e an accovnt oI ovrselveE, make meannq of our
ex?enences and attempL to establtsh and marnlan relahonsht?s amonq
ourEelves, our ex?enence and the ex?etence oI anoLher....one of therr
merfts Ilettersl s the eqvalfty establtshed n the q:e and take ot
conver=ailon (p. 421).

The issue of equality is an interesting one, given that the time delay between

posting and receipt of letters does create a space where neither person can

dominate the conversation, which is always in the balance within the spoken

conversation of interviews. Was there a difference, from my perspective, having

conversations with participants through interviews or letters? My sense is that

letters can be, but are not always, more reflective and structured than interviews.

However, letters do not share the joint excitement of new insights. lnstead, the

reader, or writer experiences these alone, and there is a delay until the next

letter goes conveying news that the previous letter created this response.

However, I believe the differences I perceived between conversation style in

letters and interviews, were as much to do with the different relationships I had

with individual padicipants as it was to do with different media of conversation.

What did participants think about interviews and letters? As the first and second

group circles used either interviews or letters for conversations I was interested

to know whether pafticipants favoured one or the other approach. So, I asked

the question in the third circles framed around "If you met rne at interuiews - would

you haae preferred to haae written down yoar exPeriences in letters?" and 'If you

wrote your experiences by letter, would you Prefer to haae met me personally at

interaiews?" Participants whom I met in interviews unanimously favoured

interviews. Several pointed out that they were not letter writers and would not

have taken part if the research had relied on letter writing. For Colston, Elisabeth
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and Jenny, the reply was less definitive. All favoured the opportunity of writing

but also valued the idea of meeting face-to-face which enables an immediate

conversation as opposed to a postally distanced conversation. Colston explained

this as,

Writing to you gives me o chonce to think in depth, which f moy not hove done

in an interview. f usuolly reod your letters ond put them owoy for a few days

to let them stew bef ore answering, this gives ma time for ref lection. Yet I
would dearly love to hove met you. (Colston 9:4)

It seemed that the premise on which everyone undertook to take part in the

research, whether interviews or letters, appeared to be the one that they

favoured for our conversations. Having considered letters and interviews as the

methods of conversation in this research, there are three aspects to consider:

how conversations were structured; how conversations from interviews became

texts; and a note on analyses.

Hout c onv er s at ions w er e s truc tur e d

Making the epistemological claim that conversation is the place in which ideas,

emotions, reflections, experiences are shared, and the place where

constructions are created, critiqued and developed means that I need to give

some detail of how the conversations unfolded. For, as James Holstein and

Jaber Gubrium (1997), writing from a social constructionist perspective, claimed

the how of active interviewing, which in this research includes letter writing, is as

important as what is asked. The "what" has been discussed in the earlier parts

of this chapter. To explore the "how" I could give extensive excerpts from

interviews and letters, but instead, I have chosen to offer my construction of the

process, balanced with the constructions participants were willing to share.

Within my construction of conversations as meaning-making social interactions I

believe there are three key areas: reciprocity in practice, respecting family

space; and time and energy.

Recip ro city in practice

Viewing conversations as meaning-making interactions, means that the

relationship on which conversations are grounded determines the possibilities of

that meaning-making. Hence, the beliefs I discussed in Chapter 3 are the ones I

have worked to uphold in interviews and lettenruriting. In particular, these beliefs
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have been about establishing a relationship with rapport (Fontana & Frey, 1994)

which involves both trust and give-and-take. Oakley (1981) described this as "no

nhmacy wrthout rectproaty"(?. 49).In response to this, when I planned the

study lwrote,

The study is about families and we all come from farnilies so it may be important
for participank, who are sharing about their families or their practice as health
workers in families, to know where I come from in terms of the research and my
family and practice. I will share this detail on both the infonnation sheet and in
the first meeting if this is appropriate. (Research Proposal, 1995, p. 3)

Striving for rapport within research relationships has meant that participants

have asked me lots of questions about my own experiences of family and

bereavement. I have answered these honestly, without protecting what have

been painful areas in my own life. The importance of "intimacy", in the sense of

trust and closeness, is in creating a space where both participants and l, felt

safe to share ideas and feelings, which meant that unanticipated disclosures felt

"safe" (see pp. 154-155). The importance of caring about participants and

sustaining research relationships which we had developed together was the

reason I felt passionately about keeping in touch with participants. Undertaking

doctoral study part-time, in the context of commitments such as work and home,

meant that there were active phases and slow phases. I was very conscious of

keeping in touch with participants in between our interviews and letters in the

group circles. So, in November 1996 after the second circles had been

completed with the grandparent and parents groups, I started the first of a series

of newsletters and phone calls about every 3-4 months from the last contact with

participants. They were newsletters of progress in the study and of general

conversation. From my perspective they represent reciprocity and sharing

because I did not expect to be able to enter and leave people's lives for short

episodes of interviews and letters without making the effort to sustain an

ongoing relationship.

Resp ecting family space

Writing about families, Daly (1992a) noted, "Lhey are typrcally Lhovqht ol as

bernq one of the mogt closed and Vrvate ol all soctal qrou?s. fanily memberg

coalesce n the ?rocesses ol Vreserunq and Vrotecilnq ther tradttrons,

secrets and habfts" (f . 4). The question then, is where do we, as researchers,
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stand in relation to these places. From the start of the research I wanted to

develop a relationship with participants where they could feel safe to explore

personal and family experiences, as far as they wanted to. I had no wish to cross

boundaries into the family space where participants might share information

which they regretted with hindsight, since that was not about a safe, regardful

and respectful relationship. As I explore in Chapter 5, there were unanticipated

disclosures by both participants and myself, but the context of the relationship

provided ways to acknowledge these safely. When writing the research proposal

I wondered how "far" participants might trust me to explore some of the realities

of family life, which include conflict and differing perspectives. Even at the first

meeting some participants chose to explore differences in views and behaviours

within the family with a candour that I found startling. However, such comments

were firmly situated in a stated context of love and appreciation for family

members, whilst at the same time "seeing" that everyone, self included, has their

weaknesses or irritating habits. lt is a view that is part of the joint construction

where everyone is appreciated as trying to do their best even though it can result

in differences and tensions.

During the third circles I asked grandparents and parents if they felt "there is some

i.nformation that is not shared wi.th a family outsider'such as myself? Things which

are too priuate?" (March 1997 oueraiew questions). The consensus was "No"

people felt that they had talked freely about the things that were important about

grandparent bereavement. Diana & Rupert said that, "As fon os we were

concerned'oll wos revedled"'(Diano & Rupert 3:1). Colston wrote, "f don't consider

you to be on 'Outsider', the purpose of oll this is not intrusive" (Colston 9:4). These

comments reflect the intent of the relationship where we all shared the same

goal, to acknowledge grandparent bereavement. From one perspective it was an

advantage that I was not a family member, because I was not part of the

bereavement. As Ailsa explained,

Even people who were there ot the time, they hove qll got the same f eelings

os you ond you con tolk qbout it, but it brings it oll bock. When you tolk to
someone else [not fomily] it is all the little f iner points perhops you forget
about ond it brings it oll bock and perhops oirs it ond puts it owoy in q sofer
ploce, so thot it is put to rest. (Ailsa 3:221
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There was a sense of relief described by several grandparents and parents in
being able to share feerings with a "safe" non-famiry member, which was an
opportunity that some grandparents had not had whilst they had maintained the
role of supporting the parents, From another perspective, there will always be
areas that I cannot share as a non-family member. As Terese explained, *there

ore some things thot I could shore with you ond not shore with the fomily, but
there ore some things thot r could shqre with the fomily ond not shore with you,,
(Terese 3:20), such "things" are about a shared understanding, based on
intimacy, shared events and memories of being there at the time, which might be
explained, but from Terese's perspective would not have the same meaning for
a non-family member who is outside the family ,,culture".

Time and energy

The length of interviews and letters varied hugely and duration gives no sense of
the nature, the intensity or the new understandings which occurred in the
dialogue of that space. However, to give the context; interviews ranged from 1-2
hours for the first interview, 30 minutes to 2 hours for the subsequent interviews
and letters ranged from 3 to 12 sides of A5 or A4 paper. Of course, within that
conversation space, we talked about other things like gardens, families,
holidays, books, as well as about grandparent bereavement. My research journal
entries reflect that conversations existed in different forms. Sometimes they
were a very creative space where we "sparked" ideas, depth and insights.
Sometimes our attention was focused but the conversation did not have a life of
its own which, from my perspective, was why it was valuable to be able to re_
read letters and transcripts to re-visit and gain new insights. The cornmitment to
channelling energy into that interaction was, at times, draining for us all.

Ailsa said, looking back from our third meeting,

r found qfter the f irst oneT felt completely washed out, compl etely droined.
Not qfter the other ones but the first one I found thot. perhops it was
bringing everything to the surfoce goin ond in onother woy thot is probobly o
help. rf is probobly onother port of heoling ond it is probobly very good f or
everyone to do thot. (Ailsa3:ZZ)

Similarly, I learned to transcribe and work with texts for analysis or stories in
short sessions of 1-2 hours, then I needed to physically move for a few minutes
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to release the pain and tension that I had absorbed as I tried to work with the

meaning in the words. I also learned to allow plenty of time after interviews and

reading letters to both reflect on what had happened, write my fieldwork notes,

and to let go of some of the feelings and pain that I felt having listened to

people's stories.

Before interviews and reading letters I took a few minutes to centre my attention

on the forthcoming conversation. Sometimes it meant that I did not read letters

on the day they arrived and I would wait for a time in the next day when I had the

opportunity to re-enter the world of that relationship and attentively read what

was written. Catherine noted the same point when she told me in our third

meeting that she had kept the letter and copy of the March 1997 overview in a

drawer for several weeks because she did not want to look at it immediately

because it would being back pain and memories. When she chose to read it, it

was at a time when it felt "olright". These quotations illustrate the commitment

that participants gave to this research by re-living their pain; it was a gift that was

both a privilege and a weighty responsibility. lt was a privilege because

grandparents and parents unstintingly gave me their gift and talked about

intimate and painful issues with insight and depth in a way I had not imagined

possible. The gift was a weighty responsibility in terms of making choices and

decisions to honour that gift, which are explored further in Chapter 5.

The reason that people took part in the research and gave such commitment

was their valuing of grandparent bereavement as an important issue. Parents

perceived that recognition and people outside the family gave support to them

when their child died. In contrast their parents received nothing and part of the

parents' commitment to the research was seeking to redress that injustice.

Ali.son: [Was there] any reason why would were happy to take part in the research

and suggest it to your mother?
Rose: Just thot f think it is very voluoble becouse it is not something thot we

ever thought obout before. But I see thot there is o big gop in support.

I meon it is there for us [porents] if we wanf it, but for people like

grondporents fthere is nothing]. It [the reseorch] is so thot they don't

f eel like they don't count, because they do. (Rose ?:24)

From the perspective of grandparents their interest in the research was to help
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others and to claim a place for grandparent bereavement. As Terese said,

r thought it wos importont os on issue.... When you think qbout it thereis not
much fhought given to whot grondpore nts f eel iike ot oll. They just carry on,they're not suppos ed to have f eerings, they just carry on os normqr.
(Terese 2:t6).

Terese described, in her story that few people wanted to hear how she felt,
which contributed to her sense that people and society do not expect
grandparents to have feelings. Elisabeth explained the importance of
acknowledging feelings when she wrote, "r think the finished product will be of
great use to bereaved grondporents who don't know whqt is expectedor how to
express the great sense of loss ond sodness they feel,, (Elisobeth 3:2). Margaret,
too, was motivated for other grandparents, "weil, r just thought if it wss going to
help someone else - thqt is o good thing" (Morgoret & Keith z:24).

The extent to which the research was perceived as abre to help other
grandparents varied and was tempered for everyone by an appreciation of the
individuality of bereavement. whilst the event of having a grandchild die is
shared, the experience and construction of it varies. As Beth said in her story, it
is "individually different for everyone,with the common bond of emptiness ond
loss" (see p. 2gO).

I made a decision prior to starting the study that I would audiotape the interviews
if people gave permission, whereas Lincoln and Guba (1ggs, p. 241) favoured
the use of fieldwork notes wherever possible. I was aware, from my experience
in both clinical practice and education, that the presence of tape recorders can
be disconcerting at the beginning of a discussion and that this can continue if
this tension does not fade like an habituation response. My decision was made
on the basis of the following points from my practice with bereaved families that I

discussed with supervisors and colleagues. I felt that people talking (even
voluntarily) about such a personal and painful event as a grandchild/child dying
needed support in terms of "quality listening". This meant focusing completely on
what they said, maintaining eye-contact and being an active part of the
relationship' I could not provide this while simultaneously jotting down points for
research data. I wanted the process of moving from conversations to joint
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construction(s) to be transparent and traceable to participants, so that they could

go back to what they had said and see how this was related to the finaljoint

construction. Finally, I wanted the voices of pafticipants to have a place in the

research text, not just as reported through my eyes, or with short quotations.

This meant taping the actual words they used in interuiews to then be able to

develop their stories. I used two tape-recorders in each interview to ensure

quality for transcription. This became particularly important where there were two

participants and myself talking. So, did the arrival of two tape-recorders

constrain participants willingness to talk? I did not have a sense that it limited the

conversations and the perspective from participants was similar. Marie wrote

after two interviews, "I initiolly found oll the eguipment o little dounting but

realised ofterwqrds thot I hqd forgotten obout it once we storted tolking" (Morie

Letter:3).

C o ns tr ucting tr ans cr ipt s

Moving from audiotapes to transcription began a process of.constructing

conversations as written documents. The decisions were who was going to

transcribe and then, how to transcribe. Advice from many of my colleagues was

to have tapes transcribed by an "efficient typist". After the first interview with

Terese I felt that I could not hand over the tape to a stranger. There were things

that we had discussed which were a window into painful and personal areas. I

felt that giving the tape to someone who had not been part of the discussion,

and who had not sat in the context of that home and stafted building a

relationship with Terese, would be putting something special and private on

public view when it was not ready to go there. I added to these feelings the

argument that, in transcribing the tapes, I would have the advantage of

repeatedly hearing what participants said. I went on to transcribe 57 interviews.

Looking back from now, it was the right decision, although it would not have

been an option with a larger study. I did have comments from several

participants that it was "good" to hear that I was the only one who heard the

tapes. Two participants who regretted something that they had shared in a

moment of intimacy knew it could be edited out and that l, alone, had heard it.

Listening to the tapes three times (typing, checking and final checking of the
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transcript content) meant that I developed a very clear view of who said what in
which interview which was helpful during analyses.

The next question was, "How to transcribe?", because the transcriptions
became the texts used in the analyses. As Kvale (1996) pointed out, .,the

queshon 'what s the correct transcnptton?' cannot be angwered - there s
no true, oblectve transformabon from the oral to the wrftten mode. A more

conEtructve questton E: 'what s a vselul transcnptron for my researcn

VvrToses?"'(7. l 66). The answer I chose was to form a written document that
used the actualwords of participants. Editing during transcribing was confined to
removing some of the unevenness of direct conversation such as omitting
repeated "ums", since I decided these could be safely ignored, I also added
punctuation to form speech into sentences whilst constanfly being aware that in
this process I was constructing, and potentially changing, the meaning
(Sandelowski ,1994). I affirmed to everyone that the transcripts were the raw
materials and that the version which would go on public view would be formed,
smoothed and sculpted as a written communication. Transcripts were posted to
participants to read, to alter and to return if any changes were needed. After
these changes the agreement between participants and myself was that the
transcript would be used within the analyses. From the transcript sorne excerpts
would be used as quotations and they could edit and consent to the use of
these, particularly in relation to the context in which any quotation was being
used' In practice, participants'editing was minimal and it occurred in only eight
transcripts. lt was confined to correcting names I had misspelt or a change in
punctuation to alter the meaning of the text.

I had not appreciated, until I met participants in second interviews, just how
important each part of the research was for some participants as a validation
and acknowledgement of their dead grandchild. Several grandparents noted that
they were keeping their copy of the transcript in a ',special place" or ,,in 

a

memory box". Several commented that this material was for their ch ild, the
parent of the grandchild, to be able to read. This created for me an irnperative to
consider what purpose the "partners" in the research wanted the materials to
serve. My purpose was clearly different from that of some of the participants and
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yet the transcripts could be created to serve a dual purpose as a reference for

the research and as a family resource. The change I made in response to the

question "What is a usefultranscription for participants' purposes?" was to

consider the quality of the copy that participants held. When I knew that people,

like Marie, read and re-read the transcript I printed it in 14 size font for easier

reading and offered an extra copy for the memory box, whilst the other copy

remained in everyday use. I also transcribed handwritten letters and sent a copy

back with a photocopy of the original for participants to check the copy of the

letter. After confirmation from participants, this became the "data" which I was

using for analysis and participants could then refer back to the typed copies to

see the source of my coding categories.

Editing

Editing was a process that I actively encouraged participants to do throughout

the research. Editing was minimal for all the items which participants checked;

transcripts, stories quotations and the joint construction. From my perspective,

the importance of editing as part of the process of member checking was that it

upholds a relationship of partnership since this is a piece of research where

participants and I have jointly shared and created the constructions - so we

jointly own the material. As I described in the section "Respect for the Gift" in

Chapter 5 (see p. 171), I believe editing has an ethical imperative. However, it is

also congruent with the constructivist paradigm where multiple constructions can

be seen as situation and context dependent. This means the story | share about

Event A today, will differ in small or large ways from the story that I present

about Event A tomorrow. The differences between the stories will be a result of

circumstances such as how I feel, new insights I have had about the event, and

who the audience is. All the stories and quotations are "true" to the participants

as representations at the time they consented to their use. However, as time

progresses these may not be the representations that participants now want to

put forward in text. This meant that the opportunity for participants to edit until

the final draft of this thesis was consistent with re-visiting, re-viewing, re-fining

their story to present to different audiences. At first they shared their ideas with

me, then their stories with each other, and now their ideas are shared in final

form with the unknown public as readers of this thesis.
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Encouraging participants to re-view their materials would not be congruent with

an exogenic view of knowledge where interviews or letters "capture" reality.

However, I have viewed conversations in this research as media for constructing

reality through the use of language which, given the differing interpretations

(constructions) of words, both communicates and potentially obscures meaning,.

As Jody Miller and Barry Glassner (1997, p. 105) debated, interviews (and I

would add letters) provide only a small window "inside" the experience which

exists "outside" of the interview. So, editing, in some senses, is like trying to

polish the glass to give a clearer view through the window on to that experience.

The continuous interaction between analyses and conversations meant that

much of the detail of analyses has been explained in the cyclical process of the

hermeneutic dialectic circles. The two aspects of the analyses that I want to note

are the process by hand, and tracking decisions within the series of analyses.

The process by hand.

I undertook the process of constant comparison by hand, physically cutting up

texts (letters, transcripts and fieldwork notes) into units of analysis that varied in

size from a sentence to a page of text. I stapled units to index cards which were

labelled with identifiers cross-referencing to both text sources and to the

category to which I coded the unit. Whilst I sorted units across the participants

within the three circle groups, I always filed the units within envelopes labelled

with categories in a folder allocated for each participant. This meant easy access

to source and re-sor1 material because, by the end of making the fourth circle,

there were 1298 units relevant to developing constructions of grandparent

bereavement. Analyses by hand had not been my original intention. I had

planned to use NUD.IST (Richards & Richards, 1994) as computer software to

manage my coding of the large amount of information and to provide a trail of

decisions on the coding process. The context of my life, which surrounds the

research, changed that decision. First, there was no quiet space by the

computer as we lived on the noisy building site of our new house. Second, I

badly damaged one of my hands which meant that typing was no longer an

option. The consequence of changing to the pen and paper process meant that I
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needed to establish strategies to track decisions relating to analyses in the way I

had planned to use the option which NUD.IST offers of printing successive

drafts of coding text to nodes and developing analysis trees.

From the outset of the research, I used the analyses journal to record everything

from thoughts on what to follow up in the next interview, to memos, provisional

categories , and coding decisions. As an auditing process early in the research I

took four transcripts on which I marked the units of analysis and comments

about possible categories. I made three copies and sent these to my two

supervisors and a critical friend for their comments on this coding process' I was

not asking for confirmation that my coding was correct, since clearly that would

be inconsistent with believing that we all construct the world and will have

ditfering constructions. I was asking for feedback on whether my comments

were: comprehensive (was I missing issues of relevance/ importance?); and

extensive (was r viewing the interviews through a sufficiently "wide lens" in terms

of memos and linking ideas laterally?). The feedback was valuable as

confirmation of my comments, of the powerful emotions within the interviews and

offered several other perspectives to consider in relation to the roles which

family members took in the texts. coding changed over time' particularly as

more units were added during the first and second circles with grandparents and

parents. I gradually created a series of documents which recorded how the units

from each participant's text were coded to categories' On the document I made

notes of ambiguous categories and inconsistencies which led me to change

coding. The example in Appendix 9 (see p' a83) records the units used in

analyses of participant 13',s texts coded into categories developed in the

November 1gg7 overview. As one of my struggles was holding in my head the

issues and categories across the three participant groups, I worked with mind

maps to explore possible relationships of categories to each other'

F Issues of rigor in Practice

whilst the wider debate about rigor was part of chapter 3 (see p' 81)' there were

three sources of rigor in practice; the pilot study, the audit trail' and member

checking.
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The pilot study

The piloting work that I undertook at the beginning of this research was
conducted with the belief that I was working with conversations to explore
constructions. lt was for the purposes of trialling my skills, equipment and
decisions in the context of exploring constructions. I did not complete this pilot
work with a grandparent or parent whose grandchild or child had died. I made
that decision for two reasons. First, talking with a parent or grandparent about
grandparent bereavement would have meant that the study started, since what
they said would inform and guide what I talked about with the next participant,
so, in effect lwould be starting into a hermeneutic dialectic circle. Second, I

would feel uncomfortable with "excluding" their story from the research report,
which would be the practice of survey or experimental work, since the
conversation would have been a gift given to the research. My concerns,
relevant to pilot work, were about decisions made during interviews and
transcribing' Therefore, those were the skills that I piloted by practising conjoint
interviewing with two colleagues, which alerted me to a range of practical issues
around tape-recording and transcribing.

The audit trail

The audit trail, which I started to establish from early 1996, was a process of
indexing and locating research materials using the categories proposed by
Halpern (cited in Lincoln & Guba, 1985). I found there were materials which I felt
did not fit into Halpern's categories and ended up noting this separately (see
Table A2.1 in Appendix 2, p.44g). I believe that the most valuable aspect of
using Halpern's categorisation of materials has been the indexing system which
enabled me to rapidly find materials. Kathleen Rodgers and Beth Cowles (1993)
made a similar point when they suggested that whirst Harpern's system is
complex, what is crucialfor atl qualitative researchers is having a process to find
and track information. As I explained in Chapter 3, the process of identifying
criteria and establishing processes, texts and materials as evidence relevant to
the criteria contributed to my questions about the congruence of criteria in a
constructivist study. As a consequence I shifted my focus to maintain a ,'trail,, of
reflections and decision points through my journals, not with the intention to
undertake an audit but to enable writing a reflexive account of the research. ln
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writing this thesis as such an account, I have drawn on the ideas from Koch

(1994) and Koch and Harrington (1998). As part of that story one of the aspects

of audit and criteria is, of course' member checking'

Constructions of member checking

During my debates about the role of criteria in this research I became caught up

inmembercheckingasatechniquewhichisthemainstayofcredibi|ity.Clearly,

thehermeneuticdialecticcirclesdescribedearlier'provideacontinuousmember

checking of my interpretations of dialogue around the participants' At this

methodological level, member checking makes sense because who else but

members can confirm if the researcher has appreciated the issues which

members perceive as important. However, there were a number of problems

which I experienced in relation to the complexity of a technique which enters the

theoretical, ethical and representational aspects of the work (Sandelowski, 1993'

p. 1).

At a theoretical level, member checking presumes that members are

commenting on the developing joint construction from the position of a stable

construction. yet the ontorogicar assumption of the constructivist paradigm is

that constructions change, and they did during this research' stories and

constructions altered with time and new ideas, a notable example was the issue

of whether grandparents wanted resources or outside family suppott for

themselves. Early in the research, many participants, clearly did not perceive a

need for such resources, as Marie explained (see p'103)' However' by the end

of the last circle a number of people commented that perhaps' in hindsight' they

wou|dhave|ikedtotatktosomeone.Theshiftinviewsaboutsupportillustrates

thepoint,whichChar|esBloor(1983)notedfromhisownexperience,that

participants'views can be "?rov9tonal, conlnqent and subpcL to chanqe over

Tlme,,(?,IG4).Sandelowski(1993,p.4)suggestedthattherevisionistnatureof

narratives,andlwouldaddideasandconstructions'isoneoftheproblemsof

going back and checking with members' I fully support sandelowski's point that

the process of member checking resu|ts in change and revision, however, l

believe that has been a strength of this research, to allow everyone time to

reflect on, and re-view, their experiences and ideas - because at an ethical level
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member checking relates to fairness. Member checking also extends to the ways

in which the views, quotations and stories are represented in the text (see pp.

17 1-173).

I came to realise that, regardless of purpose, member checking is not a stand

alone technique; it is situated in the research relationship described earlier,

which, in turn, constructs what happens during the process of member checking.

Many participants took an active role in this process, making exhaustive notes

on anything I asked them to look at, and spending time discussing ideas with me

during our meetings. Other people were more factual and less likely to debate

issues at length. This seemed to me partly how people we as individuals and

also about learning a role. Some participants made more comments as time

went on and some participants made comments some times and not at other

times. This suggests that time and energy are important parts of the context of

the checking. There was another context that I did not immediately appreciate

until one participant explained to me that this research was "different", with a

positive connotation. I had talked with participants aboutthe process of this

research and the idea of working together in partnership to discuss and debate

ideas. For some participants this experience was "different", to their previous

experiences of research where they had provided data, such as blood samples

and activity diaries with no further contact with the researchers. This highlights

the importance of knowing how participants construct the concept of member

checking since it determines what happens in the process. As Bloor (1983)

wrote, the responses of members are not "rmmaculately prodvced but rather

are shaVed and conslraned by the arcvmstances of thetr VroducEwn" (V.

| 7 I ) - a view which, as Sandelowski (1993) suggested, means that member

checking itself is a social process which should be open for analysis. So, where

does member checking fit in this research? lt has been part of the research but,

given the earlier points, I do not claim it as a technique to establish

trustworthiness. Instead, it has been a process about checking that participants

(Other) are happy with their place in the text and with the claims that the text

makes about grandparent bereavement.
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SOME THOUGIITS TO CLOSE

This chapter has unravelled the bricolage of this research with the expectation

that, in making the reasoning behind the practices transparent' it is possible to

understand the context in which this research was created' There are many

decision points, in a study such as this, where different researchers might make

different choices and, in most situations, there is not an absolute "right" decision'

what I have tried to demonstrate in this chapter is that the choices I have made

in this study are grounded on the beliefs discussed in chapter 3' and the

research aim presented in Chapter 2'

The key aspects of this research explored through this chapter' are the process

of hermeneutic dialectic circles which were used to develop the joint construction

andtheindividua|stories.UnderpinningthecirclesWerethenutsandboltsofthe

research which included: the form of the research shaped through

conversations, transcriptions and analyses; the duet of nurse and researcher;

andpracticesofauditandmembercheckingwithinthedebateaboutrigor'The

research relationship has remained central throughout every aspect of the

research; from the hermeneutic dialectic circles, to how conversations

developed, to decisions about transcribing and member checking' lt has been

the reference point in decisions to consider what choices there could be' if I

wanted to uphotd a respectful partnership. The positioning of this study within

the arenas of qualitative, family and thanatological research meant that there

were a range of situations and choices that emerged in the context of .,What was

the right thing to do?" This is the story' which unfolds in the next chapter' where I

explore the context of dealing with the anticipated and unexpected ethical issues

that emerged during the studY'
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CHAPTER FIVE

A STORY OF EMERGING ETHICS

TI{E DEVELOPING PICTURE

The story in the previous chapter explored many of the choices and decisions in
the research process. This chapter continues in the same vein, exploring the
emerging ethics of the situations and choices which arose as the study changed
from a sketched outline of ethical considerations at the beginning, to a fully
painted picture at the end. The positioning of this study is at the point where
three areas of research intersect; qualitative, thanatological and family research.
These areas of research bring particular ethical issues, which have been a
significant part of this research in terms of my own learning. In turn, I believe the
story in this chapter makes a contribution to the debate surrounding research
ethics' The particular issues arising in family research mean that the following
discussion is predominantly focused around participants who were grandparents
or parents, not health/bereavement professionals.

Lincoln and Guba (1985) noted that desig n "meane ptanntnq Ior cer2arn broad
conilnqenaes wfthovt, however, ndrcatnq exactly what wtll be done n relahon to
each" (?. 226)- For the purposes of gaining ethics committee approvat I had to
provide some detair around the "broad contingencies,,. However, that approval
was like a llcence to drive. only after gaining the licence was I able to experience
the range of ethicall decisions needed, similar to being a newly qualified driver
who is faced with fitting their car into a tight parking spot. As Denzin and Lincoln
(1994) highlighted, the decisions can be challenging to resolve, as *researchers

now struqqle lmy emphassl to develop sftvattonal and transEftuattonal eth*s that
a??ly to any qtven research act', (p. I Z). partof the struggle which I

experienced, was working as researcher-bricoleur (see discussion of this role on
p' 89) to find ways which "felt" right to respond to situations where statements in
codes of ethical conduct (e.g., American psychologicalAssociation, .lgg2:

I "Ethical decisions" used to denote moral decision making where ,,moral,, 
is about right andwrong and linked to the principles of beneficence and non-_maleficence.
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Nuremburg Code and Declaration of Helsinki referred to in Levine, 1986) did not

provide direction for what was happening in the study.

AT THE BEGINNING - THE CHALLENGES AND THE CONTEXT

When I first started planning the "broad contingencies" of this research, the

comment from several research colleagues was, "That sounds very interesting

research... but you might stir things up for the people, you might make them

cry". This comment constituted a challenge to me as a nurse-researcher

because it implied that the research might be harmful and people would be better

left "in peace" rather than being asked to revisit painful memories. At a

philosophical level it raised for me the question "What is the premise (or the

evidence) underpinning the assumption that research exploring bereavemenf is

likely to be harmful?" lt also raised the question '/s it'better'for bereaved people

not to take part in research and therefore not talk about their expeience and

cry?" in which case should they be protected from taking part? Parkes (1995)

pointed out that this has happened in a number of bereavement studies where

access to bereaved people has been denied by a range of gatekeepers. Yet, my

own experience in practice and research gives me evidence that people do want

to talk and, sometimes, to cry. ln addition, there is a range of work using different

research methods in very sensitive areas of bereavement which, in itself, is

evidence that people have been willing to take part (Cook & Bosley, 1995; Klass,

1996; Rosenblatt, 1996; Stroebe & Stroebe, 1998-90; Stroebe, 1993). The

challenge from these colleagues' comments meant that I wanted to explore, with

participants, their perceptions of taking part in the research and whether they

constructed it as "harmful"? As Alice Skinner Cook and Geri Bosley (1995)

questioned, when reflecting on their experiences of undertaking bereavement

research, "shovldn't sVeculabon about the consequences lor research

VarilcrVants be reVlaced wfth lhe vorces of the bereaved on the malLer?" (7.

| 5S). Moving to the context of constructivist inquiry, Guba and Lincoln (1989)

placed considerable emphasis on ethics, both as a requirement to plan a

negotiation oriented inquiry that can reach consensus, and to avoid one

construction being advantaged over another.
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so, the research proposal, developed at the end of 1gg5, was written in the light
of the discussion above and in the context of a high rever of awareness
surrounding Nz research ethics, resulting from the recent experience of ,,harmful,,

research at the Nationar women's Hospitar (NWH), Auckrand. The cartwright
Inquiry highlighted a number of serious issues that had occurred during the NWH
study of cervical cancer' The resultant recommendations included requirements
of institutional ethics committees to ensure standards of practice for ethical
research (The Report of the cervicar cancer rnquiry, l ggg). This brought the
associated expectation that subsequent research would be rigorously assessed
in relation to ethics. consequenfly, I courd foresee the need for me to give
sufficient detail in the proposalto ethics committees to provide evidence and
reassurance that this study could be completed with sensitivity and without harm
to participants.

The sketched outline - what r proposed at the start
My original research proposal, wriften in November 1gg5, was guided by a
number of considerations. Philosophical writings on ethical ways of knowing in
relation to nursing (e.g., Johnstone, 1gg4; Thompson, Meria & Boyd 1gg4)
provided a helpful background. The rights of clients (e.g., self deterrnination;
privacy; anonymity, confidentiality, fair treatment), documented in codes of ethics
in relation to professionat conduct (e.g., New Zearand Nurses organisation,
1996) were also a relevant context. specific ethical considerations in relation to
the rights of research participants in the different areas of research, such as
qualitative (e.g., Denzin & Lincoln, 1gg4; Hutchinson, Wilson & Wilson, 1gg4);
nursing (e.g', Hoiloway & wheerer, 1gg5; Robrey, 1gg5) famiry (e.g., Dary,
1992a; LaRossa &wolf, 1gg5) and thanatological (e.g., cook, lggs; Rosenblatt,
1995) offered insights into the complexity of research ethics.

The proposal content was formatted to suit the requirements of the SRHA ethics
committees. The following information is taken directly from the main proposal
and indicates the proposed plan for the research. The ethics approval has been
referred to in Chapter 4. I have included this entire section from the proposal to
provide evidence of the detail in which lwas planning the studf. This, in turn,

'As this excerpt is shorter than the literature review I have presented it in quotation format.
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provides the context for the subsequent discussion of issues that I had not

anticipated.

Ethical considerations

F Consent

The proiect witt initially be exptained, to potential participants in the

i,nformation s;heet. If tiE are-i,nterested thE are inui'ted to ri'ng and discuss it

further to oioig, ior a'meeting with myself to answer any question before

signing *u cinient fonn. It wi,It be stressed in this pre-consent m,eeting that

confid,enti,a6:ty- i i"tntained i,n the stud,y and, that the participant retains the

choiceastowhethertoaud,iotapeinteruiewsandtoturnthetapeofatanypoint
in the interuiew. consent in thi,s stud,y is written, wi'th both myself and the

participant )iii"l,"s copies of a signed, form- To acknowledge the fact that rnany

participants witl lraie iifferent uiews on aspects of this study such as haaing

d,irectfunidenffied)quotesused,inpubtications,prefen'ingashortsummaryto
the whole thesi,s or wanting to only parricipate i'n one interaiew the consent form

has a range if optlon, whlch tlte iirtlcl,ints can tick, amend and sign' Whilst

the consent i;; is signed, to si'gnt'fy witiingness to participate in the research' I
wi,g ako check uerbally for conti,n'iing consent at the ti,me of the second and third

interuiews.

Respect for the intimate storiw from ind,iuid'uak about themselues and their

famiti,es is fund,amental to this research' AII d'ata obtained in this study wiII be

confidentiat. Aiaunpes wiy be numbered and, not named and will be kefi wi'th

transcri.pts i,n locked storage and, datafi,Ies will be on a password protected

computer. i"ii, transcrl.ption of interaiews all names and any idenffiing

eaents will be altered, to protect cinfr.d,entiality of farticipants- The transcriber,

afart from myself, wiII guarantee io respect the confi'dentiali'ty of Particifants

whose tapes she iro^ri,b^ [In the nruit I trans*ibed all tapes myselfl ' Where

d,iscassi,on olinu i*nd, or third, interuiews is based on interpretations of data

from both iiu poilrlpants and, other participan.ts, no detai,Is wi,II be shared about

other participants' uni,que experiencis. Disiussion wiII be in the general fonn of

chrirtcafio'i'r.g "So*ionu ittu has raised, the issues of whether they felt they

could, clai,m to be a grandparent when their grand,chitd, died. How did it feel for

yot'l'?"

D Access to Data

Duringand,afierthestud,y,accesstodatawiltbelimitedtotnyselfandasnoted
aboue wluiinefi locked, and, password, protected,. For the purfose of di'scussing

and uerifyiis aiatysis t^he^ fr, " 'fr^-ts h ^,p rc^ se" *ed, portions of the data

(with pseu:;;;y;,; may be ,io*n to PhD superaisors, consultant for the

research and, the members 0f my PhD peer superui,sion groap for discussion'
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Use of Data and Results

At the end of the raealgh participants will be ffired, the opportunity to haue
their tafes retumed' Where tapes are not requested, tney aia the transcripts will
be kept in locked storage for a rteriod, of s yeirs o, irro**end,ed by the
Australian Nationar Hearth and, Med,icaf Research council (rcgb. were any
further analysis or presentations of this material in anotherfonn e.g. anthologt
of stories is proposed I yitl contact participants to negotiate ronrrni o, refusat fortheir story to be part of this.

Either a short surnrnary of results or copy of the thesis wilt be giuen toparticipants - they will choose which thE prefer to haue. paiicipants when
signing the consentforw witt be noting agreement that the ruearch wilt bepublicly auailable in the fonn of a Phb thesis and publications of this material
may apfear in academic journals- copies of which can be sent to them if they
request' The thesis and publications will only contain direct quotes fuhich arenot identifiable) where participants haue giien permiision for these to be used,.

Risks and Benefits of rnterviews to participants

All in-depth interaiews carry a risk-benefit ratio for participants. The research isnot designed to caase emotional or physical distresiand seeks to aaoid this by:
excluding newly bereaued participants; ensuring that there is careful d,iscussion
of what the research inuorued prior to consent ind, hauing an experienced
interaiewer. Howeuer, as a health professionat I recognie that the sensitiae
nature of the resea.rch topic may froaoke a aariety o/reactions for participants.
The clinical experience that I haue witl be used, ti sit biundaries and, where
necessary stop the interuiew and suggest a\propriate refenal to a Gp, counsellor
or self- help group (most of whom l-iaue tinhs with tn ine bcal area)'. If thre
research has obuioasly "triggered" issues which would benefit from couiselling
then costs of up to three sessions per participant witt be prouidedfrom the
research fund.

If the farticipants haue any concerns about the research or myself, then they can
contact my primary suferuisor as noted on the infonnation ,iuui.-Howeaei, I
would note that research interaiews are not necessarily harmful to participants
and may haue therapeutic fficts. First, because participants who choose to takepart are able to 4ssess themselaes for potentiat harm arising frorn d,iscussion
with rne before consenting to take part. As paaline Boss (iggr), a farnityresearcher noted,

[TarbaVants] may be wser than we thrnk. Those famrhes who aqree to
varhctvate n senEftwe research (e.q. famty ross, ncest, vrorence or
chronrc llness) may sense that they can handre Lhe ',sttrrnq u?,, whereasthose who reluse know (and orten say) that they cannot. (?. t sz)

second, interaiews ofer the chance to talk and, repeci, which can bring a
theraPeutic benefit to the participants. Sally ttutilrlniotnr, Margaret frikon and
Holly Skodal Wilson (1994) recently und,ertook an oueruiew of research on a
wide range of health related topics (inctuding twin d,eath) using in_depth
tf.utaneou.s positiue comments from participants about the outcomes frominteraiews. comrnents incrud,ed: self-icknowledgement, sense of purpose; self-
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au)areness and healing. As the authors noted, this did not necessari'Iy apply to all

participants, but did ipply to a reasonable proportion. This eaidence combined
'with iy cli,nical experience ind,icates that for some parti,cipants i,n this study the

interai,ews *oy oti ot a benefit by prouiding the opportunity to reflect and talk-

Risk of Research for Researcher

Ethical issues for researchers in quatitatiue family raearch are a fossible

occulrence (Daty, 1992d, which is not surprising giuen the intimate area of

stud,y and. strong feetings which family members haae both for and agai'nst each

othir. I am therefore clear that I wiII discuss issues as they arise(maintaining

confd,entialitD with the afbrofriate resource ferson e.g. research consultant,

PhD superuisors, peer superuision group'

Financial costs and ParticiPants

It is anti,cifated that there wilt be no fi,nancial costs to farticifants as a result of

inuolaement in the stud,y. Where expenses are incurred by participants, such as

trauel, child,care or postage these wiII be reimbursed from rny research funds'

Where the studry has triglgered a reaction in a uolunteer participant fus discussed

aboae) which needs coinselling, then the costs of up to three counselli,ng sessions

wiII be met from the research fund,. In recognition of the time, exPertise and ffirt
that participants haae mad,e to the study a token (book or superrnarket) will be

giuei to a4 participants regard,Iess of the extent of their inuoluement. This is not

Zn ad.uertisud, pay*tnt to ind,uce participati'on. Instead i't reflects the

philosophies of both qualitatiue research and nursing, that the Particifant is the
'expert 

and, that expertise is acknowledged and not taken for granted'

F Researcher qualifications for this study

I haue experience in this type of research in terms of d data collection and b)

case stud.y method,. I haae wid,e experience of undertaking, completing and

pubtishi,ng health research i,n the fi,elds of child health, cot death and wound
'healing. 

7 also haue extensiae clinical experience i'n the field of bereauement

support to famiti,es. In the tlKhauing worked as the Auon Infant Mortality Study

Co-ord.inator for 2 years seeing an auerage of 60 bereaued families per year and

in NZ hauing established and supported, with the soci'al worker from NICU, the

Baby Bereaaement Group in Dunedin. I haue a,ccess to support during this study

from seueral other experi.enced researchers in qualitatiue research

methods/family research in teryns of my PhD suferuisors.

(Research Proposal 1995, PP- 26-28)

THE COMPLETE PICTURE _WIIAT EMERGED

The emergent ethical issues were a mixture of anticipated "broad contingencies"

and totally unexpected situations. The question I repeatedly faced was "How to

dealwith the situational and transsituational ethics?" which predominantly arose
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during interactions. Ethics are about views on what is right and wrong. The
problem is that we have individual constructions of ,,fair,,, ,,wrong,, and ,,right,,.

Rather than stating I used my integrity as a basis for decision making, I want to
make more overt the processes I used to make decisions. I acknowfedge that
decisions were grounded in my own constructions of what felt the ,,right,, 

choice.
In making this decision I drew on a combination of ethical principles of the rights
of participants, discussion with my supervisors and the ethical principles which I

believed were inherent in this research. I tested my thoughts against those of
colleagues, supervisors and the local ethics committee administrator, all of whom
contributed valuable perspectives for the final decisions, To make the ethical
principles I hold transparent ljournalled, a strategy proposed by Munhall (1ggg)
and I re-read my thoughts at times when I was unsure of what to do. The beliefs I

held were an ethical interpretation of the ideas explored in chapter 3 and were
the following.

> The gifi participanh are sharing wit! me is both lrecious and priaate; I will treat itwith the respect and care suci o gift desentes.

) The research is a partnership where participants should be ofered, choices and, rightsouer the direction of the research throughout the stuij and. arterwardsa .

D Bereaaernent is a normal fart of tife; it is not to be coaered up or ignored, but is

f:::#::!.Oainfut, 
so this raearch needs to be sensitiate to that pi,n whin making

Y The intent of the resea-rch is for a positioe outcorne by making explicit some of theaperiences of grandparent bereaaement to peoplebutside that experience. But suchan end does not justifl any meansa that haie nigati,a; efech or o'utco*rr-oiparticipanh. eournal2:I2) 
'rrevw v' vwrw"eeo ur

Most of the points that I identified in my journal reflect the intent of the statement
in the book "Dorn q Natvralettc lnqutry,,.

It would be well for the researcher to remember that n a naturalshc stvdythe resvondent shourd be consrdered a ruil Tartner n the study. Theresearcher's qoar s to qet behrnd the data benq corected and to seethrovqh them to the constructed realftres of the resvondent. After havngbeen arowed nto ths very p^vate worrd of the respondents, what,
Tosable nqht' can the rezearcher clatm to harm or destroy ft? (Erlandson,llarrs, Sktpper f Allen, I gg3, p. Eg)

The discussion that follows uncovers the ways in which these beliefs guided my
decisions' I have presented materiar in the foilowing sections; consent,
relationships, responding to distress, benefits of the research, and

3 For discussion rerating to after the study has formaily ended refer to p. 174.o "Ends do not justify rneans" rejects the view of utiritarian ethics.
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consequences of respecting the gift. Clearly these sections are not mutually

exclusive and many of the situations I have included overlap several sections.

The issue of consent

Whilst consent is the theoretical premise underpinning people's participation in

any research, in this study there are three specific areas to consider; ability of

bereaved people to consent, the process of ongoing consent, and the need for

additional consent as the research evolved.

F Able to Consent?

One of the thoughts in my mind when writing the proposal had been the

challenge of whether potential participants (parents and grandparents whose

child or grandchild had died) should be "protected" from participating. ln the

research proposal I used the argument from Boss (1987) that people were able

to decide if they wished to take part. Experience in the study went on to bear out

Boss' premise. I had three comments back from different people who chose not

to take part in the research, each of whom commented that it 'did not feel the

right time to sit and talk about it". This is consistent with the comments of other

qualitative researchers such as Hutchinson, Wilson and Wilson (1994).

ln relation to inclusion criteria I set a minimum time period of 12 months since the

child had died, for people to be eligible to participate. There is no clear evidence

in the literature to support this cut-off point - it was to assure the ethics

committees that I would not be approaching newly bereaved people who might

be perceived as vulnerable. Four weeks after I started interviews Rose, who had

heard me talk about the study, said that both she and her mother would be

willing to talk about their experiences, however, it was only 5 months since Ruby

died. I decided that if they wanted to participate and I had not actively tried to

recruit them early in their bereavement, then it "felt alright" according to my

guiding ethical beliefs. I went back to the ethics committee administrator with this

rationale and confirmed that the selection criterion could be altered which

enabled this family to take part. Subsequently, other grandparents who had

heard about the study and had not been directly approached by me also took

part before the first anniversary of their grandchild's death. In hindsight the entry
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point of 12 months since death of the grandchild was about my response to the

concerns I felt other people might have - not necessarily a correct perception.

Being bereaved does not mean that people are unable to "competently" consent

- they have to make many important decisions, such as funeral arrangements,

around the time of death. Cook (1995) explored ethical issues in thanatology are

and concluded that, in the context of informed consent, rather than working with

the idea of "the bereaved", which implies homogeneity across bereaved people,

it is more useful to work with a term such as "bereaved populatrons" (p. | | O).

Thus some populations (groups) will be able to freely consent and others may

not be able to do so. The question becomes how to know which "populations"

can, and which cannot, consent? In this research I relied heavily on the premise

that if people were interested in the study and they made the approach to me

then, regardless of how long they had been bereaved, it indicated that they were

able to make an active decision to consent.

The idea of consent as a process, as opposed to a "one off consent" at the

beginning of the study, has been written about and advocated by various

researchers (e.9., Munhall, 1988, p.156; Ramos, 1989, p.61). ltconcerns the

difference between consenting with the information of what is involved in joining

a study, and consenting progressively based on the experience of actually

taking part in it, As Streubert and Carpenter (1995) noted, "Research parhapants

shovld be prouded wfth oVportunhes to reneqoilate thetr aqreement shovld an

ex?enence be dfiterenL than they rnrtrally perce:ed ft to ,"" (?. 3Og). This was

the approach I sought to follow. To facilitate Streubert and Carpenter's (1995)

idea of " opportunrty" to negotiate I planned a pre-interview face-to-face meeting

where each person interested in the study could meet me and ask questions.

The idea of a pre-interview meeting comes from my nursing practice in which I

urge families who want to go to a counsellor to meet with the person before

finally making a final decision. At a less personal level it is a strategy that

Barbara Paterson and Ina Bramadat (1992, p. 107) proposed in the context of

oral histories. They used it as a means to prepare participants to meet the tape

recorder, think about resources and memories they might want to talk about in

the actual interview and, most importantly to discuss consent issues and the
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credentials of the researcher. I anticipated that interested people could make an

assessment after I had left our pre-interview meeting about whether they wanted

to continue to a formal interview. In practice, many pre-interview meetings

became full first interviews because people commented that they were "ready"

and wanted to talk about what had happened. An excerpt from my journal noted,

I posted, information and, heard nothingfor 10 days and assunted she did not

want to take part. Then she rang and we a.rranged for me to go for a chat -
which she thin d,ecid,ed, became an interuiew.... The pre-interuiew was aery

much a social chat and, not touching on the research until we started to talk

about the consent. She then had no hesitation in wanting to go ahead with the

intertiew fnowJ. My sense is that she is read,y, waiting and has prepared

fhersetfl to tatk NOW- $oumal S:3-8)

Given the sensitive subject we were talking about, it was not surprising that

many people had psychologically prepared themselves to revisit their memories

and did not want to prepare again for a separate interview. Pre-interview

discussions worked most effectively by telephone, when potential participants

had read the information sheet and I could clarify information about the study.

This meant that the pre-interview phase did not have the face-to-face contact

that I had initially thought would be so important a paft of the consent process'

However, my perception is that not having this meeting did not significantly alter

the consent process, since there was still time for people to think about joining

the study, having talked with me on the telephone or received my first letter,

before actually signing the consent form to take part.

once people had chosen to take part, the first consent form (see Appendix 4,

p.a60) was structured to allow opportunities to re-negotiate consent to continue

to further interviews or letters. The rationale for this was to avoid participants

feeling committed to ongoing involvement when they did not know what was

involved such as, what it was like to actually sit and talk to me about their child or

grandchild's death. Nobody chose to withdraw at any point during the study, and

as a partnership, the participants and t held copies of all the consent forms

where participants agreed to their ongoing involvement in the research.

ln asking participants to consent to further involvement I was very conscious of

how I asked participants. I tended to use the question "Would you be willing to

meet with me/ write about some further things fo dlscuss?" Limerick et al' (1996)
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explored the complexity of power relations in interviews from their own
experiences as interviewers. They highlighted a crucial element of interviews,
which is not addressed in many texts, that "the ?ower of the nteruewees n the
q|nq of the nteruew and our own em?owerment, and mdebLedneEs as Lhe
recevers of thetr qtlt s a contradrctton.,' (p. 44g). I especially felt this when,
early in the study, I felt a tension of not persuading or over-encouraging people
to take part in a second interview and yet, really wanting to hear their perspective
to explore developing constructions. lt made me realise, afresh, the power we
may use, as researchers, to try to ensure that participants continue in the study,
by shrugging off the "indebtedness" to be honourable holders of the gift and thus
advantage the research not the participants.

> Additional consent

I interpreted ongoing consent as being the continuing participation in the
research as it was originally discussed and presented in the first inforrnation
sheet' However, as things happened during the research, new directions or
issues emerged which I did not feel were fully covered by the original consent
form; then we needed additional consent processes for specific issues. These
were; knowing other famiry members were invorved in the study; shifting from
pseudonyms to actual family names5, and preparing to publish the participants,
stories as a book.

As I explained in the previous chapter, the study evorved, much to my surprise
and delight, to have several members of families taking part in the research. My
original assumption was that ail famiry members wourd be ,,open,,and 

wourd tark
with each other about their participation in the study. This assumption was based
on the first family where both mother and daughter took part and talked freely
about the content of the conversations I had had with each of them. ln the next
family, not all the members were aware that other family members had chosen to
take part in the research. I decided I needed to negotiate a further verbal consent
for participants to allow me to tell members of their family that other family
members were also taking part in the study. Clearly, until all the mem bers of a
family had consented, it was not possibre to break confidentiarity by saying ,,can

u 
Refers to the rear names as opposed to pseudonyms - subsequenfly caled ,,rear 

names,,.
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I tell Lisa, you are taking paft?" when I had not yet had consent from Lisa to tell

other family members that she was participating. I had to say something such as

"lf any one else in your family chooses to take part, are you happy for me to tell

them that you are taking paft, too?"To keep track of this "rolling" consent I

documented when I had told other family members about each other's

involvement. To everyone I reiterated the point that information we talked about

in an interview remained confidentialto the participant and myself and would not

be shared with other family members.

As time and the research moved on I decided that we needed another consent

form to take into account the decisions of finalising the content of participants'

stories based on the interviews. This included giving consent for final drafts of

stories to be circulated around all participants so that everyone, including other

family members, had a chance to see the stories and edit them in the light of

reading other stories. At this time, the choice between real names or

pseudonyms in stories became impoftant, as Rose wrote,

Deor Alison, Thonk you for the opportunity to use o pseudonym in our story.

John ond I hove discussed this and would pref er thqt oll our nomes remoin

os they ore. This is porticulorly important to us in Ruby's cose, os her nome

meons o lot to us. I hope this will not couse you ony problems with the ethics

committee. (Rose StorY Droft 1)

I had assumed when I wrote the research proposal that we would have to use

pseudonyms because that was the understanding I had from the current writing

in qualitative research. Looking back now. how could I have been so naive and

unthinking not to appreciate the importance of names in this work? A second

consent form and information letter covered the option for participants to use

either real names or pseudonyms. The information letter and consent form was

approved by the ethics committees (see Appendix 8, p. 478). Towards the end of

the research the participants and I reached an agreement that their stories in the

second part of this thesis should be offered for publication (see p.173). I

developed a third consent form and information letter, which were approved by

the ethics committees (see Appendix 10, p. 485). The form and letter sought to

maintain the intent of partnership and yet deal with practicalities of possible

royalties and a process for participants to participate in the process of

publication.
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Relationships - the consequences

As I discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, this research relied on a trusting relationship

between participants, and myself whether by interview or letter, so that we could

together explore constructions of grandparent bereavement. There were a

number of ethical consequences arising from this type of close and sharing

relationship. These were respecting other issues, unanticipated disclosures,

respecting individuals' choices, and managing boundaries.

F Respecting other issues

Unlike a neatly structured questionnaire the discussions we had in interviews

and letters meant that we explored many ideas and issues which were totally, or

partly, unrelated to the topic of grandparent bereavement. One of the early

decisions I made was not to limit, or cut-off, these discussions to focus on the

research topic. Instead, I wanted to respect the talking and the sharing about

other experiences and constructions of realities. As Fontana and Frey, 1994)

wrote "to lea(n about Teople we must remember lo treat lhem as peovle ana

they wrll uncover therr l:es to us" (v. 37a). Some of these discussions were

part of the everyday conversation of getting to know each other - sharing ideas

on garden design, the weather and differences between countries. Others were

more complex. In these instances, from my perspective, the research interview

or letter offered a chance for people to explore their ideas or give a narrative of

events. Between the first and second interviews, Elwyn, who is in her 60s,

decided to get a passport for a trip overseas and to do this she obtained her first

ever full copy of her birth certificate. In so doing she discovered that she was

adopted.

Elwyn: When it [the birth certif icote] orrived ond I opened it up I sow the no:,''e
of my mother ond I thought thot's not right qnd it didn't indicote my
fqther. I thought something is wrong - this is o mistoke. So then f
thought I hod better ring Mum before f go ringing them [the birth
certificqte deportmentl up. ft turns out thot f'm one of those ones that
hos found out through their birth certificate thot they ore nof who they
thought they were. f wos obsolutely devoststed.

Alison: I am sony you found out that way
Elwyn; well, r thought how many more shocks do you hove to hove in life? Mum

wos very upset thot f hqd found out she hoped thot f never would but of
course she wouldn't probably even realise thot people had to have full birth
certificales with oll the details. But os f soy she got very upset obout it -
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I hod o job to hold the teors bock. I let her know thot T f elt she couldn't

hove been ony better mother becouse I reolly felt ond still feel thot she's

reolly been lii<e a mother.... I thought obout it a lot for doys' My youngest

son I think he'd come in ond soy, "How ore you?" ond ld soy, "r'm fine"

rve not forgotten sbout it but put it behind me - you con't change

onYthing' (ElwYn 2:7 -8)

As Elwyn talked, at no time did I think, 'Thisis nof about grandparent

bereavemenf,,. Given the relationship we had developed it was important for me

to sit, listen and offer my supporl. This was about a very important event in

Elwyn,s life so we talked further about how she and her family felt about it'

one of the most widely used quotations about interviewing has been oakley's

(1981) that "lntervrewnq E ralher hke a marnaqet everybody knows what ft tso an

awful lot oI 7eolle do ft, and yet behnd each closed tront door lhere s a world

ol secretE" (?. 4 | ). lt was clear in some interviews that I had entered the "front

door,, and our discussions shared information that was not on public view' This

was less apparent in the letters from Elisabeth, colston and Jenny who had the

opportunity to re-write their letters if they decided not to share the disclosure with

me. whereas what was said in the interview could not be unsaid' unanticipated

disclosures in qualitative family research have been described as the " Troblem s

lhe exVosure of a famrly to ftself' (LaRossa, Bennett & Gelles' 1981' p' 310)'

The discrosures in this research generaily invorved comments about other family

members such as how they had behaved or opinions about their intentions, none

of which were harsh assessments, in my opinion' some comments were marked

clearly by participants during the interview as being "boundaried" by the

interview and not for use as illustrative quotes. Examples of this were when

people said. "r know this is just you I am tolking to' I would not want this to 90 ony

f urther." sometimes, comments were recognised as a disclosure after the

interview, when participants read the transcript. The guiding principle for me was

that people should feel safe; what they had said should not make them feel

uncomfortable or vulnerable. This meant using strategies such as confirming to a

participant that a comment they had made was for my ears only or editing out

disclosures from the transcript, or final story, so that a permanent or public

recorddidnotexist.Theoptionforparticipantsofeditingtranscripts,whichI
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actively encouraged, was underpinned by the premise of cooperative research in
partnership with participants, I atso sought to avoid disclosures occurring which
might make participants feel vulnerable. I used strategies, such as those from
Daly (1992a, p.1o), reminding peopre that there was the opportunity to turn the
tape recorder off or to stop a moment before sharing their thoughts with me.

However, I would note that not all unanticipated disclosures were perceived al
harmful and they could bring new insights, such as when Margaret rearnt
something about Keith, her husband.

Morgoret: Do you not remember your grondporentsp [turning to Keith]Keifh: They were deod by the time f wos five
Margaret: Both of them? your mother's qnd your fothers I porents]PKeithr Yes
Morgoret: oh, yes. we've only been mqrried 40 years or so ond r missed this one

[she hod not reorised this previousry] (Morgoret ond Keith 1:3g_39)
Just as participants made unanticipated disclosures during interviews, so did l.
when Betty was tatking about being an only child and tearning that she had had
a young uncre who had died in infancy, I found myserf saying something which I

had rarely shared with anyone. This was because r, too, was an onry child.
Betty: r hqve onry been the once [to the gravel,but r wourd guite like to showit to some others in the famiry. gut thoi wourd have b,eenrny uncre. rthink you lock relotions when your mother hos been on only 

"hild 
onayou ore on onry chird ond when you hove o fomily crisis you arepretty

much on your own.
Alison:

Betty;
Alison:

I can relate to what you ary saying. I had arways wanted brothers and,sisters and I discouered when i wis about s0 that *y *,oth* had had amiscarriage.
Similor thing? She hod never tolked of it?
No and I was quite upset because it was my chance to haue had
someone [a brother or sister. (Betty 1:10)

From my perspective, the relationship discussed in chapter 3, grounded on
conversation, partnership and respect, meant that both participants, and myself,
could feer safe if unanticipated discrosures occurred.

F Respect for individual choices
I felt the relationship between each individual participant and myself g enerally
jogged along comfortably. However, the "pseudonyms versus real narnes in
stories" situation brought me up with a jolt, I had to re_appraise how I held each
relationship as equal, trying to favour none, when participants wanted different
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things. As discussed earlier, in the process of reading drafts of their stories in

May 1998 several participants asked to have real names in the stories. So, once

the consent form was approved I posted it out and participants who were the

only individualfamily members in the research made their choice. Where there

was more than one family member in the study it was generally discussed and

the decision made together. The consent forms started to return and all was

going smoothly ... until members in two families favoured different naming

approaches. Clearly a story cannot mix family names and pseudonyms because

some people who did not wish to be identified would be identifiable through the

other names. ln one family, after I had talked with the different participants, the

final decision was to go with the choice of the parents of the grandchild - a

decision which is mirrored through the stories and the joint construction of

grandparents putting the parents first. ln the second family I talked with

participants about their reasons for the decisions. One person was very keen to

have family names, particularly of dead family members in order to see their

memory living on in the story. Another person was keen not to be identifiable to

people in the community who might hear of, or read, his/her story. None of the

participants wanted to change their decision.

The nurse-researcher voice said, "So, what should I do nowT" The tension I felt

was enormous, trying to keep the wishes and relationships equally balanced

without advantaging either. One thought I had was "Should pseudonyms take

precedence?" because the original consent form with which all participants had

joined the study, had stated we would use pseudonyms. The nurse-researcher

voice said, "Buf each person had an equally important reason for their choices."

Then I had fears that if we could not reach a resolution it would break up what

was a grouping of stories in the same family which otfered some fascinating

insights into constructions of grandparent bereavement. The nurse-researcher

voice said, "But the overall research should not be advantaged over participants'

individual wishes." I explored the option of whether we could alter the stories so

that each participant could have their wishes, by removing information which is

common across the stories. The researcher voice said. "But then it would alter the

context of the experience and that would be unethical since it would make one, or

both, stories untrue to the original construction(s)?" So, what happened? lt took us

6 months, over a series of phone calls and letters between myself and the
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individual participants, to explore together the options and the consequences of

each option. We eventually reached a compromise which was acceptable and

which finalised the names in the stories. lt reflects the participants'cornmitment

to seeing the process through in the spirit of partnership and co-operation.

At the point, when all the decisions about names or pseudonyms were made,

there was another important aspect to the naming in the stories. lf real names

were used in stories then I asked participants to follow up with any people

named in the story to make sure they were happy with being identified in the

public arena. This was a form of consent at a distance since I did not have

contact with these people, but asked participants to verbally confirm the

decisions with their families. lf pseudonyms were chosen, then I asked

participants to choose the names they wanted in their stories. lf participants had

no preference for names then I offered a range of names as a starting point to

avoid us having recurrent names across all the stories. At the end of this process

pseudonyms were used in 4 stories out of 20.

F Boundaries

A crucial aspect of relationships with participants was that of boundaries. I hao to

be very carefulto maintain confidentiality, where two members (or more) from

the same family joined the research. This meant keeping separate the

knowledge that I had in one relationship from the knowledge that I had in another

relationship. To achieve this I re-read previous transcripts and notes of all

meetings with all family members, and I reminded myself of anything important

that I should not "know" within this relationship before I went to an interview. This

was rarely anything "major". Early in the research Marie talked about having an

umbrella which symbolised her granddaughter Ruby, and when I first talked with

Rose, Marie's daughter, I did not mention the umbrella because I did not know if

Rose knew about it. Another aspect of the responsibility to maintain confider,i,.rl

boundaries within relationships with multiple family members was consciously

not clarifying misperceptions. When Person A thought something abo ut Person

B, who was in the same family, which did not "fit" with the information I had

directly from Person B, I had to sit tight and make no comment. Occasionally, at

a later point, and only if it fitted in the flow of conversation, I would suggest to
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Person A that it can sometimes be valuable to talk about feelings, or ideas, with

other family members.

Boundaries in relationships meant maintaining confidentiality in settings outside

the research where I knew participants. Some research participants were close

family members of people with whom I worked in my nursing practice and other

participants, I knew, in their role as members of the local self-help group. The

issue of boundaries arose when a research participant, who had already met

with me for two interviews. became a student in the department where I work. I

noted this to my employer and supervisor and then talked with the

participanVstudent about the papers that I teach and assess. We agreed on an

approach that was acceptable to us both where another lecturer marked

assessments and where this was not possible, the work was moderated by

another lecturer.

One of the consequences of this research was that there was always going to be

some distress for participants, since the nature of the bereavement is

distressing. The issues were about responding to the distress, and whether the

research causes, or allows the expression of, distress.

Responding to pain or distress

Parkes (1995) wrote that in research interviews where a bereaved person

becomes upset "thrs rs no Vlace for gaenblc detachment rn the sense ol the

nlervrcwer actrnq lrke a fly on Lhe wall. lf the respondent e n need of help, the

nlervrewer should not hesftate Lo Vroude ft (p. 175). This quotation reinforces

the idea that the researcher role carries with it responsibilities that extend far

beyond not causing harm to participants. One of my beliefs in the research was

that pain is a normal part of bereavement and that I had to support and

acknowledge that pain. The nurse voice said, "But how much pain and distress is

'too much'? At what point does it become 'harmful' or 'wrong'?" An experienced

bereavement researcher, Rosenblatt (1995), also raised these questions. In this

research pain was part of all the meetings with NZ grandparents and parents.

Almost all of the people I talked with paused and cried, or had tears in their eyes-

These were the times we stopped talking, or got out a hankie or had a hug and
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acknowledged that this was very real and painful to remember. l, too, found their
stories sad, upsetting and physicalfy exhausting; and I was only the listener, not
the person who was re-visiting this experience. However, it was Jenny,s second
letter that precipitated me into facing raw distress and trying to decide what was
the right thing to do.

F IIow to respond to Jenny's distress?
My especial concern about participants, distress was for the three UK
grandmothers, who were at a distance where I could not assess the impact of
revisiting their experiences by meeting with them face-to-face. For Elisabeth and
colston, I was not so worried - for Jenny I was. However, it was not that the
research process was causing distress, it seemed to be the opposite; the chance
to write helped amidst the distress. Jenny wrote at the end of her first letter,

The "bottom line" is T f eel so mony things but moinly T f eel confused or
isolated in my grief ond still corrying so much poin. r don't know if this is thesort of letter 

.and_informotion you need but r f eel it's hefped me o litle by
writing about it. (Jenny 1l3)

By the end of her second letter she lifted the curtain on the distress she fett
about her daughter, Sue's, rejection of her.

The deoth of Jordon has had o profound eff ect on my relqtionship with sue.rmmediotely following Jordon's deoth we seemed close os normql, bu t ever sogroduolly Sue stopped phoning ond then stopped dropping in. she soid phoning
me wos diff icult f or her - she hosn't been obl" to 

""ptoin 
why. But by the endof December (6 months ofter Jordqn's deoth) afterr colted her, shesoid she

found my compony poinfur ond even though she knew r wosn,f doing or soying
onything wrong, r upset her qnd she wos wo rse after tolking to rne or being
with me. She did try to let me know I wdsn't fo blame ond thot she did love
me but she couldn't visit onynore or phone me. of course r wos devostoted! rwos being relected without knowing why. Never, through oll the previous
painful losses of my husbond, porents ond Jordon's deoth hove r been in such
mentol pain. For 3 months r kept trying to keep in contoct by popping in or
phoning but groduolly r became ill. christrnos wos diff iculf but sue ond chos
did come for the doy olong with chas, porents ond my brother_in-fow wqs
stoying with us, so we mode on effort ond 9of through the doy but our
mother/daughter rerotionship hos token o r"r"r"beoting. when r deveroped
influenza oqoin ond begon to look andfeel like deoth myself ,only then did
things begin to chonge between us. Sue cqrne over to soy goodbye to her unclewho wos going horne ond when she sow how ill r looked she soid to me later she
wos so shocked she knew she hod to try ond get bock on the right rood.
Perhops she felt cutting me out of her life w-qs in foct more poinf ul thon beingwith me' We are nowhere neor to how we were and r doubf ii we everwill be,
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but I do see her ond Chas every weekor so but weore both hoving to moke

enormous efforts to get ony pleosure from our contoct. (Jenny 2:4)

I struggled with how to respond to that letter. After I read Jenny's letter I wrote in

my journal and talked with my supervisor about the pain I felt being 12,000 miles

away, being unable to go and see her, and yet responsible for the opportunity for

the outpouring of feelings. I even wondered if the fact we could not meet face-to-

face could mean that it was easier for Jenny to share feelings - my supervisor

suggested the idea of telephone intimacy, as in the film "Sleepless in Seattle".

My researcher voice said I was too far away to fulfil the responsibility I perceived

to facilitate a counselling referral. The most I could do was to encourage Jenny

to take up that option. My nurse voice kept wanting to "fix it" - at the least to set

in place some strategies for talking through these issues and exploring other

losses which Jenny's family had had.

The one thing which I feel aery sad aboat when I read your letter is the last bit
about your relationship with Sue. It is similar to another situation that has
arisen in a farniU here and for whateaer the reasons that Sue has felt for
auoiding contact I am uery sad for both of you. Clearly you haue both, and
particularly you, had a lot of losses in a short period of ti,me. It does take a lot of
time and energy to work through that doun't it? That is why I quite liked the

work of Worden when he wrote about bereaaement because he lointed out that
bereauernent is not somethi,ng pathological Iike an illnas) it is norrnal but is
extremely hard work, Iiuing through feelings and putting life back into some

semblance of order.
Haue you thought at all about talking through, some of the things which haae
hapPened, with anyone- euen like a counsellor?Sometimes it can be of
tremendous aalue to haae the quality (albeit paid for) time and attention of
solneone who does not haae a aested interest and therefore uiews as family and

friends do. Do iust ignore this fart if it seems that I haue stepped out of line. But
fart of doing this research has been a sharing and caring within the families
who I haue met and talked with here and that caring ertends to the 3 of you who
haue willingly chosen to wri,te and share uery personal thi.ngs froru the distance

of the UK. I wish I could giue you a hug and we coald haae a coffee together - as

it would be possible if we were both here or there. The least I can do is tell that
you that I appreciate you sharing with me and I hope that 1997 moues on to
being an easier year physically and emotionally for you. I ako enclose a few
excerfts fro//t, an ex,cellent book that some families haue found useful here.

(Alison to Jenny 2:2-3)

It is important to realise with hindsight that Jenny knew what she needed to do to

live with her bereavement, and I was just a small part of the whole picture.
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At the time I did not fufly see that; I had to wait until Jenny wrote back in her next
letter.

r wos soying to my sister how helpful writing to you is ond olthough we,venever met when you write ond send me o bijh ugT f eelcomfortoble ond conoltnost f eelyour orms oround me - thonk yiutirallyour effortson our beholfond olso your kindness. (Jenny 3:3)
After the helplessness and concern I felt with the previous letter, I felt somewhat
reassured that the research itself was not causing the distress - rather that it was
a means of expressing the distress. Time moved on over the next 1g months to a
more peaceful note in Jenny's letters.

r om so looking forword to reoding the completed thesis ond r wont to thonkyou for including me in this study - it ho, helped me enormousry. r,ve poppedo photo in this retter so you con put taces to nomes. As you cen seesue ondchos ore once ogoin smiring, and Lee [their newry odopted son] is such o hoppyloving' little boy - he hos done os much for our fomily os sue qnd chos hovedone fon him. we are oll looking forword to celebrafing his 3.d birthdoy onJuly 1't our first one qs o compiete family. (Jenny 7:3)
My perception, now, is that the research has been given the privirege, through
Jenny's letters, of hearing the reality of her distress, and how she worked
through it herself' I am grateful that, from her perspective, writing letters for this
research provided the "listening eye" in the same way that interviews can provide
a listening ear, because I had not confidenfly held on to that belief when I feft the
pain and despair in her second letter. lt is a reminder that lwas perhaps fearful
that there might be truth in those concerned, well meaning comments of
colleagues that the research might do some harm.

) Distress caused by, or pre-existingo the research?
It was through Jenny's letters that the distinction regarding distress became clear
to me in two different forms' First, the research process causing pain or distress,
for example, by exploring the experience to the point that a participant felt
distressed or unsafe. second, pain or distress that pre-existed the research and
where the process of the research enabled a sharing of the pain but participation
in the study did not worsen the distress.

Res e a rc h ca us in g dktress

I had actively sought to avoid the research process causing distress d uring
interviews by being arert to when it was time to stop talking and to suggest
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ending the interview. ln some instances I chose not to touch on certain areas of

discussion or questions I wanted to ask and held them over to the next interview.

This particularly occurred in the first interviews where people told the story of

what had happened and, in doing so, relived some of those memories. For some

people it was clearly physically and emotionally tiring to do so. I had budgeted for

the costs of a counsellor for participants who wanted or needed to explore issues

further which arose in a research interview. However, none of the participants

chose to take up this option and I did not identify anyone who I felt might benefit

from considering this option. In the case of Jenny, Colston and Elisabeth, I had

always been aware of the physical distance and delay between writing and

receipt of letters, which meant that I had no opportunities to respond to distress

at the time of writing. In large part, I had to trust to the process of the research -

that they had all made considerable effort to contact me and take part, that they

had time to think about taking part and that they all had links to SANDS, which

offers excellent one-to-one support on request. lt was only with Jenny's letter,

that I had a short-term crisis of confldence in the process. As with the interviews,

I actively sought to minimise distress caused by the research through letters by

establishing a safe and supportive relationship in my letters and carefully

considering the questions that I asked in letters. However, I was aware of the

limitations of letters. They sit as bald text that goes back and forth between the

writers. They offered no opportunities for me to "read" participants' responses to

the letters from their facial expressions and no chances to give context to what I

wrote with the intonations of my voice.

One of the things I had not anticipated when I posted the confidential draft copy

of everyone's stories to all the parents and grandparents, was the distress that

this part of the research process might cause. Many people had asked me, in the

course of interviews, how the research was going and what other people had

said, l, therefore, felt that a chance to read each other's stories before the study

was completed was an important aspect of the partnership and also of member

checking for agreement to the final written form. What actually happened?

Twelve of the 20 participants spontaneously commented that it had been really

positive, helpful or confirming to read other people's stories, as we shall see in

the next section, and Catherine made the comment which is in Chapter 4, that

this was her story. However, one participant was upset about their story. After
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contrasting it with other stories they felt it was inadequate and that it was not a
"good" story' I had not anticipated that reaction. From my perspective allthe
stories are outstanding and are unique; they "really" share multiple constructions
of grandparent bereavement. I talked with the participant about the uniqueness
of their story, of the chance to expand and re-write and of the fact that reading
that story had had a powerful effect on another family member who had gained
insight into how the participant had felt when their grandchild died. we agreed to
leave it a few weeks and then I would go to visit and we would edit the story. f n
the end whirst the distress courd not be "undone,,, the participant decided to
leave the story unedited because it represented their story in ,,their 

words,,^

Pre-existing distress

Clearly, everyone who took part in this research shared some of his or her pain
or distress that pre-existed the research. Yet, as the next section highlights, all
participants found different reasons to value revisiting their pain as part of this
research' I was conscious at the end of some interviews that the levels of pain
were high for some people and I reiterated, before leaving, that they were
welcome to ring me or that I woutd telephone them in a day or so. The comment
several people made was that, in looking back over the 1g months to their first
interview, they recognised that it had been very painful for several days after the
interview as they relived memories. ln that sense, the research did worsen the
pain. But, after the first few days things improved, to the point of feering better
than they had done prior to the interview and that their feelings about their
grandchifd had "cotne to f eel good" over the next few months. This suggests the
importance of looking at the consequences of research, not just in the immediate
time period but in the longer term as well, since this research is only a small
moment in people's lives. lf we only focus on the short-term outcomes, then,
clearly this research was about sharing a considerable amount of pain. But in the
longer term, that sharing is the opportunity for some people to re-construct, and
re-interpret events, with new insights.
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OUTCOMES OF THE RESEARCH FOR PARTICIPANTS

The original challenging comment lencountered when planning the research had

focused on the potential "harmful" outcomes of this research and "distress" has

been explored in the previous section. I had anticipated that there might be some

benefits for participants since a large part of this research study focused on

participants' stories told either in letters or indepth interviews. There is a range

of evidence that telling one's experience, as a narrative of events, helps to make

sense of life (Polkinghorne, 1988), of health care (Brody, 1987) and of

bereavement (Rosenblatt, 1996). From our own personal lives we are aware of

the frustration of fragmented superficial conversations rather than the chance to

talk or write in detail. The comments in this study from the participants'

perspectives, and my own view, focused, outstandingly, on the beneficial or

positive aspects of the research. These included:

o gaining insights into where this experience fitted in their lives;

r gaining a sense of meaning from the experience of having a grandchild/ child

die;

. a chance to challenge accepted discourses of bereavement;

r a chance to talk "when no-one else wants to listen";

. a memorial for their grandchild or child; and

. flow-on effects in families.

However, I fully acknowledge that there may be participants who might have felt

unable to tell me that the research had negative outcomes for them. Given the

nature of the relationship that I had with each participant I do not have a sense

that this is likely to have happened for many participants and this is supported by

the fact that eight participants commented spontaneously that it had been "good"

to take part. A further seven responded to my question, "What has it been like to

take part in this research?" with comments of "good" or "helpful".

The benefits perceived as arising in this study were also identified by

Hutchinson, Wilson and Wilson (199a) in a review of research studies ranging

from neonatal death to nursing experiences in Vietnam. The areas of similarity

Were: catharsis; self-acknowledgement; sense of purpose; self-awareness;

healing; empowerment -"tellrnq one'5 story and really feelnq heard can be

em?owennq" (?. | 63); and providing a voice to the disenfranchised, as "rn
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devth nteruews can q,e a vo^e Lo the voceress ... who have never been
allowed to t'ell Lhet story- (v. I c4). The latter was particularly poignant for
grandparents like Terese (see p. 131) and Jenny (see p. 360), who fert
passionately that grandparent bereavement was not acknowledged by others.

Gaining insights into where this experience fits in the lives ofparticipants

one of the clearly identified strengths of conversation in this study was the
opportunity it provided for people to re-interpret their bereavement w1h the
perspective of where it "fitted", both in their lives and in the wider context of other
people experiencing the same bereavement. some of Jenny,s comments,
earlier, highlighted how writing her thoughts down in letters and answering the
questions I asked, had herped her to rive with Jordan,s death. Erwyn, too,
commented on the insights interviews had given her by being able to talk about
her other experiences of bereavement which were linked with Daniel,s, death.
Alison: And has it been atright tatking to me about this?Efwyn: r hove l4t!y enioyea it. rt's probobly, r om not guite sure whereit hosput it oll, it probobly helped me to understond rne a little bit. And

helped me to take it out ond think obout how r felt obout things and r
om guite sure thqt thot hos been good f or ne.r f eer it hos.(Elwyn,2:39-39)

Elwyn returned to the idea of insights in the third interview.
Alison: Would you haue liked somebody to talk to with things like Daniel,s

death?
Elwyn:

Alison:
Elwyn:

Alison:

Elwyn:

weff it is probobry something r haven't thought obout bef orebut rthink thqt these sessions fhot r hqve hod *ith you hove probobly done
on owful lot for me.
That's wonderfal
r reolly f eel it hos and not just with Doniel r sort of .. even with
!jF:"V [Elwyn's husbond. who died twenty yeors ogo]
we haue coaered, th.e two and, they are aery inteilinked, aren,t they,
for vou? And Danier 

lriggering intfuains, that you iiiia not tarkabout when Lindsay d,ied?
Yes,thot is guite right. (Elwyn 3:14_15)

Part of the insight which people seemed to gain was that the experien ce was
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common to other people. Elisabeth having seen the draft of everyone's stories,

wrote.

I knew f wos benefiting from sharing my experiences with you ond olso my
grief wos moving olong between letters ond guestions. ft wqs very comfonting
to f ind thot other porents moke the some comments ond hove similqr feelings.
(Elisobeth 7:1)

Jenny, too, wrote that having to "think guite hord and deeply,,was of ,,tremendous

help" and had helped to feelthat she was not alone. "Thonk you for moking me

feel normol ond not alone, while f hove been trsvelling towords accepto nce of a lif e

without our grondson qnd o new life within our chonged family" (Jenny i:4). These

comments are consistent with the potential for narratives to empower

participants "to a??ly understandrng" (Mishler, 1986, p. 11g).

Gaining a sense of meaning from the experience

The idea of everyone's stories being accessible through self-help groups or

booksellers as a book, arose almost intangibly from comments that there was

little information about grandparent bereavement for grandparents. lt was an

idea supported in principle by everyone. For some, this was the most important

value they saw arising from the research; making a contribution for future

grandparents. As such, it was, in part, a benefit to individuals, since that sense of

contribution could enhance one's sense of worth of self and experience. For me,

too, it became a very important part of the research for "living knowledge" (see p.

11) to disseminate these amazing stories into the public arena and not kept shut

inside an academic thesis. Rose, whose daughter Ruby died and whose mother,

Marie, took part in the research, was clear that the writing from the research

might help people in the future.

f mean you are in a stote of shock when your boby dies ond you don'f know
whot the hell you ore suppos ed to be doing. And you do need something or
someone to soy "You wont to do this now even if you think you don't feel
comfortoble do if becouse you can't do it loter, you hove got io do it now". 5o
f meon thot is it and thot is the only thing fhot comes out of oll the books we
aretrying to write to try ond save other people some of the poin thot some of
us hove gone through. f mean you hove to 9o through it but if you con do

onything to lighten the lood it is worth something isn't it? Thot is our theory -

so thot is one of the reasons thot Ruby wos sent to teoch us so thot we cqn,
perhops, pcrss something olong. (Rose 2:10-11)
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Elisabeth, too, valued the fact that the research, to which she had contributed,

would have benefits for other grandparents in the future. "f think the f inished

product will be of great use to bereaved grondporents who don't quite know whot is

expected or how to express the great sense of loss qnd sodness they feel"

(Elisabeth 3:2). Jenny supported the idea of a book because she had recently

seen the value of a book of stories and experiences about adoption.

I, foo, would be pleased to see o book of grondporents' letters reloting their
experiences in coping with the deqth of o grondchild. Sue ond Chos [her
doughter ond son-in-lowl ore progressing wifh the adoption and she [Sue] let
me read o book written by other odoptive porents. The vqriety of types of
odoption ond the experiences foced wos very helpful ond olso hopeful. So if o
book to aid grandparents hqs the same eff ect it will be very welcome qnd

needed very bodly, f'm oll for it. (Jenny 3:2-3)

The perceived benefits of having their experiences written as an academic thesis

did not weigh as strongly with participants, as the idea of a book which was

publicly available, and rightly so from my perspective. This differed from Gordon

Riches and Pamela Dawson's (1996c) reflexive account of a constructivist study

of 32 bereaved parents which suggested that the academic perspective was an

important part of having a voice.

We wauld arqve that thrs collaboratwe a??roach emVowered ntewtewees n
the sense that our temporary "honorary membershrp" of the bereaved-
parenL communrty added an " academtc votce" whrch was seen by fts
members to q:e weqht to thev verspechve and, n small measure, to
redvce the eolatron whrch aroie from therr farlure to be heard by bhe wtder
soaety. (V.3C4)

The participants in this study, perceived that a book of stories would be heard in

society, in a way that an academic thesis would not. A recent example of similar

work, made widely accessible, was the recent publication by Lois Tonkin (1gg8)

"Strll Lrfe - fudden ELones of strllbrrth and forbrdden qnef". This is a book of

stories from NZ women who had stillborn babies which serves as a reminder of

the practices in the 1950s onwards where parents were refused the chance to

see their dead baby.

A chance to challenge accepted discourses of bereavement

Several people commented that it was "nice to talk about what it was really like"

as opposed to having to fit into established discourses of bereavement. ln this.
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there was a sense of having a voice to challenge the views held about

bereavement. One of the widely held beliefs in the community is that the pain of

bereavement diminishes, almost exponentially, as time extends from the death.

Yet the experience can be very different. As Ailsa said, things do not improve

and can even get worse.

I fhink thot people a?e like thot with ony bereavement though. They f eel

after 3 or 4 or 5 months thot it should be, becouse they hove got on with
their lives they f eel thqf you should be getting on with yours. And I hove

olwoys tried to moke o point of soying to fomily "Don't f orget obout them in

12 months time". Not to my fomily but to other people's fqmilies if they've
lost .... like the funerol we went to yesterday, people should remember those
porents in 12 months time not jusf in the f irst few weeks. Becquse we oll tend
to get on with our own lives ond to f orget obout that long-term ond thot's
when they need it because it gets horder bef ore it gets better. The lody next
door died just over 2 years ogo ond her husbond wos tolking to me over the
f ence one doy qnd he soid, "You know how people say time mokes it betfer? f
don't believe thot ot oll I think time mokes it horder." I wos pleased to heor
that someone else f elt the same woy. Thot it reolly does get worse before it
getsbetter qnd if you know thot is going to hoppen, ond you know thot
everyone else hos been through it the same woy. (Ailso t:2L-?2)

Rose's spontaneous reflections challenged the idea of a hierarchy of grief which

is measured in terms of the age of the deceased or the closeness of the

relationship with the deceased. She also debated the detrimental effect of

comments which include telling someone who has had a miscarriage "Never

mind, it's not as bad as having a cot death", or telling a grandmother, "lt's not as

bad for you, as it is for the mother". Both statements assume a stereotypical

response to bereavement based on a hierarchy, rather than on the meaning of

the dead child for each individual.

the younger the person is thot's died, the less time you've got [to be ollowed

to grieve for theml becouse you didn't have enough time with them to octuolly
reolly grieve deeply. I don't know who makes up these rules but for bobies

you con gneve for this omount of time. And if they're7,8 or 9 you get o little
bit longer and if they're o bit older... And it also depends on the relotionship
that you hove with them os to how long you hove, it's qlmost like somebody hos

this little book "You can grieve for so ond so if your deoth wos a --------- ond

your relotionship wos ---------." (Rose t:30)

Cook and Bosley (1995) noted similar findings in a study in America using a

questionnaire at a six month follow-up contact after interviewing people about

funeral rituals. Asked why they took part, some participants stated it had been

important to be able to have a voice in research to challenge existing
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bereavement discourses. One widow wrote, "l wovld hke to see a lvture study

that emphastses the extra stress on ex?etences when they [bereaved people]

don't show "a??ro?nate qnef" based on Eooal standards (p. | 65).

A chance to talk "when n(Fone else wants to listent,

Rachel was happy to take part in the research because it provided a dedicated

time for thinking and talking about Samuel.

Alison:
Rqchel:

Why were you willing to talk to me?
Becouse r like you ond r think it is importont to f ind out about
grondporents. There is not q lot for them. r think it is qlso o chonce
to tolk os well to somebody thot is guite nice. Becouse you run out of
people, oport from Cot Deqth people. (Rachel Z:9-tO)

For Pip, too, the research was an opportunity to take time to think about Gracie.
r would talk to onybody really. And r guite enjoy it, it is guita good hoving o
focus like you are coming ond we tqlk qbout Grocie. which is guite good
reolly. People ring up sometimes ond they wont to be supportive but they
don't wont to tolk obout Gracie. (Pip Z:23)

Riches and Dawson (1996c) also found that talking was an important outcome

for participants. Writing of an interview with a mother whose twins were stillborn

they concluded,

The nteruew lasted 3 and a hall hours. ln her ca5e, as n many others, she
had not Trewovsly had the opportunfty to tell her shory Irom beqrnmnq to
end. Maybe ths E amonqst the most mportant ftndnqs of ovr Trolect (p.
363)

Reading the comments from Pip and Rachel above, it is important to remember
that they have families and friends who still do talk about their dead children.

However, in a situation where families and friends might not talk about the child

who had died, this could make some parents, or grandparents, vulnerable to
taking part in research such as this - just for a chance to talk. This is a different

perspective to the views that I originally encountered from colleagues, which

implied bereaved people are vulnerable and they may not be fully cornpetent to
consent. In contrast, people may be able to consent but may be rendered more

likely to consent because of the lack of opportunities to talk about their grief with

family and friends.
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Flow on effects in families
The consequences of talking to one or more members in a family did mean that

the research affected the whole family. As Boss (1987) wrote, " perhaps the

famrly wanls the system dsturbed, whrch rs why they elected to nvfte an

ovtsder 6"(?. | 52). In this study there were flow-on effects of the discussions

that I had with participants when they, then, shared ideas or information with

other family members. However, to the extent of my knowledge, these were

minor and positively perceived. This may reflect the fact that it was

predominantly families who had dealt with issues arising from the grandchild's

death which took part in the research. For Rachel, the flow-on effects were

perceived as being positive, because it meant she talked more with her mother

about Samuel.

Alison : One of the things I was going to ask ylu was do you think your mother's
feelings haue changed as time has gone on?

Rochel: Yes, f do. r fhink she is... f don't think f con tolk to her as much now
obout it becouse ... I don't know why. Becouse I think thot everyone
thinks, not thot f should be over it, f don't meon thot, but that it is o
long time ond it is coming up to 5 years ogo. So, I don't reolly, f
suppose, tolk os much - it is more of the [other] kids now.
Would you like to talk more?
Yes, probobly. But after you hod beento visit her [Rochel's mother
also took port in the studyl she rung me up qnd she sqid thqt she, too,
hadn't reolly thought obout it for quite c while. And we went through
all the nice things thot he [Somuel] used to do. And,I think, f
remember saying to her thot qt the stort I hod f orgotten [some of
those thingsl. But os she wos tolking it brought bock things ond she
told me her nice memories ond things like thot. Thot was nice. But
thot probobly hosn't been tqlked like thqt for o while now, for a

couple of yeors. (Rochel 2:2-3)

similarly, for Sarah, reading the book of stories of other participants was a

chance to read how her parents had felt when Matthew had died and to gain

insight into their feelings.

A memorial for their grandchild or child

Creating a memorial is similar to gaining a sense of meaning from taking part in

the research but also reflects wanting to have something permanent to mark the

existence of their grandchild. For Elisabeth, writing about Martin has been a

tangible acknowledgement of his existence. "Writing hos helped me greotly to

Alison:
Rochel:
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come to ferms with Mqrtin's deoth. r enjoy writing his nome,,(Elisobeth

7:Appendix)' For Marie who saw Ruby just once, after she was born and before
she was transferred to Auckrand, there were few memories. Her own story and
that of Rose, her daughter, became a very physicat, tangibre rink to Ruby that
could be held in her hands and read, re-read and re-read again. The irnportance
of the research becoming a memoriar became the impetus to change from
pseudonyms to real names in participants'stories. wanting to have a memoriol
in a form other than a headstone on a grave or memorial plaque was the reason
why many people chose to have their real names in their stories. Thus, the
stories became a written acknowledgement of their child/grandchild and a
memorial to their lives and deaths which could then be a legacy given to future
families who might have the same experience.

RESPECT FOR THE GIFT

For me, one of the most striking aspects of this study was how privileged I felt at
the gift people gave me, a stranger, of spending time sharing their stories and
ideas with me' The question was how to acknowledge and hold those stories in a
respectful place. In the research literature there has been debate over who owns
participants' stories and how they are used. As Riches and Dawson (1996c)
described, there is the potential in research for parlicipants to make stories and
for researchers to take them . "There s a danqer of rnform ants merery becomnq a

vart of ot)r research career - at every staqe from the moment of contact to bhe
ftnal wrftnq up of our hndnqs*(?. 3CZl. To make such ,,use,,of 

a gift is clearly
contrary to the idea of partnership as used in this research. My perspective has
been akin to that of Lincoln and Guba (1989). when they refined their original
thinking about naturalistic inquiry, they emphasised the need for a .,more

coo?erutMe Varadrqm of research', (?. 236) because without it,
when parhaTants do not'own' the data they have fvrnehed abovt
themselves they have been robbed or some essenbar erement of drqnty, naddtron ro hawnq been abandoned rn harm's way. rf rn.y ^rl-^".ii"o ,n"dtqnty of ownershry, Lhey have Lhe rqht ro snape that. nformatton,s u5eand to asstst n formuratron of the purposes to whrch they wrlr rend tnernames and nformatton. (e. 236)

Adopting this position about participants,

number of decisions.
ownership had consequences for a
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Ownership - is member checking a threat to credibility?

As I discussed in Chapter 4, member checking serves a purpose that is both

ethical and methodological. In terms of ethics member checking facilitates the

ownership of data, interpretations and the whole study. ln this research the first

consent form I developed enabled participants to indicate if they wanted to edit

their transcripts, allow quotes to be used in the thesis once the participants had

seen the context in which these were used and see a final draft of the thesis for

comments. I constructed these opportunities to provide participants with control

over their material. As the study unfolded I needed to offer more opportunities for

participants to review their material. This included the opportunity to: comment

on the developing group constructions; negotiate a finaljoint construction; edit

and re-edit their story; read other participants'stories and have time to decide on

the use of pseudonyms or real names, As I discussed in Chapter 3, the

methodological purpose of member checking as stated by Guba and Lincoln

(1989) is "the stnqle most cruaaltechntqvefor establshnq credbirty" (?.239).

However, the methodological purpose can, I believe, conflict with the ethical

purpose to facilitate ownership. Sandelowski (1993) wrote about the pitfalls of

member checking,

thrg techntqve Lhat may serve paradoxrcally to undermrne the
trustworthness of a prolect. lndeed, what B olten logt n the d$course of
member checkrnq e bhe recoqnilon that both researchers and member5 are
stakeholderE n the research ?rocess ... Lhere are dilerent stoneE Lo Lell
and dflerent aqendas to promoLe. (V. 4)

The question, in the situation Sandelowski described, is whose story gets told?

When I offered participants several opportunities to edit their stories for public

view I sought to respect their gift to the research by according them the

partnership "rights", which writers expect, to refine, rework and review their

material before it is published. So, the text was a partnership. My original

premise was that, without participants'willingness to share their pain with me

(their gift), this research would not exist. I believed that having asked them to

revisit that pain I had no grounds to cause them any further pain by presenting

material or aspects of their experiences that they were not willing to have on

public view. Therefore, I made a conscious decision that this thesis would tell the

stories with which the participants were happy. By upholding this position, I

placed the ethical use of member checking over the methodological use. For

example, my decision to give pafticipants' wishes precedence over the stories
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that I might have wanted to teil, wourd impry, using sanderowski,s (19g3)
perspective quoted above, that I have undermined the trustworthiness of the
study' However, I do not believe that I have done that. First, the claim of member
checking to establish credibility, when it is a relationship and process which
participants construct in different ways, needs considering (see discussion p.
138)' second, I have not been placed in a position where there was something
that I felt was important and which a participant did not want to include. people
have willingly shared personal and private thoughts. t believe this is because of
their commitment to the research. In addition, when I asked for their agreement
to include quotations I often wrote a comment explaining the reason this
particular quotation woufd illuminate the text.

Joint ownership of a book - how to manage it?
The consequence of planning to present participants'stories in a book meant
that this was outside the original agreement to include quotations and material in
this thesis. I had sought informaf consent as part of discussions with arl
participants as part of the later interviews or letters. The premise that participants
own their texts and have the right to determine in what form their story is
included in a book meant that a further consent form was deveroped and
approved by the accredited ethics committees. we completed this consent
process before I formally contacted potential publishers, so that I knew exacly
who had consented to what with regards to publication. In terms of the ownership
of material, one of the important parts of the consent form was the agreement
about use of potential royalties arising from a book. The agreement we
developed was that any royarties from a pubrished book would cover rny
production costs of compiling the book. Beyond these costs royalties would be
given to self-help groups nominated by participants.

Seeing beyond the end of the study to.6afterwards,, not r,aftermath,o
Vangie Bergum (1991) writing about a phenomenological study of wornen,s
transformation to motherhood wrote:

The very fact that these women tarked abovt therr own ex?er,nce made adfference rn therr r,es ... whrre the compreted study and the transc,pts(whrch were q.en to each women rsrcr may qather dvsr on the sherf , rc s
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a|5o?o35|b|ethat|heymayre-read|hematSorne|aterhme,Cav5|nq
renewed retlectron. (ff ' 67-CE)

This served to remind me about the ethicar responsibirities which I needed to

plan for in advance of the end of the study. The gift which participants have given

this study has to be handred wisely; it is not just for the duration of data gathering

and writing up - it is a legacy for all time as written materials in the public domain'

I will not be there when participants read and re-read material, but the process of

editing and checking has endeavoured to ensure that participants are

comfortable with the materials produced, such as this thesis' Lincoln and Guba

(1985) called this the "?rncrvleof No :,vrlrr'e" (p.355) where, with repeated

opportunities for participants to review material, there should be no shocks in

store for them in the final case report' ln addition to "no surprises" for

participants, I came to realise that texts such as stories and transcripts are likely

to pass on to other family members if a participant dies' This has meant ensuring

that material was acceptable to the participant for other family members to read -

which in some instances meant editing, re-printing and destroying earlier

transcriPts.

Just as participants might re-read material, so the materials put out publicly can

have an ongoing rife after the study has ended. The fulr "report" is this thesis, but

aspects are presented or planned as articles, conference presentations or

workshops. I also refer to the research in my everyday conversations and in

lectures about research methods. As the study has progressed other people

have referred to it and discussed it. This means information about the study

moves into the public arena, where the material takes on a life of its own in terms

ofhowotherpeopledebate,refertoormisinterpretthematerial'whichtakes

control away from the parlicipants' Knowing that this happens meant I needed to

consider where material is held or accessed, and to ensure that all information in

thepublicarenaisownedbya||ofus(participantsandmyse|f)asan
,,acceptable" construction of this research. clandinin and conelly (1994) made a

firm reminder of this responsibility'

becavge Tersona| ex?erwnce methodg tnvo|ve 
,, rea| 7eo7|e', and not.lust

texts we ntaad to vary the clogest atlentton to the aIt'ermath oI the research

(bqht|oot|9o3).,'weoweovrCafe,ovr"e5?onsrbr|rtytothere=earch
varilaTantsandhowourresearchLex|s=haTethetr|tves'Q.az")
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Their use of the word "aftermath" carries, for me, connotations of the events after
disasters such as war or flood, a situation I am seeking to avoid. Instead, I have
focused on "afterwards" - after the formal study has ended. part of the planning
for aftenruards has been to offer participants the opportunities to comment on
their quotations to be included in articles or conference presentations and to then
have a copy of such materials. Inevitably this consultation process means
allowing sufficient time for participants to reply to confirm their agreement or their
requested changes. However, not to consult woufd be to take away their
ownership of the data and to renege on the concept of partnership. There are
some participants who have indicated that they do not feel concerned about the
need to be consulted on the use of their stories. They have decided that, given
the experience they have had in the development of this thesis, they are happy
to entrust me with "guardianship" to handle their stories with their best interests
at heart.

AND SO TO CONCLUDE

This chapter has explored a range of issues, choices and decisions that
emerged in relation to ethics in this research. I believe several points in this
chapter are worth noting. There is the perspective that participation in
bereavement research can be constructed by people as a positive experience; a
view which contributes to the ongoing debate about the risks and benefits of
bereavement research. In particular, participants' comments in this chapter are
reminders to stop and consider how participants construct their experiences, and
not to assume, as I did with Jenny's letters, that distress expressed in the
research is necessarily a harmful outcome. I atso believe this chapter
demonstrates the potential of constructivist inquiry as the theoretical framework
underpinning this work, lt offered a process of dialogue and debate around and
across the three participant group circles which responded to a range of ethical
issues, such as multiple family members' differing wishes. Finaily, woven
throughout the whole study were the implications of viewing participants,
contribution to the research as a gift and a partnership.

The first part of this thesis has tracked the research story, in terms of beliefs,
issues and decisions that formed the context of the "findings,, of this research.
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Entering the next part of the thesie moves into the worldg and ${Eerierlctx of'the

indtuidua,l pantiieipants tsld in theirr words. - he stories are eradled in the centre of

the thee1s because they off,er a rirdge frorn the first palt of the thesis to the' third

part. They ect as a transition frorn the tlneo.reti.eal urnderpinn:lnge (Par 1), throtlghr

the personal pain Fart2) to the con:ce frJalvieur and diseussions of grandparent

ber,ea\rement (Part 3).
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PART 2

THE STORIES OF

GRANDPAREhITSO PAREI\TS
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HEALTHJBEREAVEMEI.{T

PROFESSIONALS
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INTRODUCTION

This second part of the thesis is a compilation of all the participants, stories. The
stories are in their words, as they shared their pain, experiences, feerings and
thoughts in a series of interviews or letters. They are shared in the spirit of a gift,
for all of us to read, re-read, and to take time to hear the pain at the death of a
loved child or grandchild.

The stories are presented in the sequence of the age at which the children/
grandchildren died' where there are stories from more than one family member,
the stories are grouped together and begin with the stories of the parents of the
child' The positioning of the parents first reflects the emphasis which bereaved
grandparents place on putting their child, the parent, before their own grief. Each
grandchild is introduced and there is a family tree with the names of the people
who appear in the story. where possible, if pseudonyms have been used, the
names are unique in each family's stories. As I explained earlier, many
participants have chosen to use their own names as a tribute to their child/
grandchifd. where participants wish to share a speciar photograph, or an item
that symbolises their grandchild/ child, then we have incfuded these at the end of
their stories.

As I explained in chapter 4, the stories offer a wider perspective than a snapshot
focused on the death of a grandchild. The stories reflect the way in which
participants constructed their experiences of grandparent bereavement within the
context of their lives and families, and not as an event that occurred in isolation.
In particular, parents weave the story of bereaved grandparents through their
own story of being bereaved parents. This emphasises the context of
grandparent bereavement as situated within the family and focused on the
parents.
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JENNY'S STORY

Who I am

I am a grandmother whose first long-awaited grandson was stillborn. Susie and her

husband Charlie, with help from their family doctor and specialists at our local

hospital, became pregnant four years after first trying. All was well, even to being told

their pregnancy was near as perfect a "text book" confinement. So when, just 3 weeks

before the expected "due" date, Susie couldn't feel the baby's usual early morning

movements she rang the maternity hospital and drove straight in for a scan. Their baby

was already dead. Of course our family and friends have been really supportive but

when I'm asked, "How are you?" or, "How are you feeling?" I don't know how to

answer.

How did I feel?

When I arrived at the hospital and was taken into a darkened room to be with Susie and

Charlie and told their baby was dead, I knew how I felt then. Pain, such pain and an

over-powering love for my daughter and son-in-law and the need to try and "make

everything alright again for them". When Susie was induced, so she could have a

natural delivery, that was very bad. I felt very proud of Susie, she kept herself as

composed as was possible. She endured two days of discomfort, pain, questions and

examinations from the doctors and midwives - only breaking down when she could see

how desperate Charlie was feeling and trying through her pain to be strong for him.

Thankfully, her labour was relatively quick - the hospital called for me at 3am, to say

she was asking for me. Initially, I felt physically sick and faint - knowing my darling

grandson was about to be born, knowing the total silence that follows will be so

painful. Instead of a crying, breathing bundle of joy they would be seeing a still and

silent baby - so very still. I needed to be with them. We got to the ward by 3.25am to

find Susie sitting up in bed and trying to smile, to make us all feel bener. Yes, I was so

proud of her - I knew this phase wouldn't last long, the shock would begin to wear off

and then her torment would begin. When we were able to hold our grandson, it was

wonderful to look on his beautiful face and touch his tiny fingers but I felt I wanted to

breathe life into him. I knew it had no way of making any difference but he only

looked asleep. The urge to sing a lullaby to my first born little grandson, as I'd done

for his mother when she was newborn. was almost too much to bear.
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Jordan's funeral
Susie and Charlie, Andrew and Kirsty four son and daughter-in-law], Tony and I were

all married at our local church so we asked the Canon, who had married Susie and

Charlie, to officiate at the service for Jordan. Since their wedding the Canon had

retired but he was so kind and supportive to us all. The chapel at our local crematorium

was filled by family and friends and many work colleagues. Charlie carried Jordan's

tiny coffin, himself, and placed a musical soft toy (a present from Jordan's proposed

godparents) on top of the casket. I placed a single cream rose on his coffrn. We sang

two hymns, the first I believe was "Love Divine", although I am a bit vague about that

as I was upset and couldn't take it in. After the hymn the vicar addressed us for a few

minutes. He played a tape of dolphin music which was very special to Susie whilst she

was expeeting Jordan - the piece was "Ave Maria" so beautiful with the sounds of the

dolphins against the noise of the crashing waves. We left the chapel after singing "All

Things Bright and Beautiful". This was Charlie's choice - he wanted people leaving

with the feeling of hope, not despair. Two days after the funeral we had a short service

to inter Jordan's ashes at the Garden of Rest in our church grounds.

How did I feel?

We had all been focusing on Jordan's funeral wanting to do small, special things for

him; choosing flowers, music, the service format, knowing this would be our only

chance of giving of ourselves to our very special little person. Close family and friends

came back to our bungalow, after the service, and, with the help of Charlie's Mum, I

prepared a buffet lunch, which we ate in the garden. This was a continuation of our

giving, by helping our children in any way possible. Once Jordan's ashes had been

interred insread of the comfort of knowing everything had been completed I felt nothing

was left "to see to". That there was a dark, gaping hole before me. My focus had

disappeared. I know that after a death, making plans for the final goodbye keeps the

bereaved family focused, but later the loneliness and depression seem worse than the

shock experienced by your loved one's death.

As time went on - how did I feel?

I felt I was able to be of help by keeping the day-to-day routine going. Susie and

Charlie are very organised and business minded so I didn't need to do nearly as much

for them as I'd have liked. I felt I needed to let them set their own pace, and help when

asked, but I was always nearby, or at the end of the phone - they only lived 2 miles

away. I slipped again into the role of taking care of my child who was hurt. But I knew
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Susie would resent too much interference, so I always asked her before doing anything
in, or around, their home. over the next weels and months a whole range of emotions
filled my head and heart. I needed to be with susie and charlie every day, or to speak
to them on the telephone, but I knew deep down they craved time alone to try to begin
their new life without their cherished babv.

How do I feel nearly I months on?
I feel a double pain. The despair of seeing my own child suffering so badly and also
the hollow emptiness of a grandmother whose dreams of holding and nursing her
daughter's baby going unfulfilled. I call myself Jordan's nanny but then a voice in my
head says, "You're not really a nanny yet". But part of me says .,r am,, _ so what am
I? Where do we go from here? The "bottom line" is I feel so many things, but mai'ly I
feel confused and isolated in my grief, and stil carrying so much pain.

Postscript two years later - does time help to heal?
It's well ovet 2 years since Jordan's death and of course we have travelled a long way
emotionally' I still feel pain when I see my friends with their lovely grandchildren or
Nannies pushing their grandchild about on the green or at our superstore. I have a lot
of "If only's" still to conquer. so I try to be positive and thank God for My children
and their happy marriages, the love they share and their good health and prospering
careers' we have had good news just a few weeks ago - Susie and Charlie have been
approved by the Adoption Society, so we are hopeful that before too long they will be a
family and realise their dream' [As Jenny explains in her postscript on p. 437, Lee was
adopted and a while later Harry was bornl.

What about grief as a grandparent?
If asked about grief ten years ago I'd not experienced any so I would have felt it was
like a great sadness and one that can be lived through relatively easily on a day to day
basis' But I now know how different every loss is; how all encompaEsing, how dark
and miserable each day can seem, how you can cease to function emotionally but also
how physically ill you can become. When a child like Jordan dies you feel impotent to
find any answers to the many questions we asked and that our children asked. we feel
cheated by something that can't be expressed. we did talk and share our feelings at the
beginning because speaking about Jordan seemed to make him a reality and not a
dream' But I didn't talk about my own feelings as a grandma. My feelings and needs
seemed less important than theirs so I put myself second for a long while. My grief
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was acknowledged around the 6 month mark because both my parents had died within

10 months of each other and just 8 months prior to Jordan's death. So I began to

express my penr up grief because I couldn't suppress it any longer.

Unprepared and unexPected

I had never rhought before about the possibility that my grandchild might die' Like

most people, when you know your child is pregnant all you have to do is contain your

impatience for the weeks and months of waiting before the inevitable beautiful baby

arrives. There's never a worry, if no previous medical reason exists, of not holding

your new-born grandchild. Jordan's death has made me more aware of how tenuous

tife is - to get pregnant and have a baby nine months later seemed nonnal and easy but

I now know how often pregnancies do go wrong. So, our faith in the future isn't

automatic - we still have hope but it is always tempered with caution and the realisation

that life can, and does, go badly wrong.

Memories and anniversaries

with a stillbirth there are no memories as you'd have with an older grandchild so the

photos and letters and cards are very important. Susie and Charlie have also been given

a photo, hair and footprint from the maternity home and these are very special to them.

I always think of Jordan when I see candles alight. A family friend wrote a small verse

in her sympathy card which has stayed with me ever since:

,,Alittlecandle,neverlit,Yetstillshinesinthedark'"

Also, Jordan was with us so briefly that his spirit seemed transient to me' On the first

anniversary of losing him I took a blue balloon, with lots of streamers, down to the

Garden of Rest. And told Jordan how much we loved and missed him and that Nanny

and Granddad couldn't hug him so we were sending our love up to him - I kissed the

balloon and let it float uP and away'

For Jenny, a balloon and a candle symbolise Jordan'
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Christotrher was stillborn
This is the story of his grandmothen Colston
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COLSTON'S STORY

About us

I was born in 1930 and, because of the War, spent the latter part of childhood into my
teenage years with my grandmother in Bath. This was not a happy situation. Then I
trained as a nurse in a London hospital and met John, who was a student at the
associated college, we were married n 1954. we have two children; Neville born in
1955 and christine born in 1957, then David born in 1960, slightly before his time
weighing 4lbs, which in those days was small. He only survived a few days, suffering
intracranial haemorrhages, which I was told was the result of a very rapid second stage
labour' I did not see him after he was born, being kept sedated for several weeks due to
hypertension, but John was allowed to see him and, with my father, went to his funeral
in the cemetery chapel in Bristol. rn 1972I developed rheumatoid arthritis which has
progressed steadily, affecting several joints. This led me to give up the nursing job
with the local doctors' practice. Eventually, I undertook theological training and am
now a lay minister in the church of England. Recentry, I underwent major surgery on
my rheumatic shoulder; three months on I am still recovering well, and have been told
to be patient and allow 6 months for full recovery. Now the other shoulder is showing
signs of being affected by the disease.

John is a graduate engineer. After industrial experience in Bristol he began teaching
engineering in technical colleges, finally being forfunate in being granted early
retirement in 1987' we now live in a bungalow, I can't cope with stairs, and enjoy life
as far as my disability allows. we enjoy travelling and have visited many interesting
places in Europe, the Caribbean, USA and Malaysia. We have a cabin cruiser on the
local river which gives us and our family pleasure; also a trailer caravan which allows
us to get around' Both being deeply committed to the local church, our tine is a little
Iimited.

rn 1992 my daughter, christine, gave birth to a stillborn son, her third child. There
was no apparent reason for christopher's death; he was a good size, at terrn, with no
hint of trouble until his heart rate was lost on the monitor during the latter stage of
labour. Postmortem found nothing abnormal at all.
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Christopher
Christine was in labour in the local well-run general hospital, Kenneth, her husband,

was with her. We had Martin and Justin, their other children, with us. We had a phone

call at about 11.30pm saying Christopher was stillborn and, "Would I go in and see

Christine please?". I found Christine and Kenneth in a room; Christine nursing her

dead son - a picture I will never forget. I just sat on the bed and held her hand; there

was nothing else to say or do at that time. I was fully involved with their sorrow, but

kept it to myself until, finally, Christopher was dressed and laid in a Moses basket, and

Christine was asleep. Then I went home and shared it all with John. We didn't sleep

that night. I still carry in my memory the picture of Christine in the hospital with her

dead baby in her arms, wrapped in a blanket. Also, of the midwife taking great care in

bathing him and giving Christine a choice of clothes for him, then placing him, so

carefully, in a lined Moses basket; Kenneth taking his photo. These photos Christine

still carries, with those of Martin and Justin.

The next day we got Martin and Justin up as usual. Kenneth collected them and told

them what had happened. That day the local parish priest came into the hospital chapel

with Christine, Kenneth, Martin, Justin, both of us, Kenneth's mother and Christopher

in his basket. He conducted a simple service and we said "Goodbyen' to Christopher,

leaving Christine and Kenneth with him. Until Christine came home Kenneth needed to

have the boys with him, they went into hospital every day. Many questions were asked

and answered simply and honestly. I had great respect for the way Christine and

Kenneth handled the boys. We felt quiet sorrow for them all and also that we have been

bereaved. We all wept when we said "Goodbye" to Christopher; he was a perfect

baby. There were many postmortem investigations, but not answers, which made

everything very diffrcult, no reason for his death was ever found. The obstetrician was

a friend of mine - she was shocked too. To return to the funeral, after all the

postmortem examinations which went on for weeks, Christopher was quietly cremated

and his ashes scattered, wtrich Christine now regrets. She would have preferred to have

had them interred in the local cemetery - but that is hindsight.

For us there certainly was double grief, even triplicate - for Kenneth and Christine, for

the fact that Christopher had no chance, then for Martin and Justin and our own

sadness at the loss of an eagerly awaited grandchild. Although, I don't know quite how
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to say this, the fact that he was the third boy may have taken some of the edge off. we
all longed for a daughter/granddaughter. So the pain was, and still is in a quieter way,
for christine, Kenneth, Martin and Justin, my own is secondary to theirs and their
needs.

I did find difficulty in deciding how much to be seen to be involved with christine,s
and Kenneth's grief and how much to leave them to their own devices. Kenneth still
copes by not talking about christopher. John, too, to some extent, although this
research study has started him talking again. Christine and I chat about him, but I let
christine take the lead and am available to listen and respond. In the early days it was a
struggle to let go and leave them; not to jump in with both feet when they needed to
work their own way through. I hope that I am right in thinking that I am closer to
Christine than my mother was to me when David died. My mother didn,t really talk
about David at all' Although, she did give christine some money to buy flowers for
her "great-grandson who didn't make it". That was quite a breaktbrough. The fact that
my parents were in London when David died and we were in Bristol didn,t help - but
we never had the openness that Christine and I have.

Memories and anniversaries
It is now 5 years since he died but christopher is still a member of the family.
christine always has a child-like decoration on the christmas tree for him and I light a
candle quietly in my study. we have just passed his anniversary. I always send
christine and Kenneth a card and christine has a flower arrangement on the font in
their church for him. we were away this year and I intend to put some flowers on
"George" for him' George is a teddy bear sculpted for the local sANDS group and
placed on a pedestal in the ehildren's area of the rocal cemetery, with flower vases on
the base' There are usually flowers there. As I said in my last letter christine was
deeply aware that he should have been in the new school intake, along with other
friends' children, but I think she has worked through that now. she is working in the
school happily and is very involved with the children. we all now think of christopher
as a boy, rather than a babv.

christine has photos of christopher. she has a small album, which is very precious
containing the scans, photos, lock of hair and various mementos. As much as I would
Iove a photo I felt it an intrusion to ask for one, they are so precious to her. This I
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found a sadness since we have photos of Martin and Justin almost at birth. It was

something as a mother I had to let Christine have for herself. I carry a mental picture

of Christopher in Christine's arms and in his Moses basket, but no actual photo. He

was unlike the other two. Martin was three pounds, but did not look premature, just a

mini baby. Justin was seven pounds and Christopher was ten pounds, his hair was not

as fair as Martin, lighter than Justin - he looked so healthy.

Postscript a year later

I felt my family record was incomplete without a photo of Christopher, but I kept that

feeling to myself. Then Christine had a slight mishap this week, rushing downstairs she

exacerbated a slight back injury as she missed the last step. The GP recommended

lying on the floor for a day or So. I spent a day keeping her company, when we were

able to talk without interruption except for the occasional "ooh/" - an exclamation of

pain as she changed position. Carefully, I mentioned the subject of photos of

Christopher and my feelings, knowing that she had some photos but I couldn't ask for

one as I felt they were so personal to her. I felt that was a border I could not cross. Her

reaction was interesting, she had only been thinking recently that I hadn't got one and

wanted me to have one. We have annual school photos of Martin and Justin but none of

Christopher. She has also been thinking that it would be a good back up for her since

neighbours had been burgled and, if she lost her copies, we would still have ours. Now

she has given me the negatives we have some copies to go with the rest of the others

and intend to add one to a multi-photo frame of other family photos. Christine accepted

my thoughts about not asking for a photo and is pleased we can have copies now.

Support for the family
Christine and Kenneth went through all the usual stages of grief as did we all, but I was

helped by the amount of support they received, especially from the local SANDS group

who were available to her even whilst she was in the local hospital. I have now joined

the group, as their only "grandmother" and am very impressed with all they do both

locally and nationally. Locally we are a very caring group, but low key, not imposing

ourselves on mothers in distress but available through the local district hospital and

community services, GPs, or the hospital chaplain who has been to some of our group

rneetings.
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As a family we were probably better off than many bereaved parents and grandparents.
we had support from various sources. christine had help from the hospital staff who
were very understanding and shocked themselves. When I arrived.at the maternity unit
in the middle of the night I was greeted by staff who were as stunned as we were and
said so' I did have support from the local clergy, some of whom are friends and know
the family' They gave me permission to be angry and shout at God, quoting the psalrns

- reminding me of how the Psalmist shouted at God - and encouraging me to do so.
This helped both of us. our christian faith did eventually get us through, plus many
friends especially in the church. I had to support my mother, as well as christine and
Kenneth, and I felt in the middle. we talked to Martin and Justin about christopher
when they opened up, and still do. Having lived through the trauma of my own child,s
death I was stronger and more able to cope with christopher, but that did not make
christopher's death any less of a shock or any less painful. I was just better equipped
to cope with it, with my own feelings and with those of Christine and Kenneth, but
perhaps not with Martin. Justin, being younger and of different temperament, seemed
alrnost to have taken it as part of life; Martin, being older and more aware of the
excitement of the prospect of caring for a new baby, needed more help in coping with
the sadness' They both do still make occasional references to christopher. Justin is
sorry, because he would no longer have been the youngest in the family. when my
mother died in January 1,993, Martin's immediate reaction was ,,Now christopher has
Nana to look after him".

The issues for grandparents following the death of a grandchild are as many as there
are grandparents, I can only speak out of my own experience. It is important to be as
supportive as possible to the whore family. I had to face four ways of coping; with
christine and her family, with my mother and also with John who was not as able to
express his feelings as I was, although they were there. I felt I had to be strong for
them all and, to some extent, keep my grief to myself until christine was able to cope
with feelings other than her own. Having said that, we all, including John, did have a
good cry when we said "goodbye" to Christopher in the hospital chapel.

Moving on
Looking back now after 5 years I feel I can take an overall view, less controlled by
emotion, although this invorvement with your study is bringing back emotions,
thoughts and feelings' But they are no longer raw; they have matured over the years
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when some have lain dormant. Since Christopher died the rheumatoid arthritis has

become worse, partly due to stress, partly to the natural course of the disease. There

certainly has been growth following Christopher, Christine has matured in a way I

wouldn't have thought possible, she has certainly helped many other people in her

sinration which is good to see. Now, there is little we don't discuss between us, but

John and Kenneth say very little, Kenneth apparently copes by saying nothing. The

older generation of the families won't talk about Christopher, even his paternal

grandmother which, I think, is hard for Christine and Kenneth.

Reflections

I think Christine and Kenneth made very wise decisions when Christopher died,

particularly in the way they handled Martin and Justin. The only regret was, as with

my father, that the ashes were scattered. Now, apart from an entry in the hospital book

of remembrance, there is nothing specific to remember Christopher by. Having George

(the SANDS teddy bear sculpture) helps. I had never considered the possibility that a

child of mine could die right to the moment of David's death. Since then I have been

aware of the possibility and of my own mortality, yet did not consider the possibility

with Christopher. The pregnancy was the least complicated of Christine's three which

went to term. The phone call from Kenneth saying that he was stillborn was shattering,

despite the death of our third child. Initially it feels that one is the only person to have

a grandchild die, as it does to have one's own child die. Going home a few days after

David died and seeing all around life going on, as usual, for my neighbours was hard. I
wanted to go out into the garden and shout, "Don't you realise what has happened?"

When Christopher died, I did have to think very deeply about death, especially in

relation to my faith and the love of God. That has, I hope, taught me more

understanding of other people's doubts. My Christian faith and belief convince me of

life after death, but what form that life will take is veiled. We only have hints from the

Bible. Unlike Martin, I don't think of Christopher "being with" other family members,

but I do think I will be reunited with him eventually, as I do with David.

My answer to the question people ask, "How many grandchildren do you have?" is

usually "Two". This depends on who is asking, but rarely do I tell the story of

Christopher now, unless it is relevant to the listener, such as a bereaved parent or

grandparent. This does not mean that he is no longer a reality'
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For colston, George, the teddy bear sculptedfor the locar,s/4,/[Ds group, is a
reminder of christopher. The candle that she lights in memory of him also
symbolise s Chris topher,
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Bernadette was stillborn
This is the story of her grandmother, Terese
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TERESE'S STORY

About us

I was born in Milton in 1935, second youngest of ten children. I lived in the country
and remember my growing up there as a happy time. I married Ross at 20 years of age
and the following year we had our fust child, Tina. Eighteen months later we had
Donna and moved into our new home where I have lived for 39 years. Ray was born 4
years after this. At the time of my granddaughter, Bernadefte,s death, Tina, my eldest
daughter, was living in the area with her husband and two daughters. My son, Ray was
at varsity and still living at home. Donna, Bernadette's mother, had moved away to the
North Island for a couple of years. Later she came back to live at home. A short time
later Simon, her partner, who is from the Hawkes Bay, moved down as well. They
then lived together and Bernadette was their first child. she was unexpectedly stillborn
16 years ago.

Bernadette's birth and death
Bernadette was stillborn. well, I remember the day because it was my birthday. we,
my husband, my son, and myself had gone out for dinner that night. As we were
coming home, Donna had already been into the Maternity home and she had been sent
home to wait until she was more ready. And I remember when we came home we saw
Donna with her friend and then she was taken over to the Materniry home again. so we
followed them in. we went up with Donna and Donna went into the room and we
heard the nurse say that she could not hear a heartbeat. we went into the sining room,
Donna's friend, my husband and I, and we sat wishing it wasn,t true, and hoping it
wasn't right' After Bernadette was born they brought her in and asked if I wanted to
hold her' which I did' I couldn't see why she was dead really, because it was a perfect
little baby' Then we saw Donna again and then we went home and Donna stayed there,
it was hard to leave her. I never held Bernadette for very long but she was dark and she
had a dimple on her chin, which was a trait of my husband. what l,ll always remember
is holding the baby like this [pause] and I could not believe it, you know. r,ll never
forget that' when I think of her, I think of holding her in thar green wrap [that the
nurses put round her] because it is the only memory I have of her.

I remember that friends came the next morning and I did not want to see them and I
told my husband to tell them I was still asleep. But I could hear them and r just didn,t
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feel up to it. I remember when I rang up and told my sister she said' "Oh' perhaps it

was for the best". I couldn't believe she said that because of Donna and Simon not

being married.

I think having people around was harder for Donna than for me - because she kept

everyone at a distance. I think she found it really hard to talk about it' At the funeral

she had her friends there. We had a graveside service out at the cemetery' which was

where Bernadette was buried at the bottom of my grandparents' grave. I think we

talked about this and I suggested it because we more or less didn't know what to do and

I thought that might be a good idea, if we were allowed to do that' Donna did like the

idea but I didn,t know if they allowed that or not, fortunately they did. I arranged to

have Bernadette buried there at the bottom of their grave and arranged for the priest'

That was very pleasing to have the family buried together' My husband was with me in

helping with the funeral. At the funeral Donna asked me not to go near her because she

could not cope with it. I think it was because she thought she might completely break

down if I went near her at the time and that she wouldn't be able to handle it probably'

I could understand at the time why she would feer rike that. I think she understands.

she does realise that I have been upset about that as well' Donna's friends and our

family came back to the house for a cup of tea' That was quite good'

After Bernadette died

It was hard for me because at the time Donna and simon were not married' Although'

Simon felr very deeply about it, Donna did not get the support from him' His way of

coping was just going away from it, which he did' I don't think I worried too much

about Donna and simon not being married. Donna and I, we saw each other often'

Donna wanted me to take all the baby clothes, so I did that' I don't know if it was a

good thing to do, probably not. I didn't know at that time, perhaps that would stop the

grievingprocess,itmighthavebeenbetterifslrehadkeptthem,itmighthavehelped

her more. Although, when she was expecting claire, she got most of those clothes back

again. But at the time I thought, "well, perhaps it wasn't good to do that" ' But Donna

said it would ProbablY helP her'

over the years we have begun to talk more about it, and more so since she started

midwifery training. At the time Bernadene died, Donna did not want counselling' She

letustalkbut,lookingback,Ireallythinkthatshedidneedcounselling.Sothatshe
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could talk about it, because she couldn't really talk about it - even to me. other people
would not talk to me. I remember that I was working part_time at a place and I
remember trying to talk about it to someone at work and she did not want to listen to
me' I remember that we went out for a walk in the lunch hour and I started to talk and
she did not want to know. That hurt. I remember that for the first couple of days at
work it was very hard to talk to people.

Why Bernadette died
There's one thing that I wish Donna would do, and that is find out the results of the

postmortem because we still do not know why Bernadette died and I wish I knew wHy
she had died. Donna, I think, needs to do it on her own, but I,m not pressuring her to
go and see' I think she needs to know what caused the stillbirth because to be there in
the Maternity Home and then be sent home and yet two days before that all was f,rne
and she was perfectly alright. what happened in between? I often wonder about that ...
but still it's past and then what good would it do? Although, I feel it could give an
ending and it's important to know. [Postscript: shorfly after this interview Donna did
get the postmortem results.l Donna got the postmortem, but I don,t think it helped her
much, it said that Bernadette was nornnar and perfectry formed, so it wasn,t a great
help to her, she said.

Children after Bernadette
I saw a lot of Donna when she was having her other children, she would be round
herc' Donna had a miscarriage when she was about 9 weeks pregnant after Bernadene.
I know when claire was botn, that was Donna's second pregnancy after Bernadette,
she was special because she was after Bernadette. The doctors and nurses took special
care of Donna before claire was born, they did not want anything to happen. when she
was pregnant with Claire I was still anxious because of what had happened and when
she had Neil, the same thing happened again and sarah, the same thing happened. I
don't think the anxiery got any less and I remember the relief and the joy of when she
had claire and everything was alright. I know Donna talks with her other children
about Bernadette' She talks about her, and the age she would have been. They know all
about her and' because they know, every now and again they talk about her like ..she

would have been l6 now',.
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Reflections

I thought before Bernadette died, "It only happens to other people it doesn't happen to

me". Bernadette's death has made me more aware of what Other people cOuld be

feeling, especially cot death, and what the families go through' It iS hard and you feel

compassion alright but before that death you used to feel for them but you could not

have the same understanding. Bernadette's death changed my family. I think I felt

closer to my husband at the time, I think we had more understanding; we seemed to be

closer together. I think it's the old saying, "Until it happens to you, you don't know

what it really is about. It always happens to other people"' I think I came closer to

Donna since that time. we do remember Bernadette and we do talk about her but you

can still see it hurts Donna and it will never go away, I still see Bernadette as thar wee

baby I held. I do think of what she would be like if she had lived, living with the

family; and what she would be like, what she would be doing at school and things' she

is part of our family although if someone says' "How many grandchildren do you

have?" I usually say, "Five". I don't include Bernadette becauSe it saves a lOt of

exptaining and talking about it.

I suppose my pain over Bernadette would have been until Donna had Claire - I don't

know whether that grief carried on for that long. when I think about the pain and grief

going away, deep down it will always be there but in a different way than it was 16

years ago. It seems that my genelation, we didn't have the same worries as parents

have today. You took everything for granted, well, I did. That everything would be

alright and you never thought of having a stillbirth or anything else' You just took

everything for granted that things would be OK and normal'

For Terese, a rose and pansies symbolbe Bernadette'
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Martin was born prematurely
and died soon after birth

This is the story of his grandmother; Elisabeth
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ELISABETH'S STORY

About us

I was born in scotland n rg34 and had two brothers. I was brought up in Glasgow and
Fife and educated at local primary and comprehensive schools. I trained as a registered
general nurse at Edinburgh Royal Infirmary from 1953 to rgsT and went on to be
Assistant Matron of the church of scotland Eventide Home, Ayr from 1957 to1959.
I married Robert, a General Practitioner (GP), in Ayr jgsg,and had three children,
Robbie (36)' Lorna (34) and cathy (28). we have two grandchildren - Marrin born and
died June 1994' and then Eilidh born october 1995. Another grandchild is due in July
1998. [Postscript: this baby was born arive and wefr, named Maderiner

Here is my linle story. It may be of some use to you. It has helped me to write it all
down. Nothing prepares one for the loss of a baby; it is a very speciar pain. As
grandparents, we watched with deep sadness as our young fork suffered.

Our first grandchild
Today is the 27h of september. This was the due date for our first grandchild. Sadly,
Martin Ewen was born on the z4rh ofJune after our daughter Lorna went into
premature Iabour following the sudden loss of her waters. This dear linle baby
weighing only 900gm was whisked off to the Neonatal unit where he died one hour
later.

Lorna' 31' and Geoffrey, 32, were very excited about the arrival of their firstborn, The
pregnancy followed a normal course and Lorna looked and felt very well, continuing
with her work and being seen by her GP a'd midwife on a regular basis. There was no
hint of any probrem and she was confused when she woke early one morning to find
she was "leaking"' The doctor immediately admitted her to the Maternity unit at
Aberdeen where a scan gave the news that alr the warcrs were gone. Geoffrey was
working off-shore on the oil-rigs and it was his parents who went to hospitar with
Lorna' as we live 200 miles away. I left home and travelied to Aberdeen and at 7pm I
arrived at the hospital to find Lorna sitting up in bed, quite clearly in shock. Two days
previously I had visited Lorna and had reft a healthy, happy woman rooking forward
with great joy to her first baby. Now she was confused, tired and needing the support
of a loving husband.
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Staff at the hospital were considerate and careful to give accurate information always

indicating that this was a serious set-back for the baby. I left her in a small room,

which was wann and comfortable, and hoped she would be able to rest. Phone calls

were made by an anxious brother-in-law to reach Geoffrey and try to arrange for his

transport home via Norway. The morning news from the hospital was satisfactory - no

change. On my way to the hospital, I did some shopping and ate lunch, arriving at the

ward for visiting time at 3pm. Lorna's room was empty and Sister told me she had

gone into labour at 12 o'clock - after I had left home. At the labour ward I sat in the

waiting area and staff kept me informed. It all seemed unreal. Events had moved so

fast; how I wished Geoffrey was there. He had reached Stavanger in Norway and was

due to fly out at 4pm. Doctors and midwives went in and out of the labour room and a

special team was on standby to take the baby to the recovery room as soon as he was

born - if he was alive. How would my dear Lorna cope with this situation?

Martin was born at 4.12pm and immediately rushed off to have resuscitation - a tiny

bundle wrapped in a green cloth. Immediately after the birth I went in to see Lorna and

she told me that Martin might not survive and, if he did, he would have a long hard

struggle ahead. We drank tea and talked of Geoff and Martin and listened to the

cautious midwife while she worked to tidy and repair Lorna. At 5.20pm the Doctor

came to tell us that Martin had died. He had problems with his breathing as his lungs

were not properly developed and there were other complications also. We hugged and

wept quietly and the midwife brought Martin to meet his mother - a dear little baby

wrapped in a shawl and wearing a blue bonnet. For me, this was the start of a new

pain, watching my child grieve and wishing I could take her grief away, The thing

which always symbolises Martin for me is his little sleeping form - it is etched clearly

in my memory - a tiny bundle in a blue bonnet and shawl so small. Life and death in

one hour.

Geoffrey arrived at 6pm, confused and stunned by the news, which Lorna had asked

Sister to give him on his arrival. I left them together and met the Chaplain who talked

comfortingly and told me about procedures for registering the death, funeral etc. This

was a shock as I realised all this lay ahead of Lorna and Geoffrey. The Chaplain then

went to see the couple and invited me to join them while he blessed Martin and prayed

for us all. Geoffrey was going to stay at the hospital as Lorna was being transferred
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immediately to Rubislaw Ward where mothers go after miscarriage or death of a baby.

This very special place gives counselling and comfort to couples who are shocked and

hurt by circumstances which should be happy.

Martin Ewen Reid - born and died 24th June 1994

Martin was buried in a quiet, rural village cemetery opposite the parish church. Lorna

and Geoffrey are regular visitors and we also find comfort in that tranquil place as we

pause at Martin's grave. An inscription on his gravestone reads:

AN HOUR OF LIFE, A LIFETIME OF MEMORIES.

This is true for us all. The Hospital Chaplain, who took the service at Martin's funeral,

afterwards told me that seven babies had died between Friday and Wednesday, this

included a set of triplets. What a lot of heartbreak for so many people. Aberdeen

Maternity Hospital serves a very large area, including the Scottish islands, so there is a

sizeable population.

As a grandmother, it was a great privilege for me to see my grandson and I will never

forget him. For the first time in my 59 years I thought seriously about loss of a baby.

Nobody close to me had ever lost one and I had had 3 children with no problems. As a

nurse, with a GP husband, we knew of patients who mourned silently for lost babies. I

could share some of my feelings with Lorna and Geoff, but often I felt I rnust be strong

for them and hide my feelings as they were struggling. I wanted to shelter Lorna and

Geoff, take away their grief and suffering, stop their pain. All impossible, I had to

learn to treat them as adults, as parents, and to listen.

Grieving for Martin
I had no maternity experience in my nursing training so knew little of a mother's grief.

This was to change. My husband, now retired, felt the loss of his little grandson

deeply. We look at other children and think what might have been. We are close with

our daughter and son-in-law and have watched them come through their grief and

mourning and felt their pain, sadness and understood their anger. I lost weight after

Martin died. Some weeks later I realised I had been in a state of shock and had been

working on "auto-pilot" for some time. This passed with time.

Our friends were sympathetic, some more than others. People told us stories of their

loss, some of whom had never spoken of it before. One friend said she was sorry, as
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she wanted me to be a grandmother and hoped I would be one in the future. I felt angry

and hurt and told her I WAS Martin's grandmother. This seems silly and trivial now

but at the time it seemed so thoughtless. The support I had was mainly from family.

Sadly, some friends were hopeless - some quite good. Most people did not mention it

and thought it best forgotten. My minislgr from Church did not realise how devastated

we felt and this was difficult. I could have done with more discussion about grief but

my husband seldom talked about it as he knew I would weep, and still do. He felt the

loss of Martin very deeply and grieves quietly.

Grief took on a whole new meaning after Martin died. The double grief was almost

unbearable - watching your own child and her husband grieve - and feeling deeply the

loss of our grandson. It seemed so enornous and as a person who was usually in

control of my public emotions, I suddenly found I would weep in the most unexpected

places and with the most unexpected people - this was difficult and quite hard to

accept. Even yet, I have moments of deep sorrow, usually when I am alone, and at

home, but it passes more quickly now. I still keep busy and, apart from Martin having

a very special place I can't say life has changed, but it has made me more aware of

other's loss and grief.

Support from SANDS (Stillbirth and Neonatal Death Society)

Lorna told us about SANDS and we knew she derived much comfort from the

meetings. The sister in Rubislaw Ward had given her some SANDS publications, one

especially for grandparents; which Robert and I found helpful. Ten months after Martin

died, Lorna had the local SANDS group meeting at her home and I was able to be

present, since I was visiting Lorna at the time. The women were a happy group. Some

were pregnant and anxious to compare notes of their experiences, but others spoke of

their hurt or anger at events that had taken place since the last meeting. At this local

meeting business was arranged, fund raising continued, but my overall impression was

one of women sharing grief with those who cared and understood. There was a lot of

hurt amongst these women and they needed each other. Someone said it must have

been hard for me, as a grandmother, to be with Lorna when Martin died and I was

invited to talk about it. It seemed the natural thing to do and gave me a chance to

mention a few things that I had thought, but not spoken, before.
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Moving on

Writing this story has helped me greatly to come to terms with Martin's death - I enjoy

writing his name. Sometimes, I look at a little boy and think he would be the age of

Martin if he had survived. It is hard to imagine what he would have looked like and my

memory of this perfect, peaceful little baby returns often and I am so glad I was there

to see him and hold him. Martin's death, for me, has meant the hardest problem I have

ever coped with. Lorna and Geoff have both moved on and grown in many ways - this

brings me great joy.

Another grandchild
For the birth of their next baby, Geoff was able to be with Lorna all the time and

Eilidh Charis Elizabeth Reid, weighing 5lbs l3ozs has taken over their lives, 24 hours

a day! (Eilidh is pronounced "Ailie" and is Gaelic for Helen). As grandparents, it is a

great joy for us to see Lorna and Geoff so happy and we share this with them. Martin

is very much in our thoughts as we speak of him often. Eilidh will grow up with the

knowledge of his short life but the very important place he has in the family. My

feelings about Martin have not changed after Eilidh's birth but he seems to have moved

into a more comfortable position. Two years have past and having Eilidh is a great

comfort.

What can grandpnrents do when a grandchild dies?

These would be my thoughts from my experience.

- do not take away their responsibilities in any way. Allow time to mourn and

express grief in the family and with friends when possible.

understand how the parents feel. Grandparents' grief must be worked through when

time allows and should be shared with other grandparents who have lost, if
possible.

baby's name into the conversation, Remember birthdays, Christmas and other

important family times.

remember every day, not just the special occasions.
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For Elisabeth, the important symbols of Martin are his hand andfootprint as well as

a photograph of his gravestone.
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Gracie died soon after birth

These are the stories of her family

. of Pip and Donald, who are Gracie's parenG

. of BeW who is Gracie's grandmother and Donald's mother

. of Diana & Rupert, who are Gracie's grandparents
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PIP AND DONALD'S STORY

About us

We both grew up on farms and started to have children when pip was 23 and.Donald
was 28 years. We live and work on our own farm and Pip also works as a plunket

nurse' We have two older children; Lachie who was seven and Jessica (Jessie) who was
five, when Gracie was born. Gracie died soon after she was born.

The Story of Gracie
Pip: Historically, I'm not very good at having babies. Lachie, he was a difficult
delivery. He was a posterior position in labour and I went to Dunedin to have him. I
went to Oamaru initially to have Gracie and decided, because she was posterior
position and nothing was really happening, that this wasn't going to work. I said to my
GP, "I think I'll go home now". So, I went home and I rang up the obstetrician who
delivered Jessica and said, "Please can I have my baby in Timaru with an epidural
please?" and he said, "Alright". It was lovely because we wentup there and he had
organised the same midwife who was with Jessica's birth, to be there. They don,t have
to do that, I should have been under the midwife who was on duty, but he had rung up
and organised for me to have the midwife who had been with me when Jessica was
born' I went quite nicely with an epidural, Gracie was born and she was d.elivered quite
normally' The midwife passed her to me and then she cried and then she started to look
a bit strange and I thought , "perhaps she needs a bit of suction?,, so the midwife
suctioned her a bit. I said to Donald "You had better take her because she looks like
she needs to be held upright" and at that stage everyone was feeling, ,,rsn,t this
great!"' Then Donald said, "She's still quite flatr isn't she?" She was looking a bit flat
at that stage so they took her over and started to work on her. we were in the operating
theatre, obviously, because I had the epidural. They worked on her for quite a while
but she never really rallied again. For a little while she did do a couple of breaths on
her own but that was about it really. After that had been going on for an hour, they
were still working on her and we were still in the room, I said to Donald, "I think I,ll
go somewhere else now". So we went through to the other room and I could hear them
in the operating theatre saying, "who is going to go and tell them?,, It was prerty
obvious what was going on, really. you get to the stage where you think, ,,Do you

1 Not breathing and responding actively.
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want a brain damaged child?" And you go through all that stuff. The paediatrician just

happened to be the obstetrician's wife, which was really nice. It was a kind of tense

situation, you can imagine, and they worked really well together,

Gracie did die - it was bad luck, wasn't it? They brought her into us and we dressed

and bathed her and tucked her into her bassinette. Donald was pretty wrecked and we

both went to sleep. In the morning, about 3 hours later, the obstetrician came back and

he was going to operate in theatre. I thought, "God, I'm pleased I'm not in theatre this

morning" because he had been up until 5 o'clock in the morning. Obviously he and, his

wife, the paediatrician had gone home and discussed Gracie because they didn't know

why she had gone really pale - like she had bled. They thought it was a bleeding thing

and so they came back and took some more photos. They wanted to do a few tests and

stuff but we didn't particularly want to do too much. They took a bit of tissue for

chromosomal stuff and they x-rayed and did non-invasive type stuff. I never at any

stage thought about sending her to the morgue - it wasn't really an issue. I don't know

why it wasn't, it just wasn't. So we bundled her up and the woman from the SANDS

(Stillbirth and Neonatal Death Society) group came. She was absolutely wonderful. She

was great for the practical things like who is a good funeral director and things like

that. I was slightly neurotic, I didn't want Gracie to go into a casket that was going to

give off horrible fumes when it was burnt; so we had to get a little rimu box made and

all that sort of stuff. It was all a bit involved really.

Then we went back to Granny Di's house (that's my mother) and all the family were

there. My brother and his wife, and my sister and their kids came out and we had a

party for Jessica because it was her birthday. Then we came back home and we were

all preffy wrecked by that stage. People said to me, "Are you sleeping?" and I was

saying, "Yes, sleeping fine, having diffrrculty getting out of bed". Lachie and Jessica

went to school the next day because it was Jessica's first day of school. Then visitors

started arriving. The minister came up that day so we sorted out those sort of things.

That day, Betty [Donald's mother] came down and I think she was a little bit blown

away by having the baby here. I think Dad was, too, and I think he'll probably say the

same rhing. Betty was just great - like she has dealt with quite a lot of grief, having had

her husband and son die, I think she knows what to do. Two friends had been up and

cleaned the house and filled the fridge so all we had to do was get food out of the
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cupboard and deal with it. Beffy was just kind of there but she was really unobtrusive.

She likes to do things like the dishes and read the children stories whereas Mum is

much more inclined to get into organisation mode. Mum organises, which was great on

the day of the funeral; she just organised all the food. And Rupert, my father, he was

good. He brought a bottle of whisky and sat and drank it with the minister. It was

useful and the boys sat round too and had a yarn - he is a lot more open whereas I

guess Mum would be more inclined to coping mechanism stuff - busy, busy, busy.

When we brought Gracie home we popped her into the office because it was the coolest

room. People came and saw her. That was really nice. Lots of people did that. I guess

that the thing is that, if you have a baby who dies and no-one sees her, they are going

to forget so I thought, "If we make an impression they might remember".

Gracie's funeral
We had her funeral here in the garden by the blossom tree and we just invited people

that we wanted to be here. It was a really lovely day. We had Gracie down in her wee

box on the table. This idea of bringing dead babies home was quite strange to a lot of

people - you can imagine. We had invited our neighbours and friends, pretty much

Kiwi blokes and they thought this quite strange behaviour. So we had her down under

the crab-apple tree. She was sitting in the sun and she got really wann - it was really

uncanny. Liz, who is now a good friend, said, "Can I pick her up?" I said, "We'll take

her inside because she is getting a bit hot" and we didn't want her to smell. So we

brought her into the living room and Liz picked her up and said, "This is really weird"

picking up this little baby that you know is dead but felt wann. All the women held her

that were here and some of the men. It was really nice and they all went home about

half past two because we took Gracie down to Oamaru to have her cremated there.

There was one small interlude in Oamaru. We [Pip, Donald and all 3 grandparents] got

down to the place where you get people cremated, and they have that iittle curtain,

where the coffins go behind the curtain. I said to the undertaker, "What happens to her

now?" He said, "Oh, we are going to cremate her in the morning" and I said, "Oh no,

you're not, if you do that I'm taking her home, I'm not leaving her with strangers

overnight". And everyone thought, "Oh God, that is a bit stupid". ln the end the guy

said, "We can do it this afternoon as long as we get the papers signed". So, I said,

"Let's do it". So we went to the pub for an hour until we found out that it had been
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done. Otherwise, I would have got her and brought her home and just taken her back

the next day. She had been with us the whole time and I wasn't about to leave her -

particularly in an undertaker's.

Making choices for Gracie

Donald: The choices we made - it was almost like amnesia at the time, really. You are

aware of what you are doing but, I mean, you haven't had any sleep for days. And it

was Jessica's birthday when Gracie was born. There was so much going on - it was

pressure time farming as well. In a way, I think you just sharpen up, I'm not too sure -

you become acutely aware of what is going on at that moment and you forget about it

shortly afterwards. Our parents supported our choices. My mother doesn't tend to get

in the road and I think she was pretty happy. I mean a Iot of what we did was learnt

and it has happened before. Not that we have had a baby die before, but I mean the

process of what we went through is learnt. So we probably learnt it from our parents so

therefore it was pretty straightforward. It was only the business at the crematorium that

Pip talked about where things got a bit tense.

Pip: Having a private funeral was great. I wouldn't have it any other way. I know I

really feel grateful that we did things like death and funerals when we were in nursing

training and we talked about it quite a lot and it was always like second nature. Like I

knew what to do and that made it so much easier. For someone who actually had to sit

down and go through all those choices it would be much harder - I felt like I had a

head start.

Reflections on grief and Gracie's death

Donald: Well, I suppose it is coming to terms with grief really - that is the thing. My

mother is totally different to Diana in her approach to grief. I am not sure how Mum

copes with it - but she does. They have both got quite a religious base which I think

helps, I am sure it helps, or having some belief. And I think, for everybody, coming to

rerms with it is the big one. I mean, grief for everybody is different but it is being able

to talk about it, I think, afterwards. We are getting better at grief. All of us, I think. I

mean, there are aspects of every family death that are different. Like, whether you

know they are going to die and how long you have got to come to terms with it, the age

differences between the kids and the parents or brothers or whatever. It is all different,

but I think perhaps we are getting better. We can talk about these things a lot more
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are old it is easier to accept and grief is a bit simpler. And perhaps you can talk about
what is happening and what you are feeling but if you don,t want to, you don,t _ as

simple as that. As I say I do talk to Pip about how I feel. I do wonder how Betry feels
and how she copes. Because you don't expect, I think, to lose a husband, then a son
and then grandchildren. It is not normal, I would have thought.

Pip: Some things are impofiant to me - like my grandfather's funeral was in March and
my mother and Rupert numbered the grandchildren without including Gracie. And I
thought, instead of eight, there should have been nine. so it can feel like Gracie doesn,t
count. It reinforces the feeling that she isn't seen as "part of our extended family,,
when she very firmly is "part of our nuclear family". But my grandmother (Gracie,s
great-grandmother) was different again to my parents, you see the generation back. All
her siblings died and so she had dealt with dead people before and dead children and
she was really good, although her memory is not that good now. She came in here and
she moved the baby and picked her up. Like most people picked her up and held her
but Nana picked her up and she kissed her. That made it easier for others who were
finding it a wee bit difficult. It was interesting when Granddad died, Nana and I were
going through the photos of all the things and when we got to Gracie,s photo she
remembered that and she said, "Here is my precious little baby" and all that stuff.
Those sort of things are really nice because my other grandmother doesn,t remember at
all. She was really funny and she said, "You can have another one,,. It didn,t maner
because you know that is not what she would have said had her memory been better ...
I was waiting for someone to say it.

Looking back, I think grandparents are there to support the parents and they do suppofi
the parents to the best of their ability don't they? Practical things were helpful. These
thoughts are for me and it might be different for other people but I knew what I was
going to do so I didn't want anyone else to have input despite any kind offer. It may be
different if somebody was in an absolute tizz about it. you get a real adrenaline buzz
but for the first 6 weeks or so, you are all level-headed really, or I was. About a couple
of months ago it was a bit worse. I don't think a year is going to be such an issue but a
couple of months ago it felt like that was the end of the chapter sort of stuff. I guess

nobody had mentioned Gracie for quite a while and I guess grandparents have a role in
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remembering to remember. It is the acknowledgement that is important to me. My

parents often acknowledge the other grandchildren because they are there. But, because

Gracie is not there, she is not acknowledged so much.
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BETTY'S STORY

About us

I grew up during the Depression. At a time when families were large I was an only

child. I spent my childhood with my parents in North Otago and my grandparents, who

lived in Oamaru. I worked in the School Dental nurse division before my marriage in

1956 when I moved to the farm in the Haka Valley and lived there for 32 years. We

had four children; three boys and a girl. My husband died young and I managed the

farm with help until Donald took over. He lives there now with his wife, Pip, and their

two children, Lachie and Jessica. Their third child was Gracie who lived only a few

minutes after birth. She was mv seventh erandchild.

When Gracie was born
Gracie's death was so unexpected. I mean, I have got eight grandchildren who are

really very fit and healthy and I don't think you contemplate anything going wrong.

You just don't think of it happening in your family. I have got photos of them [the

grandchildrenl all there and they are really very fit, all of them. I mean, some of them

are prone to getting colds and things but on the whole they are reasonably bright and

happy. Gracie was born the day that she was expected and she was a much bigger baby

than the two other children that Pip and Donald have and she was just perfect in every

aspect. It was so hard to reconcile the fact [she died] when she looked so perfect.

I had never seen anybody fitter during pregnancy than Pip was. Even a fornright before

the birth she was up here at a nursing reunion going to dinners and parties. But, at the

same time, the baby was in the posterior position and when I said to my son, "What

about the position?" He said, "Oh we're not talking about that" and it tumed out it was

a difficult birth. She had had the first child posterior and that meant an arnbulance to

Dunedin from Oamaru and that worked out alright and then the second ctrild I think

might have turned at the last, I'm not sure, and then they were faced with this dilemma

once more. So they went to Timaru, to the doctor who had presided at the second

birth. I think Gracie might have been born about half past one in the morning and the

hospital staff worked for an hour and a half, after birth, on her. Gracie breathed

normally and cried at birth, she was nine pounds and then, after 4 minutes, she went

into arrest. Afterwards, I think the theory was that it was a burst blood vessel in the

lung wall, which had ruptured after she breathed and she was more or less drowned in
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her own blood and they couldn't deal with it at all. About half past four in the morning

my son rang and said, "The baby has just died". Well, it was the biggest shock, having

known that Pip was so well and knowing that they had coped with the last posterior

baby and I just couldn't believe it, really. But, in a way, I would have hated to have a

sickly baby and an impaired baby perhaps. I think, sometimes, that it is easier if they

die at birth, rather than having developed a personality.

Well, it was shock on the day - in the morning - I was still in bed at about half past

four and I lay there thinking, "What on earth will I do?" A helpless feeling. And then I
thought I would get up and have a jolly good bath. Of course I had a busy day because

I was in charge of catering at a quite large open day put on by our weaving class,

which was attended by over a hundred people. And I had food and things to gather up

and it was on top of me in a way but it was too early to start preparations at half past

four. I was anxious to get to tell the others of the family but I didn't want to ring until

at least half past six. I was in a tensed-up state when I arrived at the Weaving Open

Day because I knew I should have been down there with Pip and Donald and yet, I was

torn by commitments here as well. The tutor of weaving was about the frst person I

saw and I told her. Everyone was very sympathetic. I got home at about three o'clock

and then I think I rang Donald and said, "What can I bring?" They eventually decided

that I would take some cheeses and biscuits and things and I made wild stabs at what

they would like. And the one that I took the least of, they liked the most, and it was

Whitestone Blue Vein - it was lovely. People just stood there and ate it - I think under

those circumstances you eat to cover up what you are thinking and feeling. So I was

concerned, as I say, to get something to take down and I didn't quite know how long I

was staying so I came home and tried to pack. I think I took off fairly early [the next

dayl. Then of course I called on my friends in Timaru. I had said I would call on them.

I always like to stop for a cup of tea on the way down there because it is a long time on

your own - you need a cup of tea to keep your wits about you driving down to the

farm. I think I got to the farm just as the school bus arrived at about four o'clock. The

children had gone to school that day because Jessica was so keen to start - it was her

first day at school.

Time with Gracie and the family
When I got down to the farm I was a day late getting there because I was involved in

the Weaving Open Day on the day of her death. Pip and Donald had had Gracie out in
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the Toyota with them, way up on the hill and with the movement there had been some

bleeding from her navel and they had to undress her and redress her in another gown.

All this performance was going on not long after I got there. Pip's mother, who is a

nurse, said to me, "What do you think of all this? Can you cope?" and I said, "I didn't

think that I could, but I can". I don't know that I would have carried the baby about all

day at the funeral which Pip did, but it helped Pip therefore it was the right thing to do,

I guess.

I only stayed for the weekend after Gracie died. It was a Friday for the funeral if I

remember rightly. I stayed Saturday and Sunday and I tried to take the children out to

visit some of my friends who are still in the district. Lachie and Jessica were fighting

and they were really upset. There had been too much going on and they couldn't quite

understand it and so the little girl had a very big cry on that Sunday. By Monday, I

could see that they were going to go off to school sports and Pip was going with them.

I thought they are best to deal with this their own way really. But, you know, I felt

very much for Pip and Donald. During the weekend Pip talked a lot about it. I don't

know that I talked about how I felt. They still talk about it quite a lot.

Graciets funeral
We had our service for Gracie in the garden at the farm. The trees, the Spring trees,

that was the laburnum and the crab-apple tree, absolutely in full blossom. We stood

under these trees and sometimes you could hardly hear what the minister was saying

for the bazz of bees around. There were about 30 people, their friends, neighbours.

Lachie and Jessica were there for the funeral but, when we went into town for the

cremation service, they were minded by a neighbour so, in that way they didn't realise

what the next step was going to be. And it was, perhaps, a bit difficult to explain

exactly. You see, going to the cremation meant another 55 miles trip - Pip and Donald

probably talked it over, I don't know. Jessica and Lachie wouldn't have understood. It

was a particularly quiet, sad journey, both there and particularly coming back, because

I was in the car with Donald and Pip. It was much worse returning than it was going

because Pip held the baby all the way there.

So Pip and Donald had planned that they were having Gracie cremated and they were

going to scatter the ashes on a particular part of the farm where my husband's and

son's ashes are scattered. But they couldn't explain this to Jessica and Laehie. The
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children, I think, thought that the baby was buried because they had seen the farm

animals buried so I don't know what Pip and Donald have done about that. The fact

that they can't explain to the children about cremation, that is the problem. Although,

the children were there when we scafiered the ashes of my son but they were too young

to know. They were playing about in the tussocks and they were quite oblivious to

what was going on. They knew that we had gone out in the Toyota for a drive and

were up on the top of the hill. I think they know now, because Lachie said calmly one

day, "Oh, we threw out some flowers here for Uncle". So he knows about it, that

that's the place, but they probably can't visualise the difference between the baby they

saw and the fact that she will be ashes.

Other grandchildren

My younger son, in Wellington, and his wife were having a baby a fortnight after

Gracie was born and I was afraid to tell them on the day that I got the word from

Donald. I wanted to get my son, not my daughter-in-law, because I knew that she gets

very emotional and I thought it was no good getting her on the phone especially as she

was having to face a caesarean. So I tried and tried and they have got kids that lift off

the receivers and it was engaged forever. In the end I rang his work and he still wasn't

at work. Then I had to go to the Weaving Open Day so I Ieft a message with his

secretary at work and she was so terribly upset because she hadn't had a baby very

long before. Colin, my son, when he heard, rang my daughter because he knew she

would know. He sent down some flowers. He couldn't get down from Wellington.

Sarah, his wife, discussed Gracie's death with her doctor and he said he had only once

seen one case similar and it had been a caesarean baby but it is a fairly rare condition

apparently. So that is why I think it is pretty much one off.

Looking back

I think that experience brought us all closer together. I hurt more for Pip and Donald

than for myself really. I wanted to be with them but all the decisions were made by

them and were what they wished. My only wish was to be there with them.

Talking about Gracie

I have said to several of my friends "Would you like to see photos of Gracie?" Some of
them say, "Oh, no" whereas others that I haven't given that chance have said they'd

like to see her - so I mean to show them. People's reactions are different. I had quite a

lor of support [after Gracie died]. My friends at the Church Fellowship gave me a little
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pink rose' Several people wrote letters and a lot of people talked about it. one of my
friends at Red cross was a lady who had lost a baby about 40 years ago and she talked
at length to me about that. She said that it alnost cost her her marriage because the
doctor had said to her husband, "Nown I don't want you ever to mention this to your
wife again" - this was in Aushalia. And they never mentioned it until there was another
death of a baby in the family and they both zuffered in silence and yet she was ever so
keen to talk to me that day about it. And another church friend talked to me about not
seeing their baby and not being told the sex of the baby and how d.istressing this could
be' You see, I haven't personally had the experience but so many talk about it.

Other babies in the family who died
I had been an only child and I had desperately wanted other brothers and sisters. Well,
it had happened with my mother; she had had a baby brother and he apparently lived
for three and half months. He was a sickly baby who didn't survive. Then my mother
had a son, thtee years before me, which I didn't realise. She only spoke of it once. I
think he would have been stillborn or premature but it was never spoken of. I think it
was much healthier, the fact that we talked about Gracie's death. Although, personally,
I think Pip went a wee bit over the top but it helped her and I think I am much closer to
her since then.
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DIANA & RUPERT'S STORY

About us

Rupert grew up in the Waimate area, where his family farmed, and Diana lived in

Christchurch. After we married we lived on ttre family farm outside Waimate. We have

three children and eight living grandchildren. Our ninth grandchild, Gracie, was the

third child of our daughter Pip and her husband, Donald. Their two other children,

Jessica and Lachie, were five years and seven years when Gracie was born. Gracie

shared the same birthday as Jessica, she was delivered at full term and only lived a few

minutes.

Gracie's birth and death

Rupert: When Gracie was due to be born, Pip and Donald called in to leave Jessica

and Lachie with us on their way to hospital. Later that night, Donald rang from Timaru

to tell us they had a daughter. He said, "Things are not looking too good, I'11 get back

to you. They are working on her now". A couple of hours later he rang back and he

said, "ft's all over - she took one breath and that was about it. " Having a grandchild

die is one of those things that you don't think about do you? It's not going to happen to

us.

Diana: You do think of those things because we had Annie, a grandchild, previously,

who was born with a disability. When Donald first rang, he was obviously upset and I

sensed that because, when I said to him, "What's wrong?" He said, "It's really

seriousn', so I knew then that something was wrong. Whereas, when Annie was born

they could tell us, "It's her heartn' so there was a difference. It is definitely a shock, I

go straight into overdrive. What do we do now? How are we going to cope with this

situation?" Like you would, if anyone came with any emergency to your door.

The day that Gracie was born was also Jessica's fifth birthday and we were planning to

have a pafly for her. I worried from the time I spoke on the phone to Donald as to

which event I would treat first - the birthday or the birth and I couldn't think how I was

going to go about it. I should not have worried because Pip rang me just before seven

in the morning. While I was talking to her on the phone asking her exactly that

question, "What she would she like me to do?"' Jessica walked in. So, I just passed the

buck and said, "Mum is on the phone, would you like to talk to Mum?" Of course the
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children knew that Pip had gone to have the baby so Pip dealt with it.Later when I
talked with Pip she asked me lots of questions like what she should do and who she

should contact. Then Jessica and I went to town to buy a gift for Gracie. In the

morning we had said to Jessica and Lachie, "Do you want to give Gracie something

special of yours, or will we buy something of her own?" They decided they wanted to

buy her something, so away we went and bought her a couple of soft toys to put in the

cot. Pip said they would be home sometime later in the morning. She was going to

come to our house but we weren't home when she arrived because my daughter-in-law

very kindly said that she had lunch ready for us. So we had lunch there [at our

daughter-in-law'sl but I was a bit uneasy because I thought Pip would be home. I rang

home and Pip answered the phone. I felt really guilty afterwards because she and

Donald had only just gone to sleep. We woke them up. Anyway, we came up here and

had this quiet time that was very different for my family. I don't know that any of us

actually cried, nobody shed a tear. We all just felt so sad.

Gracie at Jessica's birthday party
Diana: Once Pip, Donald and Gracie arrived we spent the rest of the day here. Gracie

was handed round. She was actually handled a lot. Everyone had her. It was quite a

busy day, that day, because we had the other grandchildren. They came to Jessica's

birthday party, too. Everyone was very apprehensive and everyone felt very sorry for

Pip and Donald. Wee Astridn our son's daughter, had only been born just a month

before Gracie so that was a bit difficult. I think the other grandchildren accepted it

quite well. They realised Gracie was dead and played with her and talked with her.

Well, the girls did - the boys didn't. The boys were a bit apprehensive. They were in

the room and, all of a sudden, someone said, "Let's go outside" and they ran off.

We did some crazy things really when you think about it. Like, when wee Annie was

born, another girl in the district who had lost a baby just previously rang rne up and

said, "I'm ringing you to say take photos because I felt I couldn't take photos of a sick

baby". So, when Gracie was with us we took all these photos. There were just packets

and packets of photos. We were all looking forward to seeing the developed photos - it
was then that we realised we had exactly the same photo of Gracie many times. I said

to Pip, "Really". But that is just one of the things you do, that you have to laugh at.

There was another thing that made us laugh. My elderly mother, who at the time was

under quite a bit of stress with my father who was not well, came down to stay. She
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was holding Gracie while we were busy doing this rimu box for Gracie. Mum was

sitring nursing Gracie when she said, "You know, this child hasn't moved!" You had

to laugh at her because she was so sincere about it.

You can tell by some of the photos of Pip and Donald that they were very stressed but

we had the birthday party just for the kids. Everyone was getting a bit tired by the time

it got to five o'clock and you could sense that. Suddenly the rest of the family went

their own ways to their own homes and we then had to think about how we were going

to cope with the funeral. I wondered whether Pip and her family would go home that

night or whether they wouldn't and Pip suddenly said, "Yes, I think I want to go

home. We are going to have Gracie at home for a day or two before we lose her. " By

the time we got everybody in the car, with the car-seats and then there were flowers

and a lot of extra things like groceries, we couldn't fit Gracie and her cradle in the car

-there was no room for the cradle. I had a white polystyrene box that the salmon for

Pip and Donald's wedding had come in, so Gracie, all snug in her shawl plus her toys,

went in the box. It fitted between the front and back seats in the car long ways. There

were also Jessica's birthday presents and the cake and all those silly little bits and

pieces that had to go in. It was like a family going on holiday.

The next few days

Diana: Pip had very definite ideas and she knew exactly where she was going and what

she was doing, so it was very easy. There was one thing she said that I didn't agree

with. It was when she rang me and told me what she was going to do. Like, "We are

going to have a day at home and a day going around the farm and then a day doing

something elseo'. I started to get very protective of Pip for I wondered if she would find

it hard to give Gracie up.

Rupert: It was a wee bit worrying because Pip gave the impression that she knew

Gracie wasn't going to come back again but she wanted to do as much for Gracie as

she could while she had her. And Gracie was with them all the time, and everywhere

they went farming; she went to the top of the valley and all that sort of carry on.

Counting Gracie

Rupert: When someone asks how many grandchildren we have, we include norrnally

the ones that are still about, that we still have - not that we had.
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Diana: when my father died somebody said to me, o'you didn't include Gracie in the
death notice" and we didn't either, did we? we said, ,.and great_grandfather of his
eight grandchildren" and at the time I hadn't thought about it. I will always regret that.
Possibly, it is easier for other people you are talking to, to continue with the
conversation if you say, "there are eight" than if you say, "there should be nine,, or
"one died"' It makes it really hard for the conversation to continue. so, in any sort of
death, you become very protective of the people you are in the environment with. We
have a video of Gracie's days with us, just as we have videos of all our grandchildren.
It is nice to know that if you wish to sit quietly and look at it, you can. pip and Donald
keep the video.

Providing support
Rupert: I think our role was mainly support for Pip and Donald because it must have
been a far bigger shock for them than for us because it was removed a wee bit from us.

Diana: And also it was Pip and Donald's thing and they had to grieve in their sort of
way and we didn't want to intrude on that. That was important for them to do what
they felt they wanted to do. so, all that we could do was to be supportive at that time
for Jessica and Lachie. Pip, Donald and Gracie were there [in Timaru] and we were
here and it was important that they had their time together. I mean, I didn,t believe at
the time Gracie died in hospital that there was any way I should suddenly pack
everyone up and go off to Timaru. I felt it was really important for them to do what
they wanted to do before they came back here to face that other environment. Really,
you are trying to make the whole thing run as smoothly as it can, so that everyone can
do what they feel they want to do. You get gut feelings at rimes like this and, if you go
with your gut feeling, it is usually quite right. It doesn't matter what anyone else thinks
or says - like taking Gracie shopping. who would have thought that Gracie was in the
car park whilst Pip went shopping? Even if it was only for material to line Gracie,s
rimu box.

Rupert: We are a generation older than Pip and Donald and death was a thing that you
didn't think about' You didn't talk about anything like that when we were brought up
as children. You never went and saw the body after death; it was unheard of for
anyone' So what Pip and Donald did with Gracie was very different. The important
thing in this situation is to try and support the parents as much as you could and the
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background rype of support - not up front too much. Not trying to take over and

organise things.

Thoughts about Gracie's death

Rupert: It is different thoughts isn't it? Than for somebody who has lived some life.

Whereas for Gracie, all you can think about is, "What were her prospects if she had

lived?" Whereas, for somebody that has lived for a while, you can think, "Well they

have done this, that and the other thing". Like when there is a wake. Dad was like that,

he said, "When I die - celebrate life. The grog cupboard's full and all my mates can

come up" and that was what he wished, virtually.

Diana: And that is what it should be, because everyone has gained a tremendous

amount from those experiences of that person and what they have given them. But with

Gracie, it was really different because we never knew her at all. Gracie's death was a

very different experience and I think that you don't have the same kind of feelings of

loss and emptiness that you have with other deaths - especially if you have known

somebody for some time. I didn't, anyhow. It was more of a numbness and absolute

disbelief, than an emptiness. It was a different feeling for me as a grandparent.

Rupert: I suppose all my life dealing with animals and livestock, you accept that things

die for no reason at all; there appears to be no reason at all. I don't know whether you

accept it or you learn to sort of switch off a wee bit and think, "Well, it happens. It's

part of the way Nature has got things organised".

Diana: As you grow older you realise that as long as there is life, there is going to be

death and it is as definite as the day is long. And from the experience of birth you have

the same experience of death. So, I do believe as you get older, especially as a

grandparent, you have learned to realise that this is what life is and you just can't brustr

it under the carpet. I definitely think that Gracie's death was a growing experience for

me, It made me more of a rounded character because you can understand a bit more

about somebody else if it happens to them. If you don't have these experiences you are

really are a loser because you have no idea what other people are experiencing. You

think you do but you don't really, unless it happens to you.
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Matthew died at the itge of three days
These are the stories of hjs farnily

. of Sarah & Frazer, who are Matthevr/s par€nts

' of Margaret & Keith, who are Matthern/s grandparents and sarah,s parents
' of Alex & Benita, who are Matthew's grandparents and Fraze/s parents

i#
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SARAH & FRAZER'S STORY

About us

Ftazet was born in Dunedin and grew up at Seacliff and Tapanui then Dunedin. sarah
was also born in Dunedin and grew up in omarama and Clydevale. Frazer is a lawyer
in Dunedin' After an enjoyable career as a nurse, sarah is now at home focusing on
her children and husband. our four children were born in Dunedin. Rochelle is our
eldest daughter, then Rose, then Matthew, and then Jessica. Matthew died, aged 3
days, from hypoplastic left heart, a condition where there is not enough heart muscle
and it is incompatible with life.

Matthew's birth
Sarah: When Matthew was born it was a normal delivery and his apgar scores were
very good' A good friend of mine delivered him and that was very special. He was
born on the sanrrday morning. He was happy all day, feeding very vigorously as if, *I
haven't got much time I've got to get on with this". He wanted to feed all the time. on
saturday night, I remember him being awake and looking around, I sensed his calm
nature, and that he was looking around and taking everything in. It was about midday
on Sunday that something seemed to be wrong. He was very clammy and cord and
perspiring' One of the nurses called a paediatric registrar who turned up instangy.
Matthew went up to the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit. He looked really silly in an
incubator because he was so huge and all the others were so tiny. Matthew was eight
pounds three ounces, which was my biggest baby. within two hours they came and
called us into a side room and told us that he wasn't going to live because his heart
wasn't formed properly. I can remember the cardiologist because he was very matter of
fact - there was no emotion at alr. He didn't show any emotion whereas the
paediatrician was kind and very compassionate. I felt sorry for the cardiologist because
I thought, "He just doesn't know how to cope with this, he's pretending that it,s like a

sore thumb or sore toe".

Frazer: It was probably due to a fortunate combination of circumstances that the
grandparents were able to be around. As Sarah said, he was born on a Saturday
morning and, naturally, the grandparents had been around to see him that day. I had
been home with the other kids and then, on the sunday morning, he,d been crying and
a bit unsettled and they said, "We'll just take him upstairs to do some tests and he,ll be
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alright. we'll be back in a wee while. " The girls and I must have been up at my

parents, and so I went over there at lunchtime and said that he had been taken upstairs

for some tests. It was all a little bit unsettling. I also put a phone call through to

Balclutha, to Sarah's parents on the farm, to say that he was having these tests done but

there wasn't any reason that this should be ominous. I went back to the hospital after

lunch. It was a couple of hours later when they made a fuss of wanting to talk to us in a

separate room, because Sarah had been in a room with three or four others. And so we

went in and, as Sarah said, it was all explained to us - which takes a wee while to sink

in. I went out to the phone to ring my parents, and I still remember what I said, I could

hardly speak, my mother answered, and I said, "It's me" and she said, "What's the

matter?" I said, "He's going to die". She said, "We'll be there right away". She hung

up and I hung up. So they came on down and then, at about the same time, Sarah's

parents turned up, because obviously they had had some concerns, although they hadn't

said they were going to arrive. So we had everyone arriving. And I think,

coincidentally, Sarah's sister-inlaw arrived with her children, not knowing about this,

so we had everyone at the scene immediately. While it was obviously an extremely

traumatic time, I think it was very important to have grandparents able to assist. Of

course it would have been very hard without them. Sarah's parents took Rose back

down to the farm and then, I think, Rochelle went to some friends. It was very difficult

at the age they were at, aZ-year-old and a  -year-old, because they would be initially

very upset but they would be over it in 10 or 15 minutes and back to their normal sort

of boisterous behaviour, which could be a bit hard to cope with.

Sarah: We were told he was not likely to live for more than24 hours so we decided to

keep him in the hospital. We were in a big room and he was in either Alex' or Benita's

or Frazer's or my arms for the whole night. I got a few hours sleep and in the morning

the doctors came and were surprised that he was still alive and they said there was

nothing more they can do, "Go home. Take him home". It was about half past seven in
the morning and I decided that we had to go then and there. And I was running round

saying, "Come on, come on I've got to go" and I felt this urgency to get home.

Matthew at home

Sarah: And so we got home and it was a really special feeling taking him home. When

they first suggested it I thought, "Oh no, you can't have a dead body in the house. " It's
really silly but I remember thinking that. But it was very special to have him at home
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and my brothers and their families came and met him. Frazer's parents stayed with us

the whole time, which was wonderful. People c:lme and brought their children, our

next-door neighbours came and it was very special.

Frazer: We were horrified at the idea, initially, of going home. As Sarah said, the idea

of having a baby in the house might be considered, with all these tubes and cords

coming out, was not really our field. It wasn't very homely looking. There had

obviously been the paediatrician encouraging us in that direction and it wasn't really

until the next morning, the Monday morning, that we realised that what we wanted was

to be out of the hospital and at home. It was touch and go whether we made it. He had

these attacks about once an hour and you could hear the irregular breathing and then

there would be just this absolute struggle with Matthew fighting to breathe and gasping,

and then there would be a long silence, And everyone in the room was waiting "Is he

going to breathe?" This happened just as we were about to leave the hospital and the

paediatrician said to us afterwards, because he was holding him at the time, that he

thought he was going to die in his arms then. In a way, you are in a situation where, on

the one hand you don't want him to die and on the other hand, maybe you do want him

to die and all the suffering would be over and also, it's hard physically on you as well.

I think it would be very hard to have the sort of prognosis where they say it could be a

week, 2 weeks, 3 or 4 weeks. We had friends who had a baby a month or two later and

he died at about 10 weeks and that whole time they knew he was dying. So, in that

sense it was merciful in that there was no quality of life for Matthew - it was over

quickly and from our point of view it was a very demanding period.

When Matthew died

Frazer: Then came the Monday night. We hadn't slept well for several nights and so

we were pretty exhausted. We shifted the bed to one side in our room, Sarah and I
were in the bed and there was an armchair that we put into our room and Mum and

Dad were taking shifts at holding him and it was Dad's rurn to hold him. I think Mum

was sleeping in the other room, or trying to. Sarah was a lot more tired and exhausted

so she was sleeping a bit more, but I was conscious of what seemed to be this hour

long routine we had. I would be awake every hour and hear this gasping for breath and

fighting for life. So, he was in Dad's arms - we were too exhausted to have done all

that ourselves. I had woken about the time that I knew there was going to be another

one of these episodes and Dad had said, "You'd better get the others up. I think the
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end is near". He was right and so I got Mum and Sarah up and this time he didn't catch

his breath. We came into the other room and my mother had got all these clothes that

she had prepared for him in anticipation of his birth and so she dressed him.

Sarah: When Matthew died during the night there were funny little events which

happened that make you laugh. Frazer's mother has an obsession with toilet seats, I

think, with living in a house with all males, she likes the lid down. After Matthew had

died I thought, "I've got to go to the toilet". I rushed to the toilet and I didu't look to

see the iid was down and pee'd all over the floor. I said, "Oh no" and Benita came out

and said, "What's the matter?" and I said, "f've pee'd all over the toilet seat, you and

your bloody toilet seat down" and so she started laughing and Frazer came out to see

what was happening and started laughing too. Every time I see a toilet seat down I
remember that incident. I found it very special that Benita bathed Matthew after he died

because she had given the girls their fust bath and that had become her special job that

she would do this. For me it was just nice that somebody else wanted to do it but she

was so grateful for the chance. And it was special having Alex there because he knew

what to do, because your mind is so numb and unable to think straight.

Frazer: Then Matthew was put in his room and we all had a sort of semi-sleep after

that. The next day we had all the arrangements being made and lots of visitors. Mum

and Dad virtually stayed with us full time, during this period. Making funeral

arrangements for a child is a bit hard to do because of all the decisions that have to be

made. It's very hard when somebody comes with a question and saysn "what do you

want in his death notice in the paper?" We didn't even have his birth notice in. It was

just beyond us to even really think about it, and so we gave that job to Dad. He's done

that so many times [because he is a minister] and he was able to do that and so in that

little way that helped. Just sitting there and going through all the arrangements, it was

certainly very helpful to have parents there and also the type of parents who are

experienced in that sort of area. They know what sort of decisions need to be made and

what sort of problems there are going to be.

It was the first death we have ever experienced and for me, at the age of 32, that was

the first time in 4y life that I had had death that close. I hadn't seen a dead body

before Matthew died and so, for us, that was a new experience that we had never had
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to deal with' Everyone knows that at some stage you are going to have family who die
- grandparents, parents that sort of thing - but that's something you,re used to, it,s
inevitable. The minister was coming to see us and I had made a point of going and
spending an hour or two writing my thoughts down so that we could have a good
discussion' we felt sorry for him. How do you conduct a service for a child at 3 days
old? What do you say? But we wanted it to be unique in the sense that tlis was a child
at the beginning of life. so' we put together all these thoughts and stories about the life
of Matthew and conveyed them to the minister so that he had all these bits and pieces
and anecdotes, from these couple of days, to put into his eulogy. Then Dad of course
did a eulogy2 and that was really good and was so personal to Matthew. That was what
was so hard for my poor father, having to mix these roles of both being a minister and
a public speaker and also being a grandfather. And what he said was superb; we,ve got
a tape somewhere and one of the things he said was, "r hold you in my arms and look
at your chin that will never grow stubble". It must have been so hard for him to
actually say that. Mum gave a prayer and then Sarah's mother did a reading. It was
good to have that degree of involvement and I think, at the end of it, by the time the
funeral was all over' you couldn't have asked for better support from any quarter than
we had.

All the support
Frazer: There was nothing that you could have been critical of and so I tfiink that helps
with the process - we had all that support. we,ve noticed other people that we,ve
struck who have had the death of a child that, sometimes, it has left bitterness.
whereas, for us, the support that we had meant that there wasn't anyone that you could
be critical of and you could feel nothing but warmth towards everyone, whether that,s
family, people at hospital, peopre at the workplace, peopre in the communiry or peopre
in the street' So' I think that helped us to cope with the whole process and made it that
bit easier; it removed the extra stresses from us. As I said before, we sent the children
away for that time, which, in theory, sounds a bit cold or callous perhaps, but it was
hard for them to keep understanding, "why is the mood in the house always sombre?,,
If you look back and say "If you must go through this situarion, which is riving a
nightmare, then given the supportive network, we really couldn,t have asked for
anything better". without doubt this is the worst experience of my life. r,d wake up at

2 Which is at the end of Alex & Benita,s story.
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night sometimes and say to myself, "Just as well I'd woken up because it was a terrible

nightmare that I've had" and then you'd realise of course that it wasn't, and you were

actually living it. After our first child was born, generally, I'm so tired after work I

sleep right through the night. I never hear the baby cry and Sarah will be up feeding a

couple of times, perhaps. But the only difference, the only exception to me, was

Matthew, that I would wake up and hear him crying - but he was dead - whereas I

never woke up to hear the others cry.

The funerals of Matthew and Granny Rose

Sarah: My father's mother had just died as well [Granny Rose], so we had two

funerals il one week. It was so much more shattering for everyone to have two

generations die at the same time. I had never seen my father cry before, and I

remember he walked into Matthew's room with Mum and just burst into tears and we

all hugged each other and cried together. That was the first time that I have ever seen

my father cry, for his grandson, and for his mother. I felt privileged to be able to share

in his grief with him.

Frazer: I think perhaps that combination of circumstances, the great-grandmother

dying just the day or so before Matthew's death, made it harder obviously, because it's

another grief to go through. You go along to Grauny Rose's funEral and you've got this

eulogising about the wonderful life that someone had and all you could think of was,

what was coming up in two days time [Matthew's funeral]. At the next funeral, what

life is there to talk about? So, you feel a little bit cheated. It was good that we had such

a public funeral for Matthew, and people around in the house and an open church

service. The church was packed for a three day old baby and they shared in the whole

process themselves so they were then able to be supportive. The support of the

grandparents and the family made the whole process that much easier to get back into a

form of existence, a form of life.

Reflections about grandparents

Frazer: People are surprised that we brought home a baby to die here and that he

stayed in the house and had all these people in and out. People talk about how it's got

Maori overtones, with the family group and the grief and my parents. But it actually

did help, it was good to have people in and out of the house. You need to have the

support of parents and friends. It all adds up, I think, to the ideal way of coping with
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it' I suppose we just assumed that we were supportive of my parents. It was a very
stressful time for them. It would have been more of a nightrnare for us, I think, without
Mum and Dad there. I don't think we would have gone home on our own with just
Sarah and me coping with and holding Matthew and not knowing, ,,Is he going to die?,,
or, nols he not going to die?',.

Sarah: Grandparents have the double grief of having a grandchild die - and their child
going through grief as well.

Frazer: It was a bit harder for Sarah's parents, in a sense, because it was lambing
season and they had that commitment down on the farm. They could only be up and
back, up and back for brief visits. Sarah's father is a man of few words and so it was
probably hard finding the right words to use. It's a time when people find it so difficult
to speak, they don't know what to say and even now, looking back, you can say, ..well

what do you say to someone in that situation?" There is nothing that you can say that
helps anyway and people's efforts in that department aren't always all that helpful. But
one of the things you can do that seems to express everything is to hug people. There
seemed to be a lot of that' I can remember one or two instances here in the house
where we would just be hugging each other or perhaps my mother would be there and
sarah's mother would come and join the huddle and I can remember Sarah,s father
doing that on occasions, too. on the whole he would be undemonstrative and would
have said very little tluough the whole process. I think it would be very hard for Keith
to see his daughter in these circumstances and it would have been doubly traumatic for
him' You felt that it wasn't easy for Keith, being a man of few words, to actually cope
with the sinration in a way. whereas my family, or my father in particular, is trained in
speaking and expressing views and thoughts. But, at the same time, even though Keith
said little, you got that very strong impression of, sympathy is not the right word to
use, but ofsupport and also ofgriefon his part.

Sarah: My mother was very positive about which photo she wanted of Matthew, which
was one that was taken after he had died. It took Benita and myself a lot longer to
accept that that photo was the best one of him.
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Our faith
Sarah: I don't know how people handle the death of a child without faith. Because my

faith is very important to me and I feel that has carried me through. I couldn't have

done it without my faith. The girls fRochelle and Rose] know and accept that Matthew

is with Jesus and they are contented. In comparison, there was a woman I met, whose

baby had died of a cot death and she told me that her children had needed counselling.

But she was looking at it from a non-Christian view and her daughters thought her baby

was buried in a dark hole and thought that they would be in a dark hole and they had

dreadful nightmares. Whereas we have had nothing like that at all because the girls

knew that there is eternal hope that one day we will go and be with Matthew. I

suppose, for me, my grandmother, Granny Rose, was also from a Christian

background and she died at the same time as Matthew. She was the matriarch of our

family and to have known someone like her, I found a great help. Having Benita and

Alex thinking along the same Christian beliefs was great.

Frazer: I think it would be very difficult for people to cope with the death of a child if
they knew that that child was going to come into existence and go out of existence and

its remains were going to be cremated or put in a hole in the ground. I think that would

be very difficult to cope with. So, it is much easier to have the concept of where

Matthew has gone, that there is life after death, and actually welcome that aspect to

your own death. It still brings questions with it of course. People will say, "Well, there

was a purpose" and you say, "I don't really agree, I can't quite see how you could ever

say something good could come out of that experience". They say, "That is a way of

lsnshing family members about values" - it is a very harsh way of doing that. I think as

my father sums it up, "Certain things are just inexplicable" and I find that answer more

satisfactory than those that say, "Well, there is a meaning for everything". I can't

conceive of a meaning for bringing a child into existence for three days and taking his

life.

Jessica born after Matthew

Sarah: Jessica was born a year after Matthew. He is very much a part of her family

and she tells everyone that she has two older sisters and an older brother, but he died.

It isn't important to her why he died, but it is important for her to acknowledge his

existence and to express that to others. She was given a picture of a baby sleeping for
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her first birthday and she call it Matthew's picture, It has pride of place on her

bookcase.

For Sarah & Frazer, Alex & Benita, Margaret & Keith the imager and words below

are important reminders of Matthew. They come from a bookmark which Benita has

and were put on the Order of Service for Matthew's funeral and on his headstone.

See!

I will not
forgetyou...
I have carved
you
on the palm
of my hand.

Isaiah 49: I 5

3 The original illustration on the bookmark was by Fred Kinghorn, printed by North American
Liturgical Resources, I have had no success in contacting i-his organisation for copyritntpermission, hence the image above is an artist's impression of th"e image
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MARGARET & KEITH'S STORY

About us

When we married we worked on the Omarama station and eventually moved to our

own farm outside Balclutha. We've got four children in the family. John's 38,

Alistair's 37, Sarah is 36 this year and David is 34. We've got 11 grandchildren.

Matthew was the third child of our daughter, Sarah, and her husband, Frazer. He died

five years ago. Sarah and Frazer had nvo other children - Rochelle and Rose before

Mafihew was born. Matthew was fine when he was first born. The next day he

developed breathing problems and the doctors found that he had a hypoplastic left

heart. Matthew died at home, aged three days.

Our grandchild - Matthew

Margaret: The year of 1992 was an awful year. Keith's mother, who was an absolute

darling, Granny Rose, was ill and she lived with us for a couple of months or so before

she died. The kids and everybody just loved Granny Rose. She died the day that

Matthew was born and then he died the day of her funeral. Matthew's the only child in

the family who died. None of my brothers and sisters did - we haven't really had

anything like wee Matthew.

Keith: That's right, it was always something that happened to somebody else that you

might hear about.

Margaret: We went to see Matthew the day that he was born and of course he was fine

then. He was a dear wee soul. Frazer rang us the next day and said Matthew wasn't so

well and had gone to Intensive Care and so we went to the hospital again.

Keith: He was in Intensive Care so we knew there must be something wrong but we

didn't know it was that bad until we got to the hospital.

Margaret: Sarah was wonderful during this time. I couldn't believe her, she was quite

amazing. After Sarah and Frazer had been told that Matthew would die they thought

that they would take Matthew home and so we brought Rose home with us. And

Rochelle stayed with friends of Sarah's. I felt terribly upset for the girls - they were so

different about what happened. Even quite a long time later Rochelle was just so blase
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about it all.You know that was her wee way, whereas with Rose it was different. After
Matthew had died he was in the bedroom and someone would come to the door and
Rose would take them by the hand and say, "come and see my wee brother,, and she
would take them in to see him.

We didn't really see much of Matthew. We were looking after Rose so we saw him
when he was born and we saw him the next day and we didn't see him again until he
had died' Whilst Matthew was alive, our son and his wife, who live in Dunedin, went
and saw Matthew quite often. We went, but Matthew was only there for a couple of
days' our other children and grandchildren went to see Matthew when he was alive
and the whole family, including the grandchildren, went to his funeral. I think sarah
was always terribly disappointed and terribly upset that she wasn,t there when Matthew
died. It really, really upset her, because she had gone off to bed to have a rest.

Keith: when you don't know when someone is going to die, then you have to do that.

Matthewts funeral
Margaret: Sarah rang and asked me if I would do a reading at the service. I didn,t
know how I was going to manage that - it's amazing what you can do if you have to.
well, I didn't have to - but I wanted to do it for her. euite honestly, I can,t remember
now what I did for the reading' You are trying to help the parents and. you really have
to be very careful' They have to be left to do what they want to do, but you can see
things that you think you could probably help with - but you need to check it with
them' Like Sarah said she was going to drive the family and Matthew to the church for
the funeral and I thought, "Goodness me she can't do that" and of course she can do
that. she is only a wee dot but she seems able to do the most amazing things.

Keith: The funeral was not easy. I mean, it's one of those things that it,s tlre parents
that you are quite sorry for - Sarah and Frazer. They are always much closer to the
children than the grandparents are.

Margaret: The rninister, he was really nice. They can make such a difference and the
funeral director was just wonderful, wasn't he? Nothing was a botler, sarah was just
not to worry' He was the same funeral director for Granny Rose's funeral- I thought
Sarah and Frazer were wonderful being able to bear up enough strength to go to
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Granny Rose's funeral when their little boy had died that night. At the time Sarah had

said that they were coming to Granny Rose's funeral, I said to Keith, "Well, we'll wait

outside for them" because they were going to be a wee bit late. The funeral director

said, "There's no hurry, no hurry whatsoever". He said, "Just when Sarah comes, you

know''. So we waited and the funeral director said, "Here she comes". And we all

went in together.

In the time after Matthew died

Margaret: We thought about Sarah and Frazer a lot. It was such a short time from

when he was born to when he died, not time to have a life. I think the fact, really, that

he didn't live for too long was a help. It was awful to see anybody who had pain. Like,

when we saw him and had just arrived in the hospital and this was before the morphine

got started and he really was in pain, poor wee soul. It was a distressing thing. I

suppose it is because Sarah and Frazer are both here, they are not suffering the

physical pain Matthew was, and now wee Matthew has gone and he is not suffering but

they are - I suppose that is partly why you think of them. It's so sad for parents -

Frazer was just so delighted with Matthew and plans for taking him to Naseby and

walks in the forest. He was just so looking forward to doing all these things with wee

Matthew.

We used to ring Sarah and Frazer after Matthew died. I went through and stayed with

Sarah for a few days because Matthew's ashes were still at the funeral director's, he

hadn't been buried after the cremation. So I went through and stayed with her for few

days. Sarah kept saying she thought she would like to go down to the funeral director

and see Matthew. So I said, "Come on and away we go" - so away we went. Rochelle,

she wanted to sit and hold the cask with Matthew's ashes. She was sitting holding it

and she said, "Oh look Mum, they've polished the top and I can see my face". Then I

said to Sarah "Would you like to go for a drive, dear?" and she said, "Oh yes", she'd

like to". So I said, "Righto" and away we tootled. We went up towards Larnach's

Castle and kept going up and up and up and I thought, "Oh gosh, this is ghastly". I

came from the back country and that sort of thing didn't used to worry me. Mind you,

that road is terribly steep and we're looking down at the sea. Well, my mouth felt dry

and I thought, "Just keep driving right up the top and start going down the other side"

on that horrible windy road. Rochelle and Rose started playing up and Sarah said, "If
you don't behave yourself 6141rlma will stop and put you out here" and I thought, "If f
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stop I'll never get started again". I was glad to get to the bottom of that drive. I stayed

with Sarah. Because we were on the farm, it was busy, which meant that Keith

couldn't, so instead I stayed with her for a few days every now and again. But she

amazed me, she really did, because she could talk about Matthew all the time whereas

Frazer couldn't and he just seemed to just go inwards. I suppose, too, it was terribly

difficult for him at work, I suppose people were always mentioning it and he just

wanted to be left alone. But Sarah was quite amazing the way she bounced back.

Talking about Matthew
Margaret: We talk about Matthew and we're always missing him. Living in the

country when something like this happens, everyone was just wonderful, they really

were. They'd ring up and they'd bring food and all sorts. I think, being from the

country - it doesn't matter what happens, people are always arriving and things and

flowers. It's great. And we seem to have had lots of friends that you don't really know

you have. I think it is awfully good to talk about Matthew a lot. Just include him as ...

Just talking makes it easier. At Christmas time someone would say, "wee Matthew

would be dancing round" or something like that.

Memories

Margaret: Sarah has got a lovely photograph, we've all got one. It was a really lovely

one of Matthew in his wee bassinette after he died - really something to keep. And it
was nice that they had the photograph of him at home because when we saw him when

he was very ill, with the tubes and everything, it just looked ghastly - poor wee mite. I
loved that verse Sarah and Frazer had in the little death notice in the paper and the little
slip we got, whatever it's called, at the funeral. The verse was "Hold me in the palm of
your hand"; that was lovely. And the photograph of Matthew after he died. and the tape

of the funeral were special. I would not want to be without the photo on the wall, in the

Iounge and the bedroom. It is an image of him that I can say, "Hello" to.

Jessica was born a year after Matthew died
Keith: You do think that perhaps Jessica might not have been here if Matthew had

lived.

Margaret: She's a dear little lady, I used to say to Sarah, "I don't believe in people

having these scans [ultrasound scans in pregnancy] and knowing what sex baby they

are having before the baby is born". When you're having a baby you should have it
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and that's just part of the excitement of someone saying, "It's a boy" or, "It's a gfuI".

Well, when Sarah was having Jessica she said, "Oh, I'm going to have a scan, f'm

going to know what it is Mum". I said, "Well, I think that's fair enough", especially

because if she had wanted to with the others she would have. After the scan Sarah and

Frazer were so delighted, absolutely delighted. Sarah said they were not telling

anybody, which was good, so we thought it must be a linle boy. Then, when Jessica

was born, they had this little girl and I couldn't believe it and I think a lot of people felt

that - because they were so delighted, you know - everybody thought it was a boy. But

it was Jessica and she is a dear little ladv and she adores Granddad.

Our feelings

Margaret: At the time Matthew died I had such a sick feeling in the stomach - just felt

so sick for Sarah and Frazer. We talked about them every day.

Keith: It is now four years on but the feelings about Matthew are not that different

really.

Margaret: It is sadness - but I have got used to it now and I perhaps think of him as

being a little boy. I often think of him as a little baby. It was just when I was at Sarah's

a while ago it came up and she said, "Oh, now he would have been going to school".

So you do think of it, but then you can't really imagine what he would look like.

Reflections - the deaths of Matthew and Granny Rose

Keith: The two deaths were quite different. My mother's was not uoexpected. It was

almost getting to the stage where it was a release. Matthew was quite different.

Margaret: A death like Matthew's is difficult because you do definitely question

WHY? Don't you? You think all these horrible people around, nothing ever happens to

them, which is not a very nice thing to say. I think, too, Sarah and Frazer have a very

deep faith and I think we would probably question more than they would. Because I

think that they think there is a reason for it and I would rather like to know the reason

WHY? than just accept it - which you have to. But you do wonder WHY? I felt angry

sometimes.
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For Margaret and Keith, this photograph is a rink to Mathew. The image and verse
at the end of Sarah & Frazer,s story also symbolise Matthew.
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BENITA & ALEX' STORY

About us

Benita was born and educated in Christchurch where she trained as a general nurse.

After marriage she moved to Dunedin and had further nursing experience in theatres

and gerianics. After her three sons were all at school she did some obstetrical nursing

and then worked in the areas of neurosurgery and haemodialysis from which she retired

recently. She is involved extensively in Christian education in church and school and is

a member/Convenor of several Christian committees and Councils. Despite all of these

things she gives quality time to her sons, daughter-in-law and three granddaughters.

Alex spent his first seven years in Auckland. He moved with his family, ingluding

seven siblings, to Gore where he stayed until going to University in Dunedin. He

became ill whilst a student and spent most of his twenties as a patient, before surgery

and newly discovered drugs restored him to health. After this, he trained at Knox

College and married Benita - taking up his first appointment as Chaplain for five years

at the Seacliff group of hospitals. Then followed eight and a half years in the parish of

Tapanui. During this time, he and his family spent a year in the USA while he took a

course in Clinical Pastoral Education. His next position was as Chaplain to the Dunedin

hospitals and subsequently as a part-time minister in Dunedin. A younger brother of

Alex' died of double pneumonia when only six months old.

Matthew's birth
Benita: The story of Matthew begins for me, with a call at about 4:30 in the morning,

with Frazer saying, "Could you come over and stay with the girls?" because Sarah had

begun labour and was going down to Queen Mary. So they went down to Queen Mary

and then, at about eight o'clock, Frazer returned. He didn't say anything to me, he

swept into the house, Rochelle was away staying with her other grandparents, and he

swept Rose up. He had the most glorious look on his face that I have ever seen and he

swung Rose into his arms and he said, "Do you know you've got a little baby

brother?" And I felt he wanted, instead of going over the child's head and telling me

fust and telling the child second, to tell his daughter first. Which delighted me no end.

We were just so excited and he said, "L,et's go down back down to the hospital now".

So he put Rose into his car and I got into mine and all the way down I was just so

excited because this was a boy after two girls. We had three sons ourselves and hadn't

ever managed to change the sex. It was just so exciting and when we got down there
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we went into see Sarah, who was sitting up with a big grin on her face with Matthew in

her arms. She reached out and put him into my arms and said "OK, Grandma now get

on with it" and took Rose onto her knee.

Then Matthew's wrappings were all a bit loose and he was kind of gurningo away and I

put him into the bassinette just to be able to rewrap him and a little bit of anxiety

stirred inside me. I thought, "I wonder how long it takes to pink up, he just looks a bit

blue". And I thought, "I am just a little bit more anxious than I should be" . At the

same time Sarah looked across at me and said, "He's different from the girls; they fed,

they bellowed, they fed and they shut up but while he's fed he has just gone on with a

quiet cry all the time". Rose was sitting in the chair and Frazer wanted her to hold the

baby and she didn't want to and she put her hands over her ears and that stirred a little

bit more concern in me as to why she felt like that. However, we buried it all and went

out. During the morning I took Rose into town shopping and said, "Well, we have got

to go and buy flowers for Sarah and we have got to go and buy something blue' We

have got to buy a boy's suit and then we have to ... " Those were my conceflN and we

went into a shop and bought a little boy's suit. Then we went into a shop and I ordered

the flowers and, while I was waiting for them to be made up, I was looking around the

shop and my eye cast on some of those little, tiny, small angels, I don't remember

having seen them before them and the thought went through my mind, "Now what do

you use those for?" And hot on the heels of that was, "They look like something that

would go on a child's grave" and, in that moment, a feeling of absolute terror filled

me. Then I remonstrated with myself and said, "You must know some of the best ways

of scaring yourself", but I was still left with a sense of unease. Alex feels, when we

discuss it, that I've seen that in retrospect, but I do remember the feeling of extreme

anxiety was very real at the time. But, anyway, once again I buried it and we just

rejoiced in the new baby and I went back to the hospital later in the day delivering the

goodies and everYthing was well.

Next morning, next day, Frazer came in with the girls at lunch time. The girls rushed

in and said, "The baby is not well" and Frazer followed up by saying, "He's been

taken to Intensive Care, Neonatal Intensive Care" [NICU]. He was very careful about

what he said, "They think he might have an infection". I was dishing up dinner and I

o Making quiet gurgling noises
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was really, quietly, in an absolute panic because, a child that was just over 24 hours

old, "What kind of infection is this that it is so overwhelming?" They don't take babies

to NICU unless there are very good grounds for it, they prefer to leave a baby with its

mother. So, I tried not to show it. After lunch, Fnzer went back down to the hospital

and we kept the girls and at2:30, the telephone rang and I answered it and it was

Frazer. And as long as I live I won't forget the sound of his voice on the phone and

Frazer saying, n'It's me, he's not going to live". I just responded with, "We'lI bring

the girls and come down straight away" and with that we went down. And when we

went in we found that Sarah and Frazer were both in distress because they had just

been told that the baby had a cardiac condition - left heart chamber dysplasia and that

he may die in 20 minutes or it may be in a few hours. We went up to NICU and the

first thing that struck me was all these tiny little babies were up there and here was our

boy at over eight pounds, twice the size of some of them, and he was the one who

wasn't going to live. It was just so hard to believe after being told the day before that

he was perfect, after the GP had looked at him. And it was then they said that there

was no point in keeping him in NICU and he could go back down to the postnatal

ward. Frazer and Sarah's nurse had come up with us and was taking, the gear back

down. From that time on Matthew didn't go back in the bassinette, he stayed in the

arms of one or other of us. But, as they walked back down to the postnatal ward Sarah

carried him and somebody pushed the IV poles and the nurse had the bassinene and we

formed a sad little train. I carried Rose down. She had sat on the stool up in NICU and

it had squeaked and I was very conscious, you know, that a lot of it - she was very

sweet - was way over her head. Rochelle was grasping some of it and was very

distraught. Rose sang in my ear all the way down "The train whistle blowing makes a

sleepy noise" and I thought, "She doesn't realise that this is a train and that it is a very

sad little trainn'. We went down to the postnatal ward and then Frazer and Sarah

requested baptism for Matthew. So we did have him baptised and we made some phone

calls to ask other people to make phone calls to other members of the family. I'm not

sure at what stage Frazer went to try and get hold of his brothers [who were working in

Europel who had already been told of the baby's arrival and hadn't been warned that

there was this disastrous diagnosis. Then Sarah and Frazer were shifted into a room

with two beds and through the night we all took turns at holding Matthew in our arms.

Sometimes in the night Sarah and I went for a walk around, while Alex and Frazer had

'Matthew had an intravenous infusion (drip) running.
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turns holding Matthew. And then the paediatrician came in at about 7:00 in the

morning and he was surprised that Matthew had survived the night and his pedal

pulses6 were not too bad at that stage. Then he suggested that Sarah and Frazer take

him home and I said if they decided to then I would come too and Alex backed me up

by saying that he would come too.

Alex: Frazer was very reluctant at fust, because of all the gear that he thought would

have to be taken to the house. Matthew was on a morphine pumpt and so on, but then

the doctors decided to take him off the pump and it made it more manageable'

Benita: And the decision whether to feed or not to feed was another agonising one.

Sarah had to make the decision about her milk supply and I know my heart just bled for

her, because her milk was starting to come in a bit. She was quite distraught, having

been through having a baby and all the joy and then everything about it to be dashed

down. She looked, from time to time, utterly bewildered and had no idea what was

going on. She did know what was going on, she was trying to be sensible and brave

and it was all getting the better of her. And Frazer, he just sobbed and at one stage

sobbed in my arms and said he would give everything, all his successful career, just to

have his child back. And all the feelings ... I had always known that the worst thing

that could possibly happen to me was to lose a child and so here was my child losing a

child. And you have such strong protective feelings except that you know that you can't

try to bear their pain for them. You can only - you have to get through it. But there

was a strong instinct to stay with them and, if we left, it would be, to me, it would be

like abandoning Frazer, Sarah and Matthew. For all the pain that it would cause we

just had to see the whole thing through together.

So we got packed up and the hospital put into place all the auxiliary services that would

be needed and we went back to Sarah and Frazer's home and we continued to take

turns at holding Matthew. In the meantime, Sarah's brothers and their wives and family

were able to get up to see Matthew during that Monday. Her parents had been up on

the Sunday too and had taken Rose back home. Other friends had taken Rochelle and

kepr her until Monday. Then on Monday , Frazer could not bear to be without his other

u pulses in the feet that become fainter when the heart fails to pump adequately'
t Slow infusion of diluted morphine for pain relief.
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children and he went to collect Rochelle and Sarah's parents brought Rose back. And

the midwives were in and out, of course. They put in the morphine infusion as

subcutaneous8o so there was renewal of that and other midwives came to check on

Sarah. Friends and neighbourhood children came in to see her; there was a wonderful

trail of people through the house. I think it reflects a lot of the quality of Sarah's

relationships and involvement with other families and children. Neighbourhood

children who came in behaved beautifully and it was really quite touching to see.

Alex: It's hard to imagine that any of that would have happened had we remained in

the hospital. Going home really facilitated that caring aspect of the community and

extended family. The hospital institution does not do this. At the time it felt like a big

upset. The pregnancy had been a reasonable one, no great problems there. And the

initial reports on Matthew, when he was born, were very favourable and to suddenly

have it all turn around in the matter of an hour or t\ilo, that was the hard part, the very

hard part to cope with. You know, you are all elated and then, suddenly, you have got

the fear of death and it takes its place. And that leaves you in a tailspin, I suppose,

really coping with that.

Matthew's death

Benita: The last hour or two of Matthew's life were extremely painful because he had

prolonged apnoeice attacks, kind of Cheyne Stokesro in a way. He would stop breathing

and then, all of a sudden, there would be a long and very painful intake of breath that

was loud and just dragged the heart out. Frazer and Sarah were exhausted and they lay

down and tried to get some sleep and rest. I had handed Matthew to Alex at about two

o' clock, I think with the noise of his respirationstt, it was just really absolutely

exhausting me. Each time he stopped breathing, you think, "This is going to be it". I

handed him to Alex and then went to lay down and then, at three o'clock, Frazer came

through and told me that he had died. And I can remember that we had a time of

prayer together and then we went back out into the living room and Sarah invited me,

which I thought was extremely generous of her, to bath and dress Matthew. It was

extraordinarily generous because it was her right to do it, but I had always enjoyed one

t Into the fatty tissue, as opposed to into a vein (which is intravenous).
e Not breathing.

'o Long pauses between breaths.
11 Breathing.
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of the early baths. I had been given a privilege of bathing atl the children very early

because I always loved bath time with the baby. So I did and, with Sarah's agreement,

I dressed him in the clothes that I had made and the woollies and so forth that I had

knitted, and put him back in the bassinette in the bedroom. With that we had, the four

of us, a short time of prayer together. Then, one of those funny things that happens,

happened. I have a thing about putting the lid down on the toilet and nobody else in my

family does, you see. And we were all standing around in the living room and Sarah

had gone out to the toilet and Frazer came back and, with a half grin on his face, said,

"Sarah is swearing about you" and I said, "Oh, whatever for?" He Said, "You put the

lid back down on the toilet so she's got to go and ..." Sarah's never allowed me to

forget and so we all, in the middle of this tragic situation and of our grief, stood round

giggling and with that, we went back to bed and we got some rest.

Alex: Of course it was too early to start planning things at that hour so you had to wait

a few hours before you began that - like phoning people. And one of the things had

been that our other sons, overseas, had got the initial report about Matthew being born

and nothing about the problem and there was a bit of a timelag, of course, before they

did finally hear that he had died. They never quite got on board with all that had

happened out here and I think that they felt cut off from the family and that, even now,

it,s just something that they have read about but have not experienced. I tlaink they felt

that, when we were over in Europe 18 months or so ago. It is a chapter of our lives

that they have not really known too much about and really could not enter into that

whole experience in the same sort of way. It is a pity in a way that two of the uncles

were not there and were unable to take part in it.

Benita: We felt the sadness of that because Sarah has great deep affection for both her

brothers-in-law. Sarah boarded with us when she left school so she has been a part of

our family for a long time and we quickly became very attached to this srnall girl. She

was so different from our family and she has always been very, very dear to us and we

felt that we couldn't have a better daughter-in-1aw. It was as if she was just made for us

and not having had any daughters ourselves, it has meant that she has always been very

special to us. We tried to talk to our other two sons, 18 months ago, about Matthew

and I felt a sadness that they didn't feel that they could reach out. And I felt that what I

wanted most was, them to talk to Frazer about it, and talk to Sarah too, but particularly
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to Frazer about it. They were horrified at the thought and just couldn't, though they

responded very nicely and appropriately when it did happen. But I realised that they

had never seen Sarah pregnant and it was only just an episode, like you would perhaps

read in a book, to them. Whereas, it has been such a very deep part of our lives.

After Matthew died

Benita: There was also a feeling of walking on eggshells, to try and do the right thing.

Not wanting to say or do anything over the funeral arrangements yet knowing that

Alex, and even myself, are more experienced in this. Sarah and Frazer had never ever,

either of them, had to make any of these kind of decisions. And yet, because we are

older and we have been through this in a parish ministry as well as hospital chaplaincy,

you have got some ideas of what should be and could be done. And yet, having to be

very careful of not taking over. I remember the funeral director saying to Frazer about

having sheets that people can sign as being there at the funeral and Frazer saying, 'Oh,

no I don't think that is necessary" and I'm standing across the room and saying,

"Yes". He said o"Do you think so?" and Alex said, "Yes, I think that's a good idea".

And later on, after the funeral, Frazer going through those and saying, "I'm so glad

that you made the suggestion that we should have them",

Alex: And the other decision being made was retaining Matthew at home right up until

the time of the funeral. I guess that's increasingly happening with babies. That actually

was helpful for the family and to the visitors who came. A few people were sort of

taken aback when they arrived at the house after Matthew's death to be invited to go

and see Matthew - he was in the bedroom. Some obviously were not keen but

everybody did go and see him. That was particularly the role that Rochelle and Rose

took upon themselves to invite people to come through and see Matthew.

And Matthew's headstone is out at Anderson's Bay cemetery; that is the site for the

interment of the ashes for each of us. So, provision was made that we will also end

there - mortal remains anyway. So, in a sense Matthew is blazing a trail for us to

follow.

Talking with other people

Benita: There was another aspect that opened up for me as a result of all this. From

time to time, afterwards, somebody, a woman who was perhaps older and sometimes
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perhaps into her eighties, would stop and would initially ask how Frazer and Sarah

were and then say to me, how she herself had lost a child. Almost a typical story was

how they came home from the hospital and the child having been stillborn or died soon

after birth and their husband, in the kindness of his heart, had asked somebody to come

in and pack all the baby's stuff away. There had been no sign of any of the baby things

that they had left out in happy anticipation and how they had been discouraged from

talking about it at all - "You must get on with your life". Nobody wanted to talk to

them about it and I felt that there were a number of these old people who were just

abnost waiting round the corner for me to be able to go back over all that ground.

AIex: I met other people who talked about their experiences where it had all been

suppressed for them. Somebody told me that 20 years ago that she had had a baby that

had died soon after birth. She wasn't even allowed to see it. Everyone else made the

arrangements for the burial and she had never really come to terms with it all those

years later. Every now and again it re-surfaced. She was at a meeting where I was

speaking and she spoke to me after about how it was all still fresh in her memory - just

triggered off by something that had been said. You can see that the old way of dealing

with a baby's death certainly wasn't the best way of doing it by a long, long way. I

guess my own experience was better. When I was a child I had a brother who died. He

was only about six months old and he was cared for at home with a nurse and, after he

died, he also stayed at home. I was small myself, I was only about five, I suppose, and

I can remember being involved in that and the funeral service and going out to the

cemetery and so it was very much a family event and that occasion is still in my

memory. And so it seemed right and fitting that it was a good model for today for our

own situation with Matthew.

Memories and mementos

AIex: We have a couple of photos of Matthew that we keep right in the middle of the

family photographs which are on the wall as you go down the stairs, because we

always want to feel that he is anchored very firnrly. In a way, that does anchor him

physically while baptism did that theologically. You could say that wasn't necessary

but emotionally, and for comfort, it is another thing that anchors him u.ry, very firmly

right in the middle of the family. He always will be there, always a part of us, not this

poor little physically imperfect baby, who came into the world to leave it almost

immediately.
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Benita: And the other photograph we have of Matthew, is a lovely one of him taken in

his bassinet after he died. It is lined up with a photograph that we have of the girls

taken the week after he died and their faces are absolutely fulI of life and laughter. It

has always been important to us. I see them on my waking and getting into bed at night

- the two photographs are side by side and it seems important to me to always keep

them there. It's life and it's death. Certainly, Matthew is still with us in a very real

way, Every time I smell baby wool, I smell him. Because he was dressed, as he died,

in the clothes that I had made him that were pure wool. I can still, if I pick up a ball of

knitting wool, I can still smell him. A day or two after he died I was walking along the

road with Rochelle and the wind blew her hair back, and I saw the outline of the bones

of her face, and for a moment I saw him again so it was as if I have this memory

within me that I only need to look at the other children and I will see him.

The image which is always Matthew for me, is on Matthew's headstone and was on his

order of service, of a baby carved in the palm of a hand - God's hand. It is from the

Psalms, entitled "Carved in the Palm of my hand". It is a paraphrase of course and it is

a shortened version, I have a longer version of Isaiah 49 which says, "See, I will not

forget you" and it goes back into the whole of the prebirth process. "I was with you

when you were formed and I called you into being and I am part of everything that has

happened to you, your deepest fears, your greatest hopes, I am part ofthem too". I

will always associate that with Manhew.

Nowadays, I look at little boys that I assess as being about 3 and a half, even little

girls. I say to myself, "That is the age that Matthew would be". It is a kind of

remembering and I can do it without feeling a sense of grief. While I do that he is with

me and if we remember that our memories are of him as a baby and if he was with us

he would be three and a half.

Jessica who was born just over a year after Matthew died

Benita: Jessica is so delightful and she is just so lovely to look after. We get such a lot

of enjoyment and I ask myself whether the intensity of our feelings about her have been

heightened because of the loss. I suppose some of it comes from that but also she is

such a little individual; that she is just so very special and precious just on her own

without the loss of the child that went before her.
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Reflections

Alex: I am sure that Matthew's death has been a formative experience coming at a late

stage of my life. As we indicated earlier, I was coming to the end of my chaplaincy; it

was just weeks away from the end that this happened with Matthew. I suppose that was

the major part of my whole experience as a chaplain to go through it myself. So, fi'om

the pain something emerges of value.

Benita: I think that Matthew's death has heightened my feelings about children and

families. About the need to provide an environment in which families can grow

together and, if something like this tragedy happens, that hopefully you might be able

to make a contribution. It is not an experience that I would have sought. So, I would

hope that I would always have so much of "the Matthew experience" with me that

hopefully, if I was ever called upon to share it, I could do so easily and particularly to

be able to encourage the involvement of grandparents in the lives of their children, no

matter what age or stage. Never to be frightened to give of themselves - no matter

how much pain it is going to cost you.

How does it feel now?

Alex: I don't ttrink that you ever completely get over it but a major resolution has taken

place. However, there will always be occasions when it seems you go back into a space

of coping with it, like anniversaries and that sort of thing and the other pain remains,

like my mother and her baby son who died.
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This is the eulogy which Alex wrote, on behalf of Matthew's family, and spoke at

his funeral.

"ls rt nothnq Lo you, all you who pass bf Look and see fi there E any sorrow

lrke my soffow whrch was brouqht uTon me." (,arnentations 1:12)

We echo those words originally spoken by Jeremiah in a very dffirent context from

ours. He was grieving for the doom descending upon ferusalem. We grieve for the loss

of a dearly loved baby and our feelings fit those of the ancient prophet so th4) can

become our words today. And I deliberately say "our" because I see rnyself as

spokesmnnfor Sarah and Frazer, Rochelle and Rose, both sets of grandparents,

Margaret and Keith, Benita and all the members of our respective families. And I know

that our sons, Peter and Andrevt, far antay in Europe would want to be included.

During the three days of Matthew Frazer's hfe we ofien spoke to him, Icnowing fuII well

he could not understand what we were saying. But our words, spolcen or unspoken,

ensured that he could sense our love and our closeness as we cradled him in our arms.

And as we did in those days so I want, now, to address nryself to Matthew and speak to

him as though he can hear me still.

"Matthew, your coming into the world was eagerly awaited. You delayed your arrival

by about a week but we were over the top of the moon last Saturday when you were

born at 8 minutes after seven in the morning. What joy you brought! Though no-one

had said, "Hope it is a boy" - for we would have welcomed you boy or girl - yet a son

after two lovely daughters was a special delight.

"And so, Matthew, you gave us the joy of your birth and in that first doy of your life

there seemed to be no clouds on the horizon. You were to us the perfect baby, as

pronounced by those who delivered you. We delighted in your strong limbs, your finely

shaped head and your eager feeding at your mother's breast.

" Just 30 hours afier your birth the iq hand of fear grtpped us by the throat when you

began to take ilL. We could not believe it was true, Matthew, when we were called at

3pm on Sunday with the news that scans and x-rays showed that yowr heart was

incomplete and you were going to die.

"From that time on, Matthew, we were by your side andyouwere held by members of

family in turn, until your death. Wat a tragically brief life you had among us, but oh!

how muchyou taught us.
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"As we hetd you in our aftns we imprinted everything about you in our memories. Your

life was telescoped into those three days. But oh! what sadness I felt as I stroked your 
r

cheeks and lclew that they would never by bristly with stubble; gazed at that tiny mouth

that would never utter words; those crumpled little ears that would not hear the play of

your sisters' those hands that would not hold a pen or the hands of your mum or dad;

those strong tegs that would never take you to school or out into the world; that brain

that would not grow to challenge and enrich others, We feel cheated Matthew, but we

have to be honest also. We desperately wantedyou to live, but we did not want you to

suffer the agonies of the struggle for breath as your incomplete heart tried to kzep up.

If we could have traded, our tnost valued possessions or ambitions, for your life we

would eagerly have done so-

"You arrived Matthew, just a day afrer your mnternal great grandmother, Granny

Rose, diedfutl of years and with much achievemcnt behind her. There had been

something fining about her departure in her 89h year and then the birth of her 21o

great grandchild. You were to be the new generation carrying on where the old Iefi off.

But little did we dream that so soan you were to join her- indeed even before her

funeral.

"Matthew, you taught us a lot. In your three days a lot of learning, a lot oJ pain and a

lot of sorrow have been crammed. But you have enriched us in spirit in all kinds of

ways of which we will only becomefully ctware later. Our gain though is not

justification or recompense for what you went through. It is simply that we have to

salvage something from the wreclcage of our hopes. It is only by passing through the

darlcness of this despair that we will later be able to appreciate and value the light

bqond.

"Matthew, your flawed heart in an otherwise perfect physical body has raised aII kinds

of questions for us. And not least for your paternal grandfather whose calling has made

him no stranger to death and dYing.

"Why should this have happened to you, Matthew? Wat did you do to deserve it? To

attempt an answer to the second question, first. h was certainly not because of anything

you could possibly have done, nor do I believe it was the result of anything which your

parents m.ay have done. This was not puntshment. In an imperfect world where accident

and d.isease lurk there is always the chance that misfortune wiII strike. For reasons we

do not understand, Matthew, you have been the victim of this mischance. We cry out,

that it is unfair - and it is grossly unfair. We have felt tremendous anger that this
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should happen. Why, we ask, could not medical science have saved you and cured you?

We havefelt the agonising days of your dying' God is acquaintedwith grief' That

comes through in the tife of Jesus, his son' At the heart of the gospel is a cross' the

symbol of suffering and loss. God weeps with us and one day he will wipe away aII

tears from our E)es. We have a hard iob trying to describe what we mean' Our human

word.s are so inadequate to describe the indescribably. We resort to poetic language to

spell out God's truth.

Matthew, we commend you to the love of our God - and your God' We believe that the

words of Isaiah are true for you, too. You are carved on the palm of God's hand - and

upon our hearts!"

For AIex & Benila, the image and words below are important reminders of Matthew.

They come from a'bookmaik which Benita has, and were put on the order of service

for Matthew's funeral, and on his headstone

See!

I will not
forget you . ..
I have carved
you

on the palm

of my hand.

lsaiah 49: I 5
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ROSE'S STORY

About us

I was born in Dunedin in 1955, the fifth child in the family. I lived at home with my

parents until I was 19 and had been working at Smith & Smith's for two years. After I
had been working there for seven years, I decided to transfer to Christchurch for the

next nine years. I met my husband John 14 years ago and, after a 3 year relationship,

we got married. Two years later we had our first child, Amber. When she was 18

months old and I was pregnant with our second child, Emma, we moved back to

Dunedin, The move was partly to be near my elderly parents but also for John to begin

a job at Fortex. Our third daughter, Ruby, was born four and a half years after Emma.

Ruby died, aged nine days, from congenital alveolar capillary dysplasiat2. our son,

Nathan, was born 13 months after Ruby's death.

Ruby's birth
Well, when she was first born I remember thinking she did not make any noise. And I

said, "Is there something wrong?" but she was actually born with the caul (membranes)

over her face which they took off, That's quite unusual I think. Then she cried and our

GP checked her over and said she was fine and she was handed up to me. She was

really beautiful. We had probably two or three hours sitting in the delivery room while

we were waiting for a room in the postnatal ward and I fed her and she smiled at us.

We just had a really nice time just the three of us, Ruby, John and me -a really, nice

time. Then they said they had a room for us and I think they must have taken Ruby

through first. It's a bit vague but, by the time we got to the room, the midwife on duty

there had said she wasn't happy with Ruby's colour and she had taken her away to give

her oxygen and called the paediatrician down. But by the time the paediatrician got

there her colour was actually a lot better. And when the paediatrician came down the

midwife actually said, "I feel a bit silly now because she looks fine". I think it was at

that stage they did her blood saturation levelsr3 and found that the oxygen wasn't as

high as it was supposed to be. So they said, "No, we'll take her up to NICU". That

was probably about seven o'clock the night that she was born, the Saturday night. By

that stage John had already gone to do all the running around and everything. He was

coming back. I didn't ring him at that stage. They just thought that she needed some

12 A condition with which Ruby was born which prevented the lungs absorbing oxygen effectively.
13 Level of oxygen within the blood.
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oxygen and her temperature was quite low, lower than it should be and they thought

she was cold so she went into an incubator. My midwife stayed with me all that time

and it wasn't until nine o'clock that night, that we realised things were a lot worse than

they appeared to be. I think my midwife rang John and I hadn't talked to Mum and

Dad at that stage or anybody else because I was not with it at all. They had the heart

specialist come up and do a scan on Ruby's heart and at that stage he was 99% sure

that there was nothing drastically wrong with her heart but they couldn't see the

pulmonary arteries going into her lungs. That was the only thing they couldn't get a fix

on and it actually turned out to be what was wrong with her. She looked quite funny

because she was so big in the little incubator and the Unit had all these tiny, little

babies. So, by that stage, they were talking Green Lane in Auckland and then they

said, 'oOh no, we don't think it's the heart" and they were not sure what it was and

they were giving her a drug to keep the ductusro open to keep oxygenating the blood.

So, John went home and I went down to the postnatal ward to try and get some sleep

and about four o clock that morning I woke up and I just got this wee feeling - I went

up to the Unit and they were working on her then and she nearly died. One of the

midwives said, "You could lose her". So I asked for the priest. I wanted her baptised

before it happened and they rang John at half past four. From then on it just escalated

and then they actually got her stable. They decided she would have to go to Green

Lane because they didn't want to risk doing an exploratory in Dunedin and then having

to stabilise her again and move her. So everything was arranged and Mum and Dad

came. I forget who suggested that I should get Mum and Dad to bring my girls [Emma

and Amberl, who were staying with Mum and Dad, in to see Ruby, because we didn't

know how long she was going to last. And it's fu*y, when you're in that situation you

can't really think for yourself and it was a really good thing to do to get Mum and Dad

in, I think they would have been distraught if they had never seen her. So Mum and

Dad brought the girls in and gave us money to get up to Auckland and all the rest of

that. They couldn't hold Ruby but they had a touch of her and the girls had a touch of

her, of sourse, and then they all went.

Ruby goes to Auckland
Ruby was put into a smaller incubator for flying in and she had to go in a plane ahead

of me because they couldn't get me on a flight with her. Later on, when I talked to the

1a Ductus arteriosus is part of the fetal circulation which normally starts closing after birth unless
drugs are given to keep it open to improve the circulation in the heart.
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paediatrician, she said they didn't expect her to make it alive to Auckland' She was a

wee fighter, that girl. My next door neighbour said she would come with me' because

John had to stay here with the girls to get things organised. So my next door neighbour

came up with me originally. That was it, so we went up to Auckland that day and

arrived there and she was in Green Lane Hospital and then they decided that it wasn't

her heart, it was something wrong with her lungs. So she went across to National

Women,s Hospital and then they tried various things on her at National Women's.

But I ttrink every night, or every morning, at four o clock I would wake up because I

had this bad feeling and apparently berween three and six is the worst time for anybody

that,s ill, and that was her worst time. She nearly died three times around that time of

the morning. On Tuesday morning, at National Women's, the nurse came for me at

about four in the morning and said, "You'd better get down quick, she's on the way

out,, and I got down there and I told Ruby it was OK to die. But she fought so hard and

I didn't want her to suffer again. She came back again, she wasn't going to go' I don't

think she wanted to die until her father got there' They said, "You had better ring him"

so I rang John and he arrived that night. I don't know how she kept coming back and

she was so close to death, she looked dreadful. But she had different ideas about what

she was going to do, that wee girl, and that's when they took her back over to Green

Lane Hospital and put her on the ECMOI5 machine and things started looking good

again. They said that we'd have to be very careful because she was having blood

thinning stuff - aspirin or heparin - so that her blood wouldn't clot when it was going

through all these machines. If she had a bleed in the brain she could haemorrhage and

die and so we had to be prepared for that and she had a head scan every rnorning.

Every morning it was "God, is she going to make it?" and she made it through so

many. ln the end apparenfly she was brain damaged from before she was on the

machine. But the one thing that we were focusing on was, "If she gets through all these

head scans then she's fine". They said, "If she makes it through the fust 72 to 84 hours

she's going to be alright", It wasn't true because they didn't realise that this condition

that she had was so rare and they thought it was pulmonary hypertension which can be

treated by ECMO. We just thought that she needed the time for these veins to get

tt Extracorporeal membrane oxgenation (ECMO) is a complex machine which rernoves blood

from the body, gives it oxygen and then returns it to the body'
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opened up and start working; they would periodically do that and then shutdown so that

was why she was always coming and going really.

So everything seemed fine. It was funny, I rang Mum on Saturday night because at that

stage Ruby was doing really well and they were reducing some of the medication and

we thought that we were on the way to getting right. And it sounds silly, but Mum had

had this dream where her mother had come to her in the dream and she thought at the

time that I was ringing to tell her that Ruby had died and she thought that was why her

mother had come. And I said, "No, she's fme" and then the next day we went to a

friend's place and we felt weird all day. I kept thinking, "I don't feel right being away

from her, something's wrong". We got back and they said, "No, no it's OK. She's not

as well as she was yesterday, but she's alright", And then at about eight o'clock that

night the doctors called us in and said, "Look if she doesn't pick up in the next day or

so she's never going to and it's not fair to keep her going". We went up and we prayed

and we did all sorts of things and we thought, "It's going to be alright". And then, the

next morning, I went down there and I could see that she was just getting worse and

worse and the doctor came in and said to everybody else in the room, because there

were a lot of people in that room, "Do you mind going out?' and I thought, "Oh God,

here we go". And he just looked at me and said, "You know, don't you?"

Ruby's Death

They gave us plenty of time and we went in and we had her blessed before they did it

and talked to her and said good-bye. We went and sat in our room. They didn't

actually give us the choice to stay there because they said it would be very unpleasant.

They didn't only have to turn the machines off, they had to disconnect these huge

things going around the body carrying the blood around. I suppose it would have been

a bit unpleasant to be there and watch that, so we just had to wait while they did all that

and cleaned her up and brought her to us. That was it. We had to hang around for

another day waiting for them to release her body so we could bring her home. Ruby

fought so hard, she really tried so hard to stay alive and I think that's so sad that you

know it wasn't meant to be, it was just never meant to be.

Telling Mum and Dad

Mum even had to hear that Ruby had died secondhand. I was trying to get hold of her

and I knew that Mum and Dad were going to pick up the girls because they had been
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staying over at our neighbour for a few days. I rung Mum and Dad first and there was

nobody home so I rung our neighbour and Mum and Dad were on their way over to

her. So I had to tell our neighbour, so she had to tell Mum, when I really wanted to tell

Mum myself but it just didn't work that way. Mum had to tell the girls because she

couldn't keep it a secret from them for a couple of days. So that must have been hard

for Mum to do that because she was very upset and that would have been really hard

for Mum and Dad. They faced all the questions. We didn't have to say, "Well, she's

sick because ..." or, "She's died because ..." and answer the questions that you don't

know the answers to. I'm glad that someone had to do it for me because I don't know

... I would have got a bit lost. So, Mum and Dad had prepared the ground so that we

could then go on with it for the girls. But they already had it quite set in their minds

what was going on and Mum and Dad did a very good job with them because it

wouldn't be something that it would be easy to do. I mean, our Emma was only four at

the time and Amber was six. It is pretty hard to explain it to kids like that who were

desperately looking forward to Ruby and very involved in the pregnancy. So, losing

her was a bitter blow to them.

Coming back with Ruby
When we got back to Dunedin, Ruby went to the funeral parlour and we saw her there.

The girls actually stayed another day with Mum and Dad and we got ourselves

together. The minister came round and blessed Ruby's room and all that sort of thing

and everybody was wonderful. It was so good to get home and it was so good to see

the girls but I think I got sick of hearing people say, "You're so lucky to have them "

and I thought, "I know I'm lucky to have them but I want my other one, you know''.

Rubyts Funeral

The funeral; it was all unreal for me. I couldn't focus on all the people that were there

- there were heaps of people. The church put on a morning tea for us, and John and I

read out a couple of poems and did everything as well as we could do. It just passed

like a dream, like it wasn't us there, it was just acting. But we decided to keep the

coffin open against the undertaker's advice and various other people who said, "Oh no,

don't keep it open, people won't like that". I talked about it to Mum and she said, "Do

what's right for you" and we sat here and talked about it and she said, "If people don't

like that, then that's tough and if they don't want to look at her they don't have to".

But Ruby was beautiful, she looked absolutely perfect. So we decided that's what we
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would do and, after doing it, most people have come and said how much they

appreciated the chance to see her. Because all these people, who had sent cards and

flowers while we were up there, had never seen her. So it was very special for them to

get the chance.

It rained and rained that day and we went out to the cemetery and they were lying the

coffirn in the grave and it wouldn't go down and they had to pull it out again. I

remember saying, "She's a stubborn little cow, she didn't want to go when she was

alive and now she still doesn't want to". You sort of felt that you had to make some

sort of joke because I know everyone was standing round feeling really uncomfortable

about it. It sounds a funny thing to say but it was a lovely funeral, she got a really nice

funeral. We played "Tears in Heaven" and apparently everybody burst out crying. It's

a beautiful song and it said how we felt and it was written for the same sort of reason,

so it was good.

Mum's Support for Me

I ring Mum every day - that's the way we are. I mean I can just ring up Mum when I

feel sad and when I feel happy and when we talk I know she remembers all the days

that are hard for me and she always rings me because she remembers every anniversary

and everything. I can say I wouldn't have got though it if it hadn't been for Mum.

Well, I probably would have got through, I think you do, but it helps if you have

someone you can talk to without having to feel like you have got to protect them.

Because that's one of the things that you do with people, is to protect them from your

grief because they can't deal with it. And I know it must be hard for Mum because I

know that she has got her own grief but she doesn't put it onto me, which is good

because we've all got to deal with our own grief - however we can.

Mum has made a very big effort not to put any of her feelings or put any extra stress

on me by showing it. Like when I told her about the fact ttrat, at Green Lane, the

machines were just turned down and Ruby was left to die and we didn't get the

opportunity to be with her. When I found that out, that it would not have been that

unpleasant and that we could have been there, then I got very angry and I rang Mum

and she was angry for me as well. I told her about the times that I have written to the

doctor in charge since then, not necessarily to criticise, just to question the reasoning

and Mum says, "Well, at least what you are doing might make sure that it doesn't
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happen again". I don't know about how she went through her grief because she did it

herself, which I suppose seems a bit hard but we have all got to do our grieving in our

own way. It is like that day when I rung her and she had been crying and I said, "I'm

sorry Mum", and she said, "What are you sorry for? I'm allowed to cry for my

granddaughter if I want to". And that is right, there is no point apologising because

somebody is sad,

She has always been very caring and she has tried to explain it to me, because I'm her

child, and I always will be, and she wants to stop me from feeling pain but, of course,

she knows she can't. I think she feels a double set of helplessness. Like I felt helpless

because Ruby died and she's my child, Mum feels helpless because she can't help me

plus she's lost a granddaughter. I think people of my parents' age don't expect to bury

their grandchildren, they expect it to be the other way round, and it's a real shock.

plus nobody in our family has had a child die and it's a real shock to them. She's

always thought very well of John but she's thinks even more of the way he dealt with

Ruby. At the funeral he bent down and kissed Ruby. Mum started crying because she

said she was so impres$ed with him showing his emotions. I mean a lot of men can't do

that and I don't think John could ever do any wrong in Mum's eyes.

And she keeps my feet on the ground. When I moan about the girls she says to me,

o,you've got to be a bit more understanding" because sometimes I forget how deeply

they've been affected by it. I mean, you have a tendency to. I do know how badly they

were affected but you tend to forget about it sometimes, because children appear so

resilient and not say anything, And she says, "Well, just remember this or that thing"

So she keeps me in touch with things like that when I have a tendency to forget. And

she reminds me of all the things that I should be thankful for that we can forget as well.

I mean, you have a tendency to wallow in self-pity because it feels good and she can

say to me, "Well, you had this or you had that". It's good to have somebody that will

point that out to you every now and then so that you don't get too much into "Poor

meto.

My Dad

John finds it hard that Dad doesn't say anything because he expects people to talk about

Ruby. But a lot of people just don't feel comfortable about talking about babies dying,

or anybody dying or death or bereavement or anything like that and so they avoid the
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subject like the plague, John expects everybody to be as open as we are and it doesn't

always work that way. It',s just the way things are' John probably wanted Dad to give

him a hug and say something but I mean, that was just never going to happen. He

didn't even hug me, so he wasn't going to hug John'

Visiting RubY

I go quite a bit to Ruby's grave, The girls like to go as well and they go up and say

,,Hello,, to Ruby which is quite cute. I don't think Mum has even been up to see the

headstone - she is not comfortable with cemeteries. Funerals and things like that aren't

things that Mum likes. As far as Mum is concerned Ruby is not there anyway' I mean

weknowsheisnotthere,soMumidentifieswithRubyinadifferentspacetowhatwe

do, which is fine. Mum told me the other day about an umbrella and that is what she

has for her memories. Because it was raining cats and dogs on the day of Ruby's

funeral she had this umbrella up to keep the rain off. Now she has it down in the

basement and as Mum and Dad come in from parking the car she touches it and looks

at it and rhat to her is the thing which reminds her of Ruby, I thought that was lovely'

It surprised me. It was another one of those things that happen that surprise you about

the depth of people's feelings and what things mean to them'

Nathan's arrival, after RubY

Being pregnant again was hard on all of us, including Mum' Mum was very supportive

and helped me stay strong. when the big day arrived we knew that Nathan would be

tested [to see if he had the same condition as Ruby], as soon as he was born' Mum and

Dad were waiting for us to ring them. They were looking after our two daughters and

as soon as Nathan was born they all came into see us. Dad took lots of photos' It was

just as important to them [as to us] to see that he was fine'

For Rose an angel symbolises Ruby, because when Rose was very sick and unwell

during lter pregnaniy *m Ruby,_ihe used to say "She is being a little devil and she

will bi a little angel when she is born"'
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MARIE'S STORY

About us

I was born in 1920, had two sisters and a brother. We grew up in the North Island and

lived with a great-aunt in Auckland. My father's family were Maori, and so I am part

Maori. I went to boarding school in 1933 and then on to teacher college for

kindergarten. I stayed working in that area until I retired at the age of 60. I married

Colin, who was also a teacher and lived outside Dunedin. We had five children, two

girls and three boys - all with partners and their own children. At the time Ruby was

born we had eleven other grandchildren. Now we have fifteen grandchildren and one

great-grandson. Ruby was the third child of our daughter Rosemary lRose] and her

husband John, who live near us. They had two other children, Emma (six years) and

Amber (four years) when Ruby was born. I arn sure that it is usual to look forward to a

new birth with happy confidence, if there had been no indications of problems during

the pregnancy. So Ruby was born at full term. I expected that, as usual, it was the

beginning of a happy new life. Therefore, I was not prepared for the fact that this time

it was going to be different. Ruby was fine at bifth but soon after she developed

breathing problems and was transferred to Auckland for treatrnent. She died there eight

days later.

Ruby's birth
Well, it was really exciting when Ruby was born, because we'd been looking forward

to it for so long. Rosemary rang in the morning and said, "Will you come and get the

girls please because I'm in labour?" and I thought, "That's great", so we went up to

collect them and she was looking so happy. We took the girls away down here and it

would be about four hours later that she rang and said, "We've got a little girl" and we

were so excited about that, too. But it was a little while before Rosemary rang and said

Ruby had been taken to intensive care because she had turned blue. They had one hour,

round about an hour, the two of them together, Rosemary and John, enjoying her,

before they could see things were going wrong.

And gradually it turned worse. Rosemary rang and said, "We're going to have to go up

to Auckland'', so I was thinking about all the possibilities of that and I had a bad night

of course. And then we got up early the next morning when we knew that Ruby was

going as soon as they could get on a plane and we decided to take the girls up to
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intensive care to see Ruby. We all wanted to see the baby. We weren't sure whether

that was wise or not. But now, of course, I'm glad that we did, even though it was

upsetting seeing her there and seeing Rosemary and John so upset. They had people

there who were supporting them. Their GP was there. She had a long journey to get

there to the hospital by nine o'clock or so and I thought it was really lovely of her to be

supporting Rosemary in that way. Not many doctors would, would they? And to see

this dear wee thing in the incubator all wired up, it was heartbreaking to see it and the

girls were puzzled of course, but they were intrigued. I don't know how they felt. So

then of course, it turned to financial worries too, because Rosemary's neighbour, who

was also supportive, she wanted to go up to Auckland to keep Rosemary company

whilst John organised things here. But you know the flight airfare to Auckland is so

expensive so I managed to get hold of enough money to pay her fare. Rosemary, of

course, went free. And then these 8 days of uncertainty started, "Was she going to live

or wasn't she?" and, "What were we going to do with the girls?"

Ruby in hospital away from home

It was hard having phone calls frorn Rosemary from the hospital and knowing the grief

that she was going through and knowing that there was nothing that I could do about it.

Nothing at all I could do except try to send positive thoughts and because she would

know that I was feeling sad. She'd know how I was feeling but nothing I could do

about it. If Rosemary was here and I could give her a cuddle and give John a cuddle,

'cos he likes a cuddle too. Just so helpless to do anything except say, "Oh, be brave".

Oh no, I wouldn't talk like that. What can you do for someone who's going through

that? You can't do anything, can't give them a lolly, like "Here's an ice-cream to make

it better". Just try to be supportive and knowing that they've got something to learn

from it too. That they can't understand WHY now but they will one day, I'm sure, that

something good will come out of it. It was so hard during the next few days to feel my

daughter's sorrow, and not to be able to be near her and comfort her except over the

telephone. However, we managed to arrange for John to be with Rosemary and Ruby

for those few days of stress.

Ruby's death

I suffered for Rosemary and John knowing what an awful decision it was to stop

treatment, but they had to make that decision and, in the end, I think it was the doctor

who advised them well. It was inevitable that Ruby would die, obviously from the
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postmortem results, she wouldn't have lived for very long anyway. But it was a

comfort to Rosemary and John, I think, to get those results, because then they knew

that nothing they could have done would have affected the final outcome. I still feel

slightly numb about it all, my memory has got gaps and, because life went on - had to

go on. I had to be doing mundane things when I would really just want to go to bed and

cry and I couldn't cry in front of the girls [Amber and Emma],

when we went up to the undertaker's and saw Ruby there ... I',d never held her, of all

my grandchildren. I've always held them when they were babies and my arms just

ached to pick her up but of course I couldn't and I held her little hand and it was like

marble, so cold... There, that's a grieving too isn't it? I've never seen a dead body

before and I've never touched one and she looked so peaceful there and then we had to

go away and leave her there. And, of course, grieving for me' How awful for "' you

see, I was grieving for Rosemary and John too and the girls. You have all of these

extra ones when you are a grandmother. But then, you see, Rosemary would be

grieving for us. Anything in the family affects everybody doesn't it?

Ruby's funeral

Rosemary and John had the coffrn open in the church and the church was full. There

was quite an emotional feeling and they put a teddy bear in the coffin and Rosemary

had sort of said good-bye and then John. It really broke my heart to see him touching

Ruby,s hand and then kissing her good-bye - he didn't want to leave her. And I hadn't

realised how bad he felt. I'll never forget seeing him like that and then, of sourse,

Rosemary and John carried the coffin out of the church. They were so heartbroken

carrying this little coffin out to the hearse, I don't know how they managed to do to

bear up so well. They both handled it so well, both of them, and then having to go

back after the burial to the social thing with crowds of people and they were just so

wonderful and they both seemed to have got extra strength to go through it. Rosemary

didn't think that she would be able to handle any of it but she did and she read a couple

of poems in the church and her voice didn't break at all she did it splendidly. I couldn't

have done it.

Rubyos grave

I don't intend to go to visit the grave at all, I don't feel that the body is really

important. I sometimes think about her and it's five months now, and I wonder' and I
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don't like to think how she is. I intend to be cremated and that will be "Whoosh" like

that, but Rosemary and John wanted her to be buried. Rosemary and the girls go up to

the grave once a week, at least. Rosemary goes more often, I think, and puts flowers

there. I just don't quite see it that way, Ruby's gone and I didn't ever get to know her.

So, in a way, it's not quite the loss it would have been for somebody who had had a

baby for six weeks and had nursed it and held it and got to know some of its

personality. The only time I saw Ruby alive, she was all wired up and eyes shut, she

wasn't a person. And she wasn't a person when I last saw her at the undertaker's

either. Whereas, when an adult dies you can sort of wonder whether maybe their spirit

is around. My sister in Christchurch had a lovely father-in-law and he died. We knew

he was dying and I was very fond of him, not that I knew him all that much, and I can

remember being out at the clothes-line hanging up my washing and I thought, "He's

died". And I sort of felt, I don't know I suppose I'm imagining it, I sort of felt a force

going past me and I said, "Thanks for coming to say good-bye to me". You can sort of

think that about an adult, but a baby that has had no life I don't know what connection

you can form with it. I don't go to Ruby's grave because I don't think that she's there.

But I also miss out not having known her. I can't get in touch with her personality

because she didn't have one for me. I just don't know her, I only know her from the

photo I've got of her and my few, very few memories of seeing he5 in an incubator.

She's not been a person to me at all. If I'd once held her and seen her smile then it

would have been different. She was a "no person" to me except through Rosemary and

through my loss of not knowing her grow up. I still feel sad when I see other people

with babies. If they are nice babies, I usually go up and say, "How old is Ehe?" if they

are around the age that Ruby would be. I guess that's what Rosemary is doing all the

time. Knowing at what stage Ruby would be now and missing that. But that will fade in

time won't it?

How I feel

I don't think I wouid have wanted to talk to other grandparents. We have all got to

handle these things in our own way. Everyone's different. It might have upset me

more, I don't know. It's surprising though, talking to people, the number of people

who have been affected in some way by death. I hadn't realised how many people I

knew that had lost family until they get talking, That's good to talk too. One of my

friends had a son killed in a motor accident just before Christmas some years ago. She

said she could never come to Chrisfrnas happily because you never forget - she
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connects it with that sorrow. I don't think I'll be like that, I think I'11grieve all the

time. I've got a little photo album which I keep beside my bed and most days I have a

look at it and it's got little poems and photos of her and things. That's my memory of

Ruby.

Rosemary had a nice verse, at the funeral, by Rudyard Kiplingr6 of all people! I

couldn't believe it was him. I was a fan of him when I was much younger and I've got

some of his poetry books and some of them were pfetty rough, weren't they? That he

could show such tender feeling really struck me and it helped me a lot reading what he

wrote, "That God lent a chld tor a lftLle whle becavse there were lesEons to be

learnt down lhere and he had searched tor qood Tarents to helT lhe chid learn

ft and rf , rf I take her belore you're ready forq\e me" ' You know, I thought that

was lovely and that was one of the things that helped me a lot to think that. I also heard

a verse on the radio last night. I listen to Radio Pacific and between midnight and dawn

a different type of people ring up and lot of things come out of that that they wouldn't

say in the daytime. There was a verse read and it said "Don'b wee? tor rne I'm not

dead,I'm the wnd that blows."

Not having known Ruby as a person meant that I hadn't the same feeling of loss so my

grief, which is still so much a part of me, had not been as intense as that of Rosemary.

The pain is still there and I still have sudden tears, though I am a person who rarely

shows emotions, and I mostly cry only when alone. I had previously been aware of the

normal stages of grieving but in this book [by Margaret Gerner] I learned of some of

the physical effects. I hadn't connected my loss of appetite or my inability to

concentrate with my loss nor did I think of the necessity to ensure that I should watch

my own health.

Memories
I can talk easily with my daughter about Ruby, but I find it difficult to give her all the

comfort she needs. Really, the only things I have to remember Ruby by are photos of

her in her coffin, and, strangely, an umbrella. During the graveside cerernony, the rain

was pouring down and I held this umbrella over the girls and me. This urnbrella I will

,t We have had no success in locating the source (to provide a reference) of the various

excerpts, which Rose had at the funeral'
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never use again but I have put it in a place I pass by most days, and I touch it and

remember. I'm just leaving it there - that's "Ruby's umbrella". Today I came across a

folder of Rosemary's poems about Ruby and her own feelings and that helped

Rosemary a lot, to be able to express herself. She is going to publish them. It is a good

way to be able to handle grief, to be able to put it into words and words that help other

people too.

For Marie, the umbrella she used at Ruby's funeral is a symbol of Ruby
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AILSA'S STORY

About me

I was born in Dunedin in 1936 and grew up in North East Valley and have lived all my

life in the North End of Dunedin, apart from approximately four years when I was first

married. I have three children named Stuart, Vikki and Laurie and nine grandchildren

named Marcus, Kristy, Gemma, Stephanie, Liam, Joanna, Nicole, Conor and

Jonathon. My husband died eight years ago, after 14 months illness of lung cancer, so

now my life revolves around my children and grandchildren. My interests are sewing

and knitting which I have done since reaching my teens. I retired from New Zealand

Post in 1990 after almost 20 years and previously worked with my husband in self

employment for six Years'

When Conor died

Suzanne rang me up on the night that Conor died and the absolute disbelief I felt with

Conor,s death was indescribable. My husband had died four and a half years before

Conor was born and I knew that Conor was going to be the last grandchild and I felt as

though life was complete again with Conor. I had always wanted Suzanne and Laurie

to have a son. That would have been three grandsons, one in each family' I had always

said that if I had a one sex family I would like to have boys rather than girls, not that I

like boys more, there is just something about wee boys. when conor was born I felt as

though my life was complete again, as though I had finally come to accept losing my

husband. When Suzanne rang me that night I just couldn't believe it. I thought, if

anything, it just had to happen to someone else - not to us. It was absolute devastation'

Laurie being my youngest, he was always the baby so it was very, very difficult'

After Suzanne had rung I actually went to pieces. I think Suzanne was sorry then that

she had rung, she thought perhaps she shouldn't have. I stayed here until they got in

touch with my eldest son who came and picked me up and we went over to Suzanne

and Laurie's house. My daughter lives in Cromwell and in between Suzanle ringing

and Stuart coming, I had gOt in touch with my sister, I was just a complete mess' so

she came up. Stuart and I went over to Laurie and Suzanne's place. My daughter and

her family came down that night and they didn't arrive until about one o' clock. They

just packed up and came straight away. I mean, everyone was just absolutely

devastated. We all thought Conor was absolutely wonderful and knowing he was the
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last grandchild, too - I think you are going to enjoy it more. I had been looking after

him on the Monday before he died and I had just hugged him to pieces. I'm very, very

fond of all my grandchildren and have lots of hugging and loving with them. I had just

done that on the Monday and I just couldn't believe it, that he had gone just like that.

The wee boy that was there was not the baby I had cuddled on the Monday - he was so

different. His life was just over. He didn't even look like Conor - so totally different. It
was just the start of a few days of not knowing what you are doing.

Laurie was very upset at the start. When we went over to the house he was sitting on

the end of his bed with Conor in his arms and just looking at him I don't think he

believed - trying to imagine that that was his baby. I know that I couldn't hold Conor

because I felt that he wasn't... it was just a shell and I couldn't hold him. I wish now I

hadn't felt that way - I wish I had held on to him longer. Whereas Laurie had held on

to him all the time sitting there. I wish that I had held him and cuddled him. That's the

trouble, if you go back and think about things you can wish that you had done things

differently. But [at the time] I just felt that he didn't seem anything like the little boy

that I had nursed the day before. His whole being - you wouldn't believe that it could

be the same child - his face and features were so totally different. If you believe in the

spirit then obviously the spirit wasn't there any longer and just the shell was left and

the shell wasn't anything like what Conor had been,

I think for me, one of the hardest parts was seeing my children so devastated and not

being able to do anything for them. Because when your children are little you can fix

all their aches or all their problems but as they get older their problems get bigger and

you can do less about them. And there is nothing you can do to make it better for them.

And this is worse than anything else, because you would give anything to get that baby

back for them. Yet there is nothing that you can do about it, I found that just seeing the

grief in them was harder than for myself. The family and my other children were very

supportive. Laurie and his sister are very close and she was very supportive of him and

also my eldest son and his wife were really good. They were there and I didn't have to

be there. I could just be myself.

In the next few days before Conor's funeral I think we went over to their house each

day and we saw them some part of the days. Suzanne's mother came from
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Christchurch. We are very good friends and it is just like we are all the same family,

it's not like mothers-in-law. I go and stay with them and that sort of thing so we were

all together. They had plenty of support and they were1't left on their own. Suzanne's

mum is very practical and she coped by taking over. She didn't want anyone to see her

cry, although we knew she was really upset about it, that's her way of coping' So we

saw a lot of them, but as I say, we are a very close family'

The day Conor died was the 28h of February. The strange thing was when my daughter

rang me back that night - I had forgotten the date for some reason, she said, "Mumn

it's Nana's anniversary". It was 28 years to the day that my mother died, when Conor

died and it was a Tuesday again and it was night. It was the most strange feeling. I

never, ever, forgot my mother's anniversary and that was the first time that I ever had.

It wasn't until my daughter mentioned it, I hadn't thought of it in the day that really

pulled me up. I said to myself, "What do you want him for? What do you need him

for?" As though there was a sign in it. As I say, I'm not a religious person in the least

and I don't know if there is anything in the aft.er life or not but it just made me feel it

was a sign.

Why not me?

When we went to Suzanne's and Laurie's place I said, "It should have been me". I

remember them telling me off about it. What I meant was that I had had a life and I

would have willingly given my life for him to have had a life. I felt that my life was

over and that would have been my ultimate sacrifice to have given my life for him.

After you have lost your parrner you go through all of those stages where you feel that

life is not really worth living. I think I coped wetl. I felt that I coped but I know when

you get past it and you look back you think, "I must have been a bit down" but no one

ever said to me that they thought I was. No one ever felt that I had had to have help or

anything like that but I think, until you get past a certain stage you don't really realise

you are in it. Once you get past it you think, "Oh well I was a bit down at that stage"

but I certainly had those feelings. I used to say to the doctor, "It doesn't really matter

whether I live or die" but then I said, "I don't really think that I want to die". You

have a guilt feeling about still being alive, why are you still alive when your partner is

gone? Feeling guilty that it wasn't you and it was him. Apart from the start, right at the

beginning, when I said I would have given my life so that Conor could have had one, I
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don't really feel that I have thought about my own death since then. You certainly look

at death in a different perspective.

Conor's funeral
When you are a grandparent you are more helpless than when you are a parent,

because when you are the parent you have got the responsibility and you have got the

decisions. When you are a grandparent you have to be there to help but you can't make

the decisions. Whether it is the right or wrong decision you can't make the decision;

you have got to be there just as a support or if you are asked to give advice. But that is

not your decision when you are a grandparent, is it? You have to just stand back. As

far as Conor's funeral went, I didn't have any input into it really, I didn't try to make

any decisions about it at all. I thought, "Well it is their child's funeral". They sorted

all their music out and I said, "Yes I liked that" but I would never have said, "I don't

think you should have that" - that was their decision not mine. I just floated along

behind them, I was quite happy not to have any decision making. I don't think I could

have coped with having to do that, it was enough to be there.

Suzanne doesn't show a lot of emotion. She shows a lot of strength but inside she's

feeling it. I think it was the Sunday after, either a week or two weeks after, we went

out for a picnic to Brighton. There was a very good friend of Suzanne's, her husband

and family, with Laurie, Suzanne, the girls and myself. We were just walking along

the beach with the little ones and I can remember looking at Suzanne and thinking I

have never ever seen someone who just looked as though solTow oozed out of all her

pores. I have never seen anyone look so desolate in all my life. I just was really

worried about her that dav.

My husband and Conor
My husband is never far from my thoughts and even as a family we talk about him. We

are not one of these families that push them aside once they've gone. We still talk

about him. I don't know whether I even believe in the after-life but we talk about this

as "Granddad will be looking after Conor" and those sorts of things. But I think that is

to help yourself; you do those things because you think it's going to help you. You feel

it's consoling each other and you are consoled by the thought that everyone you love is

together.
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I felt anger when my husband was sick. He died of cancer. I can remember sitting in

the bus one morning going to work and a car pulled up beside the bus with people

sitting in the car and feeling the anger "Why couldn't it be that person? Why did it

have to be my husband?" I mean, I didn't know the person at all, it was just another

person. I had that same feeling for a while walking around the supermarket and seeing

a baby in the supermarket "Why couldn't Conor be here and not that baby?" Not that I

meant any harm to that child at all but it was just anger that it happened. But not

spining anger just that sorrow, more that sad feeling, "Why did it have to be Conor?"

That's life and you have to accept it, regardless of who it is or what it is. I've always

had that sort of philosophy; "If you can't change it, accept it". so, you have to accept

things.

Funnily enough I think I've been reduced to tears more often over Conor than I was

over my husband, Harold. Wrether it was because we knew my husband was sick and

was going to die, whereas Conor was sudden. I think that was probably part of it. I did

think it would not have affected me as much because it is not really a change in my

life. Like my husband dying has changed my life completely, whereas losing your

grandchild doesn't change your life the same. It's the same as I have said to my

children time and time again, their father dying, or even if I die, their life still goes on

- they have grief but it doesn't change their life. If you lose your partner your whole

life is so torally different. So I really thought I would not have the same feelings about

Conor, but I have had. Whether that has been brought back and I was more tearful with

Conor because I didn't cry before [when Harold died]. I was always a person that

showed my emotions easily and I used to say I could be an official mourner - I could

go to any funeral and cry. If I saw somebody else cry then I would cry but when it

seemed to matter most, like my husband dying, I didn't. So whether Conor's death has

helped me release that, I don't know.

Grief takes time

I feel it gets worse before it gets better. At the start, I'm tNnking more of my

husband's death rather than Conor's death. At the stafi you think, "Rigtrt, that's over

now, this is what it is going to be like - you are going to be on your own". And then a

year or L8 months or two years down the track when it doesn't seem to be any better

than it was at the start, you feel as though you were stronger at the staft than you are at

that stage. But now it is six years since my husband died and I feel "I'm past all the
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grieving" - this is my life. So it does get worse before it gets better. It does get better,

it becomes the norm. It is just like going into a marriage really. At one stage you are

on your own and that is your nonnal life and then your life changes as you learn to live

with another person and that life becomes the norm. You can't imagine any way of

living except being in that life and children come along and they just gradually increase

the life. It is like a door opening and shutting. It is like, each part of your life is like a

different part of the house, going from one room to the next and becoming used to

living in that room. So bereavement or change is a long passage between the two

rooms.

The lady next door died just over two years ago and her husband was talking to me

over the fence one day and said, "You know how people say time makes it better? I
don't believe that at all. I think time makes it harder". I was pleased to hear that

someone else felt the same way, that it really does get worse before it gets better. My

daughter bought me a book by Beryl Te Wiata called "Widowed" which she started

writing after her husband died. Not straight away, it took her quite a number of years.

She used to jot down these feelings because she said there was nothing available at that

time for her in a book. I found that book very, very good to read and it can fit into any

sort of bereavement really - hers was definitely for a partner but a lot of the situations

could fit in too. When you are sitting reading, you think, "That is exactly how it was,

that's how I felt at that particular time". The undertakers gave Suzanne and Laurie a

booklet which said that grandparents grieve twice. Grieve for the grandchild and for

their own children and I really believe those were the feelings I had. I couldn't make it

better for them and I just wanted to make it better for them. It's terribly, terribly hard

to see your child in such agony and you can't do anything to help them, they have to

get through it themselves. Just putting your arms around them and loving them is all

you can do. You feel that it is not enough. You want to do something else, you want to

blot it all out for them. I still feel like that. I still have that feeling that I wish I could

do something to help, wish I had the right words to say something to help.

Conor's death, it was something that you had to accept. Something that you can't

change so you just have to accept it. I know a lot of people say, "Oh, you have to get

on with your lives" but your life can never be the same. Even for Laurie and Suzanne.

Sure, you get on with life and do things. You can't stop doing things, but their life can
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never be the same as when that wee boy was there. It's a complete change so you just

have to accept it. I know that there are times when you feel depressed and life isn't

worth living but time is the only thing that changes that. Some people might get over it

very quickly and others take a long time but time will eventually give you a new life or

make things seem more normal. I know, at the time, that you feel as though you are

the only one it has ever happened to and then you realise that you iue not. It happens to

somebody every day of the year and every year of life somebody is feeling grief at that

particular time and obviously some people are feeling it worse than others.

Talking about Conor

We often talk about Conor. Not every day conversation, every day of the week but we

all do talk about Conor. ln fact, I was at Laurie and Suzanne's for tea last night and we

were talking with Joanna about it. The children were saying how they spelt his name

and I said "What was Conorns other name?" just in conversation. I think it is important

for children, too, to bring that up now and again not just to push it away to the back

and forget about it. They need to have it brought up. I always talk to Suzanne about

"Conor's room", you don't think about it as the spare room it is "Conor's room" as

though he is still part of them.

Nicole was probably too small - too young - but Joanna had a few problems with

accepting Conor's death, I think. When it came round to October and it would have

been his first birthday she told the hsadmaster, who was a new headmaster at the

school, that it was her brother's birthday and he said, "Oh did you give him a

present?" and she said, "Yes we gave him a teddy bear". They had bought a little

concrete teddy bear and taken it out to the cemetery and cemented it to the grave but

she didn't tell the headmaster that Conor was dead. She told him that it was his

birthday and that they had given him a teddy bear but the death was never mentioned.

She's just turned seven, so she was six at the time. She wouldn't tell the children at

school about Conor being dead - she'd talk about Conor but she wouldn't tell them

about him being dead. It was her little brother. Possibly it's not so much like that now,

I don't know whether she still talks that way. She went to the Bereaved Kids grouptt

and that probably helped her.

tt A group run by the paediatric nurses for children who have siblings die, using play and drama

to help them explore their feelings.
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I know when Conor died, I remember going to the bank one or two days after he had

died and saying to the girl at the bank that Conor had died. She told me she had lost a

child from cot death. There were a number of people that I found when you mentioned

it, you never even knew that they had lost children and it would come out because of

the similarity of the cot death thing. Those people seem to feel that it gives you a

closeness to them, because you have joined their club.

When people ask "How many grandchildren?" I say, "Nine counting Conor". you

think of what you have got and you think you can't really exclude him. Even if he's not

here he's still a grandchild. If anyone asks, I usually say, "Nine but eight living" I like

to include him but you have got to make the distinction I think.

Memories

The photos of Conor are important, to know that he was here in the world and that he

will never be forgotten, that I can always show that he was here. I like to show them to

people, that he was a beautiful baby who didn't die because he had something wrong

with him, just that it is proof that he lived on the earth. I think Suzanne feels like that

because she has always had quite a few photos around although perhaps now that

Jonathon is here [Jonathon was born after Conor] the photos might not have so much

importance. There will always be photos of Conor but perhaps not quite so many. And

I think that was trying to keep him there - his place in the family.

Other Grandchildren
Nothing will bring Conor back - I think that's the hardest part. Suzanne's had

miscarriages since and that makes it harder and each time you just feel that it's so

unfair. You see other children that have been abused or beaten and you think there is

no justice in life that some people have so many problems, and people who can't have

children at all, and yet other ones have them and can't even treat them properly. You

feel it more when you have lost your grandchild. Well, a person probably feels it more

when they have lost their child. You think, why do people behave like that? Why do

they treat children like that? Throw them against the wall and things like that. I can't

understand it, I really can't.

And so now with Jonathon being born, Conor's room has become Jonathonos room.

We had always just talked about it all the time as "Conor's room''. I said that it was
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going to be very hard to realiSe that it is "Jonathon's room"; it was not "Conor's

room".YOu Can't talk aboUt it aS "COnOr'S rOOm" anymore' When COnOr WaS born' a

friend gave him the letters, carved in wood, of Conor's name and it had always sat on

the sideboard in his room. Then, a few weeks before Jonathon was born' Suzarure

shifted it out. They have a little window at the top of the staircase that lets light into the

hailway and there is a windowsill and Conor's name sits there now so it was almost

shifting him out of the room. The name was the symbol. Yet it was a sad feeling to

have had to have done it. I think they felt it too, it was almost like pushing him out' I

suppose that it is that you are having to get on with life and realising that is like a little

mausoleum to Conor, that little room, and you couldn't keep it that way because life is

not going to stay there at that point. It has got to go on and now Jonathon is taking that

place. Not replacing Conor by any means' but it is filling a gap isn't it? But at this

stage I think it is still terribly hard not to think of it as replacing Conor' Once Jonathon

gets past Conor's age perhaps it might be different because we still keep looking for 
l

Conor in Jonathon and I think once he gets past that stage where we haven't got

memories of Conor, Jonathon will become his own identity, It won't happen until that

time.

Looking back

It is 2 years now since Conor died. There are still times where I have ttris great feeling

of sadness, momentarily perhaps. It doesn't last all day but you just feel very sad and

think, .,why does it have to be? why did it have to happen?" There is always that IF

ONLy. If only we could have done something differently but there was nothing that

you could do, it just happened. when I see articles, magazines or things on TV where

a child has been saved or a person has been saved and they are expressilg what a

miracle these things aren I think, "why couldn't we have had a miracle?" But death is

so final, isn't it? There is absolutely nothing you can do when it happens' just that

finality of it.
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ELWYN'S STORY

About us

I grew up in South Otago. I was born here in Balclutha and when I was nine years old,

that was during the War, Mum and Dad shifted to Edievale. At 15 years old I left

school and I was at home because there was nowhere to work. However, people would

ring up and say, "They were going into the maternity home and having a baby and

could they have Elwyn for a fortnight or so, to help them when they came home?". I

went on to work in a knitwear factory before marrying Lindsay - he was working on a

farm at Dunrobin - so I had all my children there. We had five children, two girls and

three boys. Soon after our 25h wedding anniversary Lindsay died. My eldest girl lives

across the road and they have three daughters so you can imagine the thrill with my

first grandson and then my second grandson - Daniel. Daniel was the second child of

my son Leslie and his wife, Rosanna. Their first child, Marie, was 18 months old when

Daniel was born. He was born prematurely at24 weeks. He was cared for in the

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit where he fought respiratory problems and infections.

Eventually, at the age of seven and a half months, when plans were being made for him

to go home- he died suddenly. Two years after Daniel died Rosanna and Leslie had

Kate and then 18 months later James was born.

When Daniel was born

It was a traumatic time when Daniel was born, all the time that Rosanna and kslie

spent with him. But I admired them terribly the time that they gave to Daniel and the

time that they made sure that Marie got to make up. I sometimes wondered how they

ever did it, but Rosanna is a great wee mother. Leslie surprised me too, when I saw

him caring for Daniel. It really quite amazed me what he was doing and quite capably

and he learnt to know exactly what was needed to care for Daniel. It must have been

dreadfully hard for them - to cope with all that. I have had one or two traumatic times

with my own children but not like that. When I first saw Daniel I didn't know how

such a tiny little person could survive.

Daniel was such a lovely baby and that was the hardest part for me, for me to

understand. Because at times I used to look at him and think, "You look such a

healthy baby". There was another thing, too, one day when I went to visit him and

Leslie was nursing him in the wee room where we used to go, as I walked to the door I
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thought *Oh". The way he was holding the baby Daniel looked so much like Lindsay's

sister and it was then that I realised how much like his grandfather, Lindsay, he was.

That was, special to me, too, and I think that was another thing I was sad about when

he died because I suppose, in a way, he was bringing Lindsay back for me. I'm sure he

was you know. Just the same colouring and his chin the same.

Running a business here [80lon from Daniel's hospital] it was hard to visit too often. I

certainly made the effort to go when I could. When I could not go to see him I was

hungry for any little thing that was improving and then you would hear that something

wasnnt quite right and your feelings would plummet. I just felt tlat the longer he lived,

the better his chances were. It seemed to me, I couldn't believe it when he had lived

for so long, and it was just a week before he was going home when he died. I couldn't

believe it when Leslie rang and said, "We think he is not going to make it". I really

couldn't believe it that we had gone through all that time and that happened. All we had

been through and look at the devotion and, you know, it really was hard.

At the time Daniel died

I maybe felt, "Why did it have to happen?" and probably, "Why it needed to happen

after so long?" and of course the loss and what the loss meant to Irslie and Rosanna

and just the general sadness of knowing that Daniel wasn't going to grow up. Babies

like Daniel really haven't had a fair chance at life, I guess, but I still can never get over

that feeling that it is God's will.

Danielos funeral
After Daniel died, t eslie rang me up to see about whether Daniel could be buried with

Lindsay. That overwhelmed me but I was so thrilled by it and I think that meant an

awful lot to Leslie that Daniel could be buried down with Lindsay in Balclutha. I had to

find out about whether Daniel could be buried there, because the plot is for Lindsay

and me, where I am to be buried when I die. I was so thrilled to find out that Daniel

could be buried there, really I was. The funeral service itself was a totally new

experience for me. Rosanna and Leslie had Daniel at home after he died and that was

totally new, totally new, but so different, but so nice really. At the service, the casket

was open and I have never ever experienced that before and everybody who wanted to,

were able to say good-bye to him. When I think about it, probably that service did an

awful lot for me, you know the way it was done. It did help my grief for Daniel and
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Lindsay and it was tremendous really. And I think, too, that having Daniel buried in

Balclutha made Daniel that wee bit more special in a way because he'd been in hospital

for so long, that you know so few people had really seen him. one of the things for me

was that, whilst I did actually get to hold Daniel, I wasn't really ever involved.

Whereas even if he had been a little bit older and if he had got home and I'd been there

I think that would have had more impact on me'

In terms of organising the funeral I'm preffy sure that Leslie, and Rosanna too, would

have asked if there was anything that I could do. I know there was one or two things

that I offered for Rosanna at the time of Daniel's death but it was all organised and in

that situation you have to leave it for a parent to do, because often that is helping them

to deal with it.

My feelings

I guess my feelings about Daniel are still that sadness for Leslie and Rosarrna would be

my strongest feelings. Probably because that gap is there, and it will always be, there

in their family. While Rosanna has had another baby, Kate, since Daniel and has

another baby in her arms that gap will always be there for them. Nothing can change

that. I guess that is true for me - I was aware of that from my own miscarriage. I don't

think about my miscarriage very often; but I have wondered what sex it might have

been or how the family would have been changed if that baby had been born. But once

again, you can't change anything. You can't think too much about what might have

been. I think in the long run you might end up making yourself unhappier.

When I am trying to help somebody I like to do practical things. But at the times like

Daniel's death, you really want to do something that's going to help to take their pain

away, yet there is nothing that you can do except be there. Be there when you can and

be as supportive as you can. You just feel as though you wish there was so much more

that you could do to take away Leslie and Rosanna's pain but you can't.

I often think, when things are inevitable, I just usually bear up. I just buck myself up

and go forward and I try not to cry. I suppose because I tend to feel that you make it

harder if you dwell on things, so probably, in some ways, I push things aside, which

maybe isn't right but I guess it's my way of coping. I think I learnt this after my

husband died. He died so suddenly that I really had no time to think about him. We had
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a wee farm, my younger son was only 12, I-eslie was an older teenager, my older

daughter was married. I was working full-time as well as trying to run the farm. So I
probably didn't have any time to think too much about Lindsay's death. Although, I

remember one Saturday morning when I was up in the bedroom making my bed and

the radio was on and a particular song came on and it was an older song and I just

burst into tears and it was just the song itself and the words. I suppose those sorts of

things happen and they're probably good for you.

Counting Daniel in the family
When some-one asks me, *How many grandchildren do you have?" I count Daniel

now. It was actually something Rosanna said that made me stop and think. I just

became a member of Probusrs about mid-year and I had to give my profile and I went

quickly through my life and I said I had seven grandchildren. I gave it to Rosanna to

read and she actually pulled it up that I had missed Daniel out. Underneath it was

probably because I didn't really know how to treat something like that and probably

felt, "Well, I've got seven". And I understood how Rosanna felt and I felt bad about it

because it was almost like when she was reading she'd be thinking, "Oh, he meant

nothing". That was how I felt she might be feeling. So, I think of him still as a

grandchild now - but it just took that to make me think about that and realise. Since

then when someone says, "Oh how many?" I say, "I've got seven grandchildren and I

lost a little grandson at seven and a half months". That sounds normal - good

explanation. They might say, "That was sad" or something, and I would say, "Very".

You can make it sound OK.

Reflections on Daniel's death"

Sometimes you think about what might have been and I know that I think if Leslie

never has another son, what it will mean for him, because I know how I'd love another

grandson and I know what Daniel meant to lrslie as being his flust son. I know how

much he'd love another son. So I feel for him. [Postscript- Rosanna and Leslie had a

son, James, the next year after this interview]. But I guess that there are different times

since Daniel's death that something will occur and you think "I wonder what he would

be like". Or with James being born and you think about their ages and you

automatically think about Daniel in between and you can't help but thhk about, *What

ifl" or, o'What would he be like?" I think that we do get to aecept it.

18 Retired professional and business women's group.
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LindsaY and Daniel's deaths

People used to talk about working through your grief and there have been times when I

wondered if I actually worked through my grief when Lindsay went' I know that I just

threw myself into work and I wonder if I pushed it aside and didn't reany dear with it.

And of course, that would be my most traumatic loss. I guess with Daniel, I was more

able to accept it. If I had never had lost anybody before maybe I wouldn't have been

able to accept it as well but probably, when you have been through it before you do

learn to accept it more easilY'

For Elwyn, an angel symbolises DanieL
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BETH'S STORY

About us

Having married and had our family at a young age, family life is important to me.

Now, five children and nine grandchildren later, we assume we can sit back and enjoy

the pleasures of being grandparents. But life is not that simple. Rosanna, our daughter,

and Leslie, her husband, were looking forward to the birth of their second child to be

born in 4 months time but Daniel was delivered prematurely at 24 weeks and cared for

in a Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU). Rosanna and Leslie were preparing for

Daniel to come home from NICU, when he died suddenly.

When Daniel was born

Daniel was born just before we were due to go overseas to work for t}ree months and

it was very difficult having to leave, but we were very hopeful that everything would

be fine. Rosanna was able to nurse Daniel in hospital, but it was very difficult for her

having to be a wife and mother at home and nursing Daniel at the hospital. Not being

there to help and support was very hard, as you feel very strongly for your own child

and I knew Rosanna was suffering so much. I knew that, because of Rosanna, Daniel

was getting the best care he could ever get. I felt very strongly for Rosanna as I could

see the stress and pain she was going through, trying to ease the rest of her family's

pain and keep day to day things running as smoothly as possible. While at the same

time spending as much time as possible helping with Daniel's care in hospital. Daniel

was a dear little person to us and he had Rosanna there looking out for him, making

sure he had everything he needed. I guess not being there to support them when there

was a need was how I felt about my situation. When we got back from overseas we

would spend time with Daniel. He loved being nursed and he loved being sung to. That

was special to me. Short as it was, that is how I remember Daniel. Because Daniel was

in hospital all of his life, the family probably didn't get to know him as much as if he

had been at home and in the family environment. There are lots of lovely little

memories, like photos and Rosanna has given us a video of his life in hospital and,

because we didn't see him a lot, that is really special. It is because of Rosanna that

there are so many memories for such a short life. She is pretty special. I think I have

probably told her ttrat as, a while after Daniel died, she said she didn't feel that she was

special.
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After Daniel died

Rosanna organised the funeral the way she needed to and that for me was good,

because I knew she was doing what she needed to do to work through her grief. I just

tried to support her in what she wanted, and she had lots of loving friends and the

medical profession who were very supportive. Being there with the family, I took the

role of looking after the family so that Rosanna was free to do what she needed. My

role was supporting Rosanna and Leslie. I felt that the parents of Daniel were going

through enough, I didn't want to add to that burden by talking about my feelings.

Leslie is a quiet guy and he is somebody who I felt needed a bit more support than he

allowed people to give. Rosanna often said to me she used to get really upset with

people saying, "Oh you are coping so well" and she said, "I'm not".

Memories

Mechanical things symbolise Daniel for me. Seeing Daniel at home after he died,

dressed up in his little suit with his little spanner in his pocket and a little car. Daniel's

Dad is a mechanic and I always thought Daniel looked very much like his Dad.

Changes in the family
I think if anything Daniel's death brought us closer together. We are a pretty close

family anyway but I think anyone living through something as traumatic as that is

drawn closer together.

Other grandchildren

One thing I do feel is hard, is that we have another grandson born virnrally about the

same time that Daniel should have been born and so he is now the age that Daniel

would have been had he not been premature. I think that must bring up feelings for

Rosanna of what Daniel would have been like had he lived. For me, as Rosanna's

mother, it is just the long-term thing of seeing Rosanna and her family through. Now

they also have Kate and James, both born after Daniel. A lovely, little farnily.

Reflections

I think it makes it more difficult for nurses like Rosanna, who have an ill child,

because they feel that, because they are a nurse and it is a medical problene, "I'm here

to win this battle". But of course there are things in this life that no matter how hard

you try- they are not meant to be, That, for me, made it really hard. I guess every

Mum is the same, it is a very personal battle for them.
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I often wonder wHy Daniel died but that is a very normal thing. Definitely you do

grow from these things because you learn probably when someone else is in a similar

situation like that you learn a lot of what to do and say. Being there is most impofiant'

It is a learning curve, trying to help other people' Like Rosanna said' there are some

people who are quite close friends but didn't get in touch because they didn't know

what to say. so that is a major part of what I have learnt. It doesn't matter what you

say, you need to be just there for them. I feel now if someone close to me lost a child I

wouldn,t think, ,,Should I go and see them or shouldn't I?" I would just go. Saying, "I

understand,, to someone who has had a child die is not something I would ever say

because there is no way I can understand. The closest I could come to 'understanding'

is that I feel losing a child is the greatest loss that anyone could have and if you haven't

Iost a child you cannot know what it feels like - you can only know it must be totaliy

devastating

I realised after Daniers death, ttrat grief is a very personal thing. Individually different

for everyone, with the common bond of loss and emptiness. when I think about Daniel

now, 5 years after his death, I am comfortable with the memories' He has had his little

life. He lived his litrle life, short as it was and that is how I remember him'

For Beth, a teddy bear and a spanner are whal she thinks of in relation to Daniel'
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MAXINE'S STORY

About us

After surviving a first marriage breakdown - bringing up my daughter by myself -

living by my rules - I felt confident and secure with myself. Two years later, I met my

second husband, Steve, who had been married also. We fitted the look, of being a

family. I became pregnant and we were ovedoyed' I had a good pregnancy - natural

birth this time with Matthew, last one, with Sharmane' was a "C" sectionre' I breastfed

for only three weeks then Matthew went on the bottle - I felt tired but I felt I was the

luckiest person alive. I remember saying to myself once:

" I have a wonderful husband/partner

A beautiful, lovelY daughter

Our own house/transPort

PLUS A cherished, beautiful babY boY

I AM the luckiest Person out

Surely it can't last, it's too good to be true'

AND IT WAS!!!

My parents and Matthew

Well, they were really good when Matthew was born. Dad would hold him, which

sometimes he hesitated to with the other grandchildren. Mum had always said to me,

she wouldn't babysit any of her grandchildren until they were over a year old, so you

knew not to even ask her. She was always wonied that something would happen to one

of the other kids because of her son, my half-brother, Micheal, who died as a cot

death. You see, after my father died my mother met up with my step-father and they

had their first son, Micheal [he died at 9 months of age as cot death], then my other

brother Keith and then my younger sister Sue were born'

Matthewts death

When Matthew died I remember having to ring my parents up and I was so pleased that

Mum didn't answer the phone, though I wouldn't have spoken to her, I would have

asked to talk to Dad. And I remember just thinking, "Gee, I've got to tell them".

Because after what had happened to their own son, Micheal, it seemed awful that

Matthew had died. When I look back, it was a bit unfair for me, because f sort of had

to worry about what Mum felt so I had to be a brave girl not to upset Murn but then, at
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the same time, she was worried, she wanted to make everything better for me and

didn't know what to say. So it was a bit of a scene really. I remember, I blurted out

and I said to Dad, "Matthew's dead" and I remember he said, "Oh hell". Then because

Sharmane, that's my six year old, was staying with Mum and Dad, we had to go out to

collect her and I said to them not to tell her until I got there. And I think Mum sort of

freaked out when Dad told her and it's a wonder that Sharmane didn't hear it. When

we got out there, Mum just rushed out and wanted to cuddle me. I remember having to

tell Sharmane and that was sad. Seeing her trying to understand what it all meant and

that sort of really broke your heart having to, trying to, explain to a wee kid, "Well,

you know when you left him yesterday that was the last day you saw him'. I remember

Dad said to me, 'nCome and sit on my knee" and I felt like this wee girl again who had

to be cuddled by Dad and it was really nice he actually showed affection and put his

arm and cuddled me in and gave me a pat. It's the first time I've seen him show

affection which was really nice and I think it sort of made us a little bit closer because I
knew that he was really hurting.

When my brother died

Actually I was probably not quite four and my other two sisters, they were about seven

or eight I think, or maybe just a wee bit older. My older sister, Julie, she actually

found Micheal. She went in and he was down under the blankets face down and as she

found him Dad actually came in and he sort of, "What the hell have you done?" type

of thing - you know blaming her. But he never told Mum that the kids had actually

found him because it really freaked them out. Mum always thought she did something

wrong because Micheal had vomited so many hours or whatever before he died and

she'd always held this guilt. After he died, apparently Mum just lost it; she went

hysterical I've heard. Just people, since Matthew died, they let me know little things.

Actually I reckon if my parents had talked about him, Micheal, I probably would have

remembered him because it was a closed book, apart from as a four year old you say

what you think and you say "Where's the baby?" all the time. But like my younger

brother Keith, who was Micheal's real brother, he didn't know he even had a brother,

He only found out since Matthew died that he had a brother. Even though it was open

knowledge we just didn't talk about it - the rest of us knew and so he was quite upset

tt Caesarean section deliverv.
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that his brother had died, "Why didn't someone tell me?" He was 24 before he knew.

After Micheal died, apparently Mum screamed and they actually drugged her up so she

lost a couple of days along the way. People got rid of everything for the baby,

everything went to the Salvation Army so when she actually cirme round his snrff

wasn't there and you just didn't talk about it. When she had other children she was

always very protective - she is, even now, of the grandchildren.

After Matthew's death

I didn't really want to be round Steve's parents after Matthew died. When I came back

after seeing Matthew at the undertaker's, I just stayed in my room and Steve stayed out

in the lounge with his family. I think because I smoked I felt this tremendous guilt that

I'd killed Matthew maybe. And I just didn't even want to look at them. I remember

people made me cups of tea. I didn't want anything to drink. I was just sining there

with a few friends having a smoke and not knowing what the hell to do. Mum was

bringing a cup of tea and it was foul; she used half a cup of whisky in it. She kept

trying to fill me up with whisky and she said it wasn't her and that it was Steve's mum,

Jayne, who was making the tea. I actually said to Jayne a wee while ago, "Did you

keep puning whislry in my tea? She said, "No I didn't". So it was my murn trying to

drug me up to try and make me feel better. She didn't like the fact that that's what had

happened to her so why was she trying to do it to me? She obviously thought she

couldn't offer support so have some more whisky instead.

We actually got Matthew christened the day before he got buried and Sharmane, she'd

never been christened herself, as well. So, Sharmane and Matthew got christened at the

funeral parlour, which was really different. Not many kids get christened there. And

Mum and Dad came along. Dad didn't hold Matthew but the fact that he was there all

the time was really good. Mum held Manhew heaps of times, and I've got the photos.

I've got photos of everyone holding him. I think that really helped Mum therapy-wise

because she wasn't able to do that with her own son. And just being able to hold him

and cuddle him, you could see like three griefs there for her; for her own son, her

grandson and for me as well. I remember looking at Dad. They have nice photos of

pictures down at the undertaker's and he was just sitting there staring at this one picture

for over an hour, with hands in his pockets just looking at it and crying. [Ie was just

bubbling looking at this picture and I went up and he cuddled me. Whether it was just
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because, at the time, we had both been through the same thing and he was hurting so

much and he knew how I was hurting and it clicked maybe. It sort of brought us quite

close and I finally really knew what Mum and Dad had been through in a sense. But at

least we, Steve and I, were able to be a lot more open about it than they were and do

what we wanted.

Talking about Micheal and Matthew
Because I knew that Mum and Dad didn't talk about Micheal I thought, "Well nobody

is going to stop me talking about him'. I wanted to know as much as possible about

what they knew so that I could compare it. I actually made them talk. I'd go and see

them and I'd ask them how they found Micheal and how he'd been and actually got

them talking together. They didn't know but it was a wee bit of therapy there, too.

When I left, Dad wouldn't talk to Mum about it. It was only when I was there. So

that's why whenever I was there I thought, "WeIl I had a right to talk about it now" so

they couldn't shut up when I was there and keep me in the dark. I made sure that I

asked questions that Mum wanted to ask Dad. So that way Dad would have to answer

me, he felt obliged to and that way Mum actually found out infomation about Micheal

or the autopsy or stuff like that, that she wasn't able to ask. I don't know whether

asking the questions was healing for me. It was inquisitive basically to see what we had

in common. It might have been healing back then but you look at it now and you are

trying to help everyone except for yourself really.

Mum talks about it a lot now and she's pulled out Micheal's baby book and things and

Mum and Dad actually went and saw him (his grave), I think it was last year, in

Christchurch. When we shifted away [after Micheal's death], they never went back, so

that was quite good. Mum goes out to the cemetery to see Matthew, because it is on the

way to where they live. She goes more than I do probably. Like she said, going to

Matthew's funeral was also like saying good-bye to her own son.

A lot of things have come to the surface that Mum sort of kept behind and I'll say

things quite friendly to her like, "You can't keep it back and we have to talk about

things". It took her ages to try to come to terms with things. She talks about things a

lot but I still find that she doesn't listen any more, whether that's just because she's so

involved in what's going on in herself. She'll listen to some things but if you want to
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have a good decent talk she'll always relate that to her own feelings or she'll cut you

off and change the subject without even knowing it. So that's quite hard, I think.

Going to meetings

Well, Mum came along to some of our Cot Death group meetings and then, when I got

involved in The Compassionate Friends, I got Mum to come along as well' Dad wasn't

into that but because of Mum going there and talking, she'd go home and have to talk

ro him, which let them open to talk to each other about thing. So I think that helped a

wee bit. Mum's been to a few of the group meetings and Dad goes along to all the

Candlelight Services. Having Mum at The Compassionate Friend meetings has been a

wee part hard, because it's quite hard for me to talk in the group if I want to talk about

her and she's there, Or even talking about certain things that you don't think she might

be able ro cope with. It would be different if she heard someone else talking about it,

but her own daughter saYing it'

It has just been in the last two years that Jayne, Thom's mum, has come to the

Candelight Service. To start off with I didn't want any one there' I just wanted it for

myself. The first year I was a blubbering mess and I was just about hyperventilating. I

hadn't cried for such a long time and I hadn't cried like that at all and it all came out.

Then the next couple of years Mum started to come. That was quite hard because I

wanted it all for myself, as something that was precious to me. Then at the same time I

was feeling selfish because Mum should have something like that as well. So Mum

would come along and flren I would feel like I had to be big and brave' I didn't want

her to see me upset because then it would get her upset - oh, it was stupid' The Iast

two times Jayne has come and I sat with her, not Mum and Dad, because Steve

couldn't come. Jayne and I, both, went up together to light the candles and she also lit

one for her father, We got talking afterwards and she really enjoyed it. I sort of never

told her that we had been before - I never said, "Would you like to come? " It was like

my time because I had given out to everyone else and I needed something of mine. But

it is sti1 hard to cry in front of them, just breaking down the barriers I suppose'

" Being Strong" - mY feelings

I had it at the back of my head - I was a wee bit paranoid - that Steve's parents would

blame us that we had failed, that is how I felt. You see them as a perfect family! Every

family is nor perfect and they have their squabbles. I just felt that I had failed being a
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good parent and so did Steve. We actually talked about this a couple of weeks ago and

he, too, felt the same that we had failed to give them their grandson. I always thought

that they would blame me because I smoked. That was why, when we came back here

from the funeral directors and they were all out here, his family, I didn't want to look

at them - I just stayed in my bedroom. Steve's family have never really had anyone

close in the family die. They just all come together - that's family. It was really hard to

actually handle because in our family, they will always be there - but it is hard to

explain, the support is not built the same. Like me having to worry about my mother

and my father whereas Steve's family's building blocks are actually stronger. That's

how I see it. It was only just a couple of weeks ago that I had Steve's mother and

father here for drinla and we were talking. It has only been in the last half year that we

actually talked about things [to do with Matthew] and how I felt. Now, Jayne is

actually game enough to ask questions because, before, she always thought it would

upset me. And I was always upset that she didn't care enough to ask anything. Jayne

wanted to ask a question and that question led to a lot of other questions. She asked me

really interesting questions, quite important ones because she was just trying to

understand and because she wanted to know why I didn't cry. They always said to me

they admired how strong I was. That makes it really hard on me now because, if I do

feel upset, I feel like I have to keep up with what they think I am. I had to be strong

back when Matthew died because of my mother; if I went to pieces she wouldn't have

handled it, she wouldn't have coped. So my in-laws saw that side of me and thought I

was so brave and didn't cry at the funeral at all. Now, when Jayne wants to ask

something she'll just come straight out and ask it. I always feel better when people do

that because then there are no barriers and you know that you can be honest and

straightforward. I said a few things to her that I've never said to anyone else and it

made me feel really good to say how I felt. And she said, "I can understand that - well

understand why you want to feel that way." That actually felt quite good.

Remembering Matthew
I remember the second or third year after Matthew died, I wrote a poem about him

dying and put in the first couple of sentences about how "No one mentions your

name". I only put it in there, not to offend Steve's family or my friends, just to give a

nudge to people who possibly it did concern. The ones that it did concern and upset are

the ones that it should have. You know what I mean, if people talked about Matthew

then that part of the poem wasn't going to upset them. It really upset Steve's parents
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and they actually rung up and said they didn't like the start of it and I said to Steve,

..Oh well, they must have taken a lot more meaning into that". So obviously that sent

waves through the family but Steve didn't mind he thought, "Well this has got them

thinking" because they never mentioned Mafthew's name'

Andrew
Andrew was born a year aftet Matthew died. My parents are close to Andrew. Actually

my mother even babysat Andrew after he was born. He had a monitorz0 and she

babysat him and he was under a year old; at seven or eight months she looked after

him. And I think that having a monitor she felt safe and she liked to have it beeping

which I couldn't stand but she felt safe having it beeping and even Dad would come

and babysat with him. So, if anything happened he knows how to resuscitate and you

know my mum made Andrew really special. She'd lost her son and I'd lost mine. It

was a wee bit scary actually because to her it was like getting her son back' Quite

strange. And that "specialness", she didn't do that to Keith, her own son. Even my

Dad, he's quite close to Andrew too. They're still quite firm and fair but it's different.

20 Apnoea monitor which makes an alarm noise if a baby stops breathing for more than about 20

seconds.
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RACHEL'S STORY

About us

Keith and I have been married for ten years and have four children; Alyce, Samuel,

Hayley and Dayna. Samuel, our second child, died of SIDS at the age of nine months

in l99l. We have had two subsequent children and this was a very stressful time for

us. Six years after the death of Samuel life has become bearable again. I am now in my

second year of a midwifery degree and am thoroughly enjoying it, I chose this career in

the hope of making a difference to the lives of our babies'

Samuel's death

Samuel had been crawling after me with the luxzr in the day and he had a good feed in

the afternoon, Keith had got home a bit later that night. Samuel had his tea and we

hadn't had our tea so we popped him off to bed. And, "No, that didn't work" So we

had our tea and got him back up and gave him his bath. We put him back to bed, that

must have been about half past seven, and he didn't want to go to bed so we got him

back up again. It wasn't unusual for him to do that. He was quite happy when he was

crawling round the floor and I remember he was chasing after a red balloon. It was

about nine o'clock I think that we put him back to bed and he still grizzled. I can

remember that I was reading my book and it was very exciting. So I said to Keith,

.,You go back up to him" and so he went up and tucked him all back in again. We had

an intercom and it wasn't going all the time, we just switched it on to see if he was

sleeping, and he was, so that was about quarter past nine.

It was about ten that we went to bed and I went into check Samuel, Keith went in to

check Alyce. I called out to Keith to come and have a look at Samuel because he was

on his stomach up in the corner and it was the first time that he had done that. I

thOught 'oWow, he's gone to sleep like that" so I said to Keith, "Come and have a

look". But he took too long and I thought, "Oh well, I'll just turn him over''. So I went

to pick him up and went to turn him over and he was just very floppy and didn't wake

up and I remember I put him on the bed. I must have yelled for Keith before he came.

There was probably lots of yelling or whatever and I think I might have said to him,

.,He's dead" or whatever. Keith grabbed Samuel and I just went straight to ring the

tt vacuum cleaner.
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ambulance. I hung up from the ambulance and after that rung up Mum. I thought about

it afterwards, "I wonder why I did that?" but I did and that was good.

I went back in there and did CPR22, Keith had started it already. I did mouth to mouth

and he did the compressions and he was blue around his mouth but he was warm and

he didn't really feel like he could be dead. He had been sick. There was just a bit of a

brown coloured sick, so I knew that wasn't right. We tried to find the pulse but we

couldn't because he was dead. It was really hard to think that maybe if he wasn't dead

then I had actually killed him by doing the CPR. So Mum and Paul [her partner]

arrived, and Mum rubbed Samuel's feet. He must have had cold feet or something. It

seemed ages before the ambulance arrived and as soon as they arrived there was a man

in the ambulance car and he [the ambulance officer] came in and I said, n'Hurry up,

hurry up". I sort of thought once I stopped doing the CPR he should go straight in and

continue CPR. Then he asked me to leave the room, which I am really annoyed about

because I don't know what happened. I wasn't really hysterical, I know I said, "Hurry

up" to them but I wasn't really that bad. I don't know if Mum stayed in there but I

know that Paul did and Keith had walked out as soon as they arrived. Mum came back

out and said that he had died. That was the start of our nightmare. It was hard to

believe. I couldn't cry. I hyperventilated and I'd never done that before. While I was

doing the breathing I could feel my hands, legs and feet go all pins and needles. I think

Keith started phoning people and saying he had passed away. I was annoyed about that

because he didn't "pass away" - he died.

They were trying to get hold of my doctor but they couldn't because he was away so

the ambulance men got hold of the police and they told us the police were going to

come. They arrived, I wasn't really very happy with them either. The man was just a

young glry who stood in the corner of the bedroom. I can remember him saying, "Has

anybody moved that baby?" Stupid man. I know now that he was probably nervous but

at the time, it wasn't really very good. There was a police lady and she asked me what

position he was in and I sort of felt really guilty that maybe I had done something and I
wasn't sure whether to show them where the sick was, but I did. It was a feeling,

"What are they doing here?". I thought, "Oh my God, what have I done?" and I went

out. Then they asked for somebody to identify the body; Keith's brother was there at

that time so he went down and did that.

22 Cardiopulmonary resuscitation - commonly known as mouth-to-mouth & heart massage.
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Suddenly, this yukly man in a black suit with a beard was standing in the doorway' He

didn't introduce himself, I mean, I didn't know who the heck he was. He was actually

an undertaker, come to take Samuel's body to the hospital for postmortem. And it

seemed not long after that the police were called away to something else, so they had to

go. So they put Samuel in that blue yukky bag and they wanted it buttoned up at the top

before it went outside and I felt, "Why couldn't the man do it out there?" That was

really distressing. We had a baby one minute and then he was gone. I didn't know

where he was. I imagined Samuel on one of those metal slab things and it was also that

he was alone, all by himself. That was really hard.

Samuel's funeral

Samuel came home on the Monday after the postmortem and I'm really pleased about

that. The funeral was on the Wednesday and lots of people came. Keith and I carried

him into the chapel and carried him out again. I remember we carried him in head first

and I wanted him to go out head first - I don't know why I did that. So we turned him

around and so he went out head first. He was buried with Keith's mother. That was

quite nice and Keith thought that was quite good.

Feelings for my mother

Initially I was worried about her and I was really pleased that her sister said that she

would come down from the North Island. That was really good, even though my

mother would have Paul there. Of course my mother was all busy. I don't know what

time she left the night Samuel died but they drove back early next morning, and were

busy doing all sorts of things like cleaning and cooking. At that stage she told me she

wished she could take the pain away. She did talk to me about her pain - that she felt

for me. I can remember her saying, "If something was broken, when you were little, I

could always fix it and I wish I could fix this for you". I didn't want her to feel like it

was her fault - when it wasn't. she didn't need to feel like that,

After Samuel died I did not want to be parented or Protected. But I did want to be with

Mum. I used to go to Mum's house a lot after Samuel died. She wasn't working quite

full-time, so I used to go there quite often. I felt, "Where will we go? - To Mum"'

That was where I felt comfortable - she'd talk about it whereas other people didn't.
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Memories of Samuel

Clannad music definitely reminds me of Samuel. We played one of their songs at his

funeral and I think afterwards I played that music quite a bit. It was really nice to listen

to then but now when I listen to it, it is terrible. Even though I still like it, it brings

back how I was feeling at that time, listening to it, And we also played a kid's song at

the funeral. One which you hear quite a bit'at kindy that Samuel used to clap his hands

to. I think it wasn't really the best choice of music - it was "lf you're happy and you

know it clap your hands".

Children after Samuel

When I was pregnant with Hayley, seven months after Samuel died, we wanted to have

another boy and we had scans and found that she wasn't going to be a boy. Mum

wanted me to have another little boy, too. We had good support when Hayley was

born. Mum and Paul lived in their caravan on our drive whilst their house was being

built, so that was really, really good. We came home with Hayley and Mum was there

cooking things for us to eat and that was really good. I think Hayley was about two

months old when they moved into their house, so they were really good suppon for us.

With Dayna, we were a bit more used to having another baby.

For Rachel, music played al Samuel's funeral brings back the feelings of thar time.
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CATHERINB'S STORY

About us

I was born in 1941 I grew up in the North Island, had four children and now have 11

grandchildren. I work now as a counsellor. My daughter, Rachel, and her husband,

Keith, had a daughter Alyce and then Samuel was born. He was a lively, active boy

and then suddenly at the age of nine months died as a cot death.

When Samuel died

It was four years ago that Samuel died. I had gone to bed, just almost dozing off to

sleep and the phone went. I got out of bed and rushed to the phone. Rachel was on the

other end and she said, "Mum, Samuel's not breathing what am I going to do?" I said,

"Phone the ambulance". She said, "I have. Mum, I'm terrified". I said, "We'll be

there". Now we live about ten minutes away, maybe less than ten minutes. So it was

like, get up and throw clothes on. Paul and myself took off and broke all the speed

limits getting there. We went in there and Rachel and Keith were doing mouth to

mouth. I went to help them but I knew as soon as I saw him that he'd gone. You could

see that he had gone. But it was like we all got busy there, Paul took turns doing CPR

and I was rubbing his wee feet. And his little feet were lovely and warm and it was like

rubbing them and thinking, "Yes, yes - please breathe". You could really see he had

his wee eyes shut like he was sleeping but you could tell that he had gone. It was the

fear, I guess, the fear that was in the air was so strong. It was so frightening but they

were doing what they were doing and hoping until the ambulance came and the man

[from the ambulance] came rushing in and he put a thing in Samuel's mouth which I
think is for breathing. I think he could see that Samuel had died. So then he said,

"Would you go out and I'll see what I can do". So we all went out and Rachel and

Keith were just holding each other. It was like for me, as a mother I think, you want to

make things right for your children and comfort them and make things better. And I
couldn't do that.

A little time passed, it was probably only a minute or so, but I went back up and the

ambulance man said, "He has gone". I knew that and he said, "Do you want to tell

them or will I?" And I said, "Well, I will. But first of all, we'll pick him up off the

floor and put him back in his cot. " So we did that. That was the hardest thing, was the

reaction when I told them - just so agonised. The call, the noise that each of them
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made. I guess maybe they knew, but they didn't want to know and, "Hey, someone

had come and Samuel was going to be alright" and that was really hard. tn one way I

wanted to tell them, but it was a dreadful thing to have to tell them - I didn't want the

ambulance man to tell them. It was probably the most dreadful thing that they have

ever heard and it came from mother. I wasn't so much feeling for myself, even though

I was feeling dreadful, but it was the feelings that I had for my daughter and son-in-law

because I love them and we're very close. So that was a really hard thing to do to pass

on such a painful message to them. I think the police most probably arrived very

shortly after that but first, Rachel and Keith, they went up into the bedroom and they

had a bit of time there but it was like not really knowing what to do. And for Rachel I

think she was in a state of shock and so it was just looking and I guess holding Keith

and crying. So then the police arrived. The policeman was just a boy, but I resented

him being there. It was like, "What was he doing there in a place when there was

grieving and loss?'n and, "This is no place for a policeman". Yet I knew that this was

procedure and that he didn't want to be there either and he was very uncomfortable.

There was a policewoman as well and she seemed to be a little bit more comfortable,

probably more competent than him. Keith was on the phone to his family to phone his

sister and brothers.

Then Rachel and I went up to the room. Keith didn't really want to. He didn't want to

be there very much at that stage. Rachel and I went in and I said, "Pick him up" and

she said, "Do you think I can?" I said, "Of course you can" so we picked him out and

we sat on the bed and we had a cuddle and a look at him and a feel of him. And it was

like he was asleep and "Why didn't he open his eyes?" But for me it was like he'd

flown, he really was not there. His little body was there but he wasn't there. So we had

a cuddle and then by this time, probably, more family were arriving. Then it didn't

seem that long and the undertaker came with his little bag. We thought about it later

with hindsight. We shouldn't have let him go so soon - it had only just happened. I

think it must have only been an hour or an hour and a half and he was gone. It is no

time. If we had thought about it I would have suggested, I'm sure, or Rachel would

have said, "We'll leave it till the morning" or, "Come back in a few hours" but we

didn't. We allowed it to happen! It's like you don't know and I think the shock makes

you a bit meek or you do what you're told. This man [the undertaker], who is probably

a very nice man but he looked sort of evil, he wasn't the undertaker that we ended up
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having, He was there with his bag waiting, and then he went outside and waited, but it

was like he was wanting to be away. After Samuel had gone we suggested that Rachel

and Keith just get away to bed and that probably they wouldn't sleep but they could be

together. They did and we went home'

We were back there first thing and found that their little girl, my granddaughter,

Alyce, was up and it was all very exciting for her. She was only three and it was all

quite exciting and she was quite enjoying herself' It was, "Mummy don't cry, it's

airight you've got me" and for Rachel most probably thinking, "Well yes I do, I love

you to bits but I want both of you". Rachel had sore breasts because she was

breastfeeding so she phoned up and made an appointment to see her doctor and he

wasn't there. So they went into the Emergency Doctor that was in town and she got

some pills to drY uP her milk.

Waiting for Samuel to come home

The waiting for Samuel was the dreadful thing. Samuel died on the Friday night and

the postmortem wasn't going to be done until Monday. Rachel talked to the funeral

director and said, "I'd like to go and see him and I need to know where he is". And

he strongly suggested that we didn't go. He said, "It's not a very nice place to go - it's

down in the dungeons". So that was a hard thing. I thought surely, it could have been

arranged that they brought him out and put him in a nice litfle room somewhere that

they could have gone and seen him on the Saturday because he hadn't had his

postmortem then. That was really very cruel and we did some things about that later - I

did. We were angry as well; a lot of anger was directed at the system. We phoned and

we tried to arranged a postmortem for the Saturday morning but, "No, they couldn't do

that". Apparently on some occasions it does happen, and we realised later if we had

really pushed for it a little harder - Samuel had a little bit of Maori blood in him - if we

had pushed that, it could have happened. Again it's like you do what you can and you

don't know and no-one was really there to say, "You eould do this or you could do

that,'. Come the Monday he was going to come home about 2:30 pm. That was a really

long wait and long weekend and a long day and I guess seeing my daughter and son-in-

law without their baby. That was so cruel really' Everyone was quite stuck and it was

like a month those two and half days and you didn't really know what to do'
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Samuelts funeral
Samuel wasn't home very long really; the next day was the funeral so he was home for

that night. He was in his cot, all tucked up in his cot, wrapped up in a shawl and the

funeral director had said we can lift him out if we were very careful and just treat him

like a newborn baby and watch his head. Rachel she wanted to do that but Keith didn't

really want to be there. It was Rachel and I that picked him out of the cot but she didn't

look at what they might have done with the autopsy and I didn't suggest it. I thought,

"If she wants to, then we'll look" but she didn't ask. Then she talked about how she

would like some hair, a curl. He didn't have that much hair but he had some curls

down the back. So I said, "Well, I'll take them for you". She didn't want to because

she knew there would be some stitching on the back of his head from the postrnortem.

Keith's sister and myself, we did that. We turned him over gently and it was sad to see

all of the stitching on the back of his wee head. I don't think I would have wanted

Rachel to see that. Liz [Keith's sister] and myself, we just nervously chatted to each

other while we were doing it, but it was a very fearful time, I was quite frightened.

And then there was the dressing of him. We didn't dress him. I think, because when he

had the postmortem the mortuary staff dressed him. I guess again we could have asked

to be there but we weren't. Rachel found him the clothes and there were the little

bootees that I had knitted him. They were red and blue ones, real little boy's boot

bootees and so she had those put on him. I remember her saying, that the girl who was

going to be looking after him at the mortuary said, "Do you want any of the clothes

back?" and Rachel said, "No she didn't". Whether she regretted that I don't know, we

didn't talk about that. And the shawl, he was buried in a beautiful knitted shawl that

was given to Yvonne for her babies and she gave it to Rachel and said "Would you like

to use that?" I guess she felt as a sister there wasn't anything that she could do but this

was something that she could do. I guess we all thought that we were not doing

anything - but just by being there you are. And I gave him a special earring. The death

that had affected me most in my life before Samuel was when I was a teenager and my

grandmother died. When she died I was given this lovely pair of gold earrings that I

treasured and then I lost one. And for me it was like I needed to give Samuel

something to take with him and so it was the other earring - from the person that I had

lost and loved. I think I had been very lucky that my all family was still alive at that
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time and so I just popped it down the side lof the coffin] somewhere and felt something

needed to go that was mine. I was happy for the wee bootees to go too - that was nice'

We had a Maori minister come because of that little bit of Maori blood that was there.

It was more Keith really, he wanted some Maori words said. We had this Maori

minister. He was lovely and he spoke the Maori words and farewelled hirn. And a song

that Rachel and Keith chose at the end was really quite heartbreaking. It was one that

Samuel had liked "Clap your hands when you're happy" and it was quite hard to sing.

I don't know that many people could sing it really. I think probably what tore me apart

too was Rachel and Keith carrying out the wee coffin themselves. They didn't want

anyone else to do that, understandably. They wanted to do all they could for their baby

themselves.

The day before Samuel's funeral Rachel, myself and my sister and Yvonne, my oldest

daughter, had gone up to a really big, beautiful garden which was full of daffodils. The

owner was a friend of my sister's and she phoned him and he said to come up and pick

some daffodils. So we took up a lovely big wood basket and we picked the daffodils

and that was a healing thing too, to be picking the daffodils and doing sornething.

Samuel wasn't home, this was on the weekend and he wasn't there, so it was a purpose

and doing something, picking all these beautiful daffodils. We had the basket by the

graveside and you could throw in a daffodil or a snowdrop. It was lovely - before the

earth went on there were all the beautiful flowers sining on top.

Blessing the house

Keith phoned me one night and said, "It's not really nice down here. It's a bit scary' I

keep thinking I hear Samuel and things like that. " I said, "Well, do you know what the

Maori people do? They bless the house and they go about the house and they bless it' If

his little spirit is still about maybe it will go fly away where it is meant to. " Keith

straight away said, "Yes, that sounds lovely we will do that". We phoned up the Maori

minister who had conducted the funeral and he would be only too happy. There was

paul and myself and Rachel and Keith and Keith's sister and David, my youngest son.

The minister came out and it was beautiful, really. For me, it was quite a healing thing

and I think it was for Rachel and Keith, they really felt at peace. We started at the front

gate. He was an Anglican minister and he had his Holy water and the Bible and he

said, "You just follow me and you touch things as you go along". And he was saying
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prayers in Maori right from the front gate and so we walked along and touched the gate

and the fence and walked in the door. He opened up all the windows and blessed each

room and went through the roouls, went through Samuel's bed and threw the holy

water, went out and went up to the swing and the sandpit and all around just sprinkling

the Holy Water. Then afterwards he took Rachel and Keith up to Samuel's room and

really, he was the only person that could have done that, I couldn't have done it. It was

like "He's not here any more" and he pulled the bed all to bits and he said "Make up

the bed again, but wash all these things [Samuel had been sick before he died] wash all

these things. You can make up the bed again if you want to and one day you will take

it down. But he's not here. " I don't think anyone else could have done that, because I
think Rachel would have been really angry, but it needed to be done.

In the days after
There were lots of visitings and phone calls and for me, in one way, wanting to be

there a lot and yet feeling, "I cannt be, they need to get on and they don't really want

mother sitting there". So, lots of talking, lots and lots of talking about Samuel and "the

remembers" and "the angries". Being angry with the system and what happened and it

shouldn't have happened. I said to Rachel, "Well, what I want to do, if that's alright, I

want to write some letters because I would hate this to happen to anyone else, it should

never have happened. I need to write some letters". So Rachel said, "Yes, that would

be fine and show me the letter before you send it". We did it sort of together. I sent

three copies of the letter, one to the Coroner, and one to the hospital, which would

have been the Chief Executive, and one to the head of the Police Deparftnent. I have a

copy of the letter somewhere. Just expressing my grief and anger that what did happen

was so distressing for my daughter and son-in-law and for the family; that it should

never have happened. Then I had a letter back. The three people had a meeting and one

person, the Coroner, replied on behalf of everyone that in the future they would see

that on Saturdays there would be a change, with postmortems being done then.

Another grandchild after Samuel

Well, we were living with Rachel and Keith at the time. Our house was being built and

our caravan was in their driveway. Really, I think by the time we moved into our

house it was "Phew" for them. But it was, I believe, good. We kept to our caravan and

cooked our own meals and every now and then we would share meals and pool our

food and either one of us would cook and have a meal. Again, it was like a sharing and.
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a family time and a supporting time. Rachel was pregnant and, for her, she was thrilled

to be pregnant and yet maybe it wasn't quite real and maybe she was betraying little

Samuel - because here she was pregnant again. We were living there when she went

into the hospital and Keith phoned and told us that they had had a wee girl. We all

knew it was a wee girl. That was lovely for me; it was so beautiful having a little baby

but again it was quite strange with this apnoea monitor and not wanting her ever to be

our of sight. I bonded straight away with the little Hayley; she is a dear wee soul. But I

worried and if the phone ever went at night that just made me sick in the stomach and I

would never let the phone ring at night.

Feelings

I remember wanting to make things right for your child and not being able to and really

feeling, I suppose, quite helpless and I was going to say isolated, but it was not

isolated. It was really feeling like you are out on a limb because there was not much

you could do except make the right noises and cuddles. At the time Samuel died I felt,

not necessarily useful, that I was able to be of some help and I think that helped that

feeling of helplessness. It was a tittle highlight when I was able to do something for

Rachel and Keith, like a phone call. So again, it is like the parents wanting to help their

children. When they are little that is what you want - to do things for thern and see

their happiness and pleasure in the things that you give them - so maybe it was even

something like that but it wasn't about happiness and pleasure when Samuel died.

I remember that sense of shock and unexpectedness when Samuel died. I can remember

the next day the milkman was coming and the paper was dElivered and it was, "Why

were all these things still happening?". Because the world had stopped for us, yet

everybody was going off to work and just doing all of these things. And the really

strange feeling of following the hearse while all the other cars and people were busily

going about their business.

In my grief, I feel the loss of a little boy coming here to see me. The loss that he is not

here to share the birthdays and the Christmases and the Mother's Days. But then the

grief for Rachel and Keith when his birthday comes around and when the day he dicd

comes around. And I guess Rachel looks at photographs, we have never said that, but I

guess she looks at photographs and there is a space there for him - I must have a chat

about that and see if she does - I am sure she does. But we talk about the table, that
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there is a place missing and when we have them here for a meal, there is a place there

for Samuel. Not actualiy there, but it is in our minds. Acceptance comes, The moving

on, that life goes on. I think that it comes and goes in waves and that there are days

when probably I don't think about him at all. I think they become further and further

apart - there might be quite a long time whereas before that it was every day and

several times in the day. So the time does heal and maybe before when the anniversary

day was coming of thinking, "It's coming, it's coming, it's next week, it's a couple of

days" and now it is like, "Oh yes it is here". I think about grief as I have heard some

of my clients talking about it, that at first it is just so painful - it is like a knife turning -

but as time goes on it is like a dull ache and not like the knife rurning.

Memories and mementos

I think that mementos are very precious, and precious because the memories are there.

You can't take away the memories, so the mementos, iike the photographs and the

toys, are special because they help keep the memories alive. Or make them rounder or

clearer because, at times, Iittle faces can fade and you can think, "Am I forgetting what

he looks like?" And then I think, for me, it is more memories than things. It is

remembering the little things he did and the things we laughed about and the little

adorable things more than the mementos. When I think of Samuel, I think of him as a

baby, Tthere are times, like when I look at the pictures and there is someone missing

and I sort of put him in there in my fantasy or imagination. When I see the little family

together and he is not there I put him in, as I think, as his age would be now. That has

been from way back and so now he is the six-year-old instead of the three-year-old or'

the two-year-old. But, when I consciously just think of him it is as a baby,

For Catheine, the blue-mauve scabious flower, often called the butterfly flower, with
butteffies hovering above it, is a symbol of Samuel.
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Health I Bereavement
Professionals working with
parents and grandparents

when a child dies

These are the reflections of:

Diane - a grief support coordinator with a funer,al director

Barry - a paediatrician

Jane - a paediatric nurse specialist
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REFLECTIONS OF DIANE
- GRIEF SUPPORT CO.ORDINATOR

My main observation from contact with grandparents who have experienced the death

of a grandchild is the overwhelming sadness and concern that they feel for their own

child - the parent.

Support for bereaved families and grandparents

As grief support co-ordinator for a funeral director. I usually make contact with the

bereaved family about 6 weeks after the funeral. About this time friends and the wider

family have resumed their normal activities and the full impact of their loss is

beginning to be realised. The support we offer depends on the needs of the family.

Initially it is to affirm their need to grieve for their loss, to help them understand the

grief journey they have begun and the effect this will have on their own lives and the

lives of those they love. I often offer information about local support groups to contact

when they feel ready and how to access professional help if this is required.

It is not usual for me to contact grandparents directly. I have literature written for

grandparents and offer it to the parents to pass it on to them. However, grandparents

who have family living elsewhere have contacted us because of their concern at not

being able to be physically present for their child when a grandchild has died. They

want to know how they can best help their chitd at this time and they also need to have

their own loss acknowledged. Grandparents who have been caring for their grandchild

at the time of death have made contact because of the great burden of grief and

responsibility they carried for the child they loved so dearly. There are grandparents

who have borne their pain alone because they wanted to "be strong" for their child and

there have been times when a grandfather was reluctant to talk about his feelings and so

his wife remained silent. In other families grandparents have been involved in the

funeral arrangements and I have met them in our office at that time.

Different experiences of grandparent bereavement

It may happen that the parents of the child withdraw from the grandparents for a while

and this can bring feelings of abandonment and bewilderment for the grandparents as

they struggle with the double grief they have. Or the parents can turn to their parents

for solace and support, rather than sharing this need with a spouse or partner, which
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can also cause resentment and hurt if the parent's parent is not discerning and

diplomatic. Families often link together or move away emotionally after the death of a

child; this happens in other bereavements too. "I should have been the one taken. I've

lived my life" is a feeling expressed by some bereaved grandparents. However, in my

experience this has been when an older child or young adult grandchild has died and

the grandparents were older. With babies and younger children the grandparents are

usually younger.

Nowadays when families are so mobile it can be hard for grandparents trying to cope

with the death of a grandchild when friends and neighbours haven't met either the

parents or the child. Then, it isn't easy for the friend or neighbour to comprehend the

loss. They don't know the child who has died and it can be difficult for them to offer

support and accept the struggle that the grandparents are having as they try to adjust to

what has happened in their family.

It is heartening to see that the nature of grief, and the need for people to grieve for

what has been lost, is now better understood by the wider community. An

understanding of the process of grief allows family and friends to give their love and

encouragement without being disconcerted by the many faces of grief that can be

shown until healing begins.

My own personal experience

In October 1966, in Invercargill, our fourth son was stillborn. The impact of such a

loss on a young family wasn't realised or acknowledged at that time and I rejoice that

there is such understanding and support for families now. The oppornrnity to share the

feelings and the concerns that such a loss brings is so important. A significant number

of elderly people - women as well as men - I have spoken to when their spouse died,

have shared with me their experience about when they lost a young child many years

before. They spoke of not being encouraged to talk about what had happened and in

many cases were actively discouraged from asking questions or showing any emotion.

Grief doesn't go away because you try to ignore the pain of the loss! When our son

died it was the old people who helped me the most - who had been there, themselves,

and had a child die. They understood and we could talk together. Friends and family

were supportive in practical ways but they avoided mentioning what was foremost in

my thoughts at that time.
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REFLECTIONS OF BARRY
- CONSULTANT PAEDIATRICIAN

Roles of grandparents

In my experience, the role of grandparents when a grandchild dies is very, very

dependent on what the relationship is befween the mother and the grandmother

particularly and the grandfather, depending on whether it is a matriarchal or patriarchal

family. Clearly where the grandmother is seen positively then the grandmother can be

very supportive. Partners will often be very supportive, the grandfathers will often be

as much support in that situation depending on whether they are comfortable with their

feelings or not. So, some grandfathers are brilliant in that situation in terrns of

supporting their children. The traditional NZ male doesn't do that very well - but

there's just a lot of variability. Then, in reality, a lot of the role of grandparents is

physically looking after other children - they see it clearly as their role to look after the

other children, while the parents deal with their acute grief. To do that, grandparents

see that they must deal with their own grief in another way or at another time.

Meeting grandparents whose grandchild died suddenly

I see most families about 6 weeks after the baby has died. It wouldn't be uncommon

for some of the grandparents to come as well. But it would be a minority of families,

about 30%, where the grandparents come. The roles which grandparents take in the

interviews varies. It depends a bit on the parent. I mean if you've got a 16-year-old

mother who's still very shy, the grandmother may come and talk as the mother

effectively, in terms of asking the questions, and responding almost for the real

mother. Sometimes it's the opposite, the parents really control the interview and the

grandparents sit there and then towards the end they focus on what they have

experienced and what they are thinking and feeling. Then they will sometimes ask the

questions and occasionally they will actually, if there's a lot of angry feelings in the

family, be the ones who will express that. That can vary as well. So, the roles are

multitudinous depending on what role they have with the mother and father.

Sometimes they can be supportive and sometimes they very clearly have their own

angry, or otherwise, feelings that they want to discuss as well. I offer ongoing contact

with families. Not many take it up, My attitude is that we [as health professionals]

come into this really to be with the family as it exists. Sometimes the grandparents are

an important part of the family and of the support structure for the couple [bereaved
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parentsl that you're talking to. But often they're not. I mean, NZ society has examples

where parents have been rejected and are considered to be the enemy, rather than as a

support. In that situation then obviously grandparent involvement is inappropriate.

What usually happens when a family comes to see me is that I go over the events

leading up to the death, I go through the postmortem report in detail explaining some

terms that they may not understand. I then go over the sort of mechanisms that may

lead to a baby dying, because the posftrortem doesn't usually tell you very much about

that. We then deal with any questions that come up at that sort of stage. Most of the

actual emotion is shown when the parents go through the sequence of events leading up

to the death. Then we usually talk about how it's been for them, what support they've

had or not had, what happened at the funeral, how they are getting on with each other-

especially if it's a couple. If the grandparents are there we would then also focus on

them. I specifically ask the grandparents what happened for them and how they are

feeling. Then towards the end (and this usually takes up to an hour and a halS we talk

about the future and if they were ever to want to have another child what facilities we

have for suppofr during pregnancy and afterwards. I say, "Look if there's anything else

you need to come up with or want to discuss then I'm happy to do that". I also say,

"One of the ways to get through this is to use the Cot Death Society and then in turn

support the Cot Death society when other people join". There's quite a lot of talk about

grandparents at the Cot Death Society and occasionally grandparents are brought along

to the meetings. They don't consistently come but there have certainly been people

attend once or twice to see what is happening.

Double grief and survivor guilt
Double grief is the thing for most of the grandparents, I have talked to, identify as the

most important issue and the most painful part of grandparent bereavement.

I'm not so sure about survivor guilt. I can't remember any grandparent saying that

really it was their turn to die rather than the child's. I think it has happened in one

other context where grandparents have said, "Well, you know I'm old and maybe I

should have died". It's not been said as a serious issue, more as a slight joke, and

that's where it made more sense to me rather than someone who's racked with zuilt.
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REFLECTIONS OF JANE
PAEDIATRIC CLINICAL NURSE SPECIALIST

A family where a grandchild was dying

I was involved with bereaved grandparents when working with a family where a child

was dying at home. The family lived quite a distance from the hospital and local

support was provided by district nursing services and the family's GP'

The mother of the child had not seen her father for many years (he was separated from

her mother) but she thought she would make contact with him to let him know what

was happening to his grandchild so he could be there if he wanted to. He had never met

his grandchild before and decided to come and visit. I went into the situation where'

visiting the family at home now included the grandfather's presence, however he was

not included in any interaction or conversation with the rest of the family' He was very

much "in the corner of the room", present but not part of anything' When the

grandmother was there and they were all in the same room together, there was a

certain tension. I found it much easier to talk to the grandmother because she was a lot

more conversant and involved in the dying child's care. Whereas the grandfather was

quite removed- his role was not so clear. Because the mother got on well with her

mother (Grandma) it was easier to talk with her and explain things. I knew that the

grandfather was also listening which kept him informed but was in no way meeting his

need to talk and be involved. I felt my prime concern was for the child and parents and

then the grandmother who was providing a lot of support. I took my cues from them.

Grandparents' role

The role that the grandmother took was a support role; doing what she could to help -

such as the cooking, cleaning and spending time with the older siblings. She became

the practical support person. She didn't outwardly show much emotion, being the

strong supporr person for the family, particularly for her daughter in caring for her

child and keeping the place functioning. The child was oxygen dependent requiring

CpAp23 ar home. It was difficult for the mother to go out for a while or have any sort

of break. The grandmother tried really hard to learn about this when I was teaching the

district nurses how to use the equipment safely. She felt quite nervous, naturally, and I

23 A form of ventilation.
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don't think in the end that she ever felt confident to remain solely responsible.

However, she was doing her best to learn. I remember her constantly making cups of

tea, cooking, picking up the other siblings from school and keeping it all together

really.

After the grandchild died

After the child died I continued contact with the immediate family. I never thought to

make contact with the grandparents. I rang the mother fortrrightly for a while and then

when passing through the town, three months after the child died, I made a visit.

Christmas time was about a month after the child died and so we sent a card from the

ward and telephoned. The parents had the strength to come and visit the Children's

Ward one day. The first anniversary of the child's death was last November when I
again contacted the family and sent a card to the parents and another one to the siblings

and since that time I haven't rutr9, so the support is lessening. I've never seen the

grandparents since the child's funeral and I have never thought to contact them. I'm not

even sure where thev live.

Thoughts on grandparent bereavement

I do think it is a very important, often overlooked issue. When a child dies, naturally

everything is focused on the parents and siblings. However, grandparents are always so

involved, giving and just being there for the family. They are not just helping out with

the meals; they are helping their children grieve. They are the ones left after a child

dies providing support, listening and grieving themselves, for the death of their

grandchild and for the loss in their own children's lives.

There would definitely be times where we could have, or should have, made contact

with grandparents. We usually meet the extended family when a child is chronically ill
and it would be important to continue that relationship in bereavement. However, it is

difficult to know what the parents would view as appropriate contact and what is

appropriate in each situation. Perhaps, even just to spend time with them to discuss

bereavement issues and acknowledge that they, too, are grieving.
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AND TO CLOSE

I believe that the stories in Part 2 offer a window into the worlds of bereaved

grandparents, as constructed by grandparents and those around them. The

question then, is what happens after that glimpse through the window? During

the development of these stories I read Arthur Frank's (1995) "fhe Wovnded

gtoryteller". He was writing about narrative ethics and the use of story as

testimony, and noted that, "the ftrgt lesgon wrth thrnkrnq wfth Eboneg E noL to

move on once bhe slory has been heard, but lo conhnve lo l:e rn the story'

becomrnq n ft, retlechnq on who one s becomnq" (?. | 59)' I believe that the

glimpse through the window otfers an opportunity to "become" through the

stories and to gain new insights and perspectives. In particular, the stories

highlight both the unique and the shared aspects of grandparent bereavement,

which sets the scene for the next part of the thesis. Part 3 presents a joint

construction of grandparent bereavement, which developed from the different

perspectives of individuals in the three participant groups. Whilst the joint

construction is grounded in the diversity of the contexts of these stories, it is

framed as a conceptualisation of how grandparent bereavement can be. The

remainder of Part 3 explores the joint construction in relation to existing literature

and the possibilities that this research holds for the future becomings of people,

and of practice, with bereaved grandparents.
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CHAPTER 6

THE JOINT CONSTRUCTION OF 'OWHEN AN INFANT

GRANDCHILD DIES''

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is a story of grandparent bereavement presented, not as one

individual's experience told in the stories in Part 2, but as a construction from a

group of grandparents, parents, health/bereavement professionals. This chapter

has two parts. The first is the joint construction, which reads as a story of the

ways that grandparent bereavement can be. It is written in a group voice and

where individuols have comm ented on, or orticuloted ports, of the

construction these are Presented oS Seporote voices. At the end ofthe

chapter is the second part, the theoreticalframework which I have proposed,

with participants' agreement, as a way of visualising the interrelated parts of the

construction.

In setting the context of this chapter l note three points. First, this construction

recognises the context of people's lives and the many rolesl, which contribute to

the self-identity of people called "grandparents" in this chapter. As Colston

wrote,

My def inition of myself seems to change occording to circumstonces.... 5o, f
om Colston, Philip's wife, mother of Keith ond Christine, mother-in-low of

Mortin ond, os importont qs ony of these roles, grondmoth er of two well

bef oved grondsons. I olso see myselt os o Christian minister, well known in the

porish. (Colston 9:3)

However, the focus of the study and construction is grandparent bereavement in

the context of the family, which means the construction largely focuses on the

loss for two roles that a grandparent has within the family: as a parent of the

parents and as a grandparent of the grandchild. Second, the construction is

bound to the context from which it emerged. lt is grounded in the individuat

t The term "role'is used not in the sociological sense e.g. role theory, but as used in.

conversations as an umbrella term encompassing different aspects of being a parent or

grandparent.
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constructions, their critique and negotiation of differences between 16

grandparents, 6 parents, 3 health/bereavement professionals and myself to

become, in its final form, a synthesis of these discussions, Therefore, it is not a

theory of grandparent bereavement and it cannot be assumed to generalise

beyond the context from which it has come. This joint construction has

developed with discussions about other worldviews of bereavement, including

ideas from other researchers and clinicians, but these are not discussed

specifically in this chapter. The construction is presented as a whole, the debate

about where the construction sits in the wider context of the existing literature is

explored in the next chapter. Third, a note about the presentation of this chapter

in terms of referencing time-point and sources. Bereavement is time dependent

in that feelings, thoughts and interpretations of the experience do alter. However,

I believe time becomes unique to the individual and is not a reference point to be

at a certain place in the construction. So, only when time is important to the

context of the construction have I indicated the actual time-point. As much of the

construction is based on a synthesis of numerous texts across participants, it is

not possible to reference parts of the construction to specific sources. Therefore,

only quotations that come from one text source are referenced.

TIIE JOINT CONSTRUCTION

As I explained in Chapter 4, the way in which grandparent bereavement can be

constructed starts with the view that the grandchild's death creates a situation of

challenge and change. This has three parts. "Facing the challenge"; "Responding

to the challenge"; and "Managing changes from the challengen'. "Challenge" iS

used in the sense of a difficult situation that tests resources and abilities to cope.

Individual grandparents perceive the challenge differently; for some it is a

personal challenge, and for others it is a challenge to the bereaved parents and

the family as a whole.
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FACING THE CHALLENGE

The challenge which faces grandparents when a grandchild unexpectedly dies is

that of being taken out of a comfortable space and time in their lives and thrown

into a difficult sifuation. It is, in effect, "Wen the world turns upside down"2. Faced

with an upside down world grandparents have a whole range of feelings which

reflect having two roles in the family, as parents and as grandparents' This brings

the different forms of grief or pain which Marie described as "Yott have all fhose

extra ones when you are a grandmothey'' Marie 1(9).

When the world turns uPside down

The death of a grandchild impacts on grandparents in their roles both as parents

and grandparents. It affects the whole family including the other children,

grandchildren and siblings of the grandparents. "Vfthen the world turns upside down"

reflects the perspective that in the world of the grandchild's family all was going

well; life was as expected and looked set to continue that way' Then, suddenly,

things went wrong - either before the birth, or afterwards, which resulted in the

grandchild dying unexpectedly. The sense' for many grandparents, that the world

has changed, even if not physically turned upside down, is grounded on all, or

some, of the following; the fact thal "The death of the grandchild is unexpected" ,

combined with the belief that it happens to other families can lead to a sense of

" Being unprepared" to respond to this situation'

The reason the death and loss of the grandchild is so unexpected seerns to be

because it is the opposite of what grandparents thought was happening' The

challenge grandparents face is being suddenly thrown, through no choice or action

of their own, from a state of something such as enjoyment, anticipation,

excitement, comfort or confidence to a state of pain and loss. The shock and

enormity of this unexpected and unbelievable event can create the sense of being

the "only grandparent that this has happened to". Whilst, at the same time,

t The names of categories and subcategories in the construction are distinguished using this

font.
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knowing that there are many other bereaved grandparents. It is, for a brief

moment, two different views of the same event: the wider comparative picture and

the narrower picture of what it personally means. The other bewildering aspect of

the shock is appreciating that, outside the family, the world is still the right way up.

Catherine refilected, "I con remember the next day [ofter Sqmuel's death] the

mif kmon wos coming ond the poper wos delivered ond "Why were oll these things

still happening?" Becouse the world had stopped for us" (Cotherine 3:6). It is a

momentary experience of such hugeness which some grandparents can equate to

other major transitions or crises in life, such as giving birth to their first child and

feeling that one is the only mother in the world.

Yet, why is it so unexpected when a previously well grandchild dies? One of the

consequences of widespread media coverage of a whole range of human issues is

that society, families and grandparents know the "facts" that young children do die

unexpectedly, even in the 1990s with all the available medical technology. In

particular, the high NZ and UK cot death in the 1980s is something which

grandparents know about. However, there seems to be a distinction between

knowing about it, and believing that it can touch one's own family. There is a

belief, and perhaps a hope, that it will happen to "other people". As Ailsa said,

"it's something you think will hoppen to somebody else ond not you or your fomily

thof will be aff ected" (Ailso l:t?).An unvoiced part of this belief can be an

unwillingness to tempt fate by even thinking about it as a possibility for a member

of one's own family. Benita described her premonition of Matthew's death and

how she dismissed it given that all seemed well (see p.247).ln addition, evidence

for many grandparents' belief that unexpected death happens to other families and

not their own family, is the tangible proof that existing children and grandchildren

in the family are allalive and well.

So, what happens if grandparents believe, or know from their own experience,

that young children do die unexpectedly? Does it offset the shock and sense that it

is unexpected when their grandchild dies? The answer seems to be "No". There is

still a distinction between knowing that such as death is a potential risk and

believing that it could "really" happen. Given their professions as hospital chaplain
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and nurse, both Alex & Benita were aware, and believed, that young children die

unexpectedly. It was a fear they had had for their own children when they were

young, but neither had expected that it would happen to Matthew because

everything had gone well during the pregnancy and his birth. Colston explained in

her story that, although she had personal experience of her own child, David,

dying a few days after he was born, she did not consider the possibility of it

happening to her grandchildren.

The other element of the unexpected shock which death of a grandchild brings is

the way in which grandparents hear the news. The majority received a phone call,

out of the blue, from the parents of the grandchild. It is not a situation

grandparents ever anticipate willhappen and, for many, remains an imprinted

memory. Betty remembered when Donald phoned, early in the moming, with the

news of her granddaughter, Gracie's, death, "well, it was the shock - on the doy -

in the morning. And r wos still in bed ot holf post four ond I loy there thinking

,whqt on eorth will r do?' A helpless f eeling. And then I fhought I would get up

qnd hqve o jolly good both" (Betty 2t2).Betty's description of her feelings are

described by other grandparents as "beingunprepared" or "feelingyour way" '

Y Being unprepnred andfeeling your way

The unexp ectedshock of having a grandchild die can, understandably, create the

sense of being unprepared for what is happening. Parents, grandparents and the

whole family are often moved into an unknown world. Even i{ it is a world

"known" as part of the grandparents'work environment, it is still different to be

personally touched by this. The death can bring into action the combinec

involvement of a number of systems and professionals, including emergency

responders, doctors, nurses, midwives - in the health system; police, pathologist'

coroner - in the judicialsystem. In the case of a sudden infant death, which was

the reason that conor, Matthew and samuel died, the legal requirements to have a

sudden death investigated mean that police arrive at the place where the baby

died. Statements are taken and the baby is taken away for a pathologist to

complete a postmortem, which is then reported at the coroner's inquest. All this

takes place before a death certificate is issued and the funeral can happen' As
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Catherine described, in the face of such processes and professional involvement,

grandparents and parents often do not feel prepared to question, challenge, or

even make requests. Terese still regrets that when Bernadette died, 17 years ago,

no-one otfered to take a photograph and, in her shock, she did not think, or

know, to ask for one. Another aspect of "being unprepared" is that it conhavenes

expectations that grandparents have generally experienced most family events that

their children are likely to encounter, such as having children. There is a notion

that they are one step head of their children in family related experiences and can

often support their children, as parents of their grandchildren, with practical advice

and the experience of having survived as a parent. The death of a grandchild

means that the grandparent's child, the parent, is now experiencing something

that most grandparents have not experienced At the same time, this is exacfly the

time when grandparents want to be able to do their best to support and help the

parents of their grandchild. Catherine described it as, "not knowing whot is right

ond whot needs to be done qnd it is like f eeling your woy ond everybody

communicoting ond tolking and finding" (Catherine 3:4). Not knowing what to

expect can mean that grandparents are surprisd., even shocked, by things never

previously experienced, like the cost of headstones or the appearance of a dead

body. After the immediate shock of "Y{hen the world turns upside down" come a

range of feelings which reflect what the loss of a grandchild means for

grandparents.

You have all those extra ones when you are o grandpflrent

When Marie talked about this she was explaining that being a bereaved

grandparent is not just about being a grandparent. Having allthose "extra ones",

apart from oneself, is the context which frames the bereavement and which

impinges on the "Feelings and concerns of grandparents", the " Meaning or nature of

the loss" and the "Individuality of the loss".

Y Feelings and concerns of grandparents

There is no set sequence, in this construction, of the feelings that grandparents

have. What is accepted is that feelings go round and round and the raw intenstty of

feelings at the beginning does become less intense as time moves on.
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Grandparents differentiate the pain they feelat the death of a grandchild with

respect to the different relationships they have within a family. They make a

distinction between pain felt for the parents and pain felt for self. "Pain" is the

word that is used in this construction, often more than "sadness" or "sorrow"

because it describes what can be felt as both an emotional pain and a physical

pain. The focus of the pain is for those still living, in particular the parents

because, as Margaret & Keith explained, they are still here. The outstanding

feeling which continues over time is sorrow and pain for the parents' loss. The

enormitSr of that loss is seen but also appreciated as not being fully understood.

Beth explained that she could not know what her daughter, Rosanna, was feeling,

"And if you hoven't lost o child you connot know, whot it f eels like, you con only

know it is totolly devostoting" (Beth 2:7).The intensity and duration of sorrow and

pain for many grandparents is unexpected and, at times, uncontrollable as

Elisabeth wrote 3 years after Martin died,

Grief took on o whole new meoning ofter Mortin died, the double grief wos

olmost unbearoble- wotching your own child and her husbond. And f eeling the

loss of our grcndson. ft seemed so enormous ond as o Person who wos usuolly

in control of my public emotions f suddenly found f would weep in the most

unexpected places qnd with the most unexpected people - this was diff icult

and guite hard to occept. (Elisobeth 7:5)

The extent of grandparents' pain may never be lully perceived outside the family

because everyone's attention, including that of the grandparents, is focused on the

parents. Where grandparents' pain is perceived outside the family, it is the pain

which grandparents have for their child, the parent of the grandchild, not their

own grief as a grandparent which stands out to people such as

health/bereavement professionals. However, in time that pain can forrn a new

bond of understanding between grandparent and parents, as Maxine described (see

p. 304). Rose felt that she appreciated her parents, differently, aftet Ruby's death'

Becousegrondporents get completely forgotten in o grieving Process when o

family loses a child ond nobody reqlises. f meon it took me o while to reolise

just the depth of f eeling thot Mum ond Dad have. Becouse not only ore they

grieving for their grondchild , they're grieving for their child's poin. And being

o parent myself , now,I understond. (Rose 1:32)

Undirected anger may be a response to the feeling that a grandchild's death was

unfair and "Why did it happen?" Or anger may be directed towards someone or
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something. Colston was encouraged by local clergy to "be ongry qnd shout al God,

guoting the Psolms" (Colston 3:6). Catherine and her family were angry with the

medico-judicial system which had kept Samuel in the hospital mortuary, from

when he died on Friday night until Monday morning when the postmortem was

conducted; a system which had discouraged the family from going to see him.

With her daughter and son-in-law's support, Catherine wrote to the pathologist,

coroner and police questioning the practice of not providing posfunortems at the

weekend. The response was a change in practice, which to Catherine, Rachel and

Keith was a good outcome to the anger they all felt.

Feelings of guilt and responsibility for the death are not a strong part of this

construction. This is mainly because grandparents are not involved in the everyday

care of their grandchildren, which means there are fewer opportunities to feel as

though something one did, or did not do, contributed to the death. However, as

Ailsa explained in her story (see p. 279), there can be a momentary sense of 'Why

them? Why not tne?"

A consequence oI feeling unprepared "When the world turns upside down" can be a

feeling of helplessness; experienced by many grandparents around the time that

the grandchild dies. This is largely centred on grandparents' role as parents of

bereaved parents. Ailsa described it.

I think, for me, one of the hordest ports wos seeing my children so

devostqted ond not being qble to anything for them. Becouse when your

children are little you con f ix oll their oches, or oll their problems. And os

they get older their problems get bigger ond you con do less obout them. And

there is nothing you con do to moke it better for them and this is worse thon
anything else. You would give onything to get thot baby bock for them.
(Ailso 1:4)

Helplessness is a feeling which expresses the love, care and hurt which

grandparents hold for their children. It is about never wanting this to happen to

their children. There is also a recurrent feeling of concern for the parents of the

grandchild. Concerns are about a whole range of things including: the parents'

pain; how other people behave towards the parents; how the parents feel about

another child in the family of the same age as the child who died; whether the

parents talk to each other; and whether the parents "need" to talk to a counsellor.
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And so the concerns continue. Feelings of concern are an expression of care, and

most grandparents are careful not to act on those feelings until given permission

by the parents. As the next section "Helping out as parents of adult parents"

explores, whilst grandparents feel helpless, they neither expect, nor try, to fix the

sifuation, because to do so would not be consistent with respecting their children

as adults,

Feelings of relief in bereavement can also be an expression of care; this time for

the grandchild. Relief is a feeling grandparents may have if the grandchild's quality

of life seems limited. Matthew, Ruby and Daniel alldied unexpectedly. Things had

been going well for them and then suddenly they were terminally ill and died within

a few days. The stories of their families uncover the balance of reliel and sorrow at

their deaths. For grandparents, the physical pain of the grandchild, the pain of

watching their grandchild in pain, and the pain of the parent's pain can mean that

the death is both a relief and a sadness.

Feelings are also expressed for other family members apart from self and the

parents of the child. They can include; pain and sorrow for the grandchild who

died, for other grandchildren, for the loss of how the family might have been, for

one's partner as another grandparent, for other children who may feel fear and

discomfort because their children are still alive, and for own parents, the great-

grandparents. Feelings for all these "extra ones" reflects the relationships which

grandparents hold in the family and their view that these people are irnportant to

them.

Many grandparents experience feelings of extreme tiredness after a grandchild's

death, but few identify these as physical consequences of grief. This may be

because the signs are not recognised at a time when so much is happening. It may

also be due to grandparents' lack of knowledge of commonly experienced physical

changes of bereavement such as sleeplessness, Ioss of appetite, weight loss,

tiredness and being rundown. Marie commented, after reading Margaret Gerner's

(1990) booklet "For Bereaved Grandparents", "in this book f leqrned of some of

the physical eff ects lof griefl.I hqdn't connected my loss of oppetite or my

inobility to concentrote with my loss. Nor did I think of the necessity to ensure
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thqt f wdch my own heqhh" (Mqrie 3:1). In addition, pre-existing health conditions

may be exacerbated, such as Colston's arthritis which worsened after

Christopher's death.

Grandparents' feelings reflect what the loss means to them as individuals and as

members of the family. The death has two compounding aspects of loss. It is about

loss of a grandchild and what this means in terms of lost opportunities to be a

grandparent to them, and it is also about the meaning of this particular

grandchild's death. Alex'eulogy sums up many of these losses (see p. 256).The

lost opportunities to be a grandparent to this grandchild are constructed by

individual grandparents according to the importance that they place on being a

grandparent, and how they construct the role of " Being a grandparent". Entangled

within this role are the other meanings of loss which are constructed in relation to

particular characteristics of the grandchild such as age, gender, and birth order of

the grandchild.

Being a grandparent

The importance attached to having grandchildren ineludes some, or all, of the

following: a desire to be able to have "fun" with grandchildren; the importance

placed by own child on having a child; the extension of the family with further

members continuing the name; and grandparenthood as part of the expected

sequence of events in life. The death of a grandchild challenges these expectations.

At an everyday level, the death of a grandchild removes the opportunities to be a

grandparent to this child. Being a grandparent holds a shared meaning which is

characterised by the voluntary nature of the role. It involves choices about

spending time with grandchildren and being able to have "fun" with them. In

contrast, parents are seen to have the responsibilities of instilling values, principles,

boundaries and providing everyday care. The relationship of grandparent-

grandchild is viewed as having mutualbenefits because it is two way - both giving

and receiving. The activities of grandparents with grandchildren include talking,

playing, caring for, telling stories, providing a sense of family history, introducing

them to new experiences, and integrating them into activities which grandparents
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do, such as going to church. Grandparenting is not identified as strongly modelled

on grandparents' own experiences of their grandparents, although some activities

are adirect response to what did not happen in grandparents' own childhood'

However, the principles of valuing and caring {or the family are seen as being

carried forward across the generations. It is these opportunities to care for family

members and contribute to their growth and development, which are challenged

when a grandchild dies.

Extending beyond what the death o{ a grandchild means is what the death of this

grandchild means to grandparents, and again this is conskucted individually' The

shared areas of meaning in this construction are "Death of ayoung grandchild",

" Birth ot"der ", " Gendered loss ", and " Non-personhood"'

Death qf altouns srandchild

Having a young grandchild die, before the age of one year, brings the sense of the

loss of potential. The loss of what that grandchild might have been; as a

grandchild, as a member of the family and as a member of society. spontaneously

contrasting the grandchild's death with other deaths may be one way of clarifying

the unfulfilled nature of that potential. The reference point o{ other deaths,

generally includes a death that grandparents have personally experienced' so, a

teenager or young adult's death is seen as tragic, but they are seen to have lived a

part of their life and, in so doing, fulfilled part of their potential. whereas' a

person dying in their 70s or 80s, as many of the parents of grandparents have

done, is perceived as having lived a full life and there may be few regrets about

their death. ln contrasting the ages at which people die, grandparents make an

assessment of the death in terms of fulfilment of potential and fiaimess/ injustice'

Thus the death of a young grandchild is unfair because it means that the child did

not fulfil hisArer potential. This creates a sense, for Jenny, of having been

'cheated by something thot con't be expaessed" (Jenny 5:6)' In this respect' some

grandparents construct a hierarchy of injustice or potential where the grandchild's

death is seen as "most unfair" or "most loss of potential". Similarly, a hierarchy of

grief within infancy may be constructed where others' experiences are perceived as

"worse" that one's own experience, which implies that the pain is not as bad as it
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might be. In contrast to the age of death, the reason for death, such as stillbirth or

SIDS, is not used to construct a hierarchy of "worse" or "better" deaths.

Birth order o-f the grandchild

The position in which a child is born into the family can have a large impact on

grandparent bereavement. When a grandparent's first grandchild dies, especially

around the time of birth, grandparents are in the process of role transition. They

are claiming for themselves, within their family and the wider communig, the role

of grandparents based on tangible evidence of a grandchild. So, what happens

when the grandchild dies? Grandparents may pose the question to themselves.

Jenny expressed her confusion when she wrote, 8 months after Jordan's death, "f

coll myself Jordon's nonny, but then o voice in my heod soys nYou're not reolly o

nqnny, yel" - but port of me says I qm - so whqt om f? Where do we go from here?"

(Jenny 1:3). Other people identifu the same confusion. Elisabeth wrote, 3 months

after Martin died, "One friend soid she wos sorry os she wqnted me to be o

grondmother ond hoped f would be one in the f ufure. T f elt qngry qnd hurt ond told

her TWAS Mortin's grondmother" (Elisobeth 1:6). The answer to the question

"Are you really a grandparenP" may never be satisfactorily answered, or may be

superseded by the arrival of a fufure grandchild which then legitimates the role and

removes the doubts. In contrast, grandparents who already have living

grandchildren and are established in the role, do not experience this aspect to their

loss. At the opposite end of the continuum, grandparents who have many

grandchildren, for example eight or more, still experience the loss of a grandchild

as special and valuable. The grandchild is no less valued even when there are many

other grandchildren.

Gendered loss

The meaning a grandchild holds is often a combination of birth order and gender.

The hopes that grandparents hold for a grandchild of a particular gender to

balance, or complete, the family composition may contribute to grandparent

bereavement. For Alex & Benita, Matthew's gender had two meanings and two

losses. He was their first grandson following the births of two granddaughters, so

he balancedFrazer & Sarah's family. Matthew also broke the pattern established
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by Alex & Benita's three children who were all the same gender (male)' This

aspect of bereavement was not a feature of Matthew's other grandparents,

Margaret & Keith's, loss because they had four children, sarah and three brothers'

Conversely, there may be the sense that the bereavement may have been

tempered, precisely, because the grandchild who died was of the same gender as

existing grandchildren. Again, the grandchild is still valued and mourned but their

gender contributes to the meaning of the beteavement. Colston wrote about the

death of Christopher, 'I don't know quite how to soy this - the fqct thot he wos the

third boy moy hove token some of the edge off , we oll [os o fomily] longed for o

daughter/grond-dau ghter" (Colston 6:4). The importance of loss that recognises

the particular gendered expectations of a grandchild is not solely a feature of

grandchildren who die around the time of birth. It might be assumed to be more

important at this time, because there has been little opporhrnity to know the

grandchild as an individual, and gender provides a meaning of their potential as a

granddaughter or grandson. However, Elwyn keenly felt the loss of her eighth

grandchild and second grandson, Daniel, at the age of ovet 7 months. To Elwyn,

Daniel's death meant the loss of her grandson and also the loss for Leslie, Elwyn's

son, of his only son. In addition, Daniel's face reminded Elwyn of Lindsay, her

dead husband, and Daniel, in part, represented Lindsay living on'

Non-personhood

An aspect of many grandparents' bereavement, to a greater or lesser extent, is the

lack of opportunity to "know" their grandchild - particularly when they have died

around the time of their birth. To have a sense of the individual identity of the

grandchild, and therefore the loss of this, requires knowing the grandchild, which

generally includes having spent time with them and appreciating their individuali$'

Time together is something that many bereaved grandparents do not have and'

lherefore,part of their bereavement may be trying to establish the identity of the

grandchild to be able to mourn for the loss. Marie explained in her story that she

felt Ruby was a "no person" (see p. 272) and that she only knew her through

Rose, Ruby's mother. For Marie, not "knowing" her grandchild led to a range of

activities such as frequently looking at photographs in an effort to make the

presence, and hence the loss, of Ruby "real". Making Gracie a "known" person

was the reason that Donald and Pip felt having Gracie home, before her funeral,
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was important. It provided a chance for her grandparents, Betty, Diana & Rupert,

and other friends, to get to know what she was like.

Y Individaality offeelings

It is apparent, from both the individual stories in Part 2 and from this construction,

that a grandchild's death can hold shared and individual meanings for

grandparents. The individual nature of grandparents' bereavement is the main

thrust of this construction. Grandparents' feelings are expressed in a variety of

ways including crying, hugging, and silence, depending on the "normal" behaviour

for each individual grandparent. The expression of feelings, or not, is determined

by what individual grandparents feel comfortable with. This individuality is clearly

seen as outweighing gender dilfercnces associated with the expression of feelings.

Whilst all grandparents feel the pain, some grandmothers and grand{athers will

share this pain, as Alex did in his eulogy to Matthew and as Ailsa did by talking

extensively with her son and daughter-in-law. Other grandmothers and

grandfathers hold their pain to themselves, which is evidenced in Frazer's

description of Keith as a man of few words and Beth, who describes herself as

controlling her emotions.

Grandparents choose carefully where and with whom they share their feelings.

Often it is with lMng spouses, generally with gmndmothers talking more about

their feelings than grandfathers. Sometimes it is with other family members, close

friends and, occasionaily, with another person who has had a child or grandchild

die. It is with the parents of their dead grandchild that grandparents are most

cautious about sharing their feelings, especially in the time soon after the death.

This is motivated by being the parent of the bereaved parents, and as Elisabeih

explained, "f could shore some f eeJings with Lorno and Geoff, but often I felt I
must be strong for them qnd hide my f eelings os they were struggling" (Elisobefh

3:6).

People outside the family also identify that grandparents put their feelings second.

Barry, a paediatrician, described that, in his experience of meeting bereaved

grandparents, they "see it cleorly as their role to look ofter the other children
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whife the parents deal with their own ocute grief . And see thot they [grondparents]

must deal with their own grief in onother woy or on onother time" (Borry 1:11). The

individual nature of bereavement can also explain what might be called a hierarchy

of grief based on degree of relationship to the deceased. Most grandparents

perceive that the parents of their dead grandchild have a deeper or more extreme

grief than themselves, as they are one step removed from the grandchild.

However, this can vary according to the individual. Frazer perceived that his

mother, Benita, experienced the grief as though it was the loss of her own child;

this reinforces the importance of recognising the meaning of the loss as deeply

individual. Having explored the ways in which the challenge that grandparents face

is constructed, the question then remains "How do they respond to this

challenge?

RESPONDING TO TIIE CHALLENGE

Despite being unprepared for their grandchild's unexpected death grandparents do

their best, use the knowledge and the resources that they have, and consider,

"What would be the best thing to do for the parents?" This activity constifutes

three aspects of the construction "Beingwith", "Helping out as parents of the

parents" and "Coping as lvzowing, caring and doing".

Being with
A central and continuing part of grandparent bereavement is the importance of
o'Beingwith" the parents, dead grandchild and other family, both around the time

of the grandchild's death and on an ongoing basis. Going to be with the parents

reflects a range of motivation - from an instinct, to a need, to a wish - all of which

have a strength and an urgency attached to them. Benita, in explaining why she

and Alex wanted to be with Sarah &Frazer when they took Matthew home to die,

said, "therewas o strong instinct to stoy with them and if weleft it would be,to

me, it would belikeobondoning Frezer,Sqroh qnd Motthew.For oll the poin it would

couse we just hod to seethe whole thing through together" (Alex & Benito 1:7).

The importance of "Beingwith" cannot be underestimated, either frorn the

perspective of grandparents who make the effort to be with the parents of the
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grandchild, or from the perspective of the parents who value this highly as an

expression of support and care. Donald felt that the most important thing his

mother, Betty, did afier Gracie died was,

Coming down from Christchurch qnd being present of the funerql. We oren't o
very close fomily ond Betty wos fhe only member of my immediqte fomily who

was qt the funerol. ft mokes tolking obout Grscie, to Betty, eqsy now.

Whereqs it is q fopic I would find hord to discuss with my brother ond sister
os they weren't of the funerol. (Donold 2 r1)

The nafure of "Beingwith" is, in many ways, similar to the Middle English meaning

of "midwife" - which is "with woman" during labour and delivery. The midwife's

role includes both physicalsupport (practical care) and emotional support

(encouragement and listening). There is also an element which is less tangible and

involves an attifude of watchful expectancy which is "Other" focused. It is about

being quietly around, available and at times part of the background of the woman's

expenence of labour, which is in the foreground. This aspect of support is part of

grandparents "Beingwith" parents, dead grandchild and other family. It involves

"sharing time", "shming humour","sharingfeelings " and "Sharing the doing" which

make up the fabric of memories and acknowledgement of the grandchild's place in

the family as time goes on. The care that grandparents give to bereaved parents by

being there, is appreciated by health professionals as a commitrnent to the family.

Jane, a paediatric clinical nurse specialist, held a strong impression of bereaved

grandparents as "6rondporents,I see, olwoys giving [support to porents] ond being

there" (Jone 1:7).

Y Sharing time.

The time shared by grandparents with parents represents an expression of support

and care, and it provides the memories which grandparents think about and talk

about afterwards. Betty's memory of Gracie's funeralwas very vivid, 9 months

after Gracie died.

We hod our service in the garden and the trees - that wos the loburnum ond

the crob-qppletree - obsolutely in full blossom. We stood under thesetrees
qnd sometimes you could hordly heqr what the minister wos soying for the
buzz of thebees oround. (Betty 1:20)

All of the stories in Part 2, illustrate the amount of time which grandparents share

with the parents of their grandchild. This may involve cancelling or re-organising
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other commitments such as employecl work or running farms to drop everything to

go. "sharing time" clearly takes precedence around the time when their grandchild

dies, and it continues to be of importance to grandparents as time goes on' Over

the following weeks and months, grandparents make the effort to spend extra time

with the parents and their children, where "extra time" is more than the amount'

which was spent with the family, prior to the grandchild's death. The reason for

doing this is grandparents'wish to continue supporting the parents in a

bereavement which does not go away. Particular events make sharing time

together especially important, such as the funeral. The funeral represents time to

acknowledge the infant's life and death, and to say good-by e'By sharing in this

time together parents and grandparents have memories to discuss in the future' ln

addition, by sharing in the funeral, there can be consequences for how

grandparents re-view other losses in their lives, such as Elwyn's reflections about

her feelings for her dead husband, Lindsay (see p.290). Another event where

sharing time together is important is the next pregnancy which can be especially

stressful for the parents, and the grandparents. The time families spend together

may be one way of coping with the strain. when Rachel was pregnant with

Hayley, she valued the time and support that she had with catherine and Paul,

who were living in a caravan on Rachel and Keith's driveway whilst they were

building a house.

,,sharing tinle" is finely balanced between enough time and too much time'

Elisabeth explained it as being, "sensitive fo their [the porents] feelings - when

they wonted to be alone or needed comPony and when to talk qnd when to stoy

silent,,(Elisabeth 6:3). Jenny explained that she put her own needs of sharing time

second. "T needed to bewith Sue ond Chorlie everY doy, or to speok to them on the

phone. But I knew, deep down ,they craved time olone, to try to begin their new

life without their cherished boby" (Jenny 1:2). Again, it depends on the individual

relationship between grandparents and parents. For many parents the amount of

time that grandparents share with them is "just right" ' "sharing tirne" depends on

how and where the time together is shared. Elisabeth and her daughter, Lorna,

were happy to spend time together at a sANDS meeting and for each to talk in

the group about their loss. Whereas, for Maxine, time at The Compassionate
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Friends' meetings was her time, and when her mother, or mother-in{aw, went

with her, she felt constrained by their presence because she did not want to say

anything which would upset them; an issue which is discussed further in "sharing

feelings".

Y Sharing humour

Occasions of humour arise as part of being together as a family and these, too,

contribute to the shared memories of events associated with the grandchild. This

seems to particularly occur around the time of the grandchild's death and funeral.

Alex & Benita and Sarah &Frazer shared the story of the toilet seatlid which was

closed down when Samh rushed in just after Matthew had died. The value of

sharing humour can act as a release of tension and is also about conkast. Alex &
Benita summed this up, when reflecting on something which Frazer had said that

made them alllaugh at Matthew's funeral.

The controst, the sodness ond the laughter, switch bockwords and

forwords.
And I reolised then, thot this is life. You ore right in the middle of it,
this is the grief qnd this is the deqth. This is the grief but qll oround
us is life. (Alex & Benito 1:39)

As Benita describes, humour can bring fresh insights and can also help people to

share feelings, which is a central part of this construction.

Y Sharingfeelings

There are choices to be made about the sharing of feelings which rest on the

following questions. How much to share? How much to listen? When to listen and

when to share? For most parents, having the opporfunity to talk about their

feelings with their parents is part of what gets them through the experience. Five

months after Ruby's death Rose valued her parents for being there, to listen to

her, repre.senting a place,

... where you con go ond tolk ond not f eel thot you've exceeded your time or
onything like thof. Which is protected spoce reolly, to go ond be who you crre
qt the time. Whether it is o roving lunotic or whqtever emotions you're f eeling
of the time, you con express them to your parents ond they won't cniticise ond
they won't soy "You con"f f eel like this". (Rose 1:38)
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It is particularly around the time when a grandchild dies that grandparents choose

not to share much of their distress with parents' As time moves on some

grandparents increasingly share their feelings, perhaps reaching the point where

there is liflle which is not openly discussed. Parents, too, are sensitive about

sharing their feelings and are sometimes cautious of sharing their pain; they do not

want to distress grandparents further. As Sarah explained, 4 years after Matthew

died,

... sometimes I don't like to tolk to Alex ond Benito obout fhe woy r felt when

Mqtthew died, becouse r don't wont to couse them ony further poin. Benito

f inds it hord to tqlk obout him without teors in her eYes,qnd then I hove

teors in my eyes too. (Sarah & Frozer 2:10)

This, and the picture from the indMdualstories, shows the mutualry of caring

between grandparents and parents in relation to how, and when, they share their

feelings with each other. Most parents and grandparents make the decision not to

share their feerings with the other based on a rationale of caring about the other.

The decision is based on an assessment of how the other {amily member might

feel and respond at the time, and the decision is revised as the situation changes'

Such a decision is not based on protecting the other by trying to cocoon them

away from the pain. Woven into this decision-making is the individuality of families

and family members. some families are caring and supportive but share their

feelings very rittle and that can suit everyone concerned. other families talk about

their feelings at length and each member values the feelings shared by the other

members.

sometimes there is a mismatch between what grandparents do and what parents

want in terms oi "sharingfeelings" and vice versa, as Jenny explained in Chapter

5, when she described her distress at Sue's request for Jenny not to visit her (see

p. 159). Equally parents may want grandparents to share their feelings to hear

acknowledgement of their child, Maxine talked about the spiral of reactions which

came from her mother-in-law not sharing her feelings about Matthew's death'

It's been neorly 5 yeors [since Motthew died] ond now she [Moxine's mother-

in-lowl storts to tolk. Becquse she's olwoys been too scored to tolk to me

obout how f'm f eeling in cose it upsets me. I've olwoys told her I'd sooner tolk

obout things ond ot Lost you know whot I'm thinking. (Moxine 1:2O)
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That silence meant that Maxine felt Matthew was not acknowledged and that there

was no opportunity to share, and hear about, her mother-inlaw's feelings.

D Shoring the doing

Whilst not all grandparents may be comfortable sharing their feelings extensively, a

common emphasis is placed on "sharing the doing" of activities associated with the

death of the grandchild. This includes assisting with the practicaldecisions related

to the funeral, providing cups of tea for visitors, making suggestions or writing a

death notice, caring for other grandchildren, or cleaning the house. By being with

their child and family: many grandparents share some of these activities. How and

what they do this is explored in the next aspect of the construction section on

" Helping out as parents of the porents".ln the wider picture of the family long-term,

part of sharing the doing returns to the mufuality between parents and

grandparents. Benita explained, "f guess Tfeel our relotionship [with Soroh &

Frazer) is o mufuol one, where it comes qnd f lows; bqckwards ond forwords. They

do things fon us ond we do things for them" (Alex & Benito 3:20). Grandparents

share in the activities to help the parents knowing that, at some time in the fufure,

or in the past, the parents, too, help the grandparents.

A note on {6Being with-outn'

The individual stories and sections above emphasise the positive aspects of sharing

as part oI "Being v,ith" the family. When grandparents are unable to be with the

parents, this constitutes"Beingwith-out". The words "with-out" reflect being

outside of the sharing and it can be distressing for both grandparents and parents.

Within this construction, the sifuation of "Beingv,ith-out" arose from force of

circumstance. This may be because geographicaldistance precludes grandparents

from being able to physically be with their child, grandchild and other family. It can

result in pain because grandparents want to be with the parents' family. Marie

talked about trying to compensate for the distance between herself, in Dunedin,

and Rose, with Ruby in Auckland, by having regular phone calls and by sending

strong energy feelings to Rose. Sometimes "Beingwith-out" is, as Diane, a

bereavement support co-ordinator, described, a choice made by parents to

withdraw from grandparents. This can be the only way the parent feels that they
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can cope in the short-term (seeTerese, p. 200). The pain for a grandparent,

respecting their child's wishes, can be enormous as Jenny described when she

wrote about her feelings of Sue's withdrawal(see p' 159)'

Helping out as parents of the parents

The nafure, and extent, of help which grandparents give to the parents of their

grandchild varies according to individuals and circumstances, but it is one o{ the

strongest parts of the construction. Both grandparents and parents identifu that

the grandparents have a role as "Parent of adult parents"that is important in

framing the ways in which grandparents help out the parents. In the role as

,,parent of the adult parents" the emphasis is on the word "adult", which means

,,Helping out but not taking over", particularly in relation to the gMng of "Advice or

information" and " Practical helP" '

Y Porent of Adult Parents

The stated emphasis of bereaved grandparents is on being a parent of adult

parents, which is clearly defined and appreciated by grandparents as not parenting

a young child. Every individual grandparent, in their role as a parent, has their own

particular style of parenting but the common features of being a parent of adult

parents relateto autonomy of, and respect for, the adult parent' These common

features include: loving and lifelong care; giving advice only when asked;

supporting and encouraging; being available when needed; respecting parents'

decisions and wishes. Colston described parenting as, "c life long changing

relotionship. Moving from total dependence through the stoges to letting 9o ond

ollowing them [the child] the spoce to continue developing in their own woy" (Colston

B:2). Evidence of these features, as part of what grandparents think, feel and do'

exists throughout this construction. It is about grieving for their child, caring about

what happens to them, deferring to their wishes, supporting but not deciding' and

helping but not taking over.

Y Helping out but not taking over

The areas where grandparents help out the parents of their dead grandchild

include the giving of advice or information, and practical help such as financial
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assistance, housework or funeral preparations. The extent of helping out peaks

around the time the grandchild dies and then reduces to an ongoing level of help,

which may be higher than the level preceding the death. As in all aspects of the

construction there are large variations within families, and between families, as to

the nature and extent to which grandparents help parents. Opportunities to be

able to help are related to grandparents' health, activity levels, closeness of

relationship with child and grandchildren, accessibility in terms of transport and

distance, and availability of money. Wanting to help out is a wish that all

grandparents have, but the opportunities may not exist. Marie wanted to give Rose

and her family a hand after Ruby's death but had to rely on Colin, her husband to

drive her there and, with arthritis and ongoing memory loss, so the extent to

which she could help Rose was very limited. Marie, therefore, relied more on

telephoning and talking with Rose.

The important issue in relation to help is, when and how the help is given to

parents. As Keith explained, sensitivity is needed to balance helping the parents

without taking over from them.

You ore trying to help them [the porents of the grondchild] ond you reolly
hqve to very careful. They hove to beleft to do whct they wont to do. But you

cen see things thot you think you could probobly help with - but check it with
them. (Morgoret & Keith ?:t2).

Similarly, Gracie's family explained in their stories, how Pip knew what she wanted

to do for Gracie, which meant the grandparents fitted their help around what she

wanted.

Gender diff.erences play a part in "helping out" . Women are traditionally seen as

the nurturers within the family. So, is it grandmothers who take on the active role

in being with and helping out the parents of their dead grandchild? Grandmothers

do take a very active role which may, in many instances, be more active than that

of their partners. However, as the stories of Alex, Keith and Rupert illustrate,

individual grandfathers can be very involved in helping their children. Some

grandfathers may be constrained by other commitments. Whilst Alex was able to

organise to spend time and help Sarah &.Frazer, the farming commitments of

Rupert and Keith limited the time that they could spend away from the farm.

However, in a clearly defined division of responsibility, Rupert and Keith both took
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on more home commitments to enable Diana and Margaret to spend time with,

and help out, their daughters, Pip and Sarah. Helping out does not always require

grandparents to go and spend time with the parents' many grandparents offered

advice or information which could be shared in person or at a distance, by

telephone.

Advice and Information

As parents of the parents, grandparents are often involved in discussions about

what to do, particularly in relation to the funeral alrangements' Questions arise

such as which funeral director to go to, how to word the death notice, whether to

leave the coffin lid off or on at the funeral service, and where to bury the

grandchild or scatter the ashes. Grandparents are both asked for advice and make

suggestions of their own volition. Suggestions are based on a combination of

previous life experi ence, relevant professional experience and insights. When Keith

said the house still felt "odd" several months after Samuel's death, then Catherine,

his mother-in-law suggested asking the Maori minister, who conducted Samuel's

funeral service, to come and bless the house. It was a suggestion that felt like "a

good idea at the time" and was greatly appreciated by Rachel and Keith'

Grandparents hold a belief that, whether they make suggestions or not, they

should support the parents' decisions, whatever they are. Both Betty and Rupert

acknowledged that they had grown up in an era when death was not discussed in

their families. Pip and Donald's decision to take Gracie home for several days, and

to take her in the Toyota to see different parts of the farm, was not the choice

Betty or Rupert would have made. However, both supported these actions because

they could see how important it was to Pip and Donald, and both could see

benefits in being more open about death in the family. one of the consequences

of being available to help the parents, but not actually making the decisions, can

be a feeling of helplessness. This can almost be an uncomfortable forrn of

powerlessness, as Ailsa remembered,

when you are a grondparenf you ore more helpless thon when you ore o

porent. Becouse when you arelhe porent you hove got the responsibility ond

you hove got the decisions. When you ore o grondporent you hqve to be there

to help but you con't moke ony decisions.... You hove to just stond bock'

(Ailso 3:6)
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The willingness of grandparents to support the choices of parents, and to take a

secondary role, reflects their commitment to putting the wishes and needs of the

bereaved parents first.

Practical heb

Aside from offering advice and spending time with the parents, many

grandparents, in particular grandmothers, provide practical help around the house

at the time of a grandchild's death, such as catering for the funeral, attending to

visitors, and making cups of tea. Grandparents often help out with childcare for

other children of the bereaved parents. This includes caring for them, either in the

parents' home, or taking the grandchild to be with the grandparents in their home.

In some instances where a grandchild becomes ill for a short time before their

death, the grandparents may become the primary carers for the other

grandchildren. This may involve telling the grandchildren that their sibling has died.

By caring for other grandchildren, grandparents try to provide parents with the

opportunity to spend time with their dead child or to attend to making the

arrangements for the funeral.

Helping out also extends to subsequent grandchildren born after the grandchild

who died. However, parents often do not ask grandparents to babysit in the first

few months after the baby is bom because, as Rachel said "for it [onother

grondchild to diel to happen to anyone else would be reolly bod - f think it wos our

responsibility to do thqt" (Rochel 1:14). This reflects the fears, which are shared by

parents and grandparents, that the next child, too, might die. The certainty that all

will go well, has often gone forever "V[hen the v,orld turns upside down". Financial

help is another part of the practical help which grandparents offer. Having young

children often means that only one parent of the grandchild is a wage-earner, so

money is limited. If the money is available, grandparents offer financial assistance,

when needed, to enable the parents of the grandchild to have some choices about

planning the funeral or having a burial plot. Offering financial assistance requires a

sensitive appreciation both of family relationships and of not taking over, since

paying for their child's funeral is often important to parents as one of their last

responsibilities to their child.
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Coping as knowing, caring and doing

Part of responding to the challenge of a grandchild's death involves coping with

feelings, thoughts and activities which result from the death. Individual

grandparents cope in different ways' where "cope" is used to mean carrying on or

surviving the challenge. Coping is perceived as flucfuating between times of "being

strong" and times of "being less strong". It is about the shift from facing the

challenge of raw feelings of loss, to evenfually managing changes from the

challenge where one begins to be able to live with these feelings, ideas and they

become manageable. In the process of coping, grandparents draw on personal

resources and strategies from life experience. Allgrandparents have varying levels

of support within the family and some have support and information from

outside the family. The three aspects of coping within this construction are:

"Coping as lcnowing" ; "Coping as caring"; and "Coping as doing" - The latter is

distinct from the earlier section on "Helping out but not taking over" where

grandparents are seeking to help the parent s. "Coping as doingl' reflects the need

o{ many grandparents to keep busy in order to distract from, and cope with' the

pain.

,,coping as htowing" includes: knowing what is happening; knowing what needs to

be done, knowing what choices there are and knowing what is important in life'

All of these give some sense of control within the unexpected situation. This

contrasts to the period, "When the world turns upside down" which often has a

shortlived sense of not coping, of not being prepared and of not knowing what to

do. "Coping as lotowing" draws on previouS experience of death, crisis' or simply

life. Previous experiences of death, such as the death of a spouse can give self

knowledge of coping strategies. Ailsa believed, from her experience of her

husband dying, that grief gets worse before it gets better. This helped her to be

prepared for this response in relation to Conor's death. Similarly' some

grandparents, like Diana, felt that previous family deaths, allof which have totally

different circumstances, provided only the advantage of increasing confidence to

cope with whatever occurs. Such a perspective does not provide short-cuts or

panaceas to the situation but can give insights which help. Some of the training
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and experience which grandparents gain within their work-place provides

knowledge which is useful when a grandchild dies. Having experience in spending

time with distressed and bereaved people may mean that grandparents are not

overwhelmed by the pain of the parents. Whilst grandparents having this

knowledge may be an advantage to the parents, it may not necessarily be to the

advantage of the grandparents themselves. As Frazer pointed out, Alex was both a

minister and a grandfather and around the time of Matthew's death Alex "hod to

be there to soy the right thing qnd be supportive" (Soroh & Frazer t:25).

There is little information available to provide grandparents with knowledge of

how to cope with what is happening. It tends to be limited to pamphlets which

funeral directors may give to bereaved parents to pass on to grandparents.

Whether grandparents actively source and read written informafion about

bereavement is related to their prelerences as individuals for reading material in

the form of books, magazines or the Internet. Grandparents who source such

material find that it is usually general in nature or about other forms of

bereavement. No-one had previously heard of the two booldets for bereaved

grandparents which I sourced (Gerner, 1990; Leininger & Ilse, 1985). After

reading these booklets most grandparents in the sfudy found the booldets provided

insights which would have helped thern cope with the death at the time. Beth

commented on the chapter on " Grandparents and flohdays" by Margaret Gerner.

[it] touched o chord os Christmos cqme not long after Doniel's deqth. We
f loundered through. This book would have been helpful ot the time. It has

helped me now with Doniel receiving o gift ot Christmos time, os does
everyone else. It is o decoration for lhe tree to remember him by. It is much
opprecioted by Rosonno ond Leslie IDoniel's porents] ond it will continue.
(Beth 3r1)

"Coping as lcnowing" can include holding beliefs or a worldview that offers a

philosophy of life. Sarah said about her son, Matthew's, death, "r don't know how

people manoge without faith. My foith is very importont fo me ond hqs given me the

strength to corry on.... Hoving Alex ond Benito being Christions os well, wos greot"

(Soroh &Frozer 2:13). Believing that the grandchild's spirit is with other dead

family members can help both grandparents and parents to cope with the pain of
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imagining a small child alone, and separated from the care of its close family. Ailsa

talked about her husband and grandson being together'

My husbond is never fqr from my thoughfs... We [the fomi[] still tolk obout

him. f don't know whether T evenbelieve in the ofter life, but we talk obout

this as "Grqnddod will be looking after Conof'ond those sorts of things. But I
think thot is to help younself.... You feel its consoling eoch other ond you ore

consoled by the thought thot everyone you love is together. (Ailsq 1:14-15)

Another aspect o{ "Coping as knowing" is discussed on page 371, as part of

,,putting loss in tife in place" , where particular beliefs contribute not just to coping

with, but learning to live with, or accept, the grandchild's death.

Knowing that other deaths, tragedies and disasters exist, and continue to happen,

can provide a way for some grandparents to cope. It is a strategy with which we

are allfamiliar having been told to "count our blessings". Elwyn explained,

I guess you hove to think thot some people ore worse off . I olways remember

q Minister telling me ... I wos pretty down, f hod o miscqrrioge with my f irst

boby ond my huJbond hod o bod occident with his lime sower and we hadn't

even beenmorried o year. I remember he colled, when Ministers used to, and

I remember he soid, "It doesn't matter how bod things are,if you look around

you, you'll olwoys f ind somebody who is worse off thon you ore." I thought it

wos o bit unfeeling at the time, but I hove thought qbout those words so

often since. It is irue, you know, lhere are some verY , verY Sod thingS oround'

(ElwYn 2:10-11).

Another aspect of coping is caring for, and being cared for, which is, in effecl'

about emotional support. Most grandparents cope by being able to care for

parents and their children by being with them, or helping out, particularly in the

early days. some grandparents find that keeping busy by cleaning their child's

house or looking after visitors can be a distraction to the pain. Catherine reflected

that even being able to do something small, like a phone call for the parents'

helped to cope with the feelings of helplessness'

Coping is also about feeling valued, and cared for, oneself' Much of the support

and care for grandparents comes from within the wider family such as their other

children. The amount of support grandparents seek, and/or accept from the
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parents of the grandchild varies. For Alex & Benita, both giving and receiving

support is about the mutuality of the family. In contrast, Maxine's concern, at the

time that Matthew died, was to help her mother cope because she perceived that a

range of experiences and losses in her mother's life made it hard for her mother to

cope. Support, which helps grandparents cope, also comes from outside the

family. In particular, friends and people who are part of the local church, or rural

communities. It ranges from expressions of support such as cards, baking and

phone calls, to people sitting down and talking. Such support is often appreciated

by grandparents, but does depend on what individual grandparents want for

themselves. Some do not want a lot of fuss and want to be able to choose when

they talk about their feelings. Expressions of support for grandparents are not

widespread. Grandparents are much more frequently asked how the parents of

their grandchild are. There is no question or acknowledgement of how the

grandparents are coping, which may socially reinforce the role of being a

grandparent as secondary to the primary role of the bereaved parents. Jenny

wrote that the main issue for her, as a bereaved grandparent, is,

[I wont] to be ocknowledged by "society ond the medio" to be suffering o
great loss. Not just be accepted os the "fower of strength" for everyone else
ond as the'bottomless pit of experience'to be drown on of will. But to be in
need of o hug or o f riendly ear, or just someone to sit ond wolk with in

componionable silenc e. (J enny 4zl)

Supporting people to help them cope is often the goal of health,/bereavement

professionals and self-help groups. However, few grandparents receive support or

acknowledgement from health professionals such as their own GP, or those

involved in the care of their grandchild. With regard to the latter, this is largely

because there are no systems or resources to identifu and follow-up grandparents.

Health/bereavement professionals may never meet the grandparents unless they

are seen at the same time as the parents, because the focus of health and funeral

services is on the grandchild's parents. In addition, few grandparents have contact

with self-help groups, o{ten because they feel they do not want or need to go to

such groups. In NZ, the limited availability of such groups contributes to the low

attendance of grandparents. So, would grandparents want more external support

for themselves from sources such as health/bereavement professionals or other

bereaved grandparents? The answer appears to be "No, but perhaps ...".
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"No" because grandparents, and parents, perceive that grandparents cope with

the resources they have. The "but perhaps" is because most grandparents

appreciated that, in the process of this research, they had gained new insights and

some wondered if this would have helped earlier in their bereavement' However,

the research process has not been about helping grandparents to cope' because

they were coping, or had coped, before they took part in this research' Instead'

the research conversations have enabled grandparents to explore the next two

aspects of grandparent bereavement - "Placing the grandchild in the family" and

"Putting loss in life in Place".

Keeping busy at the time the grandchild dies is the way in which many

grandparents cope; as Ailsa described Suzanne's mother's busyness (see p'279)'

Grandparents have a range of activities in their lives that assist in both expressing

and distracting from feelings and thoughts. These activities are specific to each

individual's interests and circumstances, ranging between gardening, writing,

knitting and sitting on a tractor.

This section of the construction has explored the different ways in which

grandparents responded to the challenge in terms of activities and coping

strategies. Interwoven amongst these responses are the situations where

grandparents manage the changes which arise from the death of a grandchild'

I&\NAGING CIIANGES FROM CIIALLENGE

From the time a grandchild dies, grandparents are involved in managing the

changes which result {or the family and for themselves as individuals. In this

context managing the changes is a life-long activity since the death brings

permanent changes. "Managing" refers to the thinking and the talking which goes

on to make sense of or live with what has happened' This involves "Placingthe

grandchild in the family " and " Putting lo s s in life in place " .
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Placing the grandchild in thefamily

After a grandchild dies there is an ongoing process that involves creating,

maintaining and redefining the grandchild's position in the family. The

acknowledgement of the grandchild's place in the family occurs in two worlds -
within the family and outside the family. For grandparents, this process of

acknowledgement is important to them, as grandparents, to claim their loss.

Acknowledgement is also important in their role as parents of the parents of the

grandchild, because of the value that the bereaved parents place on marking the

life and death of their child. To parents, the activities of grandparents in doing this

are of particular importance when a young baby dies, since the baby has not had

an established place in the outside-family world. The grandparents are, therefore,

among the few people who may have seen the baby or acknowledged his/her

existence in the world. This is part of the role which grandparents hold in the

family as "family keepers". From the perspectives of both grandparents and

parents this role includes; keeping different branches of the family in touch,

keeping the sense of continuity across generations with stories of family members

(live and dead), and keeping a count of family members with new additions to the

family.

Creating the grandchild's individual position in the family may not be necessary.

The position may have been well established over a period of weeks or months, as

the family came to know the grandchild before their death. However, where a

baby dies around the time of birth there is a need to make their death concrete.

"Concrete" is used to imply making something rock solid, as a foundation for their

place in the family which, in effect, is the psychologicalprocess that occurs. It

involves first making the life (presence in the family) and then the death (which is

the loss of presence) of the grandchild identifiable and tangible. It is about

responding to the non-personhood, discussed earlier. Ways and means of making

the loss of the grandchild concrete include using memories, mementos, symbols

and memorials. All of these assist with the process of "bonding" to the child and

establishing the permanent gap, or place, for that grandchild in the family.

Maintaining the position of the grandchild in the family, is about keeping their

place as time goes on ... and on ... and on... It is about grandparents revisiting
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memories, talking about memories, visiting memorials, looking again at mementos,

and remembering anniversaries. It also includes making a conscious decision to

count the grandchild, or not, when asked "How many grandchildren do you

have?"

Redefining the position of the grandchild in the family occurs as time rnoves on.

As the family grows older, does the grandchild keep their place of importance in

the iamily? What happens when another grandchild is born to the same parents?

In the midst of allthe excitement about a new grandchild is the paradoxical

awareness that this new child might not have existed if the grandchild, who died,

had lived. Subsequent births mean re-appraising the loss of the dead grandchild.

Redefining the grandchild's position includes grandparents sharing memories and

looking at mementos with the parents, other existing grandchildren and new

grandchildren.

The sections below explore six parts of the process of creating, maintaining and

redefining the position of the grandchild in the family; "Memories", "Mementos",

" Memorials ", " Symbols ", " Counting the grandchild", and " Anniversaries, meaningful

dates and milestones".

D Memories

As grandparents talk about their dead grandchild to themselves, their partner, the

parents and other grandchildren, this forms a large part of marking the life and

death of the grandchild as both a part of, and a gap within, the family. Margaret

said, 4 years after Matthew died, "I think it is owfully good fo tolk obout him o lot.

Just include him os ... Just tolking mokes it easier" (Morgoret & Keith 2:8).

Grandparents' role in talking about, and remembering, their grandchild is highly

prized by parents. As time goes on, the amount o{ talking and remembering tends

to diminish, yet has ongoing importance for the parents. Remembering what

happened, who said what, how the grandchild was, how the funeralwent, forms

the fabric of memories, which largely depend on having shared in the life and

death of the grandchild by being with the parents and their family. Terese's

memory of holding Bernadette is deeply treasured because there are no
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photographs or mementos of her. A range of things can trigger memories for

grandparents and parents - music, smells, places, words -all acting as a reminder

which brings back memories and with them, come the strength of emotion

attached to the memory. Pip feels that what is important to her, as Gracie's

mother, is what she calls the "spontqneous remembering" (Pip 2:26). This is talking

about a memory that has been triggered as part of everyday life, as opposed to

creating an artificial situation to talk about Graice. For her, the important role that

grandparents hold is "remembering to remember" (Pip 2:21) and to talk about their

memories spontaneously.

For some grandparents there can be a fear that, with aging, the memories fade

and that they do not always remain fresh. The issue is not that their grandchildren

willbe forgotten but that some of the details will be less clear. For Marie, in her

mid-7Os, with slow memory loss occurring,.her concem stemmed from a sense

that, for both herself and for her daughter, it was important that she held on to the

few memories she has of Ruby's life.

Grandparents join with parents to keep and share memories with existing, and

subsequent, grandchildren in the family where a grandchild died. Naming, talking

about memories and looking at photographs, all help to keep the dead

grandchild's place for existing grandchildren who, if Vowg, may only dimly

remember what happened. Ailsa explained,

We often tolk obout him. Not everyday conversotion every doy of the week,

but we oll do tolk obout Conor. fn foct f wss ot Lourie ond Suzonne's f or tea
lost night ond were were talking with Joonne [Conor's older sister] qbout it.
The childrenwere soying how they spelt his nome qnd I soid'Whot wos

Conor's other nome?' just in conversotion. I think it is importont for children,

too, to bring that up now ond ogoin. Not just to push it oway to the bock.

(Ailso 2:6)

Sharing memories with subsequent grandchildren helps them to place themselves

in the family. This means grandparents, and parents, have a responsibility to look

at how memories are interpreted, in order to be realistic about, and not to

romanticise, the role of the grandchild who died. Otherwise, as Benita pointed out,

there is a danger that a living grandchild could grow up in the shadow of its

idealised sibling, feeling an inferior replacement.
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Y Mementos

These are tangible items that were part of, and therefore reminders of, the

grandchild's life and death. They tend to be portable and are able to be touched'

taken out and re-viewed. The range of items includes photographs, videotapes,

hospital identity bracelets, foot and hand prints, locks of hair, clothes and toys

planned for, or used by, the child. The number of mementos a family has can vary

from none to many. It depends on the age at which the grandchild died, since with

age there is more opportunity to accrue mementos, and having the opportunity to

collect mementos. Elisabeth regretted that when Martin was born and died, only

two polaroid photographs were taken by hospital, and only one of these was of

reasonable quality. Lorna keeps this framed and Elisabeth looks at it when she

visits. Nowadays, the hospital has a camera and takes a whole roll of {ilm for

families, but it is too late for Martin and his family'

Grandparents feel it is the parents' prerogative to hold or to distribute any

mementos of their child. This particularly applies when the memento is unique,

such as a lock of hair. Respecting the parents' "right" to own mementos was the

reason that Colston did not ask Christine for copies of photographs of

Christopher, eventhough, as a grandparent, she keenly felt the loss of a

photograph amongst the photographs her other living grandchildren(see pp.191-

tgz).The mementos which gmndparents do have, are generally copies of those

which the parents have, such as photographs, birth/death notices and the funeral

order of service. The way in which grandparents treasure or interact with

mementos by re-visiting, looking at and talking about them, is valued and

appreciated by parents. It represents an acknowledgement of, and an opportunity

to talk about, their child. As time goes on after the grandchild's death mementos

do not diminish in value, but are visited less often. When there is an opportunity

for parents and grandparents to jointly view mementos, this is a moment treasured

by all, as a time to focus on the child.

When looking at the way in which grandparents use the photographs of their

grandchildren it is clear that they become a form of memorial. Some choose to

frame, hang on the wall and publicly display photographs. Where the photographs

are placed can be a symbolic display of keeping the place of the grandchild in the
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family. Alex & Benita placed Matthew's photograph on the stairs between the

photographs of his living sisters. This symbolises his place in the birth order of the

children - between Rose and Jessica.

Y Memorials

These are tangible things used as a statement to remind people about the life,

death, and importance of the grandchild to parents, grandparents and the family.

Often these are solid structures publicly marking a place where the child was

buried or ashes were placed, such as gravestones and plaques. They mark a

physical place identified with the child - a place to take flowers to or to go and talk

to the child. Grandparents perceive it to be the parents' right to organise and

decide the form of these memorials, although they may offer ideas for parents to

consider. In contrast to personal memorials for the grandchild, there are also

publically owned memorials, which can represent the grandchild to individual

grandparents and families. The decision to scatter Christopher's ashes was later

regretted by his mother and family because there was no geographical place to

visit which could be identified as "his place". Some time after Christopher's death,

"George", a concrete teddy bear, was erected in the nearby cemetery by the local

SANDS group. George is a public memorial to all the children who have died. He

has now become the place where Colston and Christine go to put flowers for

Christopher.

The importance of strucfural memorials, to grandparents, varies according the

meaning that the memorial has for them in relation to their grandchild. Marie did

not visit Ruby's grave and headstone because, as Rose understands, Marie does

not feel that Ruby's spirit is there. Other grandparents visit memorials both for

themselves to spend time thinking about their grandchild and to show the parents

that, by going and placing flowers there, the grandchild continues to be of

importance to them.

Written memorials include birth and death notices in the newspaper and entries in

books of remembrance. These are a public acknowledgement of the family's loss,

generally naming as mourners, the parents, then grandparents and other siblings.

Another kind of written memorial, created by the grandparents in consultation
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with the parents, is a story about their grandchild. In developing her story for this

research Elisabeth confided that she liked writing Martin's name, it was a memorial

to him. Her story has been included in the SANDS Aberdeen booldet available to

bereaved families and health professionals.

D Symbols

Many grandparents identify a symbolwhich has a story or reason attached, as to

why it re-presents their grandchild. The symbols provide an ongoing tangible

link to the grandchild. Beth told her story of the spanner.

Leslie lDoniel's fother] is o rnechonic qnd wee Dqniel, ofter he died, wos at

home oll dressed up in o little suit and he hod this sponner in his pocket ond o

little cor. f guess becouse Doniel's dod is o mechonic you relote the two. f
olways thought thqt Doniel look very much like his dod. 50, I think of him os

this little boy with o spqnner in his pocket. (Beth 2:19)

Symbols can be private to the grandparent, or shared with family and/or with

other people. Many symbols are not created consciously. It appears that they

emerge by standing out as a memory or an image of a situation, which has a

meaningful link to the grandchild. The symbols which participants have chosen to

share publicly, are represented at the end of their stories. Symbols may have an

ongoing meaning or may have particular meaning at certain times, such as

anniversaries or special times. So, Colston lights a candle to Christopher in her

study at Christmas, and Jenny released a blue balloon with streamers to take her

love up to Jordan on the anniversary of his death. Symbolic links can have a deep

personal or spiritual meaning particularly related to the place where the grandchild

is buried, or where their ashes are placed. Some families carefully choose the

location for burialto represent a family place, and taking the grandchild to this

chosen place represents keeping the child within the arms o{ the family. Terese

explained, the importance of having Bernadette was buried with Terese's

grandparents. Similarly, Alex & Benita explained that Matthew was buried in the

burial plot reserved {or them and that Matthew was a "trail-blazer" going aheaci of

them, which represented the family staying together and being re-united in death.

This can be a matter of large, or small, moment to grandparents and parents'

Social interactions with new people olten require us to define ourselves by roles in
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relation to work and family. Consequently, grandparents are often asked "How

many grandchildren do you have?" This can create a challenge as to whether to

acknowledge, in a public setting, a loss which is painfully felt. In response to this

question there are a number of replies:

- the total number of grandchildren- with no differentiation between living and

dead;

- the total number of grandchildren but differentiated e.g "l have four living

grandchildren and one grandchild, "Zoe", who died";

- the number of living grandchildren only.

Grandparents respond to the question individually. Some grandparents always

state the total number of grandchildren to whoever asks, because it is about

keeping the gap in the family visible to the world. Elisabeth wrote, "I olwoys soy

'Two, but we lost the f irst grondchild, Mortin, who wos born too eorly ond did not

survive'. I like to mention his nome. Then f go on to talk obout Etlidh [Elisobeth's

second grondchildl ond bore the ponts off themf " (Elisobeth 6:4). Other

grandparents never include their dead grandchild in the answer, as they wish to

avoid other people's discomfori. After all, it can be a conversation stopper to say

that one has a dead grandchild, since the inquirer is often unsure how to respond.

Some grandparents assess the situation and make a decision about the most

suitable reply in the circumstances. When a grandchild is not counted in the reply

grandparents are, generally, comfortable with their decision. This may be because

they are convinced there is no purpose to sharing the information with a stranger

or they avoid feeling disloyal to the grandchild, and to the parents, by mentally, or

physically under their breath, adding "andZoe."

The public acknowledgement by grandparents counting the child who has died is

important to parents, and can be sorely missed if they do not do so. Whilst many

thoughts, ideas and feelings are discussed between parents and grandparents, the

decision to "count or not count" is an area where many grandparents and parents

do not discuss hou.r and why they each respond to the same question "How many

. ... do you have?". This means that parents may not always appreciate

grandparents' rationale for managing the sifuation and grandparents may not

appreciate how imporiant the counting is to parents. Elwyn explained that she
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counts Daniel now, 4 years after his death. She made the decision to count him

when she realised how her daughter-in{aw might feel when he was not counted

(see p. 292).

Y Anniversories or meaningful dates and milestones

"Anniversaries" is the word commonly used, but it does not accurately denote that

meaningful dates/times may occur more or less frequently than every year. The

obvious ones are personal dates of importance to the whole family, such as birth

or death days. Then there are the public dates perceived as "family times" such as

Christmas, Mother's Day and Father's Day. Knowing how to deal with meaningful

dates as a grandparent can be difficult. What to say? What to do? Aside from

grandparents' own feelings about the dates, there is the perspective of being the

parents of the parents and a wish to support them. But how to do this? This can

lead back again to "feeling your wQy" . Should one mark, or celebrate, the occasion

by phoning or "Beingwitlt" the parents? Or should one try and follow their lead?

Or should one say nothing, because it will bring up painful memories? From the

perspective of the parents of the grandchild, grandparents have an important role

in marking "meaningful dates" by a phone call, a visit, or flowers. To some families

it is also important to mark less obvious, but nonetheless, "meeningful dates ". Rose

treasured her mother phoning her on dates like one month after Ruby's death. To

Rose, it was an expression of how much her mother thought about Rose and

Ruby.

As time moves on, "meaningful dates" extend to include "nteaningful milestones".

Many grandparents hold two images of their grandchild, which we have called

"dual age images". One is the memory of their grandchild as they were alive and

dead, as an infant. The other is an image of how they might be at the time a

meaningful milestone is reached - like being a toddler, going to school at the age

of five, or in the future reaching aged 2I years. Sometimes the image is not a

clear picture of what the grandchild might look like, but a thought, "What would

they look like at this age or stage?" Grandparents and parents perceive' the times

when these thoughts are talked about, as a joint family activity that redefines the

place of the grandchild as the family, itself, is growing older. For grandparents,

dual age images only seem to occur for young grandchildren who die. Even where
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a close relative has died in their twenties the memory image of them has stayed at

the age they died. Jenny tried to account for why she imagines Jordan as he gets

older.

f con only guess ot why this is so. It is probably becouse we hove no memories
to fqll bqck on. And, olso, the f ectr of leoving Jordon behind qs o newborn
boby. So,we bring him forword olwoys os though he wos growingolong with us
and our other grondchildren. (Jenny 5:5)

The activities involved in placing, and keeping the place of, the grandchild in the

family are parallelled in a similar range of activities which involve the grandparents

"Putting loss in life in place".

Putting loss in life in place

This aspect of the construction "Wen an infant grandchild dies" represents the

psychological and spirifual re-organisation which grandparents undertake when a

grandchild dies. It includes: "Re-visiting other losses',; ,,Livingwith 
the grandchild's

death"; "Re-viewingself'; and"Re-viewingthe.famity". In a metaphoric sense, it is
like re-organising the wardrobe although clearly of a vastly different magnitude and

importance. This re-organisation may involve a complete overhaulwith everything

taken out and checked over before some clothes are replaced and others are

discarded, or it may just involve a little brushing of existing clothes or switching the

order of a few hangers around.

F ,Re-yisiting other losses

By the time a young grandchild dies most grandparents have experienced the

deaths of other family members or close friends, and there have been innumerable

other changes and losses in life, ranging from children leaving home, new jobs, to

divorce. Grandparents do not see losses as discrete sections of life; they become

part of the whole and are interrelated. Contrasting previous loss(es)with the new

loss of a grandchild involves: developing knowledge and insights on coping with

death (see p. 357); identifying the particular nafure of bereavement when a young

grandchild dies (see p. 343); and re-visiting or re-viewing the earlier losses in the

light of feelings, experience and hindsight gained from the experience of their
grandchild's death. Revisiting other losses can change the feelings about the earlier
loss or even result in activity about redefining the place of that family member. It is
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in the area of childbearing loss that such redefinition of the place of a dead family

member appears to be particularly meaningful' Both Colston and Maxine's mother

had children of their own die unexpectedly. After the death of their grandchildren,

both undertook activities, such as revisiting memories and visiting special places

associated with the dead child, which created and strengthened the the place of

their own child in the family. similarly, the husbands of Elwyn and Ailsa had died

before their grandchildren died and both experienced feelings about their

husband,s deaths which were interlinked with their grandson's deaths' It appears

that re-visiting the loss can include re-interpreting the loss from the position o{ a

different stage in life, as Colston described (see p' 9), and also re-interpreting the

loss in what may be a different socio-cultural context' For both colston and

Maxine's mother, ideas about infant death have changed extensively in the 30

years since the death of their children. other deaths may be much closer than 30

years ago. For Keith, and his family, Keith's mother's death is entangled with

Matthew who was born on the day she died and died on the day she was buried'

Y Living with the grondchild's death

Being able to move from the shock of "when the v'orld turns upside down" to a

point where the world has settled into its changed form is managed in dif{erent

ways by individual grandparents. Within this construction the "point" of settling is

not necessarily an endpoint, because beteavement is not viewed as a finite state

where grandparents "get over" or "recover" from the grandchild's death' lnstead'

bereavement is seen as lifelong, and as permanent, as the death of the grandchild'

However, the feelings change and, for most grandparents, a point is reached of

living with, or accepting the grandchild's death. "Acceptance" does not mean

wilting acceptance - it is an acceptance of an event that has happened' and over

which grandparents have had no choice. Alex viewed it, 4 years after Matthew's

death, in the following waY'

r don't think you ever completely get over it, but o major resolution has foken

ploce. But there will olways be occosions when it seems you 90 back into o

spoce of coping with it, li.ke onnivensories qnd that sort of thing'

(Alex & Benitq 2:36).

Pip was talking about both herself, as a parent, and about grandparents when she

said "people soy time heols- it doesn't heol, it chonges it [grief ]' It mokes it
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diff erent" (Pip 1:23), Ailsa explained this "difference" and change as a result of her

grandchild, Conor's, death in the following metaphor.

rt does get better, it becomes the norm.... rt is like a door opening ond
shutting. It is like a diff erent room of the house. Eoch port of your life is like
adifferenf part of the house. Going from one room to the next ond becoming
used to living in thot room. (Ailso 2:16)

Ailsa also believes that sometimes, in moving between the rooms of our lives,

there is a long passageway to get there. In describing "the norm" Ailsa meant that

life continues to go on; routines and functioning refurn to the family. It is the loss

of the grandchild that does not go away; it is a permanent change.

So, how do grandparents reach their individual points where they accept, or live

with, their grandchild's death? For some grandparents, parents and families, their

Christian beliefs frame the context of the grandchild's death with a clear structure

that there is life after death. Here the focus is on the wider picture and not on the

purpose of reason for the grandchild's death. For grandparents without such

beliefs, there are other ways of making sense of a the death, such as holding the

view that if one cannot change something in life then one has to learn to live with

it. Rupert drew on his farming expenence, "r suppose oll my life deoling with

onimols and livestock you occept thot things die for no reoson ot oll [... ond you]

think 'Well, it hoppens. rt's porf of the woy Noture hos got things orgonised."'

(Diono & Rupert 1:6). Another way of responding to the quesiion, "Why did he,/she

die?" is to try and find a medical answer from the postmortem results. However,

these results rarely provide an answer which then leaves the question of "Why,

when he/she was perfectly formed, did helshe die at the beginning of life?"

Finding a way of living with those questions may be hard or may never happen. It

involves wanting a struchlre for understanding why events like this happen, and

not feeling comfortable with a world of chaos and random events. Grandparents,

who want an answer to the question WHY?, can perceive two benefits of having

the question answered. It may be possible for medical technology to prevent fufure

grandchildren dying, and it might provide a purpose, or a meaning, to the pain.

With, or without, a medical answer or particular beliefs, grandparents and parents

can mutually identify positive outcomes to the grandchild's death. These include
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self growth (see next section), helping others in the community, and strengthening

family relationships. Some grandparents and parents interpret these as giving a

purpose, or meaning, to the grandchild's death. Rose shared with her mother a

belief that "something good comes out of it. Yes, it gives o meoning' It would be

owful to think thot there wos no meoning behind anything. Thot she died just

because she died" (Rose 2:11)'

Y Re-viewing self,

The challenge and changes, discussed earlier, which occur when a grandchild dies

can lead to a re-viewing of oneself. This can bring new insights and perspectives

abOUt "WhO one is", and "hOW One iS" aS a pers6n' This engqmpasses the

grandparent as a whole person, rather than defined by roles and relationships

within the family. Individual grandparents have insights and perspectives which are

specific to the context of their own lives. Three aspects which recur are "Sense of

growth as a person", "changing position toioin the 'other' club of people who been

bereaved" and "Re-vtsiting own mortality" '

Sense of grou,th as a person

This reflects a perspective that, as a consequence o{ the experience of having a

grandchild die, "self" has gone beyond what one would have thought possible or

expected. lt encompasses new understandings of grief, pain, skills and resources to

cope - often with a sense of new depths, strength and self awareness' Rupert

talked about this as character building in the face of adversity. Benita called it the

,,Motthew experience", which she hoped she would always retain and share with

people. lt can mean grandparents having a sense of quiet pride in themselves' {or

not just surviving but for extending and growing' Such growth is not only a sense

of internal change - it is perceived externally. First, by other family mernbers' such

as the parents of the grandchild, who are proud of the growth and second' by

changes in the roles and activities that grandparents undertake. For sorne, it adds a

new dimension of understanding to their professional work roles; for others, it

means taking on new activities to support bereaved families or fund-raise on their

behalf .
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Joininq the "other" club

Having other people perceive that they have joined the "other club" of people who

have had children or grandchildren die, can change how grandparents see

themselves. Having been admitted, by circumstances not choice, to this "other

club", a whole range of people now identify that grandparents will understand, or

share with, their experiences. Sometimes complete strangers come "out of the

woodwork" to talk about what happened when their child or grandchild died. Or

people, known to the grandparents for years, who have never previously talked of

their loss, now feelsafe to do so. In effect, it uncovers a complete subculfure of

families bereaved by the death of a child. And yet, many grandparents clearly

identify that, whilst there is a common meaning of the shared event of the death of

child or grandchild, the individuality of the person also means that all

bereavements are uniquely experienced.

Re-visiting own mortali\t

Death is a fact of life and the death of a grandchild means that many grandparents

give some thought to their own mortality. This re-visiting is not associated with any

identified sense ot fiear. Diana felt, "Lif e is for living at the moment ond f enjoy

thot, olthough I om guifa prepared to cccept thot it is not olways going to be like

thot ond r will foce thqt" (Diono d Rupert 2:t9). Sometimes grandparents have a

sense of achievement and fulfilment for life already lived, which can contribute to

looking forward to death as a time to re-join family members, including their

grandchild.

D Reviewing the family
The challenge of having a grandchild die does not dramatically alter the nafure of

existing relationships which grandparents have with their own child and their

child's partner. However, grandparents generally feel that relationships get

"closer" than they were before. So, if a relationship was previously close, it is now

even closer, and if it was a polite, distant relationship then it is, perhaps, a little

less distant. The idea that a crisis or challenge pulls everyone together forever

more, is not evidenced here. Whatever the relationship Margaret felt that it made

her value the family members who remain, "f fhink thot you think,'Well, goodness,
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oren't you lucky to have everyone you've got?"' (Margoret & Keith 1:35). Being a

member of family means knowing the strengths and weaknesses of oiher family

members, and how they are likely to react in a particular situation. This is

especially true for parents who have watched their child grow to adulthood. The

challenge of having a grandchild die means that grandparents, as parents of the

parents, may identify new facets, or perspectives, of their child, or child's partner,

previously not appreciated. This can occur either by spending time together, with

opportunities to learn about aspects which already exisl or because of new aspects

which emerge as parents cope with, and respond, to the tragedy. By way of

example, Alex & Benita came to appreciate the extent of Sarah's involvement in

the community, after meeting the constant stream of visitors who came to Sarah

& Frazer's home to farewell Matthew. The new aspects which grandparents see

emerging in the parents are universally positive and focused on two characteristcs;

strength to cope and personalgrowth to contribute to the community. In

describing their own feelings about the parents' ability to cope, grandparents

commonly used the word "amazed". In terms of personal growth grandparents

valued parents' contribution to the community in general, and to bereaved parents

and to self-help groups specifically. Implicit within this appreciation is the valuing

of something good arising from the death of their grandchild.

AND NOW. MOVING TO AN OVERVIEW OF THE WHOLE

The construction above provides a rich understanding of the complexity of

grandparent bereavement, it is now time to take a step back and look at how that

complexity might be represented at a conceptual level and in diagrarnmatic form.

Figure 6,1: One Joint Construction of Grandparent Bereavemenf provides a

means to see the interrelated aspects of the construction at a conceptual level. lt

also represents the importance of family as a context to grandparent

bereavement, which forms the conclusion for this chapter. lt has four separate

circles which symbolize the underpinnings of the construction of grandparent

bereavement. The circles are named: "The Family"3; "Self as Individual";

"Parent First and Foremost-Grandparent Second"; and "Empty space-

t I have used this font to differentiate the circles are encornpassing the different aspects of the
construction discussed in the previous part of this chapter.
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Keeping place". They underpin each of the seven aspects (categories) which

make up the whole construction. These aspects are represented as lines, or the

spokes of a wheel, joining up, or crossing, the circles. They are named: "when

the world turns upside down"; "You have all those extra ones when you are a

grandparent" ; " Being with"; " Helping out as parents of the parents "; "Coping as

knov,ing, caring and doing" ; " Placing the grandchild in the family " ; and " Putting loss

in place ". To understand what the diagram is re-presenting we can look at an

example, "You have all those extra oneE when you are a grandparent" is about the

pain which grandparents feel, primarily for the bereaved parents and then

themselves (so, it crosses the circle "Parent first and foremost - grandparent

second") at the death of their grandchild (so, it crosses the circle "Empty place -

Keeping place"). What the death means in terms of loss is perceived for self, for

the parents and also for the family (so, it crosses the circle "Family") and the

feelings as responses to this loss are different for individual grandparents (so, it

crosses the circle "Self as Individual").

lf we look more closely at the four circles; the representation of the circles within

each other symbolizes a) that things go round and round with no obvious

beginning and end, and b) the ripple effect of (Jordan et al., 1993). By exploring

each circle separately the interrelated nature of this construction will become

clear.

* Family

The event of, and experience of, grandparent bereavement occurs within the

circle of the "Family" where members support, and are supported by each other.

So, how is "family" constructed in this construction? lt is perceived as resting on

relationships of blood and intimacy which stretch across 3,4 or 5 living

generations, and further generations if dead family members are included. The

focus of much of this construction, of "When an infant grandchild dies", is on

"family" being three generations, grandparents, parents and grandchild(ren),

since this is the family context in which the bereavement occurs. ln this context

"family" is constructed in relation to the parents and includes both maternal and

paternal grandparents of the dead grandchild. Family members are linked and

united. Elwyn described this as, "you hove your fomily ups and downs and you con't
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olwqysagreeo||thetima,conyou?Butifthere.stroub|e,we,reo|woysreodyto

help one onother. Thot's importont" (Elwyn 1:11)' where "family" is constructed

from the position of the grandparents outside the context of "when an infant

grandchild dies", then family includes alltheir children' sometimes their siblings'

andparents,inadditiontoa||thegrandchi|dren.lnthiscontext,materna|and

paternal grandparents do not, generally, include each other in their definition of

"familY".

Figure 6.1'

One iqint construction of grandparent bereavernent
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* Self as Individual

As Colston explained, being a member of a family is part, but not the whole, of
"Self as an individual", The person who is a grandparent is made up of other

roles, activities and beliefs. All of these aspects of self are brought by the

grandparent to face, respond to and manage the changes arising from the

challenge of a grandchild's death. Grandparents hold skills, knowledge, and

particular beliefs about life or previous experiences of loss as resources for

themselves, for the parents and for the family when a grandchild dies.

Appreciating grandparents as individuals underlines the unique and differing

meanings of the same shared even of the death of a grandchild. This joint

construction illustrates that there are shared meanings, but also emphasises that

aspects of the experience are unique and are constructed in different ways by

individuals living in different contexts and family worlds.

{. Parent first and foremost - grandparent second

This circle reflects the two intertwined positions which grandparents hold in the

family - they have a dual role. The circle name re-presents the sequence order

in which these roles occur, and the role which is given priority when a grandchild

dies, that of being a parent. lt was Benita who made a link to a conference

presentationa, she heard in the early 1990s, about children's death.

The comment wqs mqde by the person giving the poper thot grondporents
were a much left out group of people ot the deoth of q child. And, thot it was
importont to remember thot bef ore we were grondporents we were porents,
And f thought thqt f think thot sums up very much how wefeel.
(Alex & Benito 1:26)

So, whilst this study and construction is about grandparent bereavement which

focuses on the role of being a grandparent, it is the role as "parent of the adult

parents " which is the strongest voice heard in this construction. The phrase

"Parents first and foremost" is used to indicate that, in this situation,

grandparents feel for, and want to help, not just their own child, but also their

child's partner. Elisabeth wrote, "Becouse you hove known your child for so long,

you grieve f or her f irst ond foremost. With us, we never sow Mortin olive, so we

could only grieve for this deor,littla boby whose life wos so short" (Elisobeth 6:3).

n I have had no success in identifying the speaker but acknowledge their idea.
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"Grandparent second" does not imply that being a grandparent is of lesser

importance to being a parent. This is not the case as the pain and experiences in

the individual stories show. lt does reflect taking a secondary role to the primary

grievers - the parents.

* Empty space - keeping place

This circle holds within it the central event and centre of the diagram, - the

grandchild's death, "Empty space" and "keeping place" are intertwined and

are not time dependent, or sequential, because "empty space" continues

forever and keeping place starts from the moment that the grandchild dies.

"Emptg space" can be a space which is both physical, like an empty cot no

longer needed or slept in; and emotional, as Catherine said, "Somuel's not here-

there is the gop... There is o spoce there. f still f eel quite intensely thot gop when

T see photogrophs. When I see Rochel, Keith ond their three little girls ond there

is one missing" (Cotherine 2:L? & 18). This has remained the most apt term to

express this and it has been used in the same context as the "The EmpLy Space

Phenomenon" (McClowry, Davies, May, Kulenkamp & Martinson, 1987) which is

discussed further in the next chapter. "keeping place" is a term that balances

"emptg space", both figuratively and alliteratively. When there is an "empty

space" within the family, the question is "What do grandparents and other family

members do?" "Keeping place" sums up the range of re-constructive activity

which occurs, both physically and psychologically, as grandparents place their

dead grandchild in the family and re-place their own world which may have

turned upside down, momentarily or longer-term, with the shock and impact of a

grandchild's death.

Moving outside the circles we reach the underpinning idea of the death of a

grandchild bringing challenge and change to individual grandparents and the

family represented by three separate arcs for different areas of the circle. These

form the three parts to the challenge: "Facing the challenge"; 'oResponding to the

challenge'o; and "Managing changes from the challenge". These parts could

appear as sequential, like periods of time (see Figure 6.1, p.377) but they are

interrelated. For example, whilst people describe feelings of shock, which are
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part of "Facing the challenge", these also become part of the memories which

grandparents talk about and so they move on to become part of "Managing

changes from challenge ". As Figure 6.1 represents "x'acing the challenge"

encompasses the world turning upside down at the unexpected death of a young

grandchild, the feelings grandparents have for their own pain, for their children

and for their grandchild(ren) and what it is that grandparents have lost.

"Responding to challenge" encompasses some of what bereaved grandparents

"do" such as being with and helping out parents and their family, and also as

individuals coping with the challenge. 'oManaging changes from the challenge"

encompasses the changes that occur from the challenge in terms of family

structure, where the grandchild "fits", and self as an individual. The image of

challenge that we used in this construction was of a sailing ship, which could

symbolize the family, on a calm voyage. The ship suddenly finds itself at the

edge of the "known" world and sailing into uncharted waters, storms add to the

experience of having to "ride it out", through a short or long journey, until calmer

seas, and familiar landmarks, are sighted. The image seems appropriate for NZ,

where the ancestors of the current population, whether tangata whenua or later

arrivals, have arrived by boats sailing beyond the edge of the "known" world; and

for the UK where some of the forebears went in those sailing ships.

TO CONCLUDE - THE DANCE

In this construction, the strength and love of grandparents for their child's family

shines through the complexity and individuality of the ways of being a bereaved

grandparent. This is what l, personally, take away from both this construction

and from the individual stories. The other impression of the whole construction,

which remains with me, is the sense that grandparent bereavement, explored

within the family, is like a complex dance. All the members of the family are

involved and are dancing with each other - grandparents together with their

partner, child, child's partner and other family. Each dancer has their own

particular dance steps and these are altered to try and match the steps of their

dance partner - which reflects the synchrony, unity and mutuality of feelings, care

and suppotl which exists in families at different times after a grandchild dies.

Equally, at other times, one dancer is performing tango steps when the other is

trying to do a waltz. There is a mismatch between what one is trying to do and
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what is expected. This is a feature of everyday family life, not just the situation

after a grandchild dies. Sometimes the difference between the dance steps

matters and causes tension for individuals and family relationships' At other

times the difference between the dance steps is 'Just how things are" within a

particular family and this does not cause distress. what remains constant across

individuals, and over time, is that "Family matters". lt is the meanings

encompassed in these two words which form the centre of the construction of

"When an infant grandchild dies".

This chapter has explored the shared and differing meanings, shapes and forms

of grandparent bereavement held in the joint construction. combining this joint

construction with the stories in Part 2, offers a perspective of personal

experienced combined with the conceptualisation presentedin Figure 6'1: One

Joint construction of Grandparent Bereavemenf. The next chapter debates the

position of the stories and joint construction in relation to the extant literature to

uncover similarities, differences and new WayS of constructing grandparent

bereavement.
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CHAPTER 7

ISSUBS AND CONTEXTS OF GRANDPARENT
BERBAVEMENT

SETTING THE SCENE

This chapter offers my construction of the stories of grandparent bereavement in

Part2 and the joint construction in Chapter 6, positioned in relation to existing

literature on bereavement, families and nursing. This story is distinct from the

joint construction which was told as the voice and view of the group. In this

chapter, it is my nurse-researcher voice which debates where this research fits

with, challenges and extends existing ideas about grandparent bereavement.

Whilst the chapter is written from my perspective, I have sought to work "wrth"

the constructions of participants, and not to step back and write a story of a case

"about" a particular aspect of bereavement (Frank, 1995, p. 158). As part of this

process, the chapter has been sent to participants for comment, and it reflects

their agreement with these interpretations.

I fully acknowledge that this is my selection of literature, which I believe

illuminates particular aspects of the stories and joint construction. There is a

wealth of other writing that could be discussed. In positioning my thinking in this

chapter, two particular perspectives about bereavement have shaped the

discussion. These were a re-conceptualisation of bereavement discussed in the

book entitled "Conilnunq Bondg" edited by Dennis Klass, Phyllis Silverman and

Stephen Nickman (1996) and the concept of disenfranchised grief extended by

Charles Corr (1998-9) from Kenneth Doka's work (1989). I read this material

after the fourth hermeneutic dialectic circle in 1998; whilst the ideas d id not

shape the discussions with participants they have underpinned my thinking as

expressed in this chapter. To provide the time context of this chapter, it is

relevant to note that I sourced literature to frame this discussion until mid-1999

when the chapter was sent to participants for comment,
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I have continued to refer to "grandparent" bereavement whilst acknowledging

that this research largely reflects the constructions of grandmothers - 13 of the

16 grandparents in the study. I want to emphasise that the three grandfathers in

this research provided a perspective which enables me to claim this as research

about some grandparents' constructions. I am also aware that similar, higher

rates of participation by grandmothers are reported in other studies of bereaved

grandparents ranging from 70-80o/o (DeFrain et al., 1991-92; Fry, 1997; Ponzetti

& Johnson, 1991) and in sociological studies of grandparents (Kivnick, 1982;

Somary & Stricker, 1998). In addition, other research on grandparenting has

focused solely on grandmothers (Robertson, 1977; Timberlake, 1981, Wearing &

Wearing, 1996). There are several possible reasons for more grandmothers

taking part in this study. A range of research has identified that maternal

grandparents, grandmothers in particular, have the greatest amount of contact

with grandchildren (Cherlin & Furstenberg, 1986; Hartshorne & Manaster, 1982)

and greater satisfaction in being a grandparent (Somary & Stricker, 1998).

Therefore, maternal grandmothers might take paft in research because they

have a higher investment in the role. Of the participants in this research, 69%

were maternal grandmothers, however, there are no details of grandparent

lineage for comparison in other studies of bereaved grandparents. Another

possibility is that more grandmothers, particularly maternal grandmothers, were

involved in this research because mothers attending the self-help groups where

information on the research was disseminated, passed this, first, to their own

parents. Additionally, spousal bereavement of grandparents may inflate

proportions of grandmothers. In this study 4 of 16 grandparents were widows. In

P.S. Fry's survey (1997) 65% of participants were widowed and given that70%

of the '152 grandparents were grandmothers, this means that many were widows.

This suggests there may be fewer bereaved grandfathers participating in

research studies because they are no longer alive.

Having clarified these points, the following discussion is formed around three

interrelated areas: grandparent bereavement constructed through relationships

within the family world; grandparent bereavement as a journey - but to where?;

and grandparent bereavement constructed outside the family world.
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GRANDPARENT BEREAVEMENT CONSTRUCTED TIIROUGII

RELATIONSHIPS IN THE FAMILY WORLD

The individual stories and the joint construction illustrate that grandparents, and

others, construct grandparent bereavement, in the context of the family'

Grandparent bereavement is about a relationship with a particular grandchild

who has died, but it is not a relationship that exists in isolation' lt is defined by

three relationships; between grandparent and parent, between grandparent and

grandchild, and between parent and child. All three relationships frame how

grandparent bereavement is constructed' Therefore, it is worth briefly

considering what makes ,,famiry" before exproring the two focal relationships that

a grandparent has in the family, those of grandparent-parent and grandparent-

grandchild(ren).

What is familY?

Death of a family member presents a challenge to families because it affects

everyone. lt has been described as a " death rl7le" (Jordan et al'' 1993' p'425)

which extends through the social network of people who normally support each

other (Vachon & Stylianos, 1988). Consequently it places a challenge on family

relationships (Jordan et al., 1993). "Family" has been seen aS an important

context for many aspects of individuals' and family life. These include: shaping

constructions of reality (Reiss, 1981) where shared beliefs can operate as a

family paradigm; developing roles and relationships of family members (Aldous'

1978: Duvall, 1977);linking to wider society (Bronfenbrenner, 1979); and being

the focus for health care and nursing (Anderson & Tomlinson' 1992; Whyte'

1997). But what is family? David cheal (1991) undertook a critical review in his

book ,,Fam ly and state of theory" and proffered the view that redefinitions of

'family" occur as a result of family life changes. He then suggested that

researchers who construct definitions will often be one step behind how families

may be defining themselves. "Family" as a unit of research analysis can vary

considerably (cheal, 1991;Uphold & strickland' 1989). This is evidenced in a

range of research studies about infant death with reference to "family" in the title'

ln some of these, "family" is constructed, but not explicitly defined, as the unit of

parents and children (Baumer, Wadsworth & Taylor, 1988) or the loose term

"family members" is used (Kellner, 1981) with the role of the family as
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accompanying mourners in the background (Lewis, 1979), The nuclear family, as

a unit of functioning, and potentially for research analysis, is still widely promoted

in media images (Cheal, 1991), social policy, and family nursing models

(Wellard, 1997), However, participants in this research had a different and clear

construction of family, which is congruent with the recent trend in family nursing

for family members to decide who counts as "family" (Wright & Leahey, 1994).

Participants in this research constructed "family" as multigenerational, not as a

nuclear form of parent-child relationships, nor with the unspoken assumption of

this structure by referring to grandparents as "extended" family. Instead

grandparents, parents and grandchildren were all part of the "family". When

family was constructed on the basis of relationships through the parents, then

grandparents identified their "opposite number", the parents of their child's

partner, as part of the family. However, when "family" was constructed on the

basis of grandparents' relationships, then it did not generally include their

"opposite number", but it did include their other children and their families. This

presents the perspective that "family" can be identified in different forms

depending on the position and the purpose for which it is constructed. This fits

with a postmodern view of family as having multiple meanings, as opposed to a

fixed structure (Cheal, 1991). Accepting this perspective of grandparents as part

of family, the following discussion is framed around the family relationships which

form the context in which grandparent bereavement is constructed, those of;

g rand parent-parent, parent-child, g rand pa rent-grandchild'

Grandparent-parent; a relationship of parent-child

The central focus of grandparents in this research has been on their

bereavement constructed within their relationship with the parents of the

grandchild, not on their direct relationship with the grandchild. This appears to

reflect the strength of the parent-child relationship in adulthood, and that the

grandparent's relationship with the infant grandchild is mediated through the

parents, as primary carers, or the mother as nurturer during pregnancy. Marie

provides an example of this when she explained that she knew Ruby through

Rose; this differs from the direct relationship a grandparent might have with a

grandchild who is older and less dependent on the parent as primary carer.
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Whilst not part of this research, grandparents increasingly act as primary carers

for their grandchildren (Ahmann & shepherd-vernon, 1997; Kelley, 1993) which

would add another meaning to grandparent bereavement experienced in that

context.

parenthood changing over time was how colston described her views of being a

parent (see p. 353) as through that relationship she became a grandmother' This

represents a developmental perspective of parenting which changes during the

life cycle (cusinato, 1994). when their children are young, the parents' role

involves making decisions for, and protecting, their child' As children grow to

adulthood and parenthood, the role of their parent is renegotiated to support the

young parents in ways which the young parents perceive as helpful, such as

babysitting (Kivnick, 1982a; Robertson , 1977). Thus from a developmental

perspective, being a grandparent rests on two parent-child relationships at

different life stages.

Why is the parent-child relationship so strong? Dennis Klass and Samuel Marwit

(1988-89) claimed that it is different to any other form of human relationship' In a

review of parental bereavement occurring at any age, Brian De Vries' Rosa Dalla

Lana and Vilma Falck, (1994) concluded that this relationship has an enduring

strength over the life course. lt is a relationship of nurturance, of psychological

meaning and of biological reproduction. Bowlby's work (1969, 1980) drew

together biological, ethological and psychological perspectives within the mother

(parent)-child relationship as attachment theory. As a theory it continues to be

widely debated and explored in the context of perinatal care and bereavement

(e.g., Kennell & Klaus, 1998; Krone & Harris, 1988). This perspective is of

relevance to this research, since it offers a way of understanding the strength of

relationship between parent and child established at birth, continuing through

childhood and into adulthood (weiss, 1gg1). The strength of this relationship is

evidenced in the joint construction with the circle of "Parent first and foremost'

grandparent second" (see p.377\. Constructed within this relationsh ip bereaved

grandparents emphasise the primacy of their feelings and concern fo r the

parents, and a wish to offer support to the parents'
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F Feelings and concern for the parents

ln the individual stories in Part 2 the feelings and concern for the parents shines

through as a major part of grandparent bereavement. The pain as a parent of the

parent is also presented in the clinical literature (Donnelly & Haimes, 1993;

Gyulay, 1975) and in research studies (e.9. Ponzetti & Johnson, 1991). Kowalski

(1987) noted that both paternal and maternal grandparents were concerned

about the mother, with feelings about the grandchild being secondary. Similarly,

Ponzetti, (1992) reported, in a comparison of 36 parents and 28 grandparents

from American families where 21 children had died aged 1 month to 30 years,

lhal"parents' reactrons" were focused on their child, whereas " qrandparents'

concerns" (p. Cg) were about their child, the parent. He concluded that the role of

parent appeared more salient than the grandparent role in terms of

grandparents' reactions to the death of a grandchild. Eighty American SIDS

grandparents reported that watching their child's pain and being unable to make

it better was, "the hardeEt thrnq ol all to deal wfth" (DeFrain et al., 1991-92, p.

178). This mirrors the reflections of many of the grandparents in this study at

having to watch the parent's pain and being unable to "fix it" (e.9., Ailsa, p.278;

Catherine, p. 319; Marie, p.270).

Feeling helpless in the face of the parents' pain is not a feature unique to

grandparent bereavement. lt is a familiar feeling, particularly for anyone working

in a supportive role, because we are all helpless to alleviate the other person's

pain (McKissock & McKissock, 1991). However, the unique aspect for

grandparents is the helplessness which is grounded in their role as a parent.

Rando (1986) perceived this as contributing to grandparents' "double grref" in

that "They not only lose therr qrandchld, bvt. they "lose" ther chld as well, as

they cannot rescve thetr chid trom bereaved parent statvs" (f . 37). Whilst the

grandparents in this research did not express their feelings in this manner, the

joint construction does speak of the same struggles constructed in different ways

within the categories "Beingwith" and "Helping out as parents of the parents"

where the emphasis is on the parent wanting to care for their child. Fry (1997), in

a study of 17 American grandparents, also identified the complexity of

grandparents' reactions, particularly for grandmothers, "because of Ehe sheer

rnabrlrty to separate ft [ther own qnefl from the qnet they leel tor thetr children" .
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This was expressed to such an extent that, as one grandmother explained' "lt rs

almost ag fi we don'f mnd lorqettnq lfttle Josh, so rl q:es ue mofe ilme to helT

Rrck [son] and hts wfie" (7. | 3O)' None of the grandparents in this research

talked of "forgetting" their grandchild, but several offered a different way of

viewing the same issue. As Margaret & Keith explained, it was appropriate to

focus on sarah & Frazer because they were here and something could be done

for them, whereas Matthew's pain had ended (see p'242)' This interrelatedness

of grief for self and parents was constructed by Gerner, a bereaved grandparent

and a counsellor, in her book "For Bereaved Grandparents" (1990) as a fork with

two tines. Whilst the tines on a fork are equal in size and length, the bereaved

grandparents in this research put the parents' pain and distress before their own'

F Putting the Parents' Pain first

A number of grandparents, like Colston (see pp. 190-191), talked about putting

the pain of the parents first, choosing to support the parents and not to share too

much of their own pain with the parents. There is no indication in the work of

DeFrain et al. (1991-92) or Ponzetti (1992) as to whether other bereaved

grandparents did this. The decision, for grandparents in this research, appeared

to be based on the relationship of parent-child, albeit adult child, and not wanting

to further burden that child. lt was often a short-term strategy because' in the

long-term there was no intention to protect them from the reality of the

grandparents' feelings. However, Gerner (1990) suggested that there can be

another element in the decision not to share feelings with the parents, which is

about self-questioning of a legitimate claim to grieve in comparison to the

parents'grief. One grandmother explained in Fry's (1997) second study' "l am

alrard to talk wrth the chrldren lor lear that I wrll say the wronq thrnq or 7vt my

own ?atn betore my dauqhter's. Aller alt my lffst lhovqhtE should be f or my

davqhler's 7arn" (7. | ?B). This was not a conflict identified in the grandparent's

stories in Part 2, but it is a perspective that can be heard in Maxine's description

of her mother-in-law's apparent non-response to Matthew's death (see p' 304)'

A hierarchy of pain, or grief, was part of the joint construction where rnany

grandparents perceived their child's pain as worse than their own (see p' 339)'

This might be a reflection of not having the "right" to feel as much pain as the
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parents. However, the stories in Part 2 reflect grandparents'sense of being one

relationship removed from the grandchild in which case it might be expected that

the pain and sorrow would be "different". Whether "greater" or "different",

grandparents and parents were aware of the feelings and distress of each other.

In contrast, the experience of Sally, a bereaved grandmother reported by

Katherine Donnelly and Judith Haimes (1993), is a reminder of other viewpoints

which are not part of this research. She described the influence of parents'

expectations on whether grandparents construct their grief as legitimate, "There

rs the sient lnnd ol qnel lol a parentl that says. "Your qnef s not as bad as

mrne. You are only a qrandVarent" (f . 29). Parents in this research did not share

this response and were concerned to claim and recognise their parents'

bereavement, as opposed to denying or overlooking it. Given the pain that

grandparents feel both for parents and for themselves, what is outstanding is the

commitment grandparents give to support the parents and act as a family

resource.

When a grandchild dies, many grandparents, as this research illustrates, otfer

considerable support to their child. ln doing so they often receive support in

return with the chance to talk about their grandchild; although the stories and the

joint construction emphasise that the primary intention was to give support to

their child, the adult parent, at this time. ln the joint construction (see pp,347-

356), we identified two aspects of support "Beingwith" (sharing time, humour and

feelings); and "Helping out but not taking over" which included giving "advice/

information" and "practical help". These closely reflect the three dimensions of

social support that Frode Thuen (1997) identified in a study of Nonruegian SIDS

parents. The dimensions were: instrumenfal, helping with chores and childcare;

emotional, providing a sense of comfoft and love; and informational, providing

advice or information. In the Norwegian study "family members" (not defined who

was included in this term) provided the largest amount of instrumental and

emotional support, in comparison to friends, neighbours, professionals and the

Norwegian SIDS society. lf we assume "family members" includes grandparents

then there is similarity with this study regarding extensive provision of support.

However, the grandparents in this research were also identified as offering
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informational support, which included offering advice on organising funerals and

death notices.

To gain a perspective of whether other grandparents construct support as part of

their relationship as "parent of adult parents" it is possible to explore other

research with bereaved grandparents and consider research situated in the

context of "every day"t grandparenting. In the literature on grandparent

bereavement, there is no discussion of support in Ponzetti and Johnson (1991),

Ponzetti (1992) or DeFrain et al. (1991-92) where the research focused on the

"reactions" to, and "psychological effects" of, the death of a grandchild. However,

support was part of " Chanqes n adlvsbnq and co?nq over tsme" (f . | 32) for the

17 grandparents in Fry's (1997) study. Fry found that at the 6 month follow-up

interview grandfathers, in particular, perceived that helping with childcare,

spending time with the family and offering financial help had assisted their own

coping. However, this does not reflect the same sense of "Eerng wth " and

"Helping out", for the parents, as opposed to for oneself, which appears in the

joint construction. This probably reflects the differing research goals. Fry's

purpose was to "belter vnderstand the complex naLvre ol qnef and the emobonal

comp\catrons ol bereavement, n older adults" (p. | 25) which is reflected in the

emphasis on grandparents as individuals, whereas this research has focused on

grandparents as members of families.

There is more extensive evidence of support which grandparents give to parents

when a grandchild is disabled or born prematurely. These are bereavements

bringing loss of dreams and expectations. Brigit Miffin-Veitch, Anne Bray and

Marilyn Watson (1996) undertook a study of 12 parent-grandparent pairs in NZ

families where a child had an intellectual or physical disability. They found

extensive evidence of the support which grandparents offered to parents. The

authors found thatTSo/o of parents reported receiving considerable support from

grandparents, which included childcare, housework, financial help and emotional

support. In this research, the stories in Part 2 illustrate similar, extensive levels of

support were offered by grandparents. Veronica Rempusheski (1990) found a

similar emphasis on support for parents when she explored the experiences of

' I have used this word to denote grandparenting in non-bereavement associated s ituations.
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15 American grandparents (three of whom were first-time grandparents), whose

grandchild was born prematurely and admitted to NICU. Within the basic social

process of "Becomtnq or beqrnnnq to teel lke a qrandparent" there were ten

categories, of which two related to the grandparents' role in relation to the

parents. The first, "Benq therelbetnq wtfh" which was about physically and

emotionally sharing in the experience is similar to "Beingwith" in the joint

construction. The second, " Acbnq bo protect" was about grandparents seeking

"to Vrowde a befter envtronment for the hnqhly stressed Tarents" (p. 5O), such

as childcare for other grandchildren. This is similar to the joint construction

category of "Helping out and not taking over" where grandparents sought to

provide parents with time and choices. However, in contrast to the grandparents

in Rempusheski's study, grandparents and parents in this research reflected on,

and rejected, the word "protection". They perceived it to hold the connotation of

shielding and returning the parent to the role of a child being "protected' by its

parents. lt is possible that 9 years from Rempusheski's publication, the

connotations of the word "protection" have changed from when the participants in

Rempusheski's study accepted this interpretation of their activities. Or the

difference in views may reflect the meticulousness of participants in this research

in debating and distinguishing between the parent-child relationship of childhood

and that of adulthood. ln the latter relationship, grandparents perceived that

parents could not be protected, because most were living an experience which

grandparents had not experienced; they could only offer support and care.

When comparing the support which grandparents offer bereaved parents with

the support that grandparents provide as part of "everyday" grandparenting, it

appears that the support is of the same type. Studies of everyday grandparenting

identified that grandparents' provided childcare, emotional support and

childrearing advice (e.9., Kornhaber & Woodward, 1981; Robertson, 1977

Somary & Stricker, 1998; Wearing & Wearing, 1996). These are similar areas of

support to those identified in the joint construction where the context was

bereavement, not everyday activities. Whilst support from grandparents is

generally provided to the parents, an area which has been debated in the

sociological literature is the function which such support offers the family.
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Whilst grandparents offer support to the parents their suppofi also acts as a

family resource; it can represent seeking to secure the future of the parent's

family, with partner, and existing or future grandchildren' Many of the

grandparents in this research valued their role in passing on to the next

generation the family values and relationships (Neugarten & weinstein, 1964)

which they had experienced with their parents and grandparents. Tirnberlake

(1981) cafled this an "ex?an1on of sell beyond therr lrfetrm6 (?'63)' However'

grandparents in this research did not perceive that their support was

endeavouring to secure the physical, or genetic, survival of the family. They

offered support at an operational and practical level of caring' Many of the

support activities of grandparents in this research are consistent with the

symbolic functions of grandparenthood. Vern Bengtson (1983), citing the work of

Lillian Troll, described grandparents at a time of family stress or crisis, as "famrly

watchdoqs" (p. 221. This phrase has the connotation of guarding the wellbeing

and survival of the family. The difference in this research is that, instead of

claiming a guarding role, which is suggestive of having the power to do so' the

joint construction positioned grandparents as support actors for the lead players,

the parents. A consequence of taking on this support role meant that

grandparents, at times felt helpless and powerless (see p. 355)'

There remains a series of interesting questions surrounding grandparents'

provision of support. Do grandparents offer support to their child, child's partner,

and child's family because they want to? lf so, do they want to offer support

because of the significance invested in their relationship with the family?

conversely, how much is the provision of support shaped by a social

construction that grandparents are expected to do this as part of their

grandparent role? Constructions of grandparenting exist which appear to expect

grandparents to be a family resource. These include educational programmes'

similar to parentcraft classes, to "help" grandparents support to young families

(Barranti, 1985; Castiglia, 1994; Horn & Manion, 1985; Strom & strom, ',l997)

However, it seems that grandparents in this research wanted to offer support to

their child's family, since they talked extensively about "how" to offer support with
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sensitivity to avoid taking over from the parents, Sensitivity and concern were not

features identified in any of the studies discussed earlier (DeFrain et al., 1991-

92; Ponzetti, 1992; Ponzetti & Johnson, 1991 ; Rempusheski, 1990). This may

reflect the use of constructivist inquiry as methodology in this research; since the

discussions which teased out the role of grandparents as "parent of adult parents"

took place during the second and third hermeneutic dialectic circles with

participants. These debates were not part of earlier conversations. When

assessing the nature and extent of support to offer, the grandparents in this

research appeared to consider the existing expectations of, and relationships

with, the parents. This reflects the complexity of roles within the family and fits

with the view of Robert & Shirley Strom (1997) who thought that the

grandparental role in the family "v VarLly delned by the expectabons oI

relaLtves" (V. ?6 | ). The tensions associated with expectations of grandparental

support have been discussed in the sociological literature with reference to the

concept of double-bind.

The question qf a double bind

Thomas (1990) wrote in the context of everyday grandparenting, " lt v proVosed

that qrandVarents may lace a dovble btnd n attempbnq to meet parents'

exVectahons; garent5 may exVect qrandparents to srmvltaneovsly be svVport:e

wrthout nterternq" (V. | 69). lnterestingly, the grandparents in this research

seemed to be one step ahead of this dilemma. They had their own expectations

of themselves as being supportive but they were very careful not to overstep the

mark, wherever this mark was placed by each individual family, or to take over

from the parents. The concepts of "a double bind" or "walking a tightrope" which I

discussed with participants were not favoured. People, such as Keith, explained

that they saw it as a question of being sensitive and placing the parents first (see

p. 354) - a perspective which seems to be grounded on a clear view of roles and

relations within the family. However, whilst not called a double bind as such, the

joint construction did identify the complex dance where, at times, dancers' steps

were mismatched as grandparents and parents had differing hopes, or

expectations, such as sharing feelings (see pp. 350-351 and p.381). Another

possible double bind which could arise was highlighted by Donna Gaffney
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(1992), a nurse writing about the family life cycle in relation to slDs families' she

proposed that,

The yovn4 famrly has a brrel hstory toqether. They will have lmfted

ex?er63nce of irs,s, rf any at all, and are unable to Vredct how srqnfircant

olhers wtll resTond. 3v77ort systems are not lvlly develoved and advlts

may devend more on thet Iamites oI onqtn rather than thetr Tarlners' (7'

GEO)

This view was not confirmed in the construction. Grandparents clearly respected

the parent-parent relationship which is illustrated in their stories of giving their

child time with their partner and making conscious choices not to always be there

(e.g., catherine, p. 318; Colston, p. 191). In addition, some of the individual

stories emphasise grandparents' wishes to support both parents of their

grandchild, which possibly reduces the potentialfor biological attachments to

family of origin to divide the parents. Apart from Terese's daughter's partner, who

was away for some time after Bernadette's death, the constructions in this

research are formed in the context of stable relations between the parents of the

grandchild. This means the research has not explored the meaning of

grandparent bereavement shaped by being the parent of a solo parent or a

parent who is not a regular carer for the grandchild'

whilst all the parents in this research wanted, and when they received it' highly

valued grandparents'support, it cannot be assumed that support is always

wanted or accepted by parents. Gyulay (1975) and Julia Hamilton (1978) noted

that when the parents reject such support it could lead to grandparents having

feelings of guilt and anger. similarly, Jenny described her confusion and pain

when sue rejected her help and presence (see p. 159). Research with

grandparents whose grandchildren had disabilities emphasised the irnportance

of pre-existing relationships in the provision, or lack, of support from

grandparents (Mirfin-Veitch et al. 1996, 1997; Mirfin-Veitch & Bray' 1997)' The

authors noted that those grandparents who were "supportive" had a pre-existing

positive relationship with the parents which had no periods of conflict and had a

closeness which included reciprocity of support where both grandparents and

parents helped each other out at different times. Sarah and Alex & Benita made

this point when they commented on their relationship, not as a unidirectional flow

of support but as a two-way, mutual relationship'
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lmages persist in conversations and the media that "bad times" or crises pull

families together. In the discussions through this research both grandparents and

parents identified, that over, time relationships between each other did often

become "closer". But "closer" was relative to how the relationships were before

the grandchild died (see p. 374).ln the comparison of 36 parents and 28

grandparents from the same families Ponzetti (1992) made the distinction

between changed feelings and changed interactions. Slightly more parents

(56%) than grandparents (53To) reported changes (direction unspecified) in their

feelings towards each other, but only 36% of grandparents and 44o/o of parents

believed that their interaction patterns changed (nature of the change

unspecified). ln line with Ponzetti's work, only a few participants, in this study, felt

that the relationships changed, such as Colston's comment, that there is now

little that she does not discuss with Christine (see p. 194).

However, when considering the idea of changing grandparent-parent

relationships, it is important to remember that relationships are changing with the

birth of a new baby (Bright, 1992) and the death of a baby layers further changes

on top of the changes resulting from the birth. This was most apparent in this

research when the infant who died was the flrst baby born in the family and the

changes in relationships were interrupted. As both Jenny and Elisabeth

described, they sought to recognise the existence of the new family and offer

support, and time alone, for the parents to create being a family with their dead

baby. At the same time, they were both struggling with the meaning of their

grandsons' deaths for their identity and relationships and grandmothers. Hence,

the complexity of bereavement situated within a family in which relationships and

roles are changing and emerging prior to the death.

Grandparent-grandchild relationship

Part of grandparents' loss and grief is centred around the grandparent-grandchild

relationship. The death of a grandchild brings a loss based on the meaning the

grandchild holds for the grandparent and also the loss that they perceive it

causes for other family members, including other living grandchildren.
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F Own loss of a grandchild - the feelings

The grandchild's death brings a range of reactions including a sense of disbelief,

feelings such as sorrow and anger, and physical changes such as crying and

weight loss. Whilst not described by participants in this form, it is possible to see

the four categories of expressions of grief (affective, physical, cognitive and

behavioural) described by Worden (1991). Whilst I have separated different

aspects of grief for the purpose of discussion, I believe this is an artificial

distinction and that the stories in Part 2, support the view that bereavement/grief

is a blending of reactions (emotional and cognitive) to loss (Rosenblatt, 1996

citing Wikan). Feelings of shock in "When the world turns upsids down" were

mirrored in two themes of Fry's (1997) study; "Emottonal rvVtvnnq" which

included shock and disbelief, and "Shattered be|et systems" which reflected

feelings about the " qrave untrmelrness" (?. | 2B) and unfairness of death. ln the

sequence of life expected in Western society parents do not survive their

children at any age (Moss, Lesher & Moss, 1986-87; Sanders, 1979-80), let

alone an infant at the beginning of life which is seen as the very "antrthess ot

death" (Rando, 1986, p. 3). The death of a grandchild violates the expectations

of two parent-child relationships which assume a grandparent will pre-decease

their child, who in turn will pre-decease their child (the grandchild). Similar

feelings of shock and/or disbelief, were reported in Ponzetti (1992) and DeFrain

et al., (1991'92) and are generally seen as common cognitive expressions of

grief (Worden, 1991 ; Kalish, 1987). In the joint construction shock and disbelief

accompanied other affective expressions of loss which were a continuing sense

of sadness and pain, sometimes anger, and rarely guilt. That the sad ness and, at

times, sharp pain continues is evident throughout the stories and is still part of

the postscripts which people have written 4 years after the research began. The

question of whether there is, or should be, an endpoint to those feelings is

debated in the next section; grandparent bereavement as a journey - but to

where?

Anger was, and still is, felt by some grandparents in this research in relation the

question "WHY their grandchild died?". This brings with it, an existential

challenge to answer. Grandparents' anger was identified by DeFrain et al. (1991-

92) as a common feeling, but was not mentioned by either Ponzetti (1992) or Fry
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(1997). This may reflect different meanings of bereavement, and the sense from

all four studies is that it is not a central part of the bereavement.

However, there are considerable differences between the four studies in relation

to feelings of guilt. Glinical literature has identified guilt as part of grandparents'

grief (Gerner, 1988; Gyulay, 1975). DeFrain et al. (1991-92) found that, of 80

SIDS grandparents, 29% expressed feelings of "personal qvtt" (7, l7O) at

being responsible for the baby's death because of identified incidents or a belief

that they should have been able to prevent SIDS. As the authors point out many

SIDS parents also hold a sense of guilt and responsibility, in large part because

SIDS is a diagnosis based on excluding all other causes, which means that the

causal mechanism is unidentified. Given the voluntary nature of grandparenting,

where parents are the primary carers for the infant, it is surprising that nearly one

third of the grandparents still felt personal guilt, Such guilt was not part of the

joint construction in this research.

Whilst DeFrain et al. (1991-92) did not identify survivor guilt, this was the second

largest factor (accounting for 18.6% of total variance) in the first part of Fry's

study (1997) of factor analyses of questionnaires from 152 grandparents

bereaved in the last 3 years. Included in this factor was the guilt of still living

when the grandchild had died, and more subtle aspects such as feeling a burden

for causing the family grief and being punished for earlier sins. In this research

Ailsa, alone, described a momentary sense that it should have been herself, not

Conor, who died. Nor was survivor guilt a familiar feature of the practice of Barry

and Jane in health care, although Diane, a bereavement support co-ordinator,

mentioned it as a possible part of the bereavement process. The difference

between the two studies is possibly related to the age of the grandchild at death.

fn Fry's study, grandchildren who died were aged 6-32 years, of whom 75o/owere

aged 10 years or more. ln this research all grandchildren were infants who died

unexpectedly from stillbirth to 9 months. lt is possible that survivor guilt is more

commonly experienced when grandparents have a sense of what is lost through

the death of that unique grandchild, based on a direct relationship with the

grandchild (Factor 3 in Fry's study). In contrast, the grandparents in this research

had a relationship with the child which was primarily through the parents, or

mother, of the infant.
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Gerner (1990) described five types of guilt in the setf-help booklet "For Dereaved

Grandparents. she identified the guilt as'. survtval; moral(that the death is a

punishment which Fry included in survival guilt); 7eographrc (being far away

when needed by the parents); devastatrnT (when grandparents were involved in

the cause of death); and recovery(feeling better when the parent is not)2' These

types of guilt were not identified in the joint construction of this research' This

may mean that people who took part in this research were willing to talk of their

experiences and had used this strategy from the time the grandchild died which

had helped them not to have a sense of guilt. or, it is also possible that the

participants who were 6 months to 14 years from the time when their grandchild

died at the time the study started, did not remember feelings of guilt. This

suggestion is debatable since many grandparents could recallvery vivid

memories of the time that their grandchild died. Alternatively, this observation

may reflect the multiple constructions of the experience when a grandchild dies'

In considering possible reasons for the differences in reported levels of guilt

feelings it seems unlikely that American society places greater expectations of

responsibility on grandparents leading to more feelings of guilt' The other

possibility is that grandparents may be influenced by a social construction of grief

which ,'should" include guilt. This led me to consider whether guilt is less

common than is believed. Gerner (1990) wrote in the American self-help

feSOUfCe that "AlmosL every qrtevnq ?erlon ex?enences qurll and qrand7arents

are no exce7ilon". As the grandparents and parents in this research had not

read this resource materialwhen first sharing their stories and they went on to

construct grandparent bereavement without reference to guilt, it does suggest

the possibility that the concept of guilt is overemphasised. ln addition, guilt was

not mentioned in two other studies of reactions of bereaved grandparents

(Ponzetti, 1992; Ponzetti & Johnson, 1991). lronically, social constructions of

ways that bereavement and grief "should be" can cause people to feel guilty'

Demi and Moore (1984), found that bereaved parents felt " qref qvit" (v' I 07)

when their behaviours did not meet personal or societal expectations of grieving.

whilst corr (1998-9) proposed that constructions of the expected nature and

" Page numbers are not supplied in the booklet by Gerner'
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form of bereavement can disenfranchise individuals' ways of being bereaved by

only supporting grief which conforms to expectations (see further discussion p.

41e).

Another affective expression of grief, which is commonly associated with

bereavement, is depression. lt is one of the main outcomes studied in a range of

bereavement research (Zisook, Schuchter, Sledge & Mulvihill, 1993; Vance,

Boyle, Najman & Thearle, 1995). Depression was not part of how grandparent

bereavement was constructed in this research. I believe this finding does not

represent an unwillingness on the part of participants to identify themselves as

depressed, since several grandmothers described depression as part of their

experience of being widowed. Similarly, depression was not reported in three

other studies of grandparent bereavement (Fry, 1997; Ponzetti, 1992; Ponzetti &

Johnson, 1991), although DeFrain et al. (1991-92) noted that it was amongst

grandparents' "many emohons" (p. 179). Nor is depression referred to in the

clinical literature (Donnelly & Haimes, 1993; Gyulay, 1975). This is, perhaps,

surprising when, as Kalish (1987) noted, depression is often seen as the "moEt

famrlrar mental-health Vroblem of the old" (p.34), where "old" is used implicitly

as aged late 50s on, which is the age group of grandparents in this research.

However, the findings of Zisook et al. (1993) challenged the view of Kalish and

noted that older widows/widowers adjusted better, and experienced less

depression, than younger counterparts. They proposed that older people might

be more adaptive because they draw on life experience. This point was also

made in the joint construction of this research (see p. 357) and is congruent with

a constructivist view of developing a more sophisticated personal construction of

bereavernent over time.

The absence of depression in the joint construction may indicate that whilst the

death was devastating to grandparents, it did not, generally, challenge self-

identity in the way that parental bereavement does (Rando, 1986; Kalish, 1987).

The meaning of a grandchild's death for the everyday life of most grandparents

is not an "in your face loss" with empty room and bed, unused clothes and an

everyday routine which has empty gaps.As Ailsa explained, Conor's death was

very painful but it did not change the fabric of her everyday life in the way that

her husband, Harold's, death had (see p.281). Alternatively, if I used the
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extensive list of differentiated symptoms of depression proposed by Rando

(1986) which includes feelings of helplessness and powerlessness as

" manfieEtabons" (p. I B) of depression, then I could construct depression as part

of participants' experiences because these feelings are part of the joint

construction. However, participants did not construct their experiences in this

way. This highlights the importance of considering who constructs individuals'

experiences of bereavement; the individual, the clinician, the researcher?

Other studies noted physical and behavioural expressions associated with

grandparent bereavement such as crying and shaking (DeFrain et al., 1991-92),

insomnia (Ponzetti, 1992) and confusion, agitation and restlessness (Fry, 1997).

Some grandparents in this research had similar experiences, which included lack

of appetite and weight loss. However, these aspects of their loss were not part of

how most grandparents and parents saw their bereavement. Several people, like

Marie, had not "known" that these changes were a common part of the

experience. In contrast, everyone in the research had heard about "stages" in

bereavemenUgrief. lt suggests that the social construction of the affective

aspects of bereavement is much stronger than a wider appreciation of
bereavement as an experience which can include a range of changes including

physical signs and symptoms. However, it is not possible to explore this idea in

relation to the other research studies referred to above, because there is no

indication of whether the physical and behavioural expressions of loss were

identified by grandparents or by researchers.

Moving from the range of feelings associated with the death of a grandchild the

next aspect to consider is the meaning of the loss. What meanings do
grandparents ascribe to the death of their grandchild?

Chapter 6 explored the meaning that grandchildren's characteristics such as

gender and birth order can hold for bereaved grandparents. Ponzetti and

Johnson (1991) noted that the sex and age of a grandchild were not significantly

associated with grandparents' need to talk; but this observation does not enable

an assessment of the meaning that the grandchild held for the grandparents. Fry
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(1997) found in factor analyses that the participants' responses to the death

included regrets about not telling the grandchild how much they were loved and

an appreciation of the grandchild's special qualities. This suggests that the

grandparent-grandchild relationship had a meaning unique to each grandchild; a

view that is reflected in some of the stories in Part 2. The variety of feelings

about, and meanings of, the grandchild's death in the stories in Part 2 do not

lend support to Christine Littlefield and J. Philippe Rushton's (1986)

sociobiological theory of grief. Their theory views grief as a function of the DNA

potential of the grandchild and predicts that: a) maternal grandmothers will grieve

more than any other grandparent and; b) that feelings for the death of a healthy

grandson will be greater than those for a healthy granddaughter or unhealthy

grandson. The richness and diversity of the ways in which the participants in this

research constructed the death of a grandchild suggests that the experience is

considerably more complex than genetic linkage. In addition, Littlefield and

Rushton's work may be limited by having asked parents to report on

grandparents' grief instead of asking grandparents themselves.

The meaning, which the deaths represented to Jenny and Elisabeth, was that of

a threat to their role as first-time grandmothers. This has not been discussed in

other literature on bereaved grandparents. Jenny's self-questioning was of her

own self identity. Could she call herself a grandmother? Whereas Elisabeth

claimed for herself the role of grandmother as part of her identity, but her friend

questioned her social status in that role. Kay Talbot (1996) explored the same

challenge to self identity experienced by five mothers whose only child died. She

concluded that to survive the death the women created and found opportunities

to keep a connection with their child and their identity as a mother. There are

parallels in the stories of Elisabeth and Jenny, who spent time thinking of Martin

and Jordan and thus, maintained a connection with them. In addition, they chose

to take paft in this research and gained an opportunity to write about their

grandchildren. This, in turn, provided acknowledgement from the world outside

the family that they were grandmothers in a study of bereaved grandparents.

Another aspect of the meaning a child represents is personhood, or conversely

non-personhood (see Marie , p. 272). Carolyn Krone and Chandice Harris (1988)

described this concept in the context of parental bereavement following perinatal
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death. In developing this perspective the authors cited the ideas of Bowlby and

Rubin in relation to parent-newborn bonding. Krone and Harris proposed a

process of cfaiming the infant into the family called "lo5t rnfant: establehnq

Tersonhood" (e. 5). In a study of 20 families the authors identified claiming

behaviours such as touching, holding, naming and attaching importance to

gender and familial characteristics of the infant. The process of establishing

personhood resonates with some of the stories and the joint construction.

Daniel's resemblance to Lindsay, Elwyn's dead husband, meant that Daniel

represented, in Elwyn's eyes, the continuation of the family. This became part of

the loss when he died. Conversely, Marie's view of Ruby as a "no person" rested

on the lack of opportunity to claim her through the meaningful ritual by which she

had claimed her other grandchildren - that of holding her. In contrast, a similar,

but different ritual, in another family context, helped Benita to claim the reality of

Matthew's death by bathing him, as she had done with her two granddaughters.

It suggests that each family develops patterns and precedents, which act as

rituals, for incorporating new members, whether alive or dead, into the family.

Another way of claiming the grandchild into the family rests on the particular links

and symbols that are held by the grandparents. ln this light, mystical experiences

can be seen as a process of claiming the grandchild into the grandparent's life,

and may be into the family life. So what are mystical experiences?

fhey can nclvde a Vremonftron of the deabh, a usftailon from the,loved one
at the bme of , or followrnq, the death, an unusual dream or nqhtbme
usrfatron, the Vresence oI the loved one 5ensed throuqh sound, 5mell,
touch or LaELe. (froqqe, | 99G, p. | 2)

In this research Benita talked of her sense of premonition before Matthew's

death, which was especially strong when she saw small angels in the florist's

shop and had a sudden realisation what their use might be. Similarly, Catherine

described a visitation after Samuel died when she feel asleep and heard the

bells of Waltzing Matilda, which meant to her that her grandfather was looking

after Samuel. When talking about her experience, Catherine regretted it had

been herself, not Rachel, who heard the bells. Rachel, too, regretted not having

this experience. Both experiences speak to establishing a special relationship

with the grandchild that is part of claiming the grandchild as a unique person.

Whilst Catherine and Benita's families incorporated these experiences into the

family stories about Samuel and Matthew, I would be cautious in thinking that a
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mystical experience for one family member will always be accepted or shared

with other family members, since they are very unique and personal. Having

considered the possible meanings associated with the death, the next section

considers the "pain" which grandparents feel in the context of their relationships

with other family members.

Pain felt for other family members

ln this research several grandparents described their pain for the grandchild's

loss of a future. lt was entangled with, but also separate from, own sadness and

pain for the parents at not seeing the grandchild grow into the future (see Alex'

eulogy p. 256). This combination makes up the grief, which Gyulay (1975)

described as "threef old" (V. | 476). Unrecognised in the triple grief is the pain

some grandparents feel for other, living, grandchildren's confusion and the

perception of what they have lost through their sibling's death, which Colston

described (see p. 190 & 193). Some of the stories in Part 2 illustrate that the

relationships which grandparents hold with other living family members, such as

partners, own parents, other children (siblings of the parents) are an important

context to their bereavement. Betty described her concerns at breaking the news

of Gracie's death to her son and daughter-in-law, who was pregnant at the time.

Colston wrote of having to support her mother in addition to other family

members. These are reminders of the multidimensionality of bereavement

constructed as an experience through both relationships and social context

Moving from the ways in which bereavement is constructed within the family the

next section considers how grandparent bereavement might be constructed as a

journey with, or without, an endpoint.

GRANDPARENT BEREAVEMENT CONSTRUCTED AS A

JOI]RNEY

Several grandparents described their grandchild's death using the imagery of a

journey. lt is an image used extensively by C.S. Lewis (1956) in a "Grref

ObEerved", Writing about his feelings after his wife's death, he wondered where

his journey of grief would lead and commented that, en route, he had seen the
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same landscapes severaltimes. This section considers four questions in relation

to how the joint construction "fits" with other conceptualisations of bereavement

in the context of a journey. How do grandparents cope on the journey? Why do

conversations, often as stories, seem to help on this journey? ls the journey a

crisis or transition? Can the journey be seen has having an endpoint?

How do grandparents cope on the journey?

In the joint construction we used "coping" to encompass the strategies which

grandparents used to respond to, and manage, the challenge created by a

grandchild's death. "Coping" can also be constructed to include making sense of

what happened, which was part of " Putting loss in life in place " in the joint

construction. By first reviewing strategies for coping, including possible gender

differences, this leads into coping as ways of constructing meaning.

The joint construction discussed grandparents coping in relation to doing, caring

and knowing (see pp.356-361). Fry (1997) found that grandfathers coped by

offering practical help to the family and by keeping busy at their work, whereas

grandmothers sought to share their feelings. Ponzetti and Johnson (1 991) and

Ponzetti (1992) also noted the latter point. A similar perspective of gender

differences, both in relation to the expression of feelings and coping strategies, is

presented in studies of parental bereavement. Researchers have reported that

fathers perceived their role was to support the mother (Puddifoot & Johnson,

1997), not to express their own intense emotions (Kimble, 1991), and to actively

cope by organising the affairs related to the death (Dyregov & Matthiesen, 1987;

Littlewood, Cramer, Hoekstra & Humphrey, 1991). There are similar findings in

studies of grandparent bereavement emphasising grandfathers as being "sLronq

and srlent" (DeFrain et al. 1991-92, p. 176). Gyulay (1975) believed that

grandfathers, more than anyone else in the family of a dying child, were isolated,

because of "therr role exTectatron and Lnple-layered qnet" (p. | 478).I believe

the perspectives in this research only partially confirm ideas of a gender

differentiated division of labour (Riches & Dawson, 1996a) and such ideas can

obscure the role of individual differences in shaping constructions of

bereavement. In this research the differences between grandmothers and

grandfathers' reactions and activities were located in different contexts and
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experiences, such as Alex' pastoral experiences which meant he was

comfortable talking about feelings. ln addition, each grandfather had different

opportunities that shaped how they coped. Rupert and Keith, who worked their

own farms, had few opportunities to meet people to talk about their experiences,

but they did have plenty of time to be quiet and to think, Similarly, the stories in

Parl2 illustrate that grandfathers and grandmothers helped to organise affairs

related to the death and to be strong for the parents. These are coping styles

associated with a father's role in parental bereavement (see earlier discussion),

but also with the role of being a "parent of the adult parenls " (see p. 353).

lrrespective of differences in coping styles, the grandparents and parents in this

research identified that grandparent couples supported each other emotionally

by sharing in the experience, even if not all the grandfathers readily shared their

feelings about the experience. This point fits with the comment of DeFrain et al.

(1991-92) that couples generally seem well aware of each other's coping styles

and work with these, as opposed to creating conflict from the difference. ln the

joint construction another aspect of coping was "coping as caring". This included

both giving and receiving support. I have discussed grandparents giving suppott

earlier, but now consider ideas of support for grandparents.

ln this research grandparents received support from their partner, if alive, and

this was regardless of whether the partner was the grandchild's grandparent or

step-grandparent. Other sources of support included family, friends, church and

local community. This finding is similar to the 80 grandparents in the study of

DeFrain et al. (1991-92), of whom 20o/o attended a SIDS support group meeting,

which is a slightly higher proportion than the 2 out of the 16 grandparents in this

study. In the joint construction we identified geographic accessibility and

perceived relevance to self as reasons for many grandparents' non-attendance

at such groups. Four of the six parents in this research attended, and helped to

run, such groups and many studies report parents attending such groups

(Longman, 1995; Riches & Dawson, 1996a; Talbot, 1996; Thuen, 1997). Given

that grandparents perceive groups as valuable for parents, but not as useful for

themselves, why might this be?
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The answer may lie in the uniqueness of the parent-child relationship (Klass &

Mannrit, 1988-89) which presents unique struggles with which to come to terms

(Rando, 1986). Western societal views of death are often not supportive of the

bereaved in general, and of parents of infants who have died, in particular (see

further discussion p. 419). In such a social climate self-help groups offer a place

to belong as part of a "culture" of bereaved parents (Riches & Dawson, 1996a)

where it is possible to talk about and acknowledge their child (Farnsworth &

Allen, 1996). In contrast to parents, most grandparents do not appear to face the

same struggles related to role and identity and may, therefore, have less of a

need to belong to the self-help group culture.

The provision of support encompasses more than just self-help groups. lt can

include talking with other bereaved grandparents and with health/lcereavement

professionals face-to-face, or even joining a bereavement chat group on the

lnternet. Written information from booklets and via the lnternet constitutes forms

of support at an informational level. Very few grandparents in this research

identified any form of extrafamilial support as valuable, or necessary, to

bereaved grandparents, and there are no comments for comparison in other

studies of grandparent bereavement. However, all the grandparents, in this

research, valued the opportunity to talk about their experiences in the series of

conversations during the research, which in itself offered a form of support and

acknowledgement. This appeared particularly important in situations, like

Jenny's, where there was "bereavement overload" (Moss & Moss, 1997, p. 4)

with multiple, sequential losses close together. Conversations offer ways of

making sense and meaning- the cognitive aspect of bereavement, which I have

discussed, in the next section.

Making sense and meaning

The cognitive aspect of coping and living with the death of a child has been

studied in the context of parental bereavement (Braun & Berg, 1994; Riches &

Dawson, 1996b; Talbot, 1996). Fry (1997) identified in the factor analyses that

the recovery process included "worktnq out,'personal meannq lor hfe"' Q. | 27)

which, for some grandparents (unspecified number), included deepening

religious and spiritual beliefs. Similarly 90% of 80 grandparents felt that religious
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beliefs were helpful (DeFrain et al 1991-92) or provided comfort lor 42o/o of 45

grandparents (Ponzetti & Johnson, 1991). The joint construction explored

"Coping as lvtowing", often in the short-term in relation to particular worldviews,

such as religious, spiritual or "homespun" beliefs (see p.358) which contributed in

the longer term to "Living with the grandchild's death" (see p.372). In this research,

religious faith offered some, but not all, grandparents, a means to construct a

view of the grandchild's death. As Alex said in his eulogy to Matthew, such a

view does not answer the question WHY? but accepts at an ontological level that

Christian reality is grounded on the love of God and life after death. Other

research has not clearly confirmed the role which religion can have in assisting

people to cope with adult death (Cartwright, 1991). Religious beliefs in

combination with a death have been associated with personal growth and

persisting depressive symptoms in bereaved parents (Videka-Sherman, 1982),

and also positively assisting SIDS parents to find meaning (Mclntosh, Silver &

Wortman, 1993).

What this study offers is the perspective that, with or without overarching

religious beliefs, grandparents constructed a view of their grandchild's death

which fitted their individual beliefs and was acceptable to them to live with.

Beliefs might include the perspective that "these things happen in life", and that

"things which cannot be changed have to be accepted". This observation is

congruent with the work of Mildred Braun and Dale Berg (1994) who undertook a

grounded theory study with 10 mothers who had experienced the unexpected

loss of a child. They identified that if the death did not fit within the mothers'

"Vrror meanrnq strvcture" (p. | | 4), in the form of the worldview held before the

death, then there was a period of disorientation until adjustments were made to

the prior meaning structure to account for the death and to give a "senge of

meanlnq and pvrpose n lte" (p. | 24). As a substantive theory it has the potential

to account for the different ways in which individuals make sense of death and

why this varies in duration. The authors were careful to point out that, even with

a prior meaning structure which acknowledges that children can die, the pain is

stifl intense, what is lesSened is a "cnet5 of meannqlessnese" (f , | 22). SUCh a

perspective fits with stories in this research, which reflect the different ways that

grandparents'worked with the question "Why did my grandchild die?" So, what
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are the processes that seem to help in making sense of the death and adjusting

worldviews to accommodate the death? Research with bereaved mothers, and

some fathers, indicates that conversations with self and others help in this

process (Farnsworth & Allen, 1996; Riches and Dawson, 1996a, 1998; Talbot,

1996). ls this true for grandparents?

Conversations and stories on the journey

Talking is the thread which goes through the joint construction, whether talking

with oneself on the tractor, with a partner, with the parents, or with me during the

research. Why might talking be so important as a way of coping and making

sense of what has happened? Riches and Dawson (1996b) proposed that, for

parents, a child's death creates a "fault-hne n realfty" (?, 2),Talking is one

response to that "fault-hne" since it can contribute to creating a mental narrative

of events and feelings, which go to make up self as a reflexive construct (Riches

& Dawson, 1996b,citing Giddens). This idea resonates with the view of stories

told in conversations as " a way of re-drawnq ma?5 and hndrnq new deslnatrons"

(Frank, 1995, p. 53). In the context of which the maps are of our lives, and the

stories link the past - to the present - to the future, as a cohesive sense of self

through time. I believe the stories in Part 2, reflect this process where

participants shared part of their self-narrative, about "When a grandchild died".

During this research there were a number of participants who redrew the maps

of their lives in response to the "grandchild's death. I believe that others had

reviewed their maps prior to the research and told a cohesive self-narrative in

their story and conversations. For these participants, the "new destrnatrons"

(Frank, 1995, p. 53) were defined in relation to new activities and understandings

which were discussed in the joint construction in the category "Re-viewing self

(see p.373). Amongst those who re-constructed their self-narrative during the

research, was Jenny. Through her letters Jenny shared and explored who she

was (see pp. 159-160), and she struggled with where Jordan's death could be

fitted into her view of life and family. I believe she re-constructed her self-

narrative to include his death within her belief that life is uncertain and her

identity as a person and as a grandmother (see p. 160 & p.a39). In this respect,

a number of grandparents, like Jenny, commented that taking part in the
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research was therapeutic because it provided an audience with whom to share

their ideas which then came to form part of their changing self-narrative. I also

believe that, unlike some other audiences, such as the friends Elisabeth and

Terese described, our conversations in the research were open to how

individuals wanted to construct their experiences into their views of their lives,

without assumptions that bereavement should fit any particular model.

lf conversations can be useful as a place to tell a story and explore what the

death means to self, then with whom do bereaved people talk? Margaret

Stroebe, Mary Gergen, Kenneth Gergen and Wolfgang Stroebe (1992) cited the

work of Rosenblatt and Meyer when they proposed the use of dialogue with the

deceased person to enable dealing with unfinished business. When an infant

dies it may be difficult to hold a series of conversations with them, because their

personality can only be guessed at in order to anticipate the direction that their

replies might take. What may be useful are conversations with other people who

have known the deceased. Tony Walter (1996) noted from his experience of his

friend, Corina's, death, such dialogues are not for social support for each

individual's grief but are "an rntnnsrcally soaal Vrocess rn whrch we neqoilated

and re-neqottated who Corrna wai, how she dred and what Ehe meant Lo us" (p.

| 2). This is the sense that comes through many of the stories in Part 2; the

conversations between different family members were about who the grandchild

was, what they were like and what they might have been. This view of

conversations as a way to reconstruct a view of the deceased, means that

bereaved people want to talk to people who knew the deceased, not strangers

(Walter, 1996). By way of example, it was imperative to Pip and Donald, to

provide opportunities for grandparents and friends to "know" Gracie, so that they

would remember and talk about her afterwards (see p' 215)'

Having explored conversation and stories as part of the process of making sense

of the grandchild's death, the next section reviews whether the journey of

grandparent bereavement can be constructed as a crisis or a transition.
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Crisis or transition on the journey?

"Crisis" has been used to describe the effect of infant death on the family

(Gaffney, 1992; Quirk, 1979) and effects of bereavement in general (Vachon &

Stylianos, 1988; Raphael, 1984). However, participants in this research did not

construct their bereavement as a crisis. They did not perceive an imbalance

between the "problem" (the death) and the "resources" available to respond to

the problem, which are the defining features in Gerald Caplan's (1964) crisis

model. Instead they constructed the death as a "challenge" which started them

on a journey. This perspective does not preclude other grandparents, who did

not take part in the research, constructing their bereavement as a crisis, but for

this group of participants, it was not part of their constructions.

So, if not crisis, what about transition? Again it was not a concept or word used

by participants, whereas challenge and change are part of many people's

everyday vocabulary. The concept of transition has been used in nursing

literature (e.9., Chick & Meleis, 1986; schumacher & Meleis 1gg4), sociological

literature (Golan, 1981; van Gennep, 1960) and as a model for bereavement

(Parkes, 1972). Naomi Golan (1981) described it as " a penod ol movnq lrom

one gtate lo another wrth an nterval oI uncertatnty and chanqe n beLweer" (?.

| 2). Golan's description of "uncertanty and chanqe" works well with the ideas of

challenge and change in the joint construction and her view of moving between

"state5" is congruent with the earlier discussion regarding the re-construction of

self-narrative to integrate the grandchild's death into a life story. ln the context of

family nursing, Laura Clarke-Steffen (1993) offered a model of fami[ transition

based on research with families who had a child recently diagnosed with

childhood cancer of good prognosis. She described the transition as rnoving from

a "fracLurrnq ol realfty" , as life was before the child was ill, to a period of " lrmbo"

around the time of diagnosis, and then eventually reaching a " new normal" (p.

2BB) for the family including role reorganisation, evaluation of priorities and new

worldview. The "Iractunnq of realfty" appears to reflect the same meaning as

both Riches and Dawson (1996b) "fault-hne n realfty" P. 2) and "Vflhentheworld

turns upside down" in the joint construction (see p. 335). The concept of a "new

normal" appears similar to participants' constructions which emphasised moving

from the upside down world to a life which carries on and "becomes f he norm"
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as Ailsa said (see, p.282). However, within this "norm" things will never be the

same again because there has been a permanent change and space created by

the grandchild's death.

Klass (1996) described grief in the form of a transition as, "the processes by

whrch the bereaved move from fhe eqvilrbna rn therr nner and gosal worlds

belore a dealh to a new eqviltbna alter the death" (p. 2OO).ls this how the

stories and the joint construction sit? In the sense that the time of shock,

disbelief and challenge fades, then there is a new world, or there are new

equilibria, to be found. However, the perspectives of transition offered by Klass

and Clarke-Steffen (1993) both appear to view it as a process between life

before and life after the critical event. In contrast, "Placing the grandchild in the

family", as part of the joint construction (see pp.362-370), views bereavement as

having the potential to be life with the grandchild's death. Life after appears to

rest on the premise that transition as grief and bereavement ends. This follows

the ideas proposed in the work of Bowlby (1961), Lindemann (1944) and Worden

(1983) as the withdrawing of emotional energy in order to be able to re-invest it

in future relationships; a view of death which was not supported in the joint

construction where emotional energy continued to be invested in a relationship

with the dead grandchild. The debates about "life after" and "life with" leads to

the consideration of whether there is an endpoint to bereavement, or whether it

is a permanent journey, or even multiple journeys with multiple endpoints?

Is there an endpoint to the journey?

One of the debates we had during this research was at what "point" did people

see themselves in relation to the bereavement caused by their grandchild's

death? Were they "over it"? Or had they "resolved" or "accepted" their

bereavement? These are familiar phrases in relation to grief, which reflect

images of bereavement as an illness or a finite time period. When our

conversations started, 5 months to 14 years after their grandchildren died,

participants still had vivid memories of, still missed and still thought about the

grandchild who had died. Grandparent bereavement was constructed as

retaining this connection to their grandchild. This was not seen as "odd" or

"unhealthy" or as an "ended relationship". The grandchildren were still part of the
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family. ln this sense being a bereaved grandparent is a permanent, although not

central, part of self-identity.

This construction does not entirely fit with the view of "healthy" bereavement

outcomes, such as "resoluiron of the loss, satstaclory adystment, and a

rernteqrabon nLo lrfe wrth new and sahslynq attachmenLs valved rn therr own

nqht" (Raphael, 1984, p. 61). I could ask, from a constructivist perspective,

whose criteria are used to decide "satisfactory" and "healthy"? Nor does "placing

the grandchild in thefamily" (see pp. 361-369) entirely fit into a view of chronic

grief - characterised by repeated reviewing of memories and continued distress

such as crying (Raphael, 1984). Current ideas of grief are largely predicated on

the "domrn ant model" (p. | 4) of grief/bereavement (Silverman & Klass, 1996)

which has been widely accepted and used by health and bereavement

professionals during this century. Explained from varying theoretical

perspectives, the model of healthy grief has been constructed with an endpoint

where the bereaved person lets go, or disengages, or detaches from the person

who died and moves on in life with the ability to engage in new situations,

attachments and relationships (e.9., Bowlby, 1961; Lindemann, 1944; Parkes,

1972; Parkes & Weiss, 1 983; Raphael, 1984; Worden 1983). As I debated in

Chapter 2, much of the research underpinning these ideas has used particular

clinical samples, which could be called biased. In addition, some models and

theories have been proposed and have continued in existence despite

contradictory evidence (see review in Silverman & Klass, 1996). So, how else

might remembering and still hurting for their grandchild, up to 17 years after the

death, be constructed?

Silverman and Klass (1996) proposed a new understanding of bereavement and

grief. "We are suqqestrnq a ?rocess ol adaVtatron and chanqe n the Vostdeath

relahonshrp and Lhe construcilon and reconstrvchon of new connecilonE.... We

cannot look at bereavemenL as a psycholo4cal state that, ends and lrom whrch

one recovers" (p. I B). This perspective fits with the joint construction where

"Placing the grandchild in the fanzily " represents the place of the grandchild being

maintained within the family. Similarly, "Putting loss in life in place" ofFers a

differing view of bereavement which does not necessarily construct it as having
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an endpoint. The idea of reconstructing new connections resonates with ideas of

self-narrative and with the discussions in this research about meaningful dates

and milestones where new connections with the grandchild are established as

the family grows older, so the grandchild grows too (see p. 369)

The possibility of multiple ways of grieving, and of constructing bereavement, is

congruent with the ideas I have reviewed earlier. In addition, McClowry et al.

(1987) described multiple ways of grieving in a study of 49 families, in which

parents and siblings took part 7-9 years after death of a child with cancer. The

authors identified three patterns of grieving in response to the initial empty space

of the death; " qettnq over tt", when people no longer described intense grief or

memories; "frlhng the empbneis" , when people kept busy with new activities or

work in voluntary organisations; and "keeTnq the connechon" (W. 3C5-7),

when the existence of memories sustained the place of the child in the family.

The idea of "keeVnq the connechon" contradicted existing views of bereavement

where such a perspective would be pathological. Whereas the authors noted

that famify members had a sense of "balance" and the family members

" ex?rel5ed sahsfactron wrth ther presenl l:eg, landl they contnve to reserve a

small Vart ol themselves lor bhe loss ol a specral relabonghrp whrch they wew as

rreplaceabte" (?. 3CO). Similarly, Mary Kachoyeanos and Florence Selder

(1993) reported that bereaved parents needed to be able to "hold on to the

memory of Lhe child" (?. 46), which was reported by Larry Peppers and Ronald

Knapp (1980) as "shadow qnel Q. 47). After looking at the stories in Pad 2 in

relation to ways of grieving, I believe that participants keep the connection with

the grandchild in different ways and to a differing extent. This raises an

interesting question. Did people self-select to join this research because they

keep the connection and it is, therefore, meaningfulto talk about their

experience? Therefore, did people who have gotten over a grandchild's death, or

keep very busy after such a death, choose not to take part in this study? This

research does clearly show that a number of families actively maintain the place

of, and links with, their dead grandchild. This may reflect shared beliefs in the

family paradigm about caring for, and looking after, members of the family even

when they are dead. lt is not possible to compare this idea with the study of
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McClowry et al. (1987) since it is not stated whether multiple members of the

same family shared the same, or different, grieving patterns.

The idea of keeping connections, or continuing bonds, is not new. lt was part of

the romanticist view in the nineteenth century (Rosenblatt, 1996; Stroebe et al.

1992\, which prized, and even idealised, broken hearts and continuing bonds

after death; consider the stories of Queen Victoria in lifelong mourning. lt is

beyond the scope of this thesis to explore, in-depth, the debates surrounding

these views and the subsequent changes in social attitudes to death. ln brief,

these changes have included increasing medicalisation which sequesters death

away from every-day life, and the valuing of individuation and autonomy as

opposed to having a reliance and dependence on relationships with others

(Mellor & Shilling, 1993).

Several aspects of the concept of continuing bonds are relevant to grandparent

bereavement. First, McGlowry et al. (1987) observed that the quality of the

relationship, seen as being special or irreplaceable, was related to whether the

death was experienced as a continuing "empby s7ace". This can illurninate the

reason grandparents, in this research, held dual age images of their

grandchildren (see p.369). These images were part of "Placing the grandchild in

thefamily" and were not part of grandparents' experiences in relation to people

who had died at an older age, and who did not have this "specialness". Second,

there is a distinction to consider between "teelnq the emVtness" and

undertaking activities to avoid feeling lhe " empty 5?ace" (McClowry et al, 1987,

pp. 365-7). As some of the stories in Part 2 describe, some grandparents kept

busy whilst still keeping the connection with the grandchild as a continuing sense

of loss. A point which McClowry et al. noted; keeping busy is not always

synonymous with avoiding the space.

Do other bereaved people keep the connection and maintain continuing bonds in

the same ways as in the joint construction? Other studies have explored this in

relation to parental bereavement (Brice, 1991; Kachoyeanos & Selder, 1993;

Klass, 1996, Riches & Dawson, 1996a, 1996b, 1998; Rubin, 1996); to children
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who are bereaved (Buchsbaum, 1996; silverman & Nickman, 1gg6); and for

spousal bereavement (Conant, 1996). In particular, photographs and

memorabilia appear to have a number of functions for bereaved parents by

providing " an tmVortant prop both as an oblect of Versonal rnternal convergatron

wtth the deceased and as a vehcle tor conversabons between 5urvtvnq relatles

and others about the deceased" (Riches & Dawson, 1998, p.12e. Given the

age of the grandchildren in this research, the conversations seem to be with

oneself and others, not with the dead grandchild. In this respect, looking at

photographs can contribute, not to detachment, but to establishing a place in the

family and a connection with the grandchild. In the context of conversations,

photographs and symbols are valuable since they can introduce the dead

grandchild to people who have not met the child previously. An example of this is

provided in Part 2 where many of the stories include photographs and symbols to

introduce the reader to the grandchild/child. However, it is worth noting that

photographs can have different meanings for the family as a whole and for

individual members (Davies, 1987). Sarah highlighted this in relation to the

photographs of Matthew. Margaret, her mother, liked the photograph of Matthew

when he was dead, as opposed to photographs taken when he was alive, with

various tubes and machinery attached to him. lt took Sarah and Benita longer to

accept that this was the "best" photograph to represent him. The opportunities

which photographs offer for dialogues to keep the connection with the

grandchild, throws light on why Terese regretted that photographs had not been

taken of Bernadette.

Whilst the concept of continuing bonds or connections offers a very valuable

perspective to explore the joint construction and the individual stories, this does

not mean that I would exclude the value of some of the ideas within the dominant

model of bereavement. This point is revisited in the conclusion, since a

postmodern view of bereavement enables bereavement journeys to be travelled

in different ways, to different and changing destinations. Much of the existing

discussion in this chapter has focused on the world of the family. lt is important

to remember that grandparents spend much of their lives, and time, outside the

physical and emotional context of the family world. The next section explores

grandparent bereavement constructed in this other world outside the family.
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GRANDPARENT BEREAVEMENT CONSTRUCTED IN THE

WORLD OUTSIDE TIIE FAMILY

This section considers how grandparent bereavement may be constructed by

others outside the family which, in turn, shapes and forms the constructions of
bereavement held by individuals and their family, This discussion of the world

outside the family reflects dominant views of Western society and I fully

acknowledge this does not debate the different constructions of bereavement

held by members of other cultures determined by ethnicity (Eisenbruch, 1g84) or
other characteristics. Equally, I am aware that I could emphasise constructions

held by particular groups in society, which may not be held by individual

members of those groups. As this is a study with 23 NZ participants, of whom 3

self-identify as part Maori, it could be considered relevant to explore Maori

constructions of death within this chapter. However, the beliefs underpinning

tangihanga were not part of the three participants' experiences, although funeral

arrangements and the blessing of the house for Samuel, were organised by

Rachel and her family, to acknowledge his Maori ancestry. Instead of focusing

on beliefs of particular social or cultural groups, I have sought to look at the wide

social context that may impact on bereaved grandparents; in particular whether
death is taboo and the concept of disenfranchised grief.

Death as taboo - or not?

The social context of the communities and society within which grandparents in

this research live, appears to offer complex and, at times, mixed messages

regarding bereavement. First, we receive reminders from the media that death is

taboo, where "taboo" is used in the context of something which is forbidden or

denied (walter, 1993). Philippe Aries (1974) drew on the notion of taboo by

citing the work of Geoffrey Gorer in "The ?ornoqraphy or Death", Aries

incorporated this concept into his historical review of "Western attftvdes lowards

DEATH: from Lhe mddle aqes to the prezenf" when writing about society's denial

of death. ln extending this idea, Stinson et al. (1992) proposed that parents live

in a society where perinatal death is taboo. Certainly maternity practices in the

middle decades of this century operated as if death was taboo by using

strategies such as lhe "rvqby pass" (Lewis, 1979, p. 30S), where stillborn babies

were whisked out the door giving their parents no chance to see or hold thenr.
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Health professionals undertook such manoeuvres in the belief that this would
minimise attachment and thus aid grieving mothers. The stories of women in
"Strll lrfe: stones of hdden loss and forbdden qrEI" (Tonkin, l ggg) bear witness
that this practice did not help. This is corroborated by the stories of women who
talked of such experiences to Alex, Benita and Betty.

In the 1990s when the grandchildren of this research died, is death still taboo?
What is the evidence to support such a view? First, many of the writings from
researchers and clinicians, which I have cited in this chapter, are from the 1gg0s
onwards. So, death does not seem to be taboo in the professional literature.

second, there has been a profusion of self help books on death, dying and

deathing (Eisenbruch, 1984). Amongst the self-help material for bereaved
parents, some include reference to grandparents (Deveson-Lord, 1gg7; Horchler
& Morris, 1994; Murphy, 1gg0; Nicol, 1gg7). And there are a few resources

written specifically for bereaved grandparents (Gerner, 1gg0; Kolf, 1gg5;

Leininger & llse, 1985). In addition, there is an explosion of resources about

infant death accessible from the Internet via particular organisations, such as

SANDS, western Australia home page3, or accessed through searching a web

site dedicated to bereavement, such as Growth House3. So, death is not taboo in
the self-help context. Third, in the wider social context there is extensive

coverage of death in media reports (Walter, 1993). These reports are on a global

level, such as the massacres in Kosovo in 1gg8, on a personal level with

coverage of deaths such as Diana, Princess of Wales; and on a population level

with statistics of people dying from a particular disease. So, death does not

appear to be taboo in the media context where we live. Fourth, the fact that

participants stepped forurard join this research and other such studies (Cook,

1995) indicates bereaved people are willing to talk in detail about death and that
it is not taboo within their own lives. Overall, a picture emerges that death does

not appear to be taboo and that this is not part of the context of grandparent

bereavement.

Another construction of death is that it is "distanced", which means that it is

talked about indirectly (Mellor & shilling, 1993) as opposed to openly. This

t Details of location in reference list.
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perspective does fit with the comments of the joint construction where death was

known, but was believed to happen to "other people". Moving death out of

everyday life, through practices that place deathing into hospitals, hospices,

funeral services, can create a view of death as "uncomfortable". This discomfort

can be felt by the people surrounding bereaved grandparents and reflect on how

they view the grandparents' bereavement. The discomfort may mean

grandparents may be denied the opportunity to talk about their grief (see Terese,

p.201). The discomfort of other people was raised and discussed in the joint

construction in relation to the question "How many grandchildren do you have?"

Such discomfort on the part of the inquirer was accepted or avoided, rather than

challenged, by grandparents.

Maurice Eisenbruch (1984) described the mixed messages that others can offer

the bereaved "The communfty may ?ay ltv serwce n allownq the bereaved to
ex?ress sadness lor as lonq as neceeiary, yel actually be amblalent abovl

tolerattnq the bereaved who does so" (?. 324). This sums up the paradox

associated with the idea of discomfort; theoretically society may believe that

bereavement should be acknowledged but in practice the distress of bereaved

people is hard to face. one way out of this is to give a message that ,,yes, 
it,s

really sad, but things should be getting back to normal". This is what Jenny felt

when she wrote that she felt that people no longer wanted to listen to her. The

idea of "normal" returns us to ideas about bereavement, which emphasise

arriving at an endpoint. The consequence of holding a view that people should

be "getting back to normal" is that their grief is disenfranchised.

Disenfranchised grief
Disenfranchised grief was defined by Doka (1g8g) as "the qnel that ?er5on5
ex?enence when they ncl.)r a loss that E not, or cannot be, openly

acknowledqed, pvb|cly mourned, or soaally supvorted" (?. 4).lt has a number

of potential meanings in relation to grandparent bereavement. First, as Corr

(1998-9) noted, perinatal loss has been, and often still is, disenfranch ised -and

that affects all the family members including grandparents. Reasons for this

include the maternity care practices described earlier where the baby was

whisked away in the belief that this would aid grieving. Another possible
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explanation is that a constructed hierarchy of grief continues, despite earlier work

by Alice Lovell (1983) which challenged this assumption. The hierarchy suggests

that the older the infant, the greater the loss and grief intensity. As all the
grandchildren in this study died aged less than one year, grandparents'grief

could be viewed as of little importance if the hierarchy view is adopted.

Elisabeth's friend who wished, after Jordan's death, that Elisabeth might become

a grandmother in the future, possibly represents this view of a hierarchy, where

stillbirth does not count. lt is still a prevalent view. lt is reflected in the fact that it
has only been in the late 1990's, that NZ local councils and self-help groups

have worked to acknowledge the existence of dead children by providing

memorial gardens specifically for infants and children.

Second, grandparents' grief is potentially disenfranchised because grandparents

are older people. This can be a combination of expectations that older people

have life experience and, therefore, should be able to cope because older

people " often nlernalee EocteLal expectatrons Lhat ther qnel e less mVortant

than the qnef of others" (Moss & Moss, 1997, p. 11). This was not a perspective

supported in the joint construction.

Third, disenfranchisement of grandparents' and others' grief can occur when

there are expectations that grief, or being bereaved, willfollow particular

patterns. The result of this is that social support is not offered in situations

outside the expected pattern. This was part of the subtle social context for some

participants. Ailsa described her frustration with the community view that things

get exponentially better after a death (see pp. 281-282).Instead, she

encouraged her family to still ask how people were a year or more after a death

(see p. 168) because other people no longer asked. Rose was glad to have a

chance to challenge the hierarchies of grief, which she perceived existed in the

community (see p.161). lnterestingly, in the joint construction, grandparents did

not disenfranchise their own, or the parents' grief by ascribing to views of

bereavement which precluded keeping a connection with the grandchild. This

was despite being aware of ideas about stages and endpoints of grief. This may,

again, reflect that the participants in this research had a particular construction of
their bereavement which supported continuing bonds and therefore, sought the

opportunity to talk about these as part of the research.
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However, the final area of disenfranchisement brings us back to where we

started in the research, that grandparents are "f orqoft,en qrevers" (Gyulay,

1975, p. M78). Nearly 25 years after Gyulay wrote her article, it appears that

many grandparents are stillforgotten by people outside the family. With lack of

acknowledgement of their bereavement their grief can be disenfranchised. For

example, grandparents talked of people asking them how the parents were (see

Benita, p.244), which supports the view that there is litile recognition of

grandparents' own feelings. Similarly, Barry, Jane and Diana identified that there

is little acknowledgement of grandparents in their practice. This does not reflect

an undervaluing of their bereavement, but represents the limited opportunities to

meet grandparents when services for child health and funerals are primarily

centred on the nuclear family model. In addition, the role which grandparents

construct their bereavement around, as "parent of the adult parenfs", casts them in

the support role which does not position them to be recognised in the world

outside the family. An example of this may be seen in the public birth and death

notices. Prior to starting this research, I collected birth and death notices from

the otago Daily Times for a 6 month period (August 1't 1995 to January 31st

1996). The notices are widely read in the community where people are closely

interlinked and keep an eye on the "hatching and despatching". During that time

there were 24 death notices for infants, of which 4 were written by grandparents

and 12 mentioned grandparents amongst other family members. This evidence

supported the perspective presented in the joint construction, that the parents

publish the birth and death notices, some of which mention the grandparents.

However, many grandparents do not live in the same geographical area as the

parents which means that unless they place a death notice in their local paper

there is no opportunity for grandparents to publicly acknowledge, and receive

acknowledgement from their community of, their bereavement.

Jenny's impassioned comment was a plea to be acknowledged. She wrote,

[I wont] to be ocknowledged by "society ond the medio" to be suff ering o

great loss. Not just be accepted qs the'tower of stnength' for everyone else
ond os the'bottomless pit of experience'to be drqwn on of will. But to be in
need of o hug or o f riendly ear, or just someone to sif ond wolk with in
componionoble silence. (Jenny 4: 1)

By acknowledgement she meant recognition of grandparent bereavernent, not

huge outpourings of sympathy, ln this research parents, grandparents and
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health/bereavement professiona ls recog n ised that g rand parents were

unacknowledged. For some this research was an opportunity to have their voice

heard by others (see pp.166-169). Similarly, DeFrain et al. (1991-92) found that

grandparents "wanted people to thrnk o[ them too, because thetr hvrL v very

real after such a qreal loss" (V. I EO). Paradoxically, whilst wanting

acknowledgement, some grandparents do not claim their status as bereaved

grandparents, when the opportunity arises, because of the discomfort it would

cause the inquirer. So the circle goes on; with grandparents concerned for and

supporting parents, receiving support and recognition from the parents, but not

widely recognised as bereaved in their own right. The final question is whether

grandparent bereavement is disenfranchised because it is not socially supported,

or because it is just not recognised - an act of commission as opposed to

omission. Corr (1998-9) believed that it was overlooked and that once recognise

it would be publicly acknowledged. Given the interest and concern shown by

people, who ask me about this research, I would support his view, Such a

perspective leaves open for the future the possibilities of claiming

acknowledgement for bereaved grandparents amongst the wider community and

a mongst health/bereavement professiona ls.

CONCLUSION - TO RECAP

During this research several participants wondered if we were going to produce a

model of bereavement from the study. Perhaps the continuing search to find

universal models is, as Jean Benoliel (1985) wrote, because loss is paradoxically

both a unique and a common part of human life. However, I believe that the

diversity of constructions within the research, and the debates within this

chapter, provide support for a view which celebrates the variety of constructions

of grandparent bereavement, and does not support a universal model. I noted, in

earlier chapters, that the intent, and philosophical assumptions of the research,

precluded a position that was going to generalise the findings of the research far

and wide. Instead, I do believe that it is appropriate to support the statement

which Brian De Vries (1997) wrote about kinship bereavement occurring in later
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life. He concluded,

Frrst, lour broad qeneralsabons abovt bereavement are offered: | )
Bereavement s a complex ex?enence, 2) ntluenced by the context wrthrn
whtch the loss Lakes place as well as 3) the naLvre of the lost relattonshry
and role the deceased Vlayed, 4) wrth an endpotnt whrch s varrable and
unclear. (f. l4l)

It is an appraisal of bereavement which is reinforced and refined by this

research; the refinement being point (4) where the notion of "endpoint" could be

replaced by "Putting loss in life in place" from the joint construction.

The re-construction in this chapter is, in effect, a smorgasbord of research and

ideas, of which parts illuminate or fit with this research. Instead of selecting one

model of bereavement, I hope that I have illustrated that a number of
perspectives are relevant to this construction of grandparent bereavement.

Rejecting the idea of one "right" theory or reality of bereavement opens the door

to considering how a number of constructions of reality are equally "valid" and

equally "helpful" in exploring the complexity of how individuals construct their

experiences as bereaved grandparents. For example, ideas around attachment

and bonding appear to fit with grandparents establishing personhood and

claiming their grandchild but equally, these attachments do not have to be

relinquished in order to invest in another relationship such as the birth of another

grandchild. lt is possible to have a continuing connection. Similarly, the idea of

transition offers ways to explore whether there is a finite time period between life

before and life after the grandchild, and if so, how do we then account for the

constructed reality of living with the death?

Given the constructivist inquiry approach of this research, I have placed

emphasis on the cognitive aspects of bereavement. ln the context of exploring

ways in which grandparents make sense of the death it appears that stories and

conversations, which have been a key part of the research process, are equally

valuable as part of the bereavement process.

As I noted through this chapter, this research offers a construction that explores

only some of the ways bereaved grandparents construct their experience. There

are many grandparents'whose perspectives are not included, such as
grandparents identifying with a range of cultural perspectives, grandparents as
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carers for their grandchildren, and grandparents whose children are solo parents.

However, amongst the diversity of the stories in Part 2, there are also areas of
shared understanding that enabled the development of the joint construction.

This means that, in supporting diversity in bereavement, I am not envisioning as
many totally different constructions of reality as there are people. Instead, I

believe that this chapter offers support for a postmodern view of multiple

meanings of bereavement with multiple ways to be bereaved (Stroebe et al.,

1992). To return to the metaphor proposed by participants, this means journeys

using different forms of transport to reach different, and changing, destinations.

Different forms of transport represent different ways to be bereaved which might
include using reflexive conversation to contribute to a continuing self narrative

(walter, 1996) or not to talk about the bereavement at all. The journey

destination might be to continue the connection with the deceased or it might be

to reach a sense of "over it" detachment. Ailsa implied this when she said "Some

people get over it very guickly ond others toke o long time [implying diff erent

journeysl but time will eventuolly give you o new lif e or moke things seem more

normol [which suggests diff erent gools or endpoints]" (p.268). Following through

the idea of a journey to differing and changing destinations offers the possibility

that different ways and meanings of bereavement may suit at different times in

the same person's life. By way of example, Elwyn had been happy with a

perspective of bereavement as a transition where she "got over" Lindsay's death

and carried on running the farm and raising her family. lt was with Daniel's death

that she reflected on how she felt about, and where she wanted, Lindsay and

Daniel within her life. She then worked on constructing a continuing relationship

with both of them. Whilst not explored in detail in the research, this is a possibility

that is congruent with ideas of reconstructing connections with muftiple meanings

and multiple ways of being bereaved.

Finally, having located this research within the extant literature and explored the

understandings it offers to re-view this literature, the next chapter explores the

possible meanings these ideas might have for individuals, families, practitioners,

communities and researchers.
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CHAPTER 8

THE END AND THE BEGINNING

PRE-AMBLE

This chapter is an ending for two previously encountered stories in this thesis;

namely the constructions of grandparent bereavement, presented in Parts 2 and

3; and of my journey through this research, discussed in Part 1. There are

multiple ways of finishing stories or drawing to a conclusion. This is the ending I

propose for what has been constructed as nursing thesis for a doctoral award. lf

this text was constructed for another purpose the end would be different. There

may be other endings that you, as a reader of the text, think of depending on

what has spoken to you in earlier chapters. In Chapter 1, I claimed a place for

this research in relation to new perspectives of grandparent bereavement and of

constructivist inquiry for research with a nursing focus. I am going to return to

these two areas before reaching the farewells from participants in their

postscripts.

In positioning this conclusion I want to return to the idea of storying as the thread

running through this thesis. I am proposing this chapter, and the whole thesis,

are considered in relation to Frank's (1995) writing on narrative ethics, which I

referred to on page 329. He explored the idea of thinking with stories, whether

one's own or other people's, to shape one's future becoming. Frank's argument

was that ^?rofessronals vnderstand gtones as somehhrnq lo carry a meisaqe

away from - as tn, "What drd you learn trom ..," in contrast to "what a hstener

becomes rn the courbe of hslennq to the story" (p. l59). So, I am suggesting

we consider what has spoken to us in these stories so far, since the real

conclusion of this research is about what stays with us, as part of our future

becoming. With this in mind I have written this chapter as a short discussion of

the things which speak to me as future possibilities for myself, for people, for

practice and for research.
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A RE-VIEW OF GRANDPARENT BEREAVEMENT

I use the term "grandparent bereavement" without qualifying it to situations

where infants die unexpectedly, aged less than one year, because this has

remained the constant perspective of this research. After the discussion in

Chapter 7, I believe that the similarity of issues around multiple griefs for

grandparents whose grandchildren died (Fry, 1997; Ponzetti, 1992; Ponzetti &

Johnson, 1991) means that there is a place to have a general discussion around

grandparent bereavement. I accept that such a discussion rests on believing in

the diversity of meanings of bereavement to individual people, constructed in a

much wider context than solely the age and cause of death of the grandchild.

This research has used a process, and created a place, for 16 grandparents to

develop and claim a voice for their experiences after their grandchildren had

died, supported by the voices of 6 parents and 3 health/bereavement

professionals. For me, this is the most powerful and poignant part of both the

thesis and the research. The stories speak to the struggles, the insights and the

different ways in which individuals constructed their experiences and yet, within

the diversity, the experience is centred around their family relationships - in

particular, as the parents of the parents. lt is summed up in the thesis title in the

phrase "Family matters" where both meanings of the word "matters" are part of

the research construction.

So, what do I believe this research offers to the existing knowledge about

grandparent bereavement? The question can be answered in relation to what it

offers to participants, to existing and future bereaved grandparents and families,

to us as people, to practitioners (nursing and other), and to future research

directions. In considering what this research can offer, I am acknowledging that

the participants and I have already started to share these ideas and stories

widely so that the voices of participants are heard by different audiences, from

self-help groups and conferences, to practice and academic journals. The

emphasis is on what the voices and stories "might offer" for people to hear and

think about. The recipients of the stories can then decide for themselves if they

stay with the stories and voices, and if these have any relevance to their lives or

practice. ln this respect, my partnership with the participants extends beyond this
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thesis, since one of my first beliefs was research to offer knowledge that is of use

in people's lives (see p. 11); to achieve this the research texts have to move

beyond this thesis to other audiences.

What might the research offer to participants and other grandparents

and families when a grandchitd dies?

First, I believe, as the stories in Part 2 illustrate, many participants in this

research support my construction that they have claimed a voice. However, they

do not describe it in this way. Instead, they described the research as a chance

to make a difference, to ask people to think about grandparent bereavement, to

remember and talk about their grandchild or child, and to create a memorial or a

purpose to the pain. In this sense the research has a place in their lives and part

of their gift is a legacy to their families in marking the life and death of their

grandchild or child (see pp.166-169). The research with the participants'stories

is also a legacy for existing and future families, whether as something which is

already being talked about in self-help group meetings, or as a published book of

stories, which is accessible to the public in a way which an academic thesis is

not. None of the participants would claim that their story provides the way to be a

bereaved grandparent because, as discussed in Chapters 2, 6 and 7, there are

multiple ways to be a grandparent (Giarrusso et al., 1996) which intersect with

multiple ways to be bereaved (Stroebe et al., 1992; Walter, 1996) with the

resultant potential for multiple ways to be a bereaved grandparent. What the

stories can offer are different ways to view "When a grandchild dies" and, as

some participants found when they read each others' stories, the different

perspectives presented in the stories offer the potential to re-view and re-

construct one's own experience in the light of these experiences.

What might the research offer to us - as people?

I believe the voices in the research can speak to us as people, individuals and

members of the community - outside any practice or academic hat that we might

wear. The voices could make us stop and think. This might mean appreciating

the potential extent of grandparent bereavement in sheer numbers of
grandparents and the potential intensity of pain(s) or grief(s) which can

accompany the challenge of a grandchild's death. Have we realised this?
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I thought I had an appreciation of grandparent bereavement from my clinical

practice, which was why I started out in this research. The stories have offered

me the chance to hear of grandparent bereavement in ways that I had not

appreciated before, and to scratch the surface of the complexities arising from an

infant grandchild's death. Having heard the voices in the research there are

multiple ways we might be with bereaved grandparents and families. In

particular, the issues of acknowledgement and listening have been the threads

running through the constructions in this research and might be areas to

consider when meeting bereaved grandparents. Moving from the possible

implications for individuals, what might the research offer to the roles held in

clinical practice?

What might the research offer to practice?

ln using the word "practice" I am particularly interested in nursing practice. This

includes paediatric nurses, Plunket nurses and public health nurses in NZ, and

their counterparts in the UK, such as health visitors; all of whom are involved

with families where infants die. However, I am also conscious that this has

relevance to the practice of doctors working with bereaved families, midwives

caring for families (which was where I first became most involved in families'

bereavement) and other professionals such as counsellors and grief co-

ordinators with funeral directors.

This research does not claim to provide any definitive answers for situations

where, as practitioners, we encounter bereaved grandparents. I believe the

stories and joint construction offer us, if we wish to work with them, ways to look

at how grandparent bereavement can be for some grandparents. ln particular

this thesis highlights some issues of which to be aware in our practice, such as

the importance of grandparents' roles and relationships as "parent of the adult

parents" which can bring both pain and the need to "be with" the parents. In

addition, some grandparents take a very important and active part in creating

and maintaining a space for their grandchild, which remembers and

acknowledges his/her life and death as a member of the family.
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By being "aware" I mean being alert to the intergenerational perspective of infant

death and not solely viewing the "family" as defined by the parent-child

relationship of the nuclear family. Holding an intergenerational perspective would

mean recognising the support that many grandparents offer, and the pain that

they feel, when a grandchild dies. In terms of feelings, we could recognise that

there are multiple griefs, or pains, which grandparents experience in the context

of the web of relationships that they hold in the family. Those feelings may be

very powerful and devastating; in part because, as a parent, the grandparent has

to watch the pain of their child knowing that there is nothing that can "fix it".

Whilst age and life experience may bring knowledge and skills, it does not

remove the pain and loss which, as Elisabeth described, meant that Martin's

death was "the hqrdest problem T ever coped with" (see p. 209). From the

constructions in this research, recognising, and acknowledging grandparents'

pain and grief might just mean thinking to ask the grandparents the simple

question "How are you?". Or, in situations where we only meet the parents of the

child it might be acknowledging to them, without detracting from the

acknowledgment of their grief, that we appreciate their parents are bereaved,

too. ln this acknowledgement we might offer an opportunity for some

grandparents to claim their bereavement beyond their role as supporters.

I believe we could acknowledge the role that some grandparents take in

supporting the parents and their family - support offered in a range of ways at the

time a grandchild dies and over the following months and years as the family

manages the changes arising from the death. In valuing and acknowledging their

role I am not suggesting that we presume grandparents automatically provide

extensive support to the parents. To do so would be congruent with current

health policy, which is shifting increasing responsibility onto individuals as carers

for other family members. Such an assumption, however, would disadvantage

some grandparents who might feel guilty at being "expected" to offer support

when, for a variety of reasons, they are unable to do so. This parallels the

discussion in Chapter 7 of disenfranchised grief where expectations constrain

the ways in which individuals can "be". Whilst emphasising the support which

grandparents offer their families, I believe this research offers a reminder that

such support is not a unidirectional flow of energy and effort. In many families
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support is given, and received, by family members within the context of the

mutuality of their relationships.

One of my original research questions was "What recognition or support might

grandparents want from the community or health workers?" (see p.51) and at the

end of the research there is an answer. During the conversations in the research,

we have explored at length the differing ways in which grandparents see support

from agencies, families, and other people and how these can change over time.

After completing the research, I can find no "take home message" that

grandparents want regular follow-up or grandparent support groups. This does

not fit with my beginning etic view which was grounded on a belief in the bbnefits

for grandparents accessing a group or befriending service. Neither individuals'

stories nor the joint construction identified a clear wish for professional services

to be provided for bereaved grandparents; although grandparents did value

acknowledgement of their bereavement from health/bereavement professionals.

I fully recognise that this research reflects the views of a motivated, self-selected

group of people and I do not make claim, from this research, that all bereaved

grandparents are happy without the assistance of professional support services.

That extrafamilial support from professional agencies was not part of the joint

construction is, perhaps, just as well - given existing funding arrangements for

the provision of NZ health servicesl. Currently, there is no identifiable place

where grandparent bereavement might fit into the Health Funding Authority

(1999) business plans for child health or the elderly under the funding agreement

with the Minister of Health for the period 1999-2000. The only potentially relevant

funding lies in the mental health business plan contract where the emphasis is

on "crisis" and in no respect did grandparents construct their experience as a

crisis congruent with the contract assumptions of crisis as severe impairment of

functioning. This review of the current funding agreement does identify a point to

consider, when health care practice is fiscally oriented to health outcomes, goals

and budgets, there seems to be no place within this construction of health care

to include grandparent bereavement. In which case one must ask, will

grandparents continue to be "Forgotten Grievers"?

1 | have commented on the NZ context, since the study was located here, as the place frorn
which I undertook the study.
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Even if there was funding dedicated to bereaved families and more

grandparents wanted some support from health/bereavement professionals, then

what intervention would be offered and what is the evidence to support it? lf we

momentarily leave aside what form an intervention might take, depending on our

construction of bereavement and grief, there has actually been remarkably little

research on the efficacy, or othenrise, of professional interventions. Parkes

(1980) reviewed the limited evidence at that time and concluded that

professional and self-help support appeared to be "helpful". Whilst Richard

Lilford, Peter Stratton, Susan Godsil and Anjali Prasad (1994) found no evidence

of a beneficial effect of counselling on the mental health of bereaved parents.

Lack of control groups, differing outcome measures and unclear definitions of

intervention make it difficult to make comparisons. Most notably, Middleton and

Raphael (1987) wrote with acerbity, "AssumnqthaL research, to date, has been

done for reaEons that ncluded prowdrnq a means by whrch bereaved people at

rk covld be dentfted, assesEed and treated, f rs surpnanq that there are 5o

lew clearly acceTted qudelnes that qo much furbher than what could be normally

consrdered common sense" (p. 33O). Leaving aside the debate about "at risk"

and "treated", the common sense approach still prevails 10 years on, both in

practice and with family members supporting each other, as this research

demonstrates. A survey of sudden unexpected infant death in the UK, which

included GPs and health visitors, noted that many felt too inadequately prepared,

supported and superuised to be able to offer families (implicit definition as

parents and siblings of the infants) support (Dent, Condon, Blair & Fleming,

1996). lf education for professional practice, combined with common sense,

means that practitioners feel inadequate, where does that leave grandparents,

who are generally the main supporters for the parents?

So, returning to the common sense approach, does this research offer us, as

practitioners, any insights on how we might "be" with bereaved grandparents? |

believe the process, as a series of conversations within a relationship of

partnership and respect, offers some insights for practice. But, you rnight say,

that is what nurses, midwives, doctors and grief co-ordinators do anyway: they

listen. Yes, they do listen. The difference from my perspective, having practised

in that way for a number of years, is that whilst listening, we generally have a

paradigm which determines how we view our role, in assisting the bereaved. So,
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we might practice specifically to Worden's (1991) tasks of grief, or in a more

eclectic view we might practice with a view that "time heals" or that "continuing

bonds need to be maintained". What I am proposing from this research process

is that we recognise the diversity of constructions about bereavement and the

possibilities this has for our role with each family - in which I am assuming

grandparents might be part. So, instead of using one construction of practice

with grandparents, or families, we could consider offering choices. The choices

we could offer would be about the directions they might take in their grief, so that

they are aware that there are different journeys, not just one construction of

bereavement.

Why do I believe this was part of the process of the research? I think of the

conversations that I had with people like Elwyn. She joined the research with a

construction of what Lindsay's death meant to her. During our conversations she

reviewed her ideas to reconstruct a different relationship with Lindsay in the

context of Daniel's death. Similarly, Ailsa holds a view that life goes on and

becomes the norm, at the same time as continuing to miss, and have an empty

space for, Conor. These are different, but not necessarily conflicting, ideas which

she holds in her construction of her bereavement.

These ideas resonate with a view of " cvlturally embedded Vracttce' (Stroebe, et

al., 1992, p. 1211); where practitioners might work with bereaved grandparents

and theirfamilies, within the "rrch texlvre ol possrbr|hes"(V.l2l l) of the

meanings and ways in which individuals are, and want to be, bereaved and to

grieve. Such a perspective would be congruent with the work of Braun and Berg

(1994), Riches and Dawson (1996a) and Walters (1996) which highlight the

importance of being able to talk and make sense of what has happened. Nancy

Moules (1998) emphasised that to acknowledge differing views of grief means

that, "clrnrcal pracbce wrth the bereaved mugl be o7en lo the leqthmacy of

others" (V. 50). This perspective has attendant implications for practice, such

as not defining bereaved people according to discourses which label them as,

"stuck in their grief', or as being "in denial". ln this light, practice with bereaved

people and families could be constructed as working with the issues and beliefs

that people hold within their own context, which would then shape the form and

direction of the ways in which they were bereaved. This view fits with ideas
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proposed in the context of working with families (Hartrick, 1998; Hartrick,

Lindsey and Hills, 1994; Wright, Watson and Bell, 1996). Such a view contrasts

with practice being planned around the "needs" of a client; needs which are

defined by the practitioner who is standing in another context holding a different

worldview to that of the client.

Returning to the process of conversations, active listening and storying, I want to

consider what the process offered for participants in this research and how this

relates to clinical practice. One construction of the process in this research is that

through telling their story some participants gained acknowledgement of their

bereavement, as well aS the opportunity for "teshmony" where " reTe|tron" in

the tefling and retelling of the story, "rs the medwm of becomng" (Frank, 1995, p.

159). Such a process can be viewed as exploring and constructing the story of

the experience as part of the continuing self narrative (Riches & Dawson, 1996a;

Walter, 1996 citing Giddens) which positions the death in relation to who

grandparents are now and into the future. For some participants, the

conversations did not extend to explore future "becomings" but concentrated on

the remembering and the re-ordering of events and ideas so that their story was,

so to speak, straight at this point in time, and it could be repeated again and

again. Such a construction of the process fits with the earlier work discussed on

storying and meaning-making (Brody, 1987; Frank, 1995; White & Epston, 1990).

This research offers a place for nurses, and other practitioners, to claim listening

to stories as a central part of their practice, instead of defining, and negating, this

activity as "l've just listened to him/her talk". In this sense practice would be

shaped less by "working with" people, and more by "being with" people - in the

way that bereaved grandparents sought to be with the bereaved parents. Stories

and conversations offer ways to enter, and be with, bereaved people. Whilst this

suggestion does not offer a checklist of what to do with bereaved people, such a

way of being in practice does enable the " nch textvre oI possrbrlftreg"(Stroebe et

al., 1992, p. 1211).

In closing this section I am acutely conscious that these thoughts may well

remain "might be's" and "possibilities". Not because these ideas do not speak to

our practice, but because the system in which we practice will contin ue to make

the nuclear family our first, and often only, point of contact. Whilst farnily/whanau
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is a key part of the NZ child Health strategy (1998), such a policy document

does not guarantee resources to extend the provision of care for family/whanau

of children to include other members, such as bereaved grandparents.

What might the research offer to possible research directions?

With regard to future research directions, I believe there is a place for different

research approaches to suit different goals. lt could be "valuable" to explore key

aspects of the joint construction with a larger group of participants who had

grandchildren die at different ages, and who might complete a self-report

questionnaire. This might identify whether the construction reflects key aspects

of diverse experiences. Such research could consider dual-age images, not

reported as such in other literature, and could explore further the low occurrence

of guilt in this research, when compared with other studies. Similarly, it could be

"valuable" to extend this research using constructivist inquiry to explore how

grandparents who are primary carers for grandchildren, or whose children are

solo parents, perceive their bereavement - how would these constructions relate

to the joint construction in Chapter 6? In addition, how does the joint construction

fit with an intergenerational construction of bereavement after a child dies, where

parents, grandparents, grandchildren, and other family members construct their

own and other family member's experiences? This would give further insight into

the ways in which roles and relationships shape the bereavement, which would

develop the existing joint construction to become more informed and

sophisticated.

The question I ask myself is, for whom and why would such research be

"valuable"? During this research I have worked with ideas about bereavement

and grief which appreciate individual difference, whilst acknowledging

similarities. I have moved to a postmodern perspective of bereavement with

multiple meanings and ways of being bereaved, in which case, is there any point

in undertaking future research? Holding a postmodern position means that the

possibility of finding a universal model, or meta-narrative, does not exist. On the

other hand such research could extend understandings and contribute to the

ever evolving development of constructions of bereavement, in the way that the

studies in "Contrnurn4 Bond5" (Klass et al.,1996) have done. Would such
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research be valuable to families, to nurses and other health and bereavement

professionals? Such research might increase awareness of the complexity of

grandparent bereavement; it might also be a reminder of the implications of

culturally safe practice that respects other worldviews in relation to bereavement.

What such research is not going to provide is a checklist, or a set of principles to

apply to clinical practice with bereaved families. So, leaving some of the

possibilities this research offers in relation to "When a grandchild dies", what

about the research in relation to methodology?

A RE-VIEW OF CONSTRUCTIVIST INQUIRY IN THIS

RESEARCH

I believe this research can offer a view of the strength of this research approach,

a comment on the limitations of constructivist inquiry, a contribution to the

debates around ethical issues in family focused bereavement research and the

issues surrounding rigor.

The strengths and possibilities of adapted constructivist inquiry
A large part of this thesis has been a series of stories about a lengthy and

complex research journey using constructivist inquiry informed by a range of

other writings and perspectives. I stated, in Chapter 3, that I supported Appleton

and King's (1997) view that constructivist inquiry has potential to be used in a

range of nursing and health research. I still support that view as I end this thesis.

I believe Chapter 4 offered a story of the potential strength of hermeneutic

dialectic circles as process to work in a relativist position with multiple

constructions - a process within, and then across, groups which enabled us to

share, discuss and debate in a series of stories and conversations. ln particular,

the recycling around the circles was valuable when the research was about a

personal and painful experience. lt enabled us to uncover aspects of individual,

and then joint, construction(s) which were not initially visible to either myself or

the pafticipants, such as the complexity of being a parent of an adult parent and

what this means. The strength, which I believe the circles offered across groups,

was the dialogue between individuals, metaphorically sitting in their different

groups, with different perspectives. Given that both nursing and health issues are
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situated in the context of working with many other groups - clients, colleagues,

families, the community, management . . . the list continues - such a process

offers a way to consider dialogue across a range of individuals to potentially

integrate differing constructions in a bigger picture. The integration of storying

and conversation as relationship with constructivist inquiry, as I discussed in

Chapters 3 and 4, can offer possible ways in which similar, and extended,

approaches might be used in a wide range of nursing and health research. ln

particular, during the research lvalued Frank's (1995) perspective of working

with stories and the ideas of partnership in positioning the research relationship.

It has meant I accepted, and worked with, participants'constructions, which has

suited how I have envisaged their "gift" and is congruent with a relativist ontology

where all constructions are equally meaningful. However, I am aware that such a

position precludes assessing, writing about, or disentangling power structures

(Hammersley, 1992) particularly within the relationships between multiple family

members. In this sense, I do believe constructivist inquiry, in the adapted form

used in this research, is like any other research approach; it is suited to particular

areas of inquiry, and not to others.

A contribution to the debates around ethical issues in familv focused

bereavement research

There is a move towards, and callfor more, research with multiple family

members (Handel, 1996), as researchers and clinicians grapple with the

importance of context in which people live their lives. In the field of bereavement

research there has been a range of work with multiple family members including

both partners or an intergenerational perspective (e.9., Daly, 1992b; Clarke-

Steffen, 1993; Rosenblatt, 1995). I discussed in Chapter 5 some of the issues

which arise in research which combines bereavement and family research. Both

are "seen" as personal and painful areas with attendant ethical issues and "risks"

for participants. These have been reviewed in the context of bereavement

research (e.9., Cook, 1995; Parkes, 1995) and in family research (e,9, Gilgun et

al., 1993; LaRossa & Wolf, 1985). However, identifying, discussing and reading

about potential ethical issues that may occur cannot entirely predict the range of

situational ethics which emerge during the research relationship interactions.

This research, and thesis, offer some further ways of "seeing" these issues and
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"risks". Whilst the ethical considerations of constructivist inquiry was a large

thrust of Guba and Lincoln's writing in 1989, it was my nursing practice which

guided the positioning of the research relationship as a respectful partnership.

This led to the decisions of how I believed the research "should be" in relation to

Other and, in particular, constructing participation as a "gift" relationship, in line

with the work of Limerick et al. (1996). Some of the debates in Chapter 5 offered

contributions to the dialogue about thanatological research in the family; the

value of multiple members' perspective when families share their constructions

of reality and how to work with these "safely" when uncovering the complexity of

relationships and roles within the family. Similarly, the original challenge of

colleagues questioning the possible "risks" to participants was explored and itself

challenged by the constructions, which participants developed, of taking part in

the research. This thesis joins with the work of Hutchinson et al. (1994) to stand

at an open doonray looking at ways in which we, as researchers, might construct

research processes which have maximum potentialfor both participants and

researcher.

Thoughts on quality and crises

In Chapters 3 and 4 | shared some of the tensions I felt about the concepts of

rigor and quality within the research and this thesis. I explored the congruence of

using a series of criteria in a study using a relativist ontology and the

consequences of placing a heavy reliance on member checking which is, itself,

an interaction that can be constructed in different ways by the researcher and

participants. Standing at the end of this research, and this thesis what comment

would I make about the quality of the research and text? Most importantly, I

betieve in the quality of the joint construction and stories based on the circling

process (described in Chapter 4). I believe that using a series of conversations

enabled the development of the most sophisticated and powerful (in terms of

explanation) joint construction that the 26 participants and I could develop at the

time of mid-1999. ln the context of the quality of this thesis I suggested, in

Chapter 3, a position of compromise where the crises of representation and

legitimation were the issues to consider, rather than a series of criteria that I

could evidence as being "met" through a range of strategies. In relation to these

"crises", I leave it with audiences who hear about, and read about, this work to
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consider the position that Other has held in the research and in this text. In terms

of claiming the authority of this text, I have written this thesis, and the conclusion

in particular, by claiming the possibilities, not the absolutes, which it can offer.

My own personal reference point for this work was the comment from Denzin

and Lincoln (1994) which questioned whether, "not only Lhe regearcher's

nterests, bvl also the nterest of those studred" (r. s7s) have been served? I

believe that, whilst my interest is the completion of a doctorate, this has not

superseded the interests of the participants who have willingly supported this

journey.

FAREWELL

So, to an end. This chapter has re-viewed the possibilities of this research as an

exploration of grandparent bereavement and the use of an adapted form of

constructivist inquiry. lf I summed up in one sentence, what this research means

to me, it is that "Family mattets" in the multiple ways of being a grandparent, of

being bereaved, and of responding to the challenge of "When an infant

grandchild dies". And what of my future dreamsT Having reached the end, which

in the beginning was quite unknown to me, I now see the research and this thesis

in a different way. lt is part of my future as a person, as a nurse and as a

researcher. fhe essence of this is captured by TS Eliot (1952, p.l a5), who wrote,

We shall noL cease from exploratron

And the end of all ovr explonnq

Wll be lo arrve where we sLarted

And know Lhe place lor the frrst trme.
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AND FINALLY . POSTSCRIPTS FROM PARTICIPANTS

People who wanted to let you know what has been happening for them since the

introduction chapter was written have written their news for you below.

Jenny writes, "Since Horry's birth f've hqd time fo evoluote my feelings. For Sue

qnd Chos, hoving the doy-to-doy troumo of onother pregnancy guite noturolly

brought thoughts, or feqrs about, Jordon into their minds. Once Horry qrrived

fhey seem to be coping very well, although understqndobly they ore o little over

protective. Tony ond f ore overjoyed ot now hoving two beautiful grondsons to love

ond wotch grow up. Lfeelvery greot love for Lee,our adopted grondson, fhis hqs

been a great shock. f really thought hoving c "noturol" born grondson would still be

q bit more speciol but it's not - it's just different. All f con soy is fhqt when Jordon

died we hod so much love reody to give that we tookLee to our heorts ond he's

received this great outpouring of emotions. We so love our little grondsons qnd feel

blessed to be port of their lives, os Jordqn will olwoys be port of our lives. Being

included in this study hos been o leorning curve obout our loss, other people's loss

ond the slow journey towords a normol lif e where we oll f eel comf ortable with our

experiences ond memories of Jordon's birth/deoth arrivol ond he wos ond will

forever be our uery precious grondson."

colston writes, "Recently we remembered christopher's 7rh birthdoy. r hqve

problems thinking of him as o possibleT-year-old rqther than fhe baby we see in

the photogrophs. Christine wos very emotionol on the doy, which unfortunofely wos

af ew doys beforeher first son's 12th birthdoy. She hod to gother herself to help

him ond be hoppy with his friends on thot doy. I was surprised qt the depth of

emotion we still felt on thot doy. The yeor 2000 will bring semi-retirernent from my

postoral responsibilities, leoving more time for fomily, enjoyment, relqxotion ond

much needed rest. f'm not sure how f om going to cope with less involvement, f ime

will tell!"
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Terese writes, "r qm very fortunote, ond reolly lucky, to hqve oll my fomily ond

grondchildren living in the some oreo. And see them oflen,with the younger ones

stoying with me occqsionolly. Bernodette would be t7 now. I often wonder whqt she

would be like qnd if our lives would be any different."

Diana & Rupert. Diana writes, "Since Gracie's deofh I hqve experienced onother

two totolly diff erent types of grief . f now know thqt whot one holds on to is the

positive, not the Process of coping during the time of grief . Gracie will alwoys be

the bequtiful baby girl who, when f held her, oppeored perfect - fhqt will never

change."

Alex & Benita write, "The7 yeors thot hove passed since Motthew's birth ond

deoth hove given us time to ponder on o number of things.

Time is what we wish to comment on. We use the expression, *Time 
is a greot

healer". People soy this is a clichd, but more often os o kind cover os they struggle

to f ind cr woy to express something thot few words con express. For us time is one

of the gtreatesi gifts wehove. There is olwoys time for the importont things, and

the building up or repoiring of disrupted relotionships demonds oJarge portion of

this time. In this time 6od hos soid to us, "f understond your grief qnd there is no

compensotion. But if you ore looking for richness of relotionships qnd oll the loving

in the world, hereit is in the person of o kind loving son, o doughter-in-low who

gives greot joy. ond three unique, beoutiful grond doughters full of life, loving ond

loughter."

Sarah & Frazer. Sarah writes, "ft has beenT yeors since the deoth of Motthew

and the memories ore still very vivid. Sometimes the poin creeps bqck in. He is, ond

alwoys will be, o speciol port of our fomily. Jessico (6) hos never met him, yet she is

guick to tell qnyone who will listen about her brother. Rochelle qnd Rose still relote

experiences of him in their school work like Rochelle's poem below."
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the sleeping Bobg - bg Rochelle- sisfer of Matthewz

The room is silenf, silenf and dark
Four poirs oF eges sfore onxiouslg

As the sleeping babggasps For breoth
Ihen begins to breofhe normollg ogoin

Ihe sleeping bobg lies soundlg in his

Loving orandFother's orrns
He slirs but doesn'f woke

Ihis bobg is surrounded wifh love

fhe love of his Porents qnd

fhe love of his Grondporenfs

Ihis bobg is olso in poin ond sufFering
He is dging ond no one con help

Not fhe doclors or ongone

rhe onlg help he con get is love

Love is oll ongone con give him

Suddenlg the bobg starts gosping ogoin

But this time he doesn't begin to breothe
Normollg ogoin

It stops........evergthing is guief
All fhof con be heord is fhe sobbing
And the quesfion in everg one's mind
Whg us? Whg did it hove to hoppen to us?

Rose says, "Since Ruby's deoth f hove grown closer to John, ond in myself I f eel

stronger ond thot I hqve q lot more insight into ofher people's feelings. Whilst we

would never wont Ruby to hqve died,we do f eel thot given thqt it hoppened, o lot of

good hos come out of it. This includes being octively involved in the Dunedin Boby

Bereovement group ond during the lost 2 years I hqve been completing popers

towards a degree in sociol work, qnd I look forwqrd to working with fornilies in the

future.

fn the lost yeor my mothen, Morie, hos become increosingly unwell with both bod

orfhritis ond Alzheimer's. she spent some time hoving respite core when my fother

could no longer care f or her qt home qnd she now needs full time hospital level

2 With special thanks to Rochelle for her permission to include this poem.
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care. At the time she become unwellshe used to reqd qnd re-reod, endlessly,her

story of Ruby, which is in Port Two. fn mony woys we worried fhot she only reod hen

story qnd nothing else, but it seems to hove beenher woy of making sure thot she

remembered Ruby. Now when she connot remember recent events, the only

exception is her memories obout Ruby. This to me is on expression of her strength

ond commitment to holding on to Ruby because she knows how importont Ruby is to

me."

Ailsa, writes, "It is now nearly 10 years since my husbond died ond 5 yeqrs since

Conor wos with us for such o short time. I seem olwoys to hqve linked these two

milestones together.I hove olso come to reolise thot, if you ollow it, time will

eventuolly ollow you peace of mind, or perhaps it is just occeptonce of whot life hos

thrown my woy. T f eel comfortoble in this room of my house3 which hqs now become

the norm. I do f ind thot I worry q lot obout my older grondchildren, who qre now in

their mid ond lote teens, when they are driving or trovelling owoy. I don't know if
this is the result of losing one grandchild ond the f ear of onything hoppening to

another or os Morcus, my eldest grondchild, said, "Nono, you would be like that

onywoy". Jonothon continues to give me much joy ond tempers the loss of Conor

somewhot, ond I qm so thonkful for the obundont love of oll my fcmily."

Efwyn writes, "I om now retired ond with o bocklog of porceloin dolls, made over

the yeors, to dress, sewing for other people, golf , secretory of the Probus club, my

gorden ond fomily interests. My doys ore busy ond fulf illed. As we grow older,

those speciol little people, who were in our lives for such q short time, will forever

hold o speciol ploce in our heqrts."

Beth writes, " When Doniel died in 1993 our world wos full of poin ond unonswered

questions. Now 6 yeors on our poin hos chonged to softer memories ond they have

become o noturol port of our fomily life."

3 The image which Ailsa used in relation to bereavement p.282.
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Maxine writes, 'fn 1999 mony things chonged for me. My fourth child, wos born 5

weeks premoturely. Steve ond I wqnted to coll him ofter my holf-brother who died

of cot deoth. When qsked, my mother ond step-fqther were reolly pleosed for him

to be named in memory of their son. This has contributed to fhe foct thot the

fomily now tqlks openly obout their feelings,ond it is no longer everyone

mof lycoddling each other ond protecting eoch other by nof folking qbout things flike

the deoth of Motthewl. f now tolk openly with my mother-in-lqw, we eoch osk the

other guestions, ond I no longer feel thot f hove to support my mother. fnsteod we

ore qff here for eoch other. fu\y mother loves every chonce to bobysit for Shoun

four new boby] qnd so do Steve's porents. Tolking qnd shoring hos become very

direct ond open which mokes everything more "fun". "

Rachel says, "f still think of Somuel, and enjoy hoving the chonce to tolk with

other people obout him, he is o very importont port of our lives. f hove been

studying full-time in the lost 3 years ond during thqt time I hove hod tremendous

suppont from my family ond we ore oll looking forword fo my groduotion in

December 1999.I look forwond to my future proctice qs o midwife supporting ond

coring for fomilies."

Gatherine writes, "fn November L998, Poul ond L were rnorried. Six of the

grondchildren wqlked down the qisle with us. Whqt o joyful occosion! My children,

grondchildren, fomily ond friends dqnced ot our wedding ond hod o "bit of o do" in

our gorden the doy qfter the wedding. Enjoyed by oll - young qnd old. There were

fomily absent. My youngest son, Dqvid, who wqs overseos, three lovely

grondchildren who live in the North Islqnd, my deor porents who ore deceased ond

of our course our little boy, Somuel. Lif e goes on.

PS Todoy is the onniversory of Somuel's deoth."

Diane wrote, "I retired from my position as grief support co-ordinotor in

December 1997. T f eel privileged to hove hod the opportunity to do this work qnd

to see the strength of the human spirit os the journey wos mode through grief to

heof ing ond wholeness ogoin after the loss of q loved one."
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i-__ Appendix 2
Excerpts from audit trail review

I

Table M.1: Audit Trail Categories, File Types and Evidence - using the format of

Halpern cited in Appendix A of Naturalistic Inquiry (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, pp.382-a).

Updated at the time of writine the thesis.

tr File Type o Evidence tr Location
RAW DATA
a) from participants in hermeneutic dialectic circles
Tapes or letters Description by

participants, discussion
and debate of
constructions, experiences

r Examples- Chapter
4

o Original material in
each participants'
box file

Comment on booklet
resources for bereaved
grandparents

Photographs/symbols Copies obtained with
permission

In stories in Part 2
Gopies in box files

a

a

b) from mq as the researcher, in the hermeneutic dialectic circles

Field notes
Ongoing combined
log/journalwith
description, reflections
after interviews, letters,
and other events such as
relevant
documentaries/films

. Recorded in 3
volumes over 4
years

. Analyses journal
separate

c) Unobtrusive measures
Public documents Birth/death notices

News paper articles
Published material e.g.
self-help groups
Documentaries and
fllms in area of infant
death/family issues
Published professional
literature relating to
methodology,
bereavement (general,
infant, nursing,
grandparents, family
Unpublished
professional literature
e.g. doctorates
Ongoing literature/
internet searches

o Box file of notices
Resource box files
with videos, article
clippings

Filed in separate legal
document boxes
according to topic:
methodology general,
methodology specific,
grandparents & family;
bereavement general;
bereavement infant

Cont'd overleaf
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Private records Unpublished material e. g.
poems and personal
stories of members of self
help qroups

Resource box files

Physicaltraces Gravestones of
grandchildren of
participants in
photoqraphs

Participants' individual
box files

Gravestones of children in
general, as background
material on where children
are remembered publiclv

Photograph file-
decision not to include
this material and to
publish separatelv

DATA REDUCTION ANALYSIS
Reflections on field-
notes

Summary of points to
consider/explore in next
discussions

Written in journal after
each i nterview/letter.

Summaries of transcripts
(of tapes and letters) and
other raw data

Coding in margins of
transcripts of: units of
analysis, categories and
issues to explore

Participants' individual
box files

Analyses journal with
section of comments about
other raw data e.g.
qravesiones, death notices

Analyses journal

Summary of relevant
literature

ENDNOTE database

Units of information used
in analyses

Unit cards sorted to
categories.

All unit cards for each
participant in envelope
in individual box files-
with a record plan for
each participant e.g.
Appendix 7

Theoretical notes Working 'hypotheses',
developing ideas
(memos), revisioning
categories, 'rules" for units
in cateoories

Analyses journal noting
timepoint for these
materials

Mind maps ldeas of relationships
between categories and
subcateqories

Analyses journal and
large poster sheets

Developing individual
stories

Drafts of stories as
constructed from
conversations with each
participants. Become a
voice for each person

Drafts in participants'
individual box files

DATA RECONSTRUCTION AND SYNTHESIS
Categorical structure
(definitions,
relationships)

Overviews of group
constructions March 1997.
November 1997

Copies sent to all
participants, material in
Appendices ??

Findings and
conclusions

Final joint construction
checked in 4th circle and
Julv 1999

Accepted joint
construction presented
in Chapter 6
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Final report lndividual stories grouped
in families with chosen
names and symbols of
imoortance

Parl2 of thesis- the
stories of all the
participants

Presentations of material -
PhD schools. conferences

Filing cabinet files of all
presentations

And future oublications ..

PROCESS NOTES
Methodological notes:
procedures, decisions,
strateg ies, rationales

Notes, comments and
insights I wrote down at
the time I had them

In research journals
(vols 1-3, not
differentiated into field
notes and
methodoloqv)

Debriefing with
supervisors, documented
Confirming changes with
ethics committees for
approval

See approval letters in
earlier appendices

Monthly review of progress
& decisions

Copies sent to
supervisors and
recorded in
c:/PhDioumal folder

Trustworthiness notes:
credibility, transferability,
dependability,
confirmabilitv

Discussed PhD school See Table A9.2 below
Ongoing notes &
comments

Research journals

Audit trail notes:
substance & structure

NB: Cross referencing
materials and decision
relies on dating e.g. date
on Transcript 1 of
Participant 1 can be
located through index in
research journal 3 to find
correct page for
associated field notes

Dates attached to all
documents, entries, raw
data:

Materials located in box
files for participants,
death notices, resource
materials

Chronological research
journals (vols 1-3)

Stored in filing cabinet

Summary of whole
research in chronological
sequence grouped under
date, action, thinking,
blends lines of data
collection/analyses and
thinking. Recorded until
April 1997, presented at
PhD school.

Part of PhD school
presentation folders

INTENTIONS/ DISPOSITION
Research proposal -
goals intended,
methodology, relevant
literature

Research proposal
document

C:/PhDproposal folder
and file in filing cabinet

Personal notes: reflexive
notes, motivations

Reflexive accounts,
debates about choices and
decisions

Research journals,
examples through this
thesis

Expectations
(predictions, intentions)

Record my own views, etic
construction(s)
Review these every few
months and reflect on
chanqes

Research journals

Cont'd overleaf
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* not paft of Halpern's originalrdeas in Appendix A (Lincoln & Guba, lggq

Table M.Zz

Trustworthiness and other criteria.

(Discussed PhD school April 1997, not updated since).

"INSTRTJMENT'' DEVELOPMENT
Initial questions for
interviews/letters

Emphasis on story, "Tell
me when...."

Details in transcripts

Ongoing discussion
within the circles

lssues to develop from
previous conversations

ldeas recorded in
analyses joumal

Consent forms Develop according to
issues arising & submit for
ethics committee approval

a Copies signed by
participants in
individual box files.
Master version in
c:PhDforms folder

a

*COMMIJMCATION WITH PARTICIPANTS
Ongoing contact Newsletters C:/PhDadmin folder

Phone calls Record in contact log
back of research
iournal 3

Issues in relation to rigor Ev i d enc e/t hou ght s ab out

Credibility
o Prolonged engagement r Take time to get trust and

explore constructions- ongoing
contacts for discussion and
debate

o Persistentobservation o lssues and focus in study
emerging as going round
circles, not entirely as I

imagined when writing the
proposal

. Peer debriefing . Explore ideas, values and
decisions with supervisors -
issue to consider when
methodology not one that
"peers" havg used

Cont'd overleaf
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Negative case analysis - refining to
account for all known cases

. Seek to include and account for
differing views and
constructions e. g. grandparent
participants' differing views
about coping and a parent
(Maxine) reports giving not
receiving support which differs
from other parents'
perspectives - how to include
these differences in analvses?

o Progressivesubjectivity . Ongoing describing and
recording my existing beliefs,
values and constructions in
journals. Discuss these with
supervisors to explore whether
these shape how I view the
data to place by construction
over and above those of
oarticioants

r Member checking . Occurs during hermeneutic-
dialectic circles e.g. reflective
summarising in
interviews/letters. "So, you
mean ..." & "What do you
think... ?"

. Part of the process of story
construction

o BUT things to think of how
member checking managed,
since I wonder if some
participants confirm per se, or
are unsure about taking an
active critical role in debate.

Transferability
"Lhe burden ol prool lor clatmed
qeneralrzabrlrty rs on the tnqurer, whle the
burden of proot for clarmed Lransterabilfty rs

onLhe receuer" (Gvba & Lrncoln, 1985,
p.24 t)

. Stories contribute to provide
thick description

. lf a joint construction develops
then need to consider how to
write this to reflect the
experience

Dependability
How consistent or stable are the data over
time?
Excludes, " methodoloqtcal chanqes and
shrfts rn conElructrons are expected
producls of an emerqenL desrqn" (Guba &

Lrncoln, 1989, V242)

. Maintain audit trail of materials
and changes in thinking, since
dependability about process of
study.

. BUT I wonder if the changing
ideas of participants over time
show how time dependent
member checking is, in that
confirmed ideas at one point,
and then change and confirm at
a later time point

Cont'd overleaf
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Confirmability
o *concerned wfth as=urnq data,

nterVrelabons and outcomes ol nqunes
are rooted n contexts and persons
aTarl lrom lhe evalualor are not amgly
hqments ol Lhe evalvator's rmaqtnabon"
(Guba d Lrncoln, 1969, v.243)

. The steps in the process can
be tracked to original material
(e.9. Ioble A9.l)

. Need to consider how I write
the report so that the reader
can track construction(s) back
to contexts of participants

. Giving participants copies of all
the changing materials from
transcripts, to overview of
group constructions (March
1997) should enable them to
track the development of the
analyses

Fairness
Sourcing, checking and presentation of
different constructions which are treated
equally, with not one construction
privileged above another

Including constructions of
different "stakeholders' , so not
solely grandparents, but those
also involved with the family
they are part of i.e. parents and
health/bereavement
professionals
Hermeneutic-dialectic circling
process enables checking and
revising and not
overemphasising one, even my,
construction
Will need to consider this in
finalstage, Guba and Lincoln
propose open negotiation of
unresofved " clarms, concerns,
tssues" - will there be
any/many? Does not seem so
at present
Fairness is also about how I

write the text and represent
other (Fine, 1994)
Fairness is also about needing
to disentangle the ethical
issues of participants per se,
and particular participants in
families- will need to include in
writinq up

Cont'd overleaf
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Ontological authenticity
"extent to which individual respondents' own
emic constructions are improved, matured,
expanded and elaborated" (Guba & Lincoln,
1989, p.2 8)

Participants see the world in
different ways, e.g. Elwyn and
Jenny who talUwrite about how
the research process has
altered their interpretation and
construction of their experience
BUT should I be expecting
constructions to "improve,
mature, expand" implies that
participants expected to
change, and they might be
comfy with existing
construction, not need/want to
change. This idea was not part
of the original discussions with
participants about taking part
i.e. an expectation that they
chanqe

Educative authenticiW

Extent to which individuals appreciate
constructions of those outside own
stakeholding group

. Need to consider if this occurs
as increasingly cross
participant circle groups with
ideas

. BUT is this the premise that
participants entered the study
with, which was to tell their
story and engage in discussion
with ideas from other people

C atalytic authenticity
"[...] the exlentLo whtch acbon s Ebmulated
and faalftated by lhe evalvabon ?rocesse5
1...1 actnq bernq promTted on the VarL ol
the parbctpants." (Guba 4 Lrncoln, 1989,
?.249)

Need to consider as study
concludes- has there been
changes in action
But do I expect this to happen?
The context of Guba &
Lincoln's comment is evaluation
research, which is different to
health research, it suggests a
positioning towards critical .

social theory. Did participants
enter the research expecting
this?
lssue of book of stories which
participants want
Beth talked of going to see
bereaved people and others
state they have increased
understanding- e.g. Benita- the
"Matthew exDerience"

Cont'd overleaf
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Tactical authenticitv
Extent Lo whvh ndrudvals
emTowered to act, by the

. Guba and Lincoln propose that:
a) demonstrate that have testimonies

from allgroups approached (i.e. all
stakeholders have a chance to have a
say)- in this research have had
participants from the three groups that
I approached
b) that seek an evaluation from
participants about the process and
ask if participatory- to date comments
from participants say YES,
c) I am not convicned that participants
are more skilled in the use of power
and negotiation which were the other
aspects that Guba and Lincoln
suggested in this criteria grouping,
after all people did not take part with
the expectation of this outcome

are
research
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Appendix 3

Letters of approval for study from SRIIA Ethics Committees

*;'; SOUTHEHN REGIONAL

'F4 X|y:,:y:x?1xr",.

OUNEDIN
Head Offrce

229 Moray Place

P.O. Bot.5849. Dunodin
Telephone 03 477 4222

Facsimile 0.3 47( 0080

ETHICS COMMITTEE OTAGO

29January 1996

Alison Stewart
Scnior Lecturer
Departrnent of Nursing and Midwifery
Otago Polytechnic
Private Bag L92l
DUNEDIN

Dear Alison

Grandparent Bereavement
Investigators: Alison Stewart (Supervisor: Professor Jill White)
Protocol Number: 95ll2ll34

Thzu:k you for your lefter of 17 January 1996 and the amended information sheet. I
confirm that this study is approved in full.

Approvals granted to protocols are for 12 montbs. If, after 12 months the snrdy is uot
completed, it will be necessary to forward to the Committee a brief report ou progress
made to date and a request for an extension. Please quote the above protocol nurnber
in all conespondence relating to this study.

It sbould be noted that Ethics Conamittec approval does not imply any resource
commitment or administrative facilitation by any healthcare provider within whose
facility the research is to be carried out. Where applicable, authority for this rnust be

obtained separately from tlre appropriate manager within the organisation.

Please advise the Comminee on the completion of the study or if, for any reason, you

decide not to complete it. On completion of the study a brief reporl sbould be

forq,arded to the Conrmiftee.

Carol Algie
Ethics Committee Administrator
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DUNEDIN
Head Ollrce

229 Moray Place

P0. Box 5849, Dunedin
Teleohone 0'3 477 422?

Facsrmile 0.3 474 0080

SOUTHERN REGIONAL
HEALTH AUTHORITY
Ko te nana Houora, Ko te nana Takttu

ETHICS COMMITTEE OTAGO

12 March 1996

Alison Stewart
Senior Lecturer
Department ofNursing and Midwifery
Otago Polytechnic
Private Bag l92l
DI'NEDIN

Dear Alison

Grandparent Bereavement
Investigators: Alison Stewart (Supervisor: Professor Jill White)
Protocol Number: 95112/134

Thank you for your letter of 3 March 1996 in which you seek approval to extend the
above study to contact several funeral organisations within Dunedin. This request is
approved, on condition that no personal identifiable information about grandparents is
to be collected when interviewing either Funeral Directors or Grief Workers.

Approvals gmnted to protocols are for 12 months, If, after 12 months the study is not
completed, it will be necessary to forward to the Committee a brief report on progress
made to date and a request for an enension. Please quote the above protocol number
in all correspondence relating to this study.

It should be noted that Ethics Committee approval does not imply any resowce
commitment or administrative facilitation by uny healthcare provider within whose
facility the research is to be carried out. Where applicable, authority for this must be
obtained separately from the appropriate manager within the organisation.

Please advise the Committee on t}e completion of the study or i{ for any reason, you
decide not to complete it. On completion of the study a brief report should be
forwarded to the Committee.

Yours sincerely
n
/1 /,.[ " //

tri. .. f /-{,Jr.a
,4yJ , (L^ ,/.! "/

I
Carol Algie
Ethics Committee Administrator
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CHRISTCHURCH
4th Flool

144 Kilmore Sireet

P0, Box 3877, Chrislchutch
Telephon€ 0.3 372 1000

Facsimile 0.3 372 1015

CANTERBURY ETHI CS COMMITTEE

8 july 1996

Alison Stewart
Nursing & Midwifery Department
Otago Polytechnic
Private Bag 1910
DTINEDIN

Dear Alison

Ref: Grandparent Bereavement Study
Investigator: Alison Stewart
Protocol Number: 9 610391 CPD

I am pleased to inform you that, using the delegated authoriry granted her by the
Committee, the Chair has given ethical approval for this study to proceed. The sub-
comminee which examined the protocol has asked that the lnformation and Consent
Forms be localised for Christchurch and typographical errors corrected.

Approvals granted to protocols are for 12 months. If, after 12 months the srudy is not
completed, it will be necessary to forward to the Committee a request for an extension.
Please quote the above protocol number in all correspondence relating to this study.

It is also a requirement of the Comminee that researchers submit a report upon
completion of their studies. I look forward to receiving your report in due course.

I would also like to apologise for the error conLained in my fa.n to you of 9th June.
Comment number 2 should have read 'With only 2 health workers being involved...'.

Yours sincerely

1 r/uc:\

Gail Ross
Ethics Administrator

CC: Carol AJgie, Otago Ethics Officer
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Appendix 4
lnformation letters and consent forms used on entrv to

NZ participants
NB: Appended version was for grandp,arents in Otago was adapted to suit parents,

health/bereavement professionals and geographicai location of Canterbury. The
original version had a wider Iine spacing of texto with information letter and

_cs 
m _e_tgglglf r 9lg3e i{ems.

G ran d pa rent Bereavem ent

Information for grandparents who might be interested in the study.

Thank you for taking the time to read about this research study. My name is
Alison and to help you decide if you might be interested in taking part in the
study, I have written down some questions and answers below.-lf you have any
further questions then please contact me at the address and phonL number
below.

. What is the study about?
It is about grandparents who have had a young grandchild die unexpectedly.
what does this bereavement mean and what effect does this have for
grandparents as individuals and as family members? What are the things which
help or hinder grandparents living through this experience? The study iI
interested in the stories of anyone who wants to join in, it does not seek to
represent the experience of all grandparents in New Zealand, in particular it is
likely to be a study of predominanfly non-Maori grandparents.

o What are the aims of the study?
* To acknowledge the individual and shared bereavement of

grandparents.* To raise awareness amongst the community, family and health workers
of the issues raised by being a bereaved grandparent and the effects this
has on individuals and families.

" To identify any expressed needs by grandparents for resources or
support and to begin planning strategies to address these needs.

To do this I am seeking to talk with (interview) 10 grandparents, 2 parents and Z
health workers to look at different perspectives of grandparents' experience of
having a grandchild die.

. How do grandparents hear about the study?
Either by word of mouth, with family and friends collecting one of these sheets at
the local group such as SIDS Family NZ or The Compassionate Friends group.
Or by reading an advert in the local paper and asking for more information, in'
which case I post out this information sheet.

research for
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. Where is the study being done?
ln Otago and Canterbury, since I can easily travel to meet people in these areas
which cover a large proportion of the South lsland.

. Who is the researcher and why is the study being done?
My name is Alison Stewart. I am British, married to a New Zealander and have
been living in Dunedin since 1992, where I have been teaching at Otago
Polytechnic. The study is part of my PhD thesis and it comes from my clinical
experience and teaching as a nurse and midwife in New Zealand and the UK. ln
the UK I worked as a nurse/midwife for 3 years, offering support to families who
had a young child die suddenly (whether as cot death, an illness or an accident)
and researching possible causes of cot death. Originally my job focused on
parents and siblings of the baby and then on health workers involved with the
families. Then I became aware of a number of grandparents who wanted to talk,
or had questions and issues that we had not discussed or offered any support
for. Eventually, we moved from visiting grandparents to establishing a support
group for those who wanted it and supporting a network of grandparent
befrienders. In NZ I have continued to support families, most recently in the Baby
Bereavement Group in Dunedin.

. Who has approved the research?
Research on health issues has to approved in order to protect participants. This
research has been approved by the Southern Regional Health Authority Ethics
Committees in Otago and Canterbury. lt has also been approved by the ethics
committees of the place I work in (Otago Polytechnic) and the place where I

study (Victoria University of Wellington).

. lf you took part in the research what would it involve?
Joining the study is voluntary and your decision to do so in no way affects any
health care which you receive now or in the future. lt would mean first talking on
the phone or in person, for me to answer any questions that you might have and
then to sign a form consenting to be part of the research. Then we would arrange
a time and place convenient for you to share with me your story of what it has
been like for you since your grandchild died. This is formally called an interview-
but it is really a chance for us to talk. This will probably take about 1-1.5 hours. lf
you agree I will audiotape the interview and you can choose to stop the tape-
recorder at any point.

At the end of talking you would decide if you might be willing to talk again and if
so we would arrange a time to suit you. I am aware that some people will only
want to talk once and others may be willing to meet and talk two, or a maximum
of three times with me. I would hope to talk further at these times about your
story and to ask your ideas about the findings which are developing from talking
with different people.

lf you decided in hindsight after an interview, that you did not want some
comment or point that you had said to be part of the study, then you can ring..me
up at any point and we can remove it from the study. Similarly, if you decide that
you do not want to stay in the study, you can phone or write to me at any point
and state that you wish to withdraw. I plan that the research will be started in
1996 and finished by early 1997, during which time we might meet 3 times for
interviews if you agreed.
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. Who can take part in the study?* Anyone who is a grandparent living in Canterbury or Otago, and who has had
a young grandchild die unexpectedly for whatever reason, whether cot death,
stillbirth, illness, accident or other reasons. By young I mean a grandchild
who was still dependent on the family as a young cnilO (less thai 12 years),
infant or baby; not a teenager who was becoming more independent.* As the study is about how grandparents live with their bereavement I am
seeking grandparents whose grandchild died one or more years ago _

whether 13 months, 2 years or 40 years ago.x As I do not wish the study to cause emotional distress I would urge anyone
thinking about taking part to just stop and think:

- Ar_e you willing to talk about your grandchitd and feelings?- Does it feel OK to imagine doing this?

. Are there any risks or benefits in being part of the study?
The immediate benefits are a chance to talk and share your story of what has
happened to you and your family. For many people this can be i good
experience and remember that you.choose what you talk about aid wh"t yo,
choose not to share with me, since I am not a family member. Talking can have
a downside for some people raising a range of strong feelings and m-emories. lf
any unresolved questions or issues arise for you as a result of joining the study,
then I will help to find any necessary herp that you might want - it mijnt mean
you talking with your GP. lf you decided that a counsellor was needeld then I
could help with paying some of these costs.

The longer term benefits in telling your story are in developing an awareness
amongst health workers and the community, about grandparents' bereavement
and identifying things which might help grandparents in the future. lf you have
any costs in being part of the study such as travel or phone calls, then I can
repay these. ln addition to say thank you for sharing your experience, all the
people in the study will be given a token of $S0 for books or for the supermarket.
Everyone in the study will receive a copy of the research either in the iong or
short form. Funds for these costs come from my research grant.

lf you have any concerns about the study then please feel free to contact my
research supervisor: Professor Jill White, Department of Nursing and Midwiiery,
Victoria University, [contact details provided]

. What happens to the information that you talk about?
The things that we talk about will be typed up as notes, so if the interview is
audiotaped then the whole of it will be typed up. Your name and those of your
family, will be replaced with pseudonyms (you choose these pretend names if
you wish ) so that the interview remains confidential. I willthen read and re-read
your comments and those of other people, looking for the same and different
issues and themes- which will become the findings of the study.
lf you agree I will give to you a draft copy of the findings to see if you think that
they fit your experience.
The only people who will read my notes and parts of the interviews will be
myself, my two research supervisors and three other women in my study group
who are doing PhDs on family issues. At no point will anyone ever link you to
your interview as your name will not be on the typed interview or tape.
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At the end of the study the tapes will be returned to you if you wish, if not tapes
and typed material will be kept in locked storage for a minimum of 5 years,
before being destroyed, with only myself having access to them. Some of the
study may be published in professionaljournals or newspapers and where this
happens I will send you a copy of the article if you are interested.

o What do you do if you are interested in being in the study?
Then please contact me at the address below.

. What do you do if you are not interested in being part of this research?
Then thank you for taking the time to read this and please dispose of this sheet.
You will not hear from me again.

Alison Stewart, [contact details for home and work given]
Supervisor- Professor Jill White [contact details given]

2. Consent Form for participants

Study of grandparent bereavement

I have had the opportunity both to read the information sheet for people
volunteering to join this study about grandparent bereavement and to discuss the
study with Alison with my questions answered to my satisfaction, I understand
that taking part in the study is voluntary and I know what is involved in the study
and I feel comfortable to take part.

. I know that I will be invited to take part in one or more interviews which will
last about 1-1.5 hours and which will be tape-recorded unless I wish the tape-
recorder to be turned off.

I know that I can choose not to answer any question that Alison asks and that
if I say something, which in hindsight I wish that I had not said then I can ask
Alison to remove it from the typed copy of the interview.

I know that I can withdraw from the study at any point and that it in no way
affects my present or future health care. lf I choose to withdraw, then I can
decide whether lwant to withdraw all or any of the information in interviews
which may have already taken place.

I understand that my participation in this study is confidential and that no
material which could identify me will be used in reports from this study.

I know that information from the interviews will have no identifying names
attached to it once typed up and will only be seen by people involved with
Alison's research (PhD supervisors and colleagues).
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' I know that the research will be written up as Alison's PhD and that parts of it
may be published in professionaljournals and that if I consent there may be
direct quotes from what I have said (which cannot be identified to me).

' I know that I will-receive a copy of the thesis (or summary findings if I prefer)
or publications if I want these.

. I know that if my story is going to 
Qe- 

used in any way other than this study,
such as a booklet of stories, then Alison will return to ask me to consent to
this.

Options to tick if you are happy with them

I agree to having a first interview.

I agree to having a second interview (decided after the first interview).
I agree to having a third interview (decided after the second interview).
I agree that parts of the typed up interviews can be shown to Alison's
supervisors and PhD colleagues.

I would like to see and comment on typed copies of interviews.

I would like to see and discuss the final draft report.

I am happy for quotes , which cannot be identified to me, to be used in the
text.

lwould like a copv of:

summary of final findings;

publications based on thesis;

copy of whole thesis.

l, .-... .(full name) hereby consent to take part in this study.

Date Signature

Researcher name: Alison Jane Stewart

Signature

lf at any time you have any concerns or questions then please contact me or my
supervisor at the addresses below.

Alison Stewart [contact details for work and home given][

Supervisor:Professor JillWhite, Department of Nursing and Midwifery, Victoria
University [contact details given]
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- SOUTHERN REGIONAL
HEA+TH AUTHORITY
Ko te mana Hauom, Ko te mana Taluto

ETHICS COMMITTEE OTAGO

I May 1996

Alison Stewart
Senior Lechrrer
Department of Nursing and Midwifery
Otago Polytechnic
Private Bag 1921

DUNEDIN

Dear Alison

Gra nd paren l- Bereavernent
Investigators: Alison Stewart (Supervisor: Professor Jill White)
Protocol Number: 95112/134

Thank you for your letter of 16 April 1996 in which you enclosed the letter from
SANDS in London. I confirm there are no ethical objections to your including the
grandparents in the UK in your study.

Approvals ganted to protocols are for 12 months. If, after 12 months the study is not
completed, it will be necessary to forward to the Committee a brief report on progress
made to date and a request for an extension. Please quote the above protocol number
in all correspondence relating to this study.

It should be noted that Ethics Committee approval does not imply any resource
commitment or administrative facilitation by any healthcare provider within whose
facility the research is to be carried out. Where applicable, authority for this must be
obtained separately from the appropriate manager within the organisation.

Please advise the Committee on the cornpletion of the study or if, for any reason, you
decide not to complete it. On completion of the study a brief report should be
forwarded to the Committee.

Youy sincerely
//tI n tlrt| illut

14,, ril/ rt+{9^8/w v t 'i, //.r
Carol Algie
Ethics Committee Administrator
Oi\ETHtCS'U tf iDECLET.DOC

DUNEDIN
Head Ollce

229 Moray Place
PO, Box 5849. Dunedrn

Telephone 0.3 477 42?2
Facsrmile 0.3 d74 0080
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1. Information letter sent to the 3 UK srandmothers
NB Original version had wider line spacing

Dear [name]

How are you? How has summer been? How is the family? you may remember
writing to me a while ago in response to a piece in the SANDS newsletter on
information wanted. I have finally heard from the Southern Regional Ethics
committee (otago) and from SANDS (UK) to say that they are happy for your
letter and story to be included in the research I am doing.

Would you still be willing? | thought I would write a few things about what you
would be taking part in (if you wished to) and where I am u[ to at the moment. I

have also enclosed a copy of your letters so that you can see that you had
written - in case it seems a long time ago.

Background
As you know from the SANDS newsletter and from my reply to your letter, I am
keen to listen or read the experiences of grandparents who have had a
grandchild die. Whilst this is the research I chose for my PhD thesis, my hope is
that by sharing these stories in articles to health professionals and poriibly'as a
booklet of stories it will help people consider and support bereaved
grandparents. As you may have read in the information sheet which I share with
grandparents here and I posted to you last time, I have had the privilege in my
nursing and midwifery role in the last 10 years to be with families who have had
a child die. One of the things which came out of that was developing grandparent
befriending and grandparent groups.

An important part of this research now, is to value you as the "experts" who know
what it is like to experience the loss of your grandchild. Therefore we work as
partners in writing your experiences and coming to some conclusions. This
means that when I talk to grandparents here or read your letters, I come up with
some ideas of central issues that are common and different for individual
grandparents and then I ask you whether my ideas seem to make sense to you -
whether it "flts" for you. This is different to more "traditional" research where a
researcher collects the information and then goes away to come to some
conclusion. lnstead my aim is that you and I will come to the conclusions
together.

What would it involve for you?
I would like you to read the enclosed consent form and see if you feel happy with
the idea of "formally" being part of this research. As you can see there are
various options of what you might choose to take part with.
. You might decide that you do not want your letters to go any further and not

be used in the study- if so just let me know.
. You might decide that you are just happy for me to include your letters to date

in the study and do not want to write or hear from me further. lf that is the
case, then just let me know and write it on the consent form.
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Or you might be happy to look at a page of questions (also enclosed) and jot
down your thoughts about them and then post them to me.
ln either instance do send the consent form back and let me know what you

would like. As you can see the consent form emphasises that information will
not be identified to you in the thesis or any articles and that I will check with
you before using any quotes from you.
lf you choose at any time to say that you would like to withdraw from the
study then let me know and we will arrange to stop any involvement with the
work.

I am conscious that in New Zealand I travelto see grandparents and would
therefore be keen to reimburse costs of postage if you wish to write to me in the
future. I also ask grandparents here whether I can acknowledge their expertise
by giving them a book token for approximately 20 UK pounds which they can
give to family, use themselves or give to a local group like SANDS. I would also
be keen to do this with you if you chose to take part. This is in no way an
incentive to take part- merely a thank you for sharing a very personal and painful
part of your life with me.

The grandparents here in New Zealand who have talked about their experiences
have commented on how "good" "healing" or "special" it was to talk at length
about their grandchild. However, I am also conscious that in thinking about your
grandchild this study can lead you to reflections and feelings which are painfui,

which means you many need to be aware of talking, using support from places
like your family or SANDS group.

Where am I up to so far?
Well I have spoken with nine grandparents at present. Nearly all have met with
me for a second time and we have sat and talked with the tape recorder running
for anything from 30 minutes to 2 hours!. I will have seen everyone again for the
second time by the end of July. I have also interviewed five parents about their
experiences of grandparent (i.e. their parents) bereavement and also included
the experiences of two health workers who have cared for families with
grandparents. I am hoping to travel further and go to speak to a further two
grandparents in August and then it will be a time of deep thought and wrinkling
my forehead to start to pull out issues which are unique and common for
grandparents. The plan at present is to have this allfinished printed and handed
in as a thesis by the end of 1997 and then to develop parts of it for articles to
share the experiences and ideas with as wide a group of health workers, self
help groups etc. The Director of SANDS in the UK is keen to have a copy of
findings which will help spread through the UK.

ls there anything else?
ls there anything else I can tell you? lf there is then please write and let me
know and remember I will re-imburse postage to you.

With best wishes

Alison Stewart [contact details]
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2. Consent form for narticipants in the (JK

Grandparent Bereavement Study

I have had the opportunity both to read the information sheet for people
volunteering to join this study and to ask any questions- which have been
answered to my satisfaction. I understand that taking part in the study is
voluntary and I know what is involved in the study and teet comfortableio take
part.

' I know that I will be invited to write my story and to answer any gues1ons
which Alison asks in a letter.

' I know that I can choose not to answer any question that Alison asks and that
if I write something, which in hindsight I wish that I had not written thln I can
ask Alison not to use it in the study.

. I know that I can withdraw from the study ?l "ny 
point and that it in no way

affects my present or future health care. lf I choose to withdraw, then t can
decide whether I want to withdraw all or any of the information in any letters
that have been written.

o I understand that my participation in this study is confidential and that no
materialwhich could identify me will be used in reports from this study.

I know that information from any letters will have not identifying names
attached to it once typed up and will only be seen by people involved in
Alison's research (PhD supervisors and colleagues).

I know that the research will be written up as Alison's PhD and that parts of it
may be published in professionaljournals and that if I consent there may be
direct quotes from what I have said which cannot be identified to me.

I know that I will receive a copy of the thesis (or summary findings if I prefer)
or publications if I want these.

I know that if my story is going to be used in any way other than this study,
such as a booklet of stories, then Alison will return to ask me to consent to
this.

(cont'd overleaf)
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Options to tick if you are happy with them

D I am happy for my first letter to be included in this study

I am happy to write and answer some/allthe questions that Alison may

send to me

I am happy for Alison to write to me about the analysis and ask me to

comment on this

I agree that parts of my typed up letters can be shown to Alison's

supervisors and PhD colleagues

I I would like to see and comment on typed copies of my letters

I I would like to see and discuss the final draft thesis

I am happy for quotes (which cannot be identified to me) to be used in the

text of the thesis

lwould like a copv of: summary of findings

publications based on thesis

copy of whole thesis

l, ..... ......(full name) hereby consent to take part in this study'

Date. Signature

Researcher name: Alison Jane Stewart
Signature

lf at any time you have any concerns or questions then please contact me or my

supervisor at the addresses below.

Alison Stewart, [contact details]

Supervisor:Professor Jill White, [contact details]

A copy of this consent form will be returned to you to keep.
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Appendix 6
Excerpts from overviews of analyses for grandparents' and

Excerpt from Overview of Grandparents' Interviews March 1997

Notes:l ask would all of you to read through this and to think what applies to you
and what you agree with and what you disagree with. For example, you mighl go
through and tick and cross the different descriptions and statements t have put
below, then we can discuss them the next time we meet. Remembering that the
study has you as experts, me as the secretary/writer and it is aiming for you and
I to come to a "construction" of some of the issues in grandparent bereavement.

I have written this in a somewhat impersonal style "several grandparents
thought that...." rather than "You found" or "many of you found that..,." because
"you" is very personal and the points below are a synthesis of sixteen
grandparents' experiences and do not reflect all the things that you may
personally feel. I hope that this is acceptable. In the write-up it will have stories,
people and quotes and will not sound this dry.

I have also written the word "child" quite often. For example, "concerned about
feelings of child" meaning the child of the grandparent and the parent of the
grandchild. I have used "child" in a broad sense (as it has been used in the
interviews) since at times it is referring to a daughter or son and at other times it
refers to a son or daughter-in-law. I hope that this feels comfortable. At a later
point we will separate out any particular issues for own child or child-in-law.

Unexpected event - uncharted waters
Many grandparents commented that the event of their grandchild's death was
unexpected or unanticipated. Several people have talked about how they
believed it happened to "other people" but not to themselves. One grandmother
felt that part of the shock was that she had not thought about it seriously before.
For several grandmothers the death of their grandchild brought home the fears
that they had had as a young mother about having one of their own children die.

Several people commented that one of the outcomes of becoming part of this
"Other" group of people (who had had a grandchild die) has been an increased
understanding /awareness of other's pain in this situation. Also that other people
then share their experiences of having a child die with you. As several
grandparents noted, "you cannot know what it is like unless it happens to you".

For a number of grandparents the unexpected event was compounded by being
in a situation where they had no previous experience. So, they, and their
children, did not know what to expect such as delays in postmortem or choices
that could be made about the funeral. Not having previous experience brought

parentst circles

NB Minor editing of layout to facilitate meaning and reduce length.
Overviews were sent with a newsletter which is not included.
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with it surprise at the cost of funerals/ headstones and that the body of their
grandchild looked so different after death - the spirit was gone.

Listening to the interviews I have the impression that because the fact of having

a grand-hild die is totally unexpected with no previous experience of it, the
"unkno*ness" of the situation can create a form of tension. ln the unknown

situation there are constant decisions - What to do? What to say? How to get it
"right"? An analogy would be like actors told to put on a produclion of a play

wiihout having been given lines, training or practise. When I talked this over with

my supervisor we wondered whether this came in part with the fact that
grandparents are always one step ahead of their child in terms of common life

events i.e. they have had children, raised them and are now grandparents as

their children are now having children and raising them. Yet when a grandchild

dies the child (parent of the grandchild) is precipitated into an experience which
grandparents (generally) have not had. What do you think?

ole as time qrandchild di

All grandparents talked about seeing, holding, touching or bathing/dressing their
grandcnild - all of which actions seem to have been very importanU comforting/
6ealing. Several grandparents talked spontaneously about "double grief/ pain" for

their child and their grandchild. Other grandparents confirmed this was what they

felt when I asked.

One grandparent indicated that the grief arising from the death of a grandchild

was like a circle within the family - grandparents grieve for child and grandchild

and other grandchildren and the parents of the grandchild grieve for the
grandparents - it illustrates a mutual care and grieving'

Some of the feelings identified by grandparents have included sickness, shock,

disbelief, devastation at the time of the news, anger at the systems requiring
post-mortems, sadness and the constancy of the pain for their child who is
suffering. For a couple of people there was a strong feeling of injustice'Why did

it have to happen?"

Several people commented that their experience of grief has not been a linear

process of set stages but a range of feelings which come and go. For a number

of grandparents there was "difficulty" grieving for a baby that they had not

"known" - who had died at birth. For two grandparents, who Were sorne
geographical distance from the grandchild who died, this created problems - it
was "hard" not being able to be there all the time.

Role as parent when grandchild died
A strong theme throughout the stories is the sense that grandparents are

thinking and acting as parents for a large amount of time when a grandchild dies.

As a pirent role the primary focus is on the child (parent of the grandchild). One
grandmother noted this from a conference speaker that she had heard talk about
"parent first and grandparent second".
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Feelings and concern for child include:
I seeing and sharing their pain
I appreciating the stresses on the child
r concern that they have enough support from family and friends
The area of feelings seems linked to what is either an instinctive choice or a
careful decision by many grandparents not to share their own feelings/ pain in
any manner that might increase the pain or distress of their child. Tliis has been
talked about as putting self second and concentrating on the child. Actions to
help the child include: telling the child that the grandchild is dead - rather than
have a stranger do it; practical arrangements such as catering, funeral
arrangements, childcare of other grandchildren; and financial assistance. Within
the area of action a number of grandparents have talked about trying to 'Judge it
right" - helping out but not "taking over" from the child.

Support for the child includes:
I listening I "being with" whether short visitsI hugging and cuddling or a longer stay.
ln the area of support several grandparents said that it was hard to leave their
child (whether at the end of a day or after the funeral or in the following days and
weeks) but they felt their child needed time to get on with life and re-estabiish a
routine.

There are a number of grandparents who clearly supported parents in their
choices, such as funeral arrangements, even thouqh the parents' choices were
not what the grandparents would have done themselves. Several commented
that they were surprised or taken aback by the parent's decisions but would still
support them in doing it.

With the wish to help the parents of the grandchild some grandparents talked
about a sense of helplessness stemming from knowing that they could not make
it better for their child nor protect them from the pain. A strong sense of
responsibility to the child, grandchild and other grandchildren, comes through all
the stories.

Other areas included in overview, but not included in this excerpt were:

a

a

o

a

O

a

a

o

o

Views on Grandparenting

Memories / Anniversaries

Meaning of death/spiritual aspects/faith

Support

What the death of the grandchild represents

Contrasting with other deaths

Things which some grandparents perceived as affecting bereavement

Outcomes from grandchild's death

Comments about being in the research study
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Excerpt from Overview of Parents' Views of Grandparent Bereavement

March 1997

ffhis started with the same scene setting notes as lwrote at the beginning

of the grandparents' overuiew (see p. 46{ )

Gra rents' role when their grandchild died

Many parents talked about grandparents being with/ staying with, helping them

(as paients) to get through this time. Physical actions/reactions such as hugging

and'crying seem to be an important part of being with the parents/family and

sharing in ttris. Sharing with grandparents was an important thing- whether
sharing hugs, humour or tears. In talking there was a clear sense of parents

valuing thasupport the grandparents gave them and sometimes valuing
grandfarents' experience such as in organising funerals. On the one hand

ieveral parents said that they could not have got through without grandparents

and in a later reflection they said that they suppose they would have got through

if they had not been there but having grandparents' support made the situation
"easier" - which highlights the impact grandparents can have.

Grandparents took on a variety of responsibilities which included looking after

other grandchildren, providing financial support, affirming parents'decisions.
One giandmother chose to tell parents that their grandchild was dead rather than

haveinyone else do it. She also went on to take action on behalf of the whole

family and to complain about the coronial system with delays in arranging a

postmortem. As some parents talked there seemed to be the same fine line that
grandparents talked about - getting the balance of helping but not taking over

from parents.

Within these stories, what comes across strongly to me, is that whilst
grandparents are grandparents of their grandchild who died, their main role at

this time seems to be as parents of the parents and that many adopt a strong
parenting role.

Ambivalence about
Several parents felt that grandparents would feel (even if they did not say so)

that the parents had failed as parents. Although this was a feeling and parents

recognised that they did not have evidence to support this feeling.
Othels felt that they had not grieved or made the choices about the grandchild's
funeral that the grandparents would have done. With this was a recognition that
grandparents generally supported these choices even though it was not what
they would have done themselves.
Attending a support group with grandparents brought mixed feelings in that
parents felt they could not cry and let go in a place where the grandparents
were- they had to be strong for the grandparents, which links back to the
comments of concern and protecting grandparents.
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ng a grandchild die is out
of sequence and is not expected by grandparents. Geneiall/grandparents
expect to die before their grandchild. Equally, several parenis saio irrat
grandparents had no previous experience of this. This raises tne quesiion of
whether (like being out of sequence) this is not generally expected to nappen. t
mean that for most events which occur.in families, grandparents are always one
step ahead in experience - they have already raised children and at the point
they are grandparents their children are raising children.

Several parents appreciated the double loss/pain that grandparents experience -
both for the grandchild and for the parents' pain. For several parents it meant
seeing their parent (the grandparent) cry- which they had never seen before.
Again, this might be linked to concern for grandparents- the surprise (and
possible shock) at seeing one's parent (the grandparent) vulnerable and upset.
We have talked in some form or another about a hierarchy of grief which is in the
published literature- the idea that age or degree of relationshif might affect the
amount of grief (if it could be quantified). There were differing thougnts on this.
One parent felt that the intensity of feelings for the loss of the granlchild was for
the grandmother similar to the mother. The issue for everyone seemed to be the
individual nature of grief.

Several parents reflected that they could see the grandparent parenting them
(the parent) and they knew that the grandparent wanted to take their piin away -but could not. With this for at least one parent was a recognition and
appreciation that grandparents did not off-load their own distress and grief onto
parents who could not cope with it at that time.

The amount of pain and distress that grandparents were seen to feel was a
surprise to some parents accompanied by the reflection that they knew the
grandparents were grieving but were surprised at the intensity oi length of it. This
seems to be part of the whole situation which is unknown and unexpected -
nearly every-one (whether parents or grandparents) seems to have commented
at some point about not knowing what to expect, being unsure or surprised by
something. The idea that the whole experience of having a child/grandchild Oib is
out of sequence. Parents perceived a variety of coping styles usJd oy
grandparents ranging from sharing, avoidance, denial to not really knowing how
the grandparents felt inside.

Other aspects included in the overview included:
o Outcomes arising from the death of the grandchild
. Spiritual aspects of the grandchild's death
. ldeal role of grandparents
. Outcomes of the research
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Appendix 7

November 1997 overview of analysis for grandparents' circle

group- sent to all particiPants.

NB Minor editing of layout to facilitate meaning and reduce length.

overview was sent with accompanying newsletter (not included).

November 1997 - Overview - Explanntion of the analysis attached

I have enclosed the analysis as it stands in brief form. The full version is from the

interviews with NZ grandparents and all the letters from the 3 UK grandmothers,

chopped up into pieces which are attached to card index cards and then sorted

into groups which are similar or different. From this subcategories such as

"memories" or "support" (lack of and availability) have been formed. I have then

sorted the categories into larger groupings with an "umbrella" heading such as

parenting adult parents which then has subcategories of wishes for, feelings for,

actions for one's child when one's grandchild has died.

Inevitably, given the individual nature of the experience of a grandchild dying

there will be bits which apply to oneself and bits that don't. The fleshed out

version of the analysis will highlight this- "some grandparents have found... but
others have not"

As you can see I have tried to give working titles to the categories - I have played

around with these and any suggestions as to whether they "fit" or not would be

very appreciated. I have found it a little like it be in advertising trying to think up a

"snappy" phrase which catches the essence of the category and has a visual or

story like meaning which we all relate to (such as "when the world turns upside

down) rather than the fuller explanation (Grandparents facing challenge). I am

still not sure about this so any input would be much appreciated. The analysis
divides up into five main categories- which is how I anticipate it will be wri'ften up

with quotes from each grandmother illustrating different parts of it. At present I

think there will be some abbreviated stories in these chapters and then see all

the stories being in an appendix to the thesis- and these will be the stories which
we have talked about putting in a bookleUbook which can be widely available to
families and the community.

You may be wondering about the use of "challenge". I initially was struck by the

similarity in parts to Caplan's crisis theory which argues that when a crisis, such

as death, hits a person and a family the resources which people have to deal
with it are outweighed by the crisis, There is then a time of trying out new
strategies of coping with the aim of getting back into a form of equilibrium (which

existed prior to the crisis). Like a see-saw in a children's playground when both

ends are at the same height and level with each other then the person/family is

in equilibrium and when a erisis occurs then the "resources to cope" at one end

of the see-saw swing down and hit the ground whilst the "crisis" and stress it
creates at the other end swing up towards the sky and hence there is
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disequilibrium. However, when I read allyour transcripts the strong feeling I hadwas that you and your families were not in crisis - rather you were responding
the possibility that a crisis might arise for your children, out you were caretuly
using strategies to help and support them.-This suggested tb me that yo, *"r"responding to a huge challenge to yourself, your cniio ano your family'and you
were.trying to respond to and even manageihe challenge to achieve the bestpossible outcome for your child and family. As part of this I was 

"t"o 
a*Lr" of thechanges which arose after a grandchild dies- changes in retationsn,p*, 6o* on"views the world, health, pride in one's child... so l-called the title of this latest

analysis of grandparent bereavement "challenge and change".

what do you think?? Given that you have a very brief oufline if you have any
comments or suggestions I would be very grateful for them.

"When the world turns
Grandparents faced with ttre
I As a grandparent
- philosophy of grandparenting
- memories of own grandparents
- effect of own grandparents on self as a grandparent

I Whatis fhe chaltenge ?
opposite of what is expected (i.e. birth is a happy time)
unexpectedisudden nature of the death
unprepared for this by previous experiences
unique nature of having a child die
this happens to "other" people, never imagine it would

happen to self

"Loss of a dream lfuture',
Grandparents feeling the challenge
I Qwn gief
- feelings
- guilt
-why?

- effectors (things which are
perceived as affecting grief)

J ldentifying fhe /oss
the death of a grandchild means .. . .. loss of the future/dream/future

I Double pain
the pain of own child is part of own grief and this is part of

being parent first and grandparent second

I As a parent - parenting philosophy of participants
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I Hurting and hugging
- wish to make better for child - leading to helplessness sometimes that unable

to make it better
- range of feelings in relation to child but predominantly 'pain' (includes

perceivng no difference between child and son/daughter in law)

- practical measures of helping include: doing/ being; assessing extent of
involvement (not taking over); affirming parents' choices (even if not own
choice)

I The new experience of parenting which arises from the challenge

it out"
Challenge and change as a familY
I As a family philosophy of family and what that means

I Part of the Circle of the family
- being part of the challenge ( a privilege to be pail of sharing)
- mutuality of grieving and supporting
- changes in family relationships and views (pride and surprise at strength of

child)

f Resource s and support to family as a whole and grandparents individually
lack or presence, of support (various sources - people, written material)

"As time moves on"
Accommodating and managing challenge as grandparents
I Making concrete the grandchild's death
- why memories are important
- what memories/ mementos/symbols grandparents have with the focus on

parents having the first right to these (e.9. photos)
- acknowledging how many grandchildren one has (how this is managed)
- defining the grandchild's position in the family (e.9. when a new grandchild is

born)

f Pufting fhe /oss in place
- revisiting other losses (contrast, how one relates to the other)
- changes in health and lifestyle arising from grandchild's death
- living with regrets about things not done/not known

I Meaning and grovvth
- meaning of grandchild's death- often in context of faith
- growth perceived as arising for self from grandchild's death which can

include offering support to others

I Reflections
- what the issues are for bereaved grandparents as perceived by participants

with the focus leading back to being a parent
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Appendix 8

Materials related to use of pseudonyms or rear names in stories

trrf

il
Southern Reglonal Heatth
,<o te mana Hatom, Ko te mno Tatatit

CANTERBURY ETFUCS COMMITTEE
r dulslon of $e Tnrnstflonet lrsrr$ Authgrw

12 March 1998

CHRISTCHUFCH
4th Floor. 144 Kllmoro Slrael
PO. Box 3877
Chfislchurch
New Zgaland
Telephone 0.3-372 1000
Facslmils 0'3-374 101S

Alison Stewart
Nursing & Midwifery Departrnent
Otago Polyrechnic
Private Bag l9l0
DUNEDIN

Dear Alison

Ref: Grandparent Bereavement Study
fnvestigator: Alison S tewart
Protocol Number: 96l039lCPD

Thank you for advising the Committee that some partic.ipants wish to rera.in their own
names in thct stories and have written to confirrn this.

The Committee has noted that your final rhesis and published articles using the stories
will have a combination of real names and pseudonyms.

Yours sincerely(Z'o
,P

Sally Cook
Ethics Committee Adminisrator
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.t I dNlslon ofthc Transtdonel Ha'lttr Altnorlty

ETIIICS COMMITTEE OTAGO

29 April 1998

,dlison Stewart
Nursing and MidwifcrY DePartmcnt

Otago PolYtcchnic

Private Bag
DIJNEDIN

Dcar Alison

Gran dp arent Bereavement

i-no.*Ug"to.rtAlisonStcwart(Supervisor:ProfossorJillWbitE)
Protocof Nurnber: 95llAB4

Thank you for your letter of 26 April !.Of!.ana 
the anended consent forrn" The

;;;r';hi;h you inteno io follow as outlised in your tetter is acccptable.

Withregardtoyourlettertothepartioipantslwouldsuggestyoudeletethefi.a|
puagraph.Wbathappenstben?,,asitisiocompleteaadthepointsraisedappearto
havebees covered earlier inthe letter'

With kind regerds'

Yours sincerelY

//

fr/,,4+"
Carol Algie
Etbics Committee Adninistretor
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DUNEDTN
229 Morsy Plsc8
P.O. Box 5Ba9
Dungdin
New Zaaland
Tefephone 0'3'477 4222
Faciimlle 0.3-474 0O8O
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Information letter to all participants regardinging the use of names
in stories
NB Original version had wider Iine spacing

[contact details]
Dear

How are you? Thank you for appreciating the delay in sending you stories fromthe interviews that we have had together. F-inally aiound New-Vear my motner,
father-in-law and I started to improve and all feeias though *" n""d 

" 
notio"ynow! Anyway I can now type with eight fingers and have started work again onthe study.

The stories - where they will go
Enclosed is a draft copy of what I would call a story, constructed from the things
which we talked about in the interviews The prrpor" of the stories is to be part
of the thesis. My plan is that all will be included, some within the main text,
quotes from all of them in the main text, and all complete stories in the
appendices.
We have also discussed making stories public through seeking to publish them -
the stories could be used for this but we would needio agree this with a different
consent form when a publisher is found (l have had interest from one in NZ).1
would also like to circulate the stories to all of you ONCE pseudonyms are in
place in the stories. This is because many of you are interested in otner
participants and might like to read about them. For most of you _ you opted to
have a copy of the thesis and realistically you will not get thit untiiit is finished
and examined- which will be a while (providing I avoid further accidents!). lt may
also be that you would want to add or alter your story slighly havino read other 

-

stories- if so then that is fine and I have suggested a cut-off date of XXX 19gg for
these changes.

How the story evolved
The story is written in your words (as you spoke them in the interviews), the
editing which I have done is:
o to remove things like "you know"
. clarify words oft9n by putting in names - instead of "so she picked her up

and hugged her" I would change it to "so Mary picked up Jane and hugged
hgr".

. add a brief linking explanation between sentences - where I have done this I

have noted it in italics and asked whether it is acceptable to youo used subheadings to divide the story into sectionso $rouped information into sections from the different interviews - for example
you might have talked about something in lnterview One and then added to
and expanded what you said about it in the subsequent interviews.

As the story is written in your words it is in a friendly and colloquial style which I
think flows well for the most part.

You choose what goes in the story
The IMPORTANT thing to remember this is my interpretation of important points
which you talked about. lf when you read it you do not like the way it reads, the
information is giving an impression which you do not like- then it is your story
to edit, remove things or add things which you think are important.
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Choosing names
The other thing which is important to do at this point is to decide on names for
the story as it will appear in the thesis/ publications for other people to read.
Most of you have not had strong views on names. My current system has been
to use the letter of the alphabet after the letter with which your name begins - so
Alison would be a name beginning with "8" like Barbara. When I counted up
there are now just over 80 names in all the stories and for the key names such
as yourselves and your grandchild/ children's names I have avoided including
that name in another story. Mainly because I felt that it might be uncomfortable
to read one's name in another person's story. As many of you have discussed
naming and acknowledging are very important parts of our lives, so trying to get
names "Right" is important for the stories.

I have enclosed lists with possible names for your family based on the
system of the next letter of the alphabet for the names. Now given that there are
over 80 names needed AND I have tried to avoid too much duplication between
stories AND I am avoiding the 80 names of the real people in the families I

resorted to a Name Book with lists of names. So, if it seems that some of the
names are rather "unusual" !! it is because there are quite a lot of people with
real names beginning with the same letters like "R" or "C" and I have had go
wide in the search for options. So, in the POSSIBLE list I have given you there
are options - now if you do not like them then that is absolutely fine and we will
use any name you suggest from any letter of the alphabet (unless everyone
decided on the same name when I might have to ask you to re-think the choice).

However, you may decide that you do not want PSEUDONYMS and want to use
your real names and that is alright, I have checked this with the ethics
committees who approved the research.

Gonsent form
When you first joined the study all of you signed a consent form agreeing to be
interviewed and deciding if you were happy for quotes to be used and whether
you wanted a copy of the thesis etc. As the story ( a sort of huge quote) is a
very large part of you, and potentially of the thesis I wanted to have the
opportunity for you to formally consent for the story and parts of it to be used in

the research. So I have enclosed a consent form where you can choose if you
are happy for the story to go in the thesis, parts of it be used in the thesis as
illustrative quotes and circulate the stories to each other in the meantime. To
use your story further in publications for nursing/medicaljournals I will contact
you again once the thesis is finished.

Have I explained it clearly?
Now, I shall hope that this is all as clear as water (not mud) and if not then
please let me know-

Best wishes - Alison Stewart [contact details work and home]

So I would be grateful if vou would use the replv envelope to:
I return the story with any editing you want
I decide on the names you would be happy to have used in the story
I enclose the consent form with whichever parts you want signed
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Consenf form for the use of my story
Bereavement

trr

I have read the letter, which Atison.wrote, accompanying the story which uses
my words from the interviews which I have had with Alisbn.
I have had the opportunity to:
t edit the story
r ensure that pseudonyms are chosen for public use of the storyI ask any questions about the story and how it will be used in the research,

Tick one or other of the following

f I wish to use pseudonyms in my story

tr lwish to use real names in my story

Tick whichever of the following you are happy with

I I am happy for my edited story to be included in the thesis in the complete
form of the story

I am happy for quotes from my edited story to be included in the thesis
I am happy for the edited story to be circulated to other participants who
might like to read it, during the time that the thesis is being finished
I know that I have the opportunity, if I wish, to further edit or alter my story
(after reading other participants' stories)

I know that Alison will contact me for further consent to use my story (or
parts of it) in publications arising from the thesis

Signed

Date

A copy of the consent form will be returned to you.
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Appendix 9

Excerpt from coding record of units of analysis from Participant
13's texts, coded in AugustlggTrwas part of the process of

reaching the November 1997 coding framework, presented in
Appendix 7

NB Notation on the record indicates:
(2) denotes 2 units in this subcategory
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Appendix 10

Materials relating to publicafion of stories in book form

CANTERBURY ETHICS COMMITTEE

7 January 1999

Alison Stewart 
.

DUNEDIN

Health Fundi ng AuthoritY

9ouih Offlc.
4rh Fbor. l{4 Filmor! sttlct
FO 8or 38t7
CHRfiC}IURCII
Ntw Zcirnd
Llrpholrt 03 172 l00o
,rolnlr 03 l7l l0l 5

Dear Alison

Ref: Gran dp arest Bereavement Study
Investigator: Alison Stewart
Protocol Number: 96/0391CPD

Thank you for the information sheet and consent form for participants waating tbeir

stories to be published as a book. The inforrnation sheet and corucnt form heve been

given ethical approval.

Thank you for keeping the Committec informed and best wishes for a succcssful

publication.

Yours sincerqly

{:'(-4 .
z'; )

-"'y/ Sally Cook
Ethi ss Cornmittee Administrator

cc Otago Ethics Comsrittee

Notth
bt-aPota lj*,auna Clla 5g.g- frr*-^.r-b
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Health Funding Authority

South Offlcr
129 Morry Pbc!
PO 0u 5849
DUNEDT'I

ilaw Zsalrnd

flcohooc Ot47r a222
Frgimllc 03 ro7'l0080

ETHICS COMMITTEE OTAGO

15 April 1999

Alison Stewart

DI]NEDIN

Dear Alison

Grandparent Bereavement Siudy
Investigators: Alison Stewart (Supervisor: Professor Jill White)

ProtocolNumber: 95llUL34

I acknowledge receipt of your norc dated 12 April 1999 requesting a rcply to your
lener of 16 December.1999. Orrr profuse apologies for not responding before now.
You letter was inadvertently filcd away unanswered.

I am pleased to advise that approval has becn givcn for the information sheet and
consent form for participants wanting their stories to bc publishcd as a book.

Once again, sincere apologies for delay and hope all goes well.

Yours sincerely

nr/l.yt[/
tJr"fi^q-,

'!nu-'-
Lynda Young
Acting Ethics Committee Aduinistrator

Nofth
aa'|d'.wof.a

€f,l) .-n,
i(r' I'hd|'-

7tlf^,,^* r/ toj!**F*r
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Letter to all participants with consent form -
NB original version had wider linespacing

Dear Everyone

Earlier in this research study on grandparent bereavement, a number of people
who have taken part in the study commented how valuable a book of stories
would be as a resource for other families. I have talked with everyone in the
study about this and explained in the last couple of letters that I would need to
send you a further consent form, if you were willing for me to explore the options
of finding a publisher for this book of stories. This letter and the accompanying
consent form are about this.

Some of the points I have thought about in this process are outlined below. I

hope that this will help you to decide if you are happy for your story to be
included in a book. lf you have any other questions then please give me a ring

[contact details home and work].

What kind of book?
I had thought that the book would be the stories in the family groupings as they
are in the small draft copy with the purple cover that you commented on and
edited in 1998. Then I think there would be an introduction to the whole area of
grandparent and family bereavement. There would also be an appendix with a
brief account of the methods of the research study, which resulted in the stories.
So, if you have seen other similar books around it would be a bit like "Still Life"
by Lois Tonkin which is a powerful book, published in 1998, with stories of
women's experiences of stillbirth and miscarriage several decades ago. lt would
also be a little like Julie Leibrich's book "Straight to the Point" (1993) which was
stories of people's lives after they had been convicted of previous crirnes, and
this has a brief, but very effective section, on the study methodology.

What is the likelihood of the stories being published?
At present I have had several conversations with New ZealandlAustralian
publishers about possible interest in a book of stories of people's experience of
having a grandchild die. There is interest in the idea, because as you and I

agreed, there is nothing else around of this kind. However, equally it is a small
market of people who would buy it, and that is something they will take into
consideration. As soon as my thesis is off for marking, I need to write a book
proposalto submit to them for review. Then the publisher(s) make a decision and
either accept it or I look for another publisher! We cannot guarantee that the
book will be published, but I can try hard to promote the idea.

How long would it be before it was published - if the publisher accepts it?
It can depend hugely, but when I did this before with a large international
publisher, from submitting a proposalto the book being printed took
approximately 1 8 months.

Where would the book go?
Unlike the thesis, which is going to sit in a University library, the book would be
available through shops or self-help groups. lt would be information that is
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widely accessible- So, if you wanted your story in the book BUT had reservations
about being identified through names or places mentioned in the story, we would
need to change names and details.

What about names and details?
One of the options on the consent form, if you decide to include your story in thisproject, is to indicate that you are happy with, or wish to change, real names or
pseudonyms as they currently are in the thesis. lf you have th-e real names of
other family members in the story, who are not in the study, it would be worth re-
checking with them (as you did for the thesis) to see if they are happy for their
names to be published in a book.

Whose book is it?
Given that the whole study has tried to work in what is called the co-operative
research model, I believe that this is our book. I would suggest that whilst I
would be the primary author we would want to explore witn tne publisher of
having a way of acknowledging everyone who has stories in the book as co-
authors. lt might be that it has "and co-authors" on the book cover and then has
full details at the beginning section of the book.

What about royalties?
Unfortunately, we are not going to be rich on the basis of this bookl Most royalty
agreements for small market demand projects like this one offer S-10% of the
sales profit to the author(s). My suggestion for you on the consent form. is that
we plan for any royalties exceeding the costs of producing the final version
(which will be printing and posting draft copies to all of youi, to be donated to a
charity of your choice(s). lt might be a charity like SANDS or slDSFl.

what about decision and choices if the book is to be published?
There will be decisions and options if the book is accepted, possibly like
discussion on the book cover, who might write a preface etc. I would plan to write
to all of you at any of these decision points, so that we continue to consult with
each other as we have done through the research study.

lf you do have any other questions or comments then please telephone me or
write to me. I attach the consent form and look forward to hearing from you.

With best wishes

Alison Stewart [contact details]
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Consentfor my story from the Grandparent Bereavemenf Research Study
to be included in a published book of participants'stories.

I have had the opportunity to read the letter that Alison sent about approaching
publishers to produce a book of the stories from the research study. I have had
the opportunity to ask questions and I am aware that my decision to allow my
story to be included/not included is entirely separate from my consent to
participate in the research study.

Please tick the following statements with which you are happy.

I do NOT consent for my story to be included in a published book of

stories from this research

Please now return the form- the following questions do not apply

I consent and am happy for my story to be included in a published book

of stories from this research

I wish to keep the SAME names and identifying details in the story as in

my story in the thesis

I wish to GHANGE the names and identifying details in the story to be

different from those in my story in the thesis

I am happy to be consulted about decisions and to see the final draft of

the book

l wish for any royalties which exceed costs of producing the final version given
the publisher to go to . (CharitY)

Signed

Date 1999

Please return the form to:
Alison Stewart [contact details]
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